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Introduction

By the dawn of the twenty-first century, the tidy but modest library that

looks out on the gardens at the Kenya Medical Research Institute

(KEMRI) in Nairobi was able to subscribe to only five medical jour-

nals. As Nancy Kamau, the institute’s librarian, explained to me, since

KEMRI had opened in 1979, it had been forced to cut one journal title

after another from its list of subscriptions, as prices kept jumping ahead

of the budget allocation and the Kenyan currency fluctuated. The real

shame of it, Kamau pointed out, was that the final five subscriptions,

which they could barely afford, did not include the leading journals on

the institute’s principal research interest, tropical diseases. How could

KEMRI properly support its current projects in biotechnology, leprosy,

malaria, public health, and other areas with an inordinately small sample

of the relevant literature? Funding for these projects, which came from

collaborations with developed nations (ranging from the Wellcome Trust

in the United Kingdom to the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research in

the United States) went into salaries, support for students, and keeping

the institute running. And although the institute’s faculty found ways to

get their hands on a specific article, whether by requesting a copy from a

colleague they knew in the West or by picking it up when they had an

opportunity to travel abroad, the leading medical research center in

East Africa was itself operating more and more in a research literature

vacuum.

Then in July 2001 came a turning point. As Kamau went on to ex-

plain, the World Health Organization managed to convince six of the

leading corporate journal publishers to provide developing nations with

open access to the electronic editions of their medical journals. This



meant that the online contents of a sizable number of medical journals

were suddenly available at no charge to the faculty and students at

KEMRI and elsewhere. The program, known as HINARI (the Health

InterNetwork Access to Research Initiative), had grown since then to en-

compass over 2,000 journals in the health field, and it had not been long

before the initiative had registered over 1,000 institutions from 101 of

the world’s less fortunate countries.

When I visited in June 2003, the KEMRI library had but one computer

for its patrons to use with the Internet, and there was a signup sheet on a

clipboard for faculty and students to place their names on to secure some

time examining the wealth of literature newly available as a result of

the initiative. A local university had recently sent over another six com-

puters, which were still sitting in boxes, in an effort to help KEMRI take

advantage of this boon to access the journals it needed. The sudden

and radical turning point in the intellectual fortunes of KEMRI’s faculty

and students spoke to how the Internet was being used in innovative

ways to increase access to research. HINARI offered a particular model

of open access to medical literature, and it greatly strengthened KEMRI’s

ability to fulfill its promise as a research and training center. But the

introduction of this open access approach to scholarly publishing is

also having a public impact that extends well beyond the academic

community.

Under very different circumstances, the lead piece in the New Yorker’s

‘‘Talk of the Town’’ for September 15, 2003, took issue with the educa-

tional emphasis that the U.S. government was placing on student test

scores, with the scores serving as the entire measure of a school’s success

or failure (Gladwell 2003, 34). In driving this critique home, the item’s

author, staff writer Malcolm Gladwell, reached out to a study by Robert

L. Linn (2003) that challenged the very reliability of the achievement

tests the government was relying on. Linn’s study had been published

two weeks earlier in Educational Policy Analysis Archives, an open ac-

cess journal from Arizona State University. The journal had not issued a

press release for Linn’s study, as medical journals do on occasion with

breakthrough discoveries, nor had a research summary been issued.

Gladwell found the study with Google, in all likelihood, and was able
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to read it with a subscription because Linn’s work was published in an

open access journal.

Public access to research has become all the more important in recent

years with the increased emphasis on political accountability and the

corresponding call for ‘‘evidence-based policymaking’’ in government.

Nowhere is that more apparent than with the recent U.S. Education

Act, otherwise known as the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. The act

states, for example, that government funding will be provided to ‘‘imple-

ment promising educational reform programs and school improvement

programs based on scientifically based research.’’ The chances of ‘‘state

educational agencies and local educational agencies,’’ as they are identi-

fied in the act, finding such research hinges on these bodies’ having open

access to scholarly literature, much as such access helped Gladwell make

his case against the act. Such are the public and democratic prospects of

open access publishing models.

Now, a few years earlier, Gladwell (2000) had published a book on

what he called the ‘‘tipping point,’’ which describes how an idea or

product can go from relative obscurity to that moment of recognition

when ‘‘little things can make a big difference,’’ tipping the idea into gen-

eral acceptance. The Kenya Medical Research Institute’s sudden ability

to access the literature it needs to carry out its important work in health

or the New Yorker’s citing a freely available research study is unlikely to

prove the tipping point for the open access approach to scholarly pub-

lishing. However, as I go on in this book to describe, the occurrence of

a significant number of such moments and instances suggests that the

tip is on, if by no means over. What is clear at this point is that open ac-

cess to research archives and journals has the potential to change the

public presence of science and scholarship and increase the circulation

of this particular form of knowledge. What is also clear is that the role

that open access will play in the future of scholarly publishing depends

on decisions that will be made over the new few years by researchers,

editors, scholarly societies, publishers, and research-funding agencies.

This is a book that lays out the case for open access and why it should

be a part of that future. It demonstrates the vital and viable role it

can play, from both the perspective of a researcher working in the
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best-equipped lab at a leading research university and that of a history

teacher struggling to find resources in an impoverished high school.

This book presents my take on the case for open access as a focused ef-

fort, if not a wholesale movement. It is driven, however, by something

broader which I term the access principle.

In reviewing the case for open access, it makes more sense to focus

readers’ attention on ways of increasing access, rather than holding to a

strict line on whether a journal article, a journal, or a publisher, for that

matter, is open or closed. This may set me off somewhat to the margins

of the open access movement. But I believe that access to the scholarly

literature has never been an open-and-shut case. Scholars have always

sought better ways of finding and sharing the knowledge embodied in

this literature. So my approach to open access is to hold to an access

principle that could be put this way: A commitment to the value and

quality of research carries with it a responsibility to extend the circula-

tion of such work as far as possible and ideally to all who are interested

in it and all who might profit by it. What follows on this principle, given

the current transformation of journals from print to online formats, is

that researchers, scholarly societies, publishers, and research libraries

have now to ask themselves whether or not they are using this new tech-

nology to do as much as can be done to advance and improve access to

research and scholarship.

It should be said at the outset that this is not about making the re-

search article absolutely and unequivocally free. Information may want

somehow to be free, but open access is not free access. The open access

article cannot be read without a substantial investment in hardware,

software, and networking, even if that investment has been made by the

local public library, supported by the taxes paid in some small part by

those who would read open access articles there. This is another way of

saying that the open access movement is not operating in denial of eco-

nomic realities. Rather, it is concerned with increasing access to more of

the research literature for more people, with that increase measured over

what is currently available in print and electronic formats. The open ac-

cess movement is acting on a scholarly tradition that has long been con-

cerned with extending the circulation of knowledge. Yet it is a response,

as well, to the conjunction of two conflicting current events in the history
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of scholarship, one impeding and one accelerating that circulation. This

conflict is what has brought the access question to the point of a move-

ment. The first of these events is a steady escalation in journal prices,

with the rate neatly summarized by Peter Suber (2004a), both analyst

and advocate of open access developments, as ‘‘four times faster than in-

flation for nearly two decades.’’ The second event is the advent of the

Internet and digital publishing, which in a decade has transformed how

readers access journals and created a viable alternative to a publishing

model that, as a result of the first event, was otherwise rendering more

and more of the literature affordable to fewer and fewer institutions.

That viable alternative is now known as open access.

This book develops the case for this principled approach to open ac-

cess in two ways. It deals with the practical matters of digitizing schol-

arly journals, from the perspective of scholarly associations, copyright

law, publishing economics, journal design, and journal indexing. In addi-

tion to such practicalities, the book also considers some of scholarly pub-

lishing’s more expansive themes, as open access speaks to extending the

research capacities of developing nations, increasing public rights of ac-

cess to knowledge, and furthering the policy and political contributions

of research, as well as drawing attention to interesting parallels in pub-

lishing history.

I have gone with this breadth of argument in this book to try to make

clear just how much is at stake with open access, when it comes to a sim-

ple matter like who has the right to read research. I have also done so in

the hope that, taken together, the many strands of this case, from Inter-

nal Revenue Service filings to Newton’s first and only article, will have

the strength to move those in the academy and outside of it who have

yet to be moved from those complacent and comfortable habits of schol-

arly publishing, habits that are preventing many, amid this shift in me-

dia, from seeing the new possibilities for furthering the access principle.

In pursuit of this principle, I should also disclose at the outset, I have

become involved in developing publishing software that would contrib-

ute to, as well as test, the prospects of open access. All of the software

(for journals, conferences, and indexing) is open source and freely dis-

tributed. Yet the lack of a financial stake in it on my part doesn’t prevent

my deep investment in it from showing at times in this book. It is the
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product of a highly talented team of undergraduates and graduate stu-

dents who have come together in the Public Knowledge Project at the

University of British Columbia. The principal piece of software, known

as Open Journal Systems, has contributed much to my understanding of

online journal processes, economics, indexing, and reading, and figures

as such in this book. Additionally, this effort to build robust software

that improves the quality of access to journals proved an excellent focal

point for discussing the possibilities of open access publishing with

researchers, editors, librarians, and publishers in many parts of the

world.

Open Journal Systems has turned out to be more than a talking point

and a test bed for the ideas discussed in this book. It has moved beyond

the proof-of-concept stage, with the assistance and encouragement of an

international open source community, and is now being used to publish

open access journals, as well as some subscription journals around the

world, with versions now available in seven languages. Given the interest

shown in this open source software, a partnership was formed in early

2005 among the Public Knowledge Project, the Canadian Center for

Studies in Publishing at Simon Fraser University, and Simon Fraser Uni-

versity Library to oversee the long-term development of Open Journal

Systems, Open Conference Systems, and the PKP Harvester.

This book, however, is not about the development of publishing soft-

ware; it is about the age-old question of access to knowledge. In consid-

ering what open access has to offer on that question in this book, this is a

work of inquiry and advocacy. Its goal is to inform and inspire a larger

debate over the political and moral economy of knowledge that will con-

stitute the future of research. It seeks to elevate the questions currently

being raised about how research is published, so that they are seen to

shine a greater light on our work as scholars and as citizens of a larger

world. And at this historic moment, in this transition in journal publish-

ing from print to digital formats, the model of open access publishing

challenges not only traditional methods of publishing scholarly work,

but the very presence and place of this knowledge in the world.

What, then, of the all-too-obvious irony of publishing a book in print

and on sale in bookstores about making online research free for the

world? I have published and circulated earlier versions of most of these
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chapters in open access journals and as e-prints on my Web site. And I

have now chosen to thoroughly revise the body of this work in book

form. This represents an effort to reach a wider audience of the yet-to-

be-convinced-of-the-possibilities-of-open-access (let alone the yet-to-find-

things-online) and out of my admitted attachment to the book’s becoming

look and familiar feel. Just as importantly, I have chosen to go with this

form because the book remains the medium that best serves the develop-

ment of a wide-ranging and thoroughgoing treatment of an issue in a sin-

gle sustained piece of writing. The printed book remains part of the

future of how we come to know and how we come to share that know-

ing. But it is not the only form of knowing, as the inventors of a period-

ical press discovered more than three centuries ago. There are now still

other possibilities to consider.
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1
Opening

The year 2003 signaled a breakthrough in scholarly publishing for what

might be loosely termed the open access movement. After all, Nature,

Science, The Scientist, and the Wall Street Journal all ranked ‘‘open ac-

cess’’ among their top science stories for 2003. ‘‘Free for All’’ was the

punning headline for Nature’s ‘‘2003 in Context’’ coverage on open ac-

cess. The magazine dared to ask, with its own future potentially hanging

in the balance, ‘‘Will the scientific literature in future be dominated by

journals that do not charge their readers?’’ Nature placed ‘‘the ‘open

access’ movement’’ right up there with the big stories on genetically

modified foods, the elusive subatomic Higgs boson, the prospect of

human cloning, and global access to clean water. What had catapulted

open access into the top science stories for 2003 was the Public Library

of Science’s launch of PLoS Biology.

Reading the online version of PloS Biology is free to those who can

find their way to an Internet connection, thanks to a $1,500 payment

by the authors of each article published. Having authors (or their institu-

tions) contribute to publishing costs in order to provide open access is

not what distinguishes PLoS Biology; rather, what sets it apart is that

this new journal is, as Nature notes, ‘‘competing for top biology papers

with Nature, Science and Cell ’’ (‘‘2003 in Context’’). However, the

PLoS Biology editors, Patrick O. Brown, Michael B. Eisen, and Harold

E. Varmus (2003), made it very clear in their opening editorial that their

journal was about more than competing for the top papers in biology.

As they saw it, the journal would, by virtue of being open access,

‘‘form a valuable resource for science education, lead to more informed

healthcare decisions by doctors and patients, [and] level the playing for



scientists in smaller or less wealthy institutions’’ (1). For its part, Nature

held a forum during the year on open access publishing, which was made

freely available, on the magazine’s otherwise subscription-only Web site.

Suddenly, how scientists get their news—and how they get their news

out—was itself front-page news and a hot political issue.

Within days of open access’s ranking in the previous year’s top five

science stories, the U.S. House Appropriations Committee was expressing

concern over public access to medical research that had been funded by

taxpayers through the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The House

instructed the NIH to arrive at a policy that would make NIH-funded re-

search freely available through PubMed Central, a National Library of

Medicine repository of open access biomedical research journals, within

six months of the work’s publication, with this delay in open access in-

tended to protect subscription sales of journal publishers. To get a sense

of the potential impact of a legislated measure for open access along the

lines of the NIH policy, one should consider that the NIH currently sup-

ports $28 billion in biomedical research, resulting in, by some estimates,

60,000 articles, annually. The NIH measure has been supported by the

newly formed Alliance for Taxpayer Access (which identifies itself, on

its Web site, as ‘‘a diverse and growing alliance of organizations repre-

senting taxpayers, patients, physicians, researchers, and institutions that

support open public access to taxpayer-funded research’’) and by a

group of twenty-five Nobel Prize winners who have signed an open letter

to the U.S. Congress in support of the measure (‘‘There’s no question,

open access truly expands shared knowledge across scientific fields—it

is the best path for accelerating multi-disciplinary breakthroughs in re-

search’’) (Alliance for Taxpayer Access 2004).1

During the fall of 2004, the NIH invited public comment on this

initiative, and among the 6,000 submissions that were received was an

interesting ‘‘industry challenge’’ from Michael Keller (2004), Stanford

University librarian, and the publisher of HighWire Press (‘‘a not for

1. The Alliance for Taxpayer Access hhttp://www.taxpayeraccess.orgi is spon-
sored by the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC),
which is funded, in turn, by the Association of Research Libraries; see also ‘‘An
Open Letter to the U.S. Congress Signed by 25 Nobel Prize Winners’’ (Alliance
for Taxpayer Access 2004).
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profit enterprise of the Stanford University Libraries’’) and Stanford

University Press. Keller’s approach was to point out how much better

HighWire Press and the publishers using its services were doing than the

government’s PubMed Central at providing ‘‘enormously improved pub-

lic access’’ to research, with ‘‘over 770,000 articles in the life sciences

and medicine’’ among HighWire back issues made freely available to

readers (2004). Although there is no conflict between the NIH proposal

and HighWire Press’s back-issue access, Keller’s stance that these things

are better left up to the industry reflects how this move to extend the

access principle is already part of the plan for at least some publishers

among the not-for-profit sector.

On February 3, 2005, the NIH released its Policy on Enhancing

Public Access to Archived Publications Resulting from NIH-Funded Re-

search. The policy states that ‘‘NIH-funded investigators are requested

to submit an electronic version of the author’s final manuscript upon

acceptance for publication’’ to PubMed Central, to be released to the

public ‘‘as soon as possible (and within twelve months of the publisher’s

official date of final publication).’’ Understandably, a number of open ac-

cess advocates were disappointed by the policy’s final form. The twelve-

month delay was bad enough, but then authors were only ‘‘requested’’ to

comply with it, or as Suber (2005a) put it: ‘‘The policy is not only a re-

treat from the previous policy, but a retreat from clarity and coherence.’’

However lobbied into dilution, the NIH policy still represents an impor-

tant government acknowledgment that what has been changed by this

new publishing medium is not only the public’s right, but public expec-

tations around that right.2

At the same time, in Great Britain, the House of Commons Science

and Technology Committee was holding hearings on the state of scien-

tific publishing and issued a report on July 20, 2004, entitled Scientific

2. A year earlier, on June 26, 2003, Representative Martin Olav Sabo (D-Minn.)
had introduced in Congress a Public Access to Science Act that focused on the
copyright of federally funded research. See Trosow 2003 for a defense of the gov-
ernment’s withholding copyright protection from funded research, which is the
basis of the act, on the grounds that ‘‘works resulting from extramural research
that has been substantially subsidized by the Federal Government should enter
the public domain in the same manner as works resulting from intramural gov-
ernment research undertaken by federal employees’’ (80).
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Publications: Free for All? (presumably without intending the pun Na-

ture had with its use of ‘‘free for all’’). The report included a number of

recommendations in favor of an open access approach to scholarly pub-

lishing. The committee proposed that universities be supported in estab-

lishing open access archives in which faculty could deposit copies of the

articles that they otherwise published in journals; that funding agencies

make depositing articles in such e-print archives, as they are known, a

condition of the agencies’ grants; and that the government look at ways

of fostering open access journals, while having the Office of Fair Trading

monitor the publishing industry. Although the government announced in

November of that year that it would not be acting on the committee’s

recommendations, something is clearly afoot in the media and political

circles over access to scientific and scholarly information.

The major corporate publishers of academic journals—the ostensible

source of the access problem and target of these measures—had to blink

in the midst of all the attention being paid to ‘‘free’’ journals and access

to knowledge. In May 2004, Reed Elsevier, the largest of them with

1,800 journal titles, changed its policies on its authors’ rights. Under the

new policy, the authors of articles published in Elsevier journals are

granted the right to post their own version (that is, not Elsevier’s pub-

lished version) of the final text in an open access e-print archive at their

institution. This policy change meant that Elsevier authors were suddenly

in a position to offer open access to all of the material they had published

in Elsevier’s journals. The unlikelihood of anything close to that happen-

ing is suggested by how few faculty members, outside of a few disci-

plines, such as high-energy physics, have uploaded their work to e-print

archives, even after many publishers have granted them permission to do

so. Some less generous-hearted critics have suggested that this figured in

Elsevier’s decision. Still, the publishing corporation that is most often

portrayed as the villain in this story was no longer turning a deaf ear to

open access.

A month later, Springer Verlag, another major scholarly publisher,

with more than 1,000 journal titles, took matters a step further. Springer

already permitted its authors to post their versions of published articles

in e-print archives, but it went on to introduce Springer Open Choice
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(‘‘Your research. Your choice.’’). Authors of articles accepted for publi-

cation in a Springer journal can opt, for a fee of $3,000, to have their

articles made ‘‘freely available for anyone to read, download, or print,’’

as Springer’s Web site puts it. In a very short time, open access went

from an untested upstart of an idea, posed by those who were accused

of knowing nothing about the real business of publishing, to a way of

doing business.

Of course, the open access story goes back much farther than all of

the media, government, and corporate attention over the last year might

suggest. The access principle that underlies this book—namely, that a

commitment to the value and quality of research carries with it a respon-

sibility to extend the circulation of this work as far as possible, and ide-

ally to all who are interested in it and all who might profit by it—has

a history that dates back to the great libraries of the past visited by

scholars, whether one thinks of the fabled collection at Alexandria

founded in the third century b.c. or the mosque libraries, such as the

one at al-Azhar in Cairo, which flourished in and around the sixteenth

century, or the small-town libraries that spread through nineteenth-

century America.

Opening access is also what the printing press did for the emergence of

experimental science in the seventeenth century, when Henry Oldenburg

decided to print segments of the scientific correspondence that he was

handling for the Royal Society of London. It is what Nature first set out

to do when it started publishing in 1869, as it then made so bold as to

promise its readers ‘‘to place before the general public the grand results

of Scientific Work and Scientific Discovery, and to urge the claims of

Science to a more general recognition in Education and Daily Life,’’ a

promise that Nature keeps current by citing on its Science Update Web

site. However, hundreds of journals are delivering on this promise to

place the grand results before the general public today in a new way,

greatly expanding the circulation of knowledge by making their contents

freely available to read online. There are now open access journals in

every field and discipline, from every corner of the world, with some dat-

ing back a decade to the earliest days of the Internet. The open access

journal is simply taking advantage of new Internet technologies to place
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its contents within reach of the growing number of readers who are able

to go online. Increasing access to knowledge is an ongoing story, and

what Nature identifies as the open access movement is but the most re-

cent chapter.

So how is it that PloS Biology decided to charge authors $1,500 to

have their article published and made free to readers, when its competi-

tors sell subscriptions? How can the peer-reviewed journal First Monday,

for which neither author nor reader pays, forsake a print edition and

gain the respect it has, as a leading venue for scholarly inquiry into the

whole Internet phenomenon? Why would the New England Journal of

Medicine seemingly jeopardize its subscription list by offering open ac-

cess to its entire contents six months after their initial publication? The

first thing to note is that scholarly publishing runs on a different eco-

nomic basis than the rest of the publishing world. Researchers and schol-

ars are not paid a penny by journal publishers for original manuscripts

presenting the results of perhaps thousands of dollars’ worth of research.

Rather, in publishing their work, the authors are banking on a longer-

term investment in what might be cast as human rights and vanities.

This inextricable mix of a right to know and a right to be known drives

the academy’s knowledge economy.

Money is hardly absent from this publishing picture. Although jour-

nals pay authors no royalties, faculty members do profit at least mar-

ginally as their research reputation grows. As a result of publishing

well-received articles, faculty members can look forward to salary in-

creases, job offers, speaker fees, consultancies, and other opportunities.

Yet the immediate and direct value of publishing a work is realized in

the circulation of knowledge. The extent of that circulation, as a work

is made widely available to knowledgeable and interested readers, and

as it weathers critique and garners praise in the process, stands as the

work’s claim to qualify as knowledge. The access principle is all the

more at issue today for scholars and students throughout the world, as

the pricing of journals over the last few decades has been leading to a de-

cline in the availability of this academic work, as I go on to argue. The

principle was, in a sense, identified at the very outset of the Western ver-

sion of the scholarly project when Aristotle opened the Metaphysics with
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the statement ‘‘All humankind by nature desires to know.’’3 As this

desire is rightly identified, I believe, as part of our nature, it stands as a

human right to know.

With its recent rise as a front-page news story, open access has also

drawn its share of critics, who are alarmed at what this approach could

mean for the future of scholarly publishing. The editor of Chemical and

Engineering News, Rudy M. Baum, does not mince words in identifying

the threat posed by open access: ‘‘The open-access movement’s demand

that an entirely new and unproven model for STM [science, technology,

and medicine] publishing be adopted is not in the best interests of

science’’ (2004). Baum is all for a free-market solution to the current

serials pricing crisis—‘‘the marketplace is responding to those high

prices in a predictable way as libraries make hard choices and cancel

subscriptions’’—while seeking to portray open access as somehow an

unnatural, extramarket economic force of mythic proportions: ‘‘It’s

human nature to want something for nothing. Unfortunately, excellence

rarely comes without a price. Perhaps that’s the most dangerous myth

being fostered by the open-access movement: that access to high-quality

STM literature can be had on the cheap.’’

It is easy enough to point out that it is no myth that an increasing

number of journals, from the New England Journal of Medicine to

Essays in Philosophy, are delivering high-quality literature in various

forms of open access, as I go on to discuss. But then one might ask,

What sort of market drives subscription prices and cancellations up to

the point of forcing libraries to cancel journals? What sort of market

ensures that the labor invested by faculty authors and reviewers results

in journals that their own libraries can no longer afford? Well, it is a

3. I have taken one liberty with the standard W. D. Ross (1958) translation of
Aristotle’s Metaphysics: ‘‘All men by nature desire to know’’ (1.1). Aristotle
goes on in that initial paragraph to give a proof for this proposition, based on
delight, sight, and difference: ‘‘An indication of this is the delight we take in our
senses; for even apart from their usefulness they are loved for themselves; and
above all others the sense of sight. For not only with a view to action, but even
when we are not going to do anything, we prefer seeing (one might say) to every-
thing else. The reason is that this, most of all the senses, makes us know and
brings to light many differences between things.’’
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market that gives rise to an open access movement that takes advantage

of new publishing technologies to restore the primacy of the right to

know.

Baum’s dismissal of open access needs to be compared to the publish-

ing picture presented by Vitek Tracz, a member of BioMed Central Ltd.,

a for-profit open access publisher. Tracz was one of those who testified

before the U.K. House of Commons Science and Technology Committee,

which met through the winter of 2004 to consider the matter of scientific

publishing. As an employee of a publishing company, albeit one pursu-

ing an open access model, he pulled no punches on how skewed the pub-

lishing economy has become in terms of value and contribution: ‘‘I think

that the role of publishers in the process of publishing scientific papers is

wildly, incredibly exaggerated and overblown, completely out of propor-

tion’’ (2004). What was being lost sight of, Tracz insisted, was that ‘‘it is

the scientists who do the research, who publish, who referee, who decide.

Most of the referees are chosen by another scientist. This is a process run

by scientists and for us publishers to presume that we have some major

scientific role or influence is wrong.’’

Still, the same parliamentary committee also heard from John Jarvis,

managing director of Wiley Europe, who again returned to the threat

posed by open access, this time to the public: ‘‘This rather enticing state-

ment that everybody should be able to see everything could lead to

chaos. Speak to people in the medical profession, and they will say the

last thing they want are people who may have illnesses reading this infor-

mation, marching into surgeries and asking things’’ (2004). Well, many

doctors have already recognized and begun to deal in a most positive

way with this age-of-information epiphenomenon. It is a point that has

not been lost on Harold Varmus, one of the founders of the Public Li-

brary of Science, who also spoke to the British parliamentary committee

about why he is committed to open access: ‘‘We want to put the best that

biomedical research offers on the internet so that patients read infor-

mation which is solid. We want physicians who are not associated with

major medical funders, who are working in a farm town in Idaho, to be

able to look up information which has been made available through pub-

licly funded research and see the answers. We want, as emblazoned on

the front of the British Museum and stated by the librarian of the British
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Museum in 1836, every young poor student to be able to satisfy his

learned curiosity just as a rich person does’’ (2004).

This concern with people ‘‘marching into surgeries and asking things,’’

as well as with ‘‘every young poor student,’’ is also the point at which I

come into the conversation, having started out as a schoolteacher before

becoming a faculty member given to studying how systems of knowl-

edge, whether embodied in school curriculums or the Oxford English

Dictionary, shape the way people think and act. Public education, in the

broadest sense, has been my beat. While much of the discussion around

this alternative publishing model known as open access has been directed

toward increasing access to research for researchers, open access is also,

for me, about turning this knowledge into a greater vehicle of public

education, in its broadest sense. I am fortunately not alone in harboring

this broader educational interest in the access principle. It is a theme

taken up, for example, by the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science when it points out how ‘‘users’’ of scientific research in-

clude ‘‘historians and philosophers, editors, consultants, students and

educators, journalists, consumer advocacy groups, government regula-

tors and policy makers, and members of the legal community, as well as

that diverse group we refer to as ‘the general reader’ ’’ (Frankel 2002, 8).

What makes research and scholarship such a natural topic for thinking

about setting up knowledge commons and publishing cooperatives de-

voted to providing open access is this work’s standing as a public good.

A public good, in economic terms, is something that is regarded as bene-

ficial and can be provided to everyone who seeks it, without their use of

it diminishing its value. The example commonly given of a public good is

the lighthouse, which provides a guiding light to each ship equally, no

matter how many ships pass its way. Fritz Machlup, a pioneering econo-

mist of the concept of knowledge industries, has described knowledge as

a near-perfect public good: ‘‘If a public or social good is defined as one

that can be used by additional persons without causing any additional

cost, then knowledge is such a good of the purest type’’ (1984, 159). He

allows that ‘‘to seek knowledge, to create, acquire, transmit, or retrieve

knowledge’’ entails costs, but that ‘‘to use existing knowledge . . . may

be costless’’ (159). This lighthouse property of knowledge, as the quint-

essential public good, is worth pausing over. The growth in government
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support for academic research has led universities to develop an elabo-

rate and extensive technical infrastructure. I argue that it is well within

the capacity of the information technology provided by this infrastruc-

ture to provide greater public access to this public good known as re-

search and scholarship, without diminishing its quality and quantity.

The universities’ capacity to make this work widely available is part of

what drives this call for open access.

At this point, however, scholarly publishing is struggling to maintain a

terribly inefficient triple-sided economy in the transition of journals from

print to digital editions. First of all, publishers continue to employ the

traditional industrial apparatus of print, even as manuscripts are pre-

pared and managed electronically. Secondly, publishers are developing

sophisticated Web-based systems for publishing, distributing, and index-

ing electronic editions within their own portals, as well as continuing

to produce print editions. And finally, libraries have developed no less

sophisticated technical infrastructures for providing their patrons with

access to these and other digital resources. The redundancies will be

reduced as academic publishing grows comfortably digital. In the face

of the inevitable economic shakeout, viable publishing alternatives need

to be put forward and tested for not only sustaining but also growing

this public good, alternatives that, at the very least, go beyond restricting

access to those who are associated with well-endowed institutions.

Now in playing the public-good argument as part of the case for open

access, I stand both cautioned and encouraged by political scientist Jane

Mansbridge’s point that ‘‘the public good is essentially contested, that its

evocation is open to demagogic exploitation, and that its meaning in any

given case is likely to be heavily shaped by the interests of dominant

groups’’ (1998, 5). The public good is, then, a ‘‘dangerous concept,’’

but one that Mansbridge is more than willing to support because of

how it highlights ‘‘the contrast between the growing weight of reason to

act only in one’s narrow self-interest,’’ as she starkly puts it, ‘‘and the

growing necessity, in an increasingly interdependent world, for sophisti-

cated forms of cooperation that require a leaven of public spirit’’ (5).

Presumably, some of the knowledge at issue in this body of research

literature can sharpen the very perception of dominance, demagoguery,

and contested meanings that gathers around the idea of a public good.
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Creating additional sources of public knowledge would also contribute

to what Mansbridge values most about the public good, which is that it

serves ‘‘as a site for analytically fruitful contestation’’ where people can

‘‘formulate their views and test their arguments against others’’ (12). My

concern with increasing access to research and scholarship here is very

much about ‘‘sorting out which institutional arrangements in which con-

texts,’’ as she puts it, allow self-interest to serve the particular view of the

public good that welcomes ‘‘the contest over what is public and good’’

(17).4

I cannot help thinking that, however slightly the question of access to

the journal literature may figure in the larger contest today over what

constitutes the public realm and what stands as a public good, this inno-

vative approach to publishing journals is the one institutional arrange-

ment that Mansbridge and so many other scholars have immediately

within their reach, not simply to explore, but to control, shape, and

transform. If indeed, as Mansbridge maintains, the scholar’s ‘‘job is

to make good contextually based guesses [about institutional arrange-

ments], which can then be tested in practice’’ (1998, 16), then let us in

good faith begin with our own publishing arrangements when it comes

to journals. It might also seem that finding ways of increasing the global

reach of scholars and researchers would provide, if not the purest, then

at least a fine opportunity ‘‘to let the engine of self-interest do its useful

work without infecting the motivation to do good’’ (5). The self-interest

of researchers, editors, and scholarly associations needs to be harnessed,

in this case, so that their involvement in scholarly publishing is seen to

have no conflict with the motivation to do this greater good. ‘‘One can

do well by doing good’’ is how Mansbridge puts it, in describing such

an alignment (14).

4. Mansbridge’s point that there can be ‘‘rational and often even disinterested
disagreement on the public good’’ has its parallel in the rational (if not always
disinterested) disagreements that frequently take place within the research litera-
ture, while open access to the sheer variety of, and conflict among, research
studies should reduce instances in which expert knowledge is used to end public
deliberation, which she regards as a public good in and of itself (1998, 10).
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2
Access

Scholarly and scientific journals have by this point enjoyed a successful

print run of some 340 years. It has been that long since the shaky, under-

stated launches, within a few months of each other in 1665, of the Jour-

nal des sçavans in Paris and the Philosophical Transactions in London.

Since then, the journal has assumed a myriad of forms and sizes, cover-

ing every discipline, subdiscipline, and academic niche imaginable, all

neatly summed up, for example, in the succinct simplicity of Cell, the

narrowly and distinctly cast Journal of Negative Results: Ecology and

Biology, and the entirely contemporary Web Semantics: Science, Services

and Agents on the World Wide Web. Over the course of the journal’s

long publishing history, its pages have been the site of scientific dis-

covery and scholarly breakthrough. Journals have launched stellar

careers and ruthlessly exposed frauds; they have hosted hotly contested

disputes and provided a refuge for fellow-travelers and like-minded

thinkers.

Although the number of journals had steadily grown over the cen-

turies, it was the growth in postsecondary education after World War II,

along with the huge influx of government research funding, particularly

in the United States, that led to a profusion of new journal titles, with

many of the new entries coming from commercial publishers, which

were, as a group, just beginning to move into this area of publishing.

New titles continued to appear at a rate that exceeded the growth in the

number of faculty, which began to slow in the 1980s. What drove the in-

crease in journals was greater government research funding, particularly



in the biomedical fields.1 Between 1998 and 2003, for example, 783 new

journal titles were launched by 149 publishers, with many additional

ones appearing from scholarly associations and other groups (Cox and

Cox 2003, 5). Although many a journal created out of the vision and

hope of scholars and publishers has gone the way of all publishing ven-

tures—namely, out of print—the estimate is that 50,000 scholarly and

scientific titles are currently being published worldwide.2

Even as the journal’s print run has continued into the twenty-first cen-

tury, it has also struck out on an entirely new publishing course. Over

the last dozen years, the typical journal has assumed a parallel digital

life, with as many as half of the current titles available online (Tenopir

2004). What began in 1982, with the first electronic edition of the

Harvard Business Review, which was given limited circulation by Biblio-

graphic Information Services, has quickly grown into a global distribu-

tion system for journals in every discipline and field (Thapa, Sahoo, and

Srivastava 2001). To have perhaps 20,000 journals or more move to

online editions in less than the last dozen years suggests that this is where

journal publishing is headed.

It is certainly true that the readability of a journal article on a com-

puter screen does not compare to the ease of reading ink on paper. Still,

electronic journals do offer scholarly readers certain advantages. Com-

pared to the print edition of a journal, the online version can be far

more readily and exhaustively searched, whether for a concept or term.

Readers can quickly move online from citation to work cited, and when

they find something that serves their needs, they can, with a click, copy

1. See Roger L. Geiger (2004, 177, 147) on how ‘‘the autonomous research mis-
sion’’ of the university grew out of United States federal government agencies
that wanted access to the academic expertise that they had had during World
War II, as well as on the growth of research support, between 1980 and 2000,
by over 100 percent while faculty and student numbers grew by less than 20 per-
cent during the period.

2. Carol Tenopir (2004), a leading scholar on academic publishing, puts the esti-
mate this way: ‘‘I can say with confidence that as of the end of 2003, there are
just under 50,000 scholarly journals and somewhere between one-third and just
over one-half of them are in digital form. One thing I’ve learned is that these
numbers are a moving target and somewhat suspect. Keep checking and keep de-
finitive statements necessarily vague.’’
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the article’s bibliographic reference, and perhaps a quote or two, without

leaving their keyboard and mouse. They can press Print or Save, if an

article they come across is a keeper and worth reading with a pencil in

hand.

Online journals have in this relatively short time won over the hearts

of my colleagues and our students at the University of British Columbia

(UBC) in Vancouver, where I work. Some 40 percent of those recently

surveyed by the university’s library (2003) ranked online journals ahead

of books, print journals, and other resources; there was no such level of

agreement on the value of any other scholarly resource. This favoring of

the online journal is about to change the very nature of the library. A

number of university libraries, including the one at UBC, are eliminating

the overlap between print and electronic editions of the same journal in

their collections by canceling the print edition. In 2004, UBC cut the

print editions of 1,500 journals and plans to reduce its print holdings

among a major portion of its 23,000-title serials collection in a similar

way. Not long from now, scholars may well be overheard nostalgically

recalling to a new generation of graduate students fond stories of the

productive discoveries that once came of those serendipitous strolls

through the racks of freshly printed journals placed on display in their

university library, during the days when you had to be on your feet to

browse.

If the journal has readily taken to the Internet, the scholarly book

has not, up to this point. Certainly, the initial rumors of the book’s immi-

nent death at the hands of this new technology appear to have been

greatly exaggerated. Still, many classic works of literature, from Austen

to Shakespeare, are available online (although they are still read, I trust,

most often in paperback editions).3 This was not the case with scholarly

3. Project Gutenberg, a public-domain archive that dates back to 1971, has been
mounting many of the great books (with expired copyrights). There is the Million
Books Project at Carnegie Mellon University, with France’s National Library
sponsoring Gallica, another open access book archive. The Internet Archive proj-
ect, led by Brewster Kahle, has a target of a million books pulled from libraries
in five countries, with open access to all public-domain titles. The Alexandria
Library, with its own historical hopes of reestablishing a universal library, has
dedicated itself to providing online access to as much of the world’s literature as
possible, as well as to its own online archives of Islamic and Arabic literature.
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books, at least not until very recently. The digital standing of the schol-

arly book was radically altered by Google’s announcement on December

14, 2004, that it would digitize fifteen million books over the next de-

cade, including the entire seven million volumes of the University of

Michigan’s library, along with portions of the collections held by Har-

vard, Stanford, Oxford, and the New York Public Library, with perhaps

others to follow. As Suber observed in the wake of this development:

‘‘We don’t know what it will do to teaching and research, let alone

pleasure reading and autodidacticism. But we can be sure that removing

access barriers to collections of this magnitude and utility will change

basic practices’’ (2005b). Although only books in the public domain can

be read online (but not printed or downloaded), Google Print will allow

free searching of all the works, creating an encyclopedic guide to who

deals with what.

As promising a development as this is, and as much weight and public-

ity as it has drawn to the idea of greater access, Google Print is not about

faculty members doing what they can to ensure that their current work

circulates openly and freely. Google Print does not directly address the

crisis of access that has beset the journal literature. It does not provide a

means for altering a publishing economy that continues to cut into the

scholarly vitality of periodical literature.

Of course, the journal is hardly the whole of the academy’s knowledge

business. Yet the journal has arrived at a critical point in its own digital

transformation, and how its future plays out, in terms of access, rests in

the hands of researchers, editors, librarians, scholarly associations, and

publishers. Although online scholarly resources are now available in a

variety of forms—from online courses to scientific databases—the re-

search article in particular is currently at the center of a struggle over

the economics of access that may determine the global presence and

impact of the research enterprise.4 It is a struggle over whether online

publishing will further contribute to, or whether it will begin to reverse,

what can only be described as the current state of declining access to re-

4. For a review of the complete ‘‘multidimensional continuum’’ of scholarly
electronic publishing activities that go well beyond the journal, and in relation
to tenure and promotion, see Anderson 2004. On the economic benefits of open
access to data and public-sector information, see Weiss 2004.
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search and scholarship within an otherwise expanding global academic

community.

How can access to research be declining, one might well ask, in a

knowledge society? This age-of-information paradox follows on the suc-

cessful transformation of knowledge into a capitalized commodity and

economic driver. The university community, at least in some quarters,

has caught hold of this wave (see, for example, Gibbons et al. 1994).

And as a whole, the academy has been growing increasingly productive

in patents, research articles, and doctorates. At the same time, the major

journal publishers have been all about merger and acquisition as part of

this know-biz phenomenon. The resulting corporate publishing concen-

tration, with its relentless focus on knowledge capitalization and share-

holder value, has seen journal prices increase well above inflation rates,

and university libraries cannot keep up.

It has been hard enough for libraries to try to keep abreast of the

increased quantity of research arising from the billions of dollars now

invested in research, as well as the growth of postsecondary education

and the professoriate more generally. But libraries are now facing a jour-

nal economy in which less is more. That is, the inevitable cancellation

of journal subscriptions and reduced circulation resulting from higher

prices is still leading to greater publisher profits. The publishing goal is

not necessarily increased circulation for the journals. Profits are coming

not only from increased prices and publishing efficiencies, but from tak-

ing greater advantage of the growing number of titles publishers hold,

through such strategies as ‘‘bundling’’ titles in licensing arrangements

with libraries that carry no-cancel policies for all of the titles in the bun-

dle. The effect is to increase the publisher’s share of subscribing libraries’

budgets beyond the number of titles that libraries might have otherwise

ordered (leading to cuts in other titles).5

5. Elsevier accounted for 50 percent of the University of California online serials
budget in 2002, although its titles accounted for only 25 percent of journal use
(Suber 2004b). A Credit Suisse First Boston financial report on the scholarly
publishing industry points out that Elsevier has a higher profit margin on its
lower-quality journals (with fewer submissions), which is one of the reasons for
a bundling strategy that does not allow libraries to cancel these lower-quality
journals without canceling the higher-quality ones in the same bundle (Suber
2004c).
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What this corporate concentration in scholarly publishing looks like

can be seen in the holdings of three of the major players: Reed Elsevier

with 1,800 journals, Taylor and Francis with over 1,000 titles, and

Springer with more than 500 titles. According to one industry report,

these three companies now control 60 percent of the materials indexed

in the world’s leading citation index, the ISI Web of Science (‘‘Merger

Mania’’ 2003). The mergers with smaller publishers, and the resulting

acquisition of journal titles, that have made those corporations giants of

journal publishing are consistently associated with subscription price

increases, amounting to, in the case of one publisher, an average increase

of more than 20 percent for each journal moving from a smaller pub-

lisher to the larger one.6

The growth of the knowledge economy, which might otherwise have

been thought to herald the university’s ship coming in, has produced a

‘‘serials crisis’’ that threatens the basic access principle otherwise critical

to production of research and scholarship. As the Association of Ameri-

can Universities and the Association of Research Libraries solemnly put

it in an unprecedented joint statement from the two organizations: ‘‘The

current system of scholarly publishing has become too costly for the aca-

demic community to sustain’’ (ARL 2000).7

Not surprisingly, there are different versions of how this unsustainable

impasse in scholarly publishing was reached. I have attended the presen-

tations of representatives from large corporate scholarly publishers, and

their PowerPoint slides typically illustrate how a number of corporate

academic publishing interests, such as Elsevier (with its august academic

publishing pedigree dating back to the sixteenth century), began in the

6. Elsevier, for example, has acquired the academic publishing houses Harcourt,
Academic, and Pergamon. See McCabe 1999 and McCabe 2002 on mergers and
monopolies among corporate academic publishers: ‘‘According to these empirical
estimates, each of these mergers was associated with substantial price increases;
in the case of the Elsevier deal the price increases appear to be due to increased
market power. For example, compared to pre-merger prices, the Elsevier deal
resulted in an average price increase of 22% for former Pergamon titles, and an
8% increase for Elsevier titles’’ (McCabe 1999). Also see Tamber 2000.

7. Similarly, the Wellcome Trust study Economic Analysis of Scientific Research
Publishing concluded that ‘‘[t]he current market structure does not operate in the
long-term interests of the research community’’ (SQW Ltd. 2003, iv).
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1950s to respond to Western-government increases in research funding

by launching a wide range of new journals. In this way, the corporate

publishers initially expanded publishing opportunities for researchers

and advanced the circulation of knowledge. The academic community

tends to forget, in today’s fervor over pricing, the publishers’ representa-

tives are quick to point out, that the corporations stepped in to provide

the new journals needed to ensure that advances in many fields had a

proper venue, as the old-guard scholarly societies were extremely cau-

tious when it came to adding new titles to their well-established lists.

The publishers’ story is not without merit. At least one economics

study lends this potted history credence, even as the study further fuels

the outrage felt in the academic community over the current state of

affairs by quantifying how much this corporate incursion into scholarly

publishing costs on a journal-by-journal basis. Economist Theodore C.

Bergstrom (2001) found that in 1960, economics was served by some

thirty journals, almost all of which were nonprofit ventures sponsored

by scholarly associations or other academic organizations. By 1980,

the number of titles had increased to 120, of which half were published

by commercial concerns, and by 2000, that corporate share was two-

thirds of the 300 journals then available. The corporate sector was

clearly creating or acquiring journals at a faster rate than the nonprofit

sector.

Bergstrom also found that the average subscription fees for the com-

mercial journals that were ranked among the top twenty for the field

(according to the ISI Web of Science) was $1,660 per year (Bergstrom

2001, 183). Compare this to an average subscription cost of $180 annu-

ally for the economic journals published by the nonprofits in the top-

twenty list, and you can see the basis for concern. Just as disconcerting

is Bergstrom’s finding that price has little to do with quality, at least

as determined by a particular journal’s impact factor.8 Nonprofit eco-

nomic journals held the top six positions in the ISI list of most influential

economic titles according to their impact factors. The titles owned by

8. A journal’s impact factor is an ISI Web of Science measure of its influence
based on the average number of times articles in the journal have been cited in
ISI-indexed journals over the previous two-year period.
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commercial publishers held only five places within the top twenty titles.9

Through the disproportionately high prices it charges for the journals it

produces, not only is the corporate sector taking a much greater share of

library budgets, but it exercises a much greater degree of control over the

circulation of knowledge than the number of titles it holds would other-

wise warrant.

Still, how can a market bear such price differences between commer-

cial and association titles that are so unrelated to quality? How, in this

world of consumer savvy, can you sell a product that is more than nine

times as expensive as an equally good if not better alternative? And how

can you sell it to the same set of relatively wealthy customers year after

year, in a pricing spiral, with journal cancellations, resulting from in-

creased prices, leading to further price increases as a smaller number of

customers must bear the publishing expenses of the journal?10 You can

do it only if the consumer is blind to price differences and is interested

only in acquiring a wide range of top-ranked products. That is, faculty

members at leading institutions expect to be able to access all of the

9. Also see Bergstrom and Bergstrom 2004, which reports that ‘‘in economics,
for example, the average inflation-adjusted price per page charged by commercial
publishers has increased by 300 percent since 1985, whereas that of nonprofit
economics journals has increased by ‘only’ 50 percent’’ (897); Mark McCabe
(1999) reports that between 1988 and 1998, biomedical journals published by
the leading corporate publishers increased their subscription prices by 224 per-
cent compared to 129 percent for journals from nonprofit publishers.

10. In addition to noting how cancellations caused by price increases lead to fur-
ther increases for the remaining subscribers, who are asked to generate the same
revenue levels to produce the journal, Roger G. Noll (1996) observes an addi-
tional cost of these increases: ‘‘In addition, the high institutional price causes
institutional libraries to be far smaller than would be socially optimal. Of course,
for publications in science and engineering, this inefficiency ripples throughout
the entire economy, for it means that education, applied research and develop-
ment, and direct diffusion to the production of goods and services will proceed
at a slower rate than otherwise would be the case’’ (12). McCabe (1999) esti-
mates that a 1 percent increase in the price of a journal results in a 0.3 percent
drop in the number of subscriptions to it. The American Physical Society, with
fourteen journals, reports ‘‘an overall decline of an average of about 3 percent a
year (less lately) across all our journals since the 1960s,’’ and the Institute of
Physics, with more than forty journals, indicates that ‘‘the general attrition slope
has not changed’’ (Swan 2005).
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high-impact journals in their field, and the pricing issues that their li-

braries face are neither here nor there for them. Faculty members run

on a different journal economy than the library, one that is determined

by the scramble among them for greater research impact: the vanity

factor.

To speak of faculty vanity may seem terribly unfair to hard-working

researchers, toiling away in lab coats and laboratories or in sensible

shoes and dusty archives. This is clearly not about the vanity of rock or

movie stars. It is something far closer to professional pride, to the pride

one cannot help but take in seeing one’s work, dare I say, ‘‘in print,’’ or

in seeing it cited in someone else’s work. I would use the term pride to

capture the economic driver of scholarly publishing for faculty members,

except it doesn’t do as good a job in capturing the special case of schol-

arship. Academic publishing is an end in itself. As such, the recognition

of one’s peers does not simply follow from what one achieves in one’s

field; this is the very field one plows with the work. That is, recognition

of one’s peers is the principal measure of one’s contribution to a field of

inquiry, although there may also be patents or other ways one’s work

has an impact outside the academy. The particular ego economy of being

cited by name, and of being so closely identified with one’s published

work, even in collaborative endeavors, is not entirely without other

kinds of rewards, which follow on this recognition factor. To be widely

cited by other researchers and appear in high-impact journals can lead,

as I have noted, to improved salaries and working conditions and can

also present other incentives for faculty members.

This vanity factor, on first blush, may seem removed from the access

question. Differences in costs and access policies among journals mean

little, if you are entirely focused on impact factor or some other measure

of the journal’s reputation. The biggest corporate publishers have care-

fully cultivated highly reputable journals. To have an article accepted by

one of these high-priced journals, or to be asked to sit on its board, or

perhaps even to serve as an editor, can easily blind a faculty member to

what can seem to be the librarians’ issue over the journal’s pricing. This

vanity factor can be blamed, for example, for frustrating the efforts of

the Public Library of Science in organizing, among researchers, an effec-

tive boycott of overly expensive journals in 2000. It may account for
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why only a small handful of editors have revolted over the escalated

pricing of the corporate journals they edit (more on these editors in chap-

ter 3).

Yet the evidence and argument that I go on to present make it clear

that the vanity factor is not at all the enemy of open access. Open access

is not only about human rights and the greater circulation of knowledge.

It is about increasing research impact, to use the constant focus of Stevan

Harnad’s (2003a) compelling campaign for open access. Research im-

pact speaks to the particular vanity or ego economics (or should that be

egonomics?) of authors writing research articles as part of an otherwise

royalty-free publishing system. A work’s research impact is not only a

measure of what it contributes to the work of others. It speaks, as well,

to the recognition and reputation of the author. The vanity at issue

amounts to more than a researcher’s looking up, in a moment of weak-

ness, the citation scores of colleagues down the hall. In this age of ac-

countability, the need to have one’s name in print and on the screen, in

the right places and as often as possible, is institutionally reinforced at

every turn in academic life.11 So it is hardly surprising that during discus-

sions of open access, the necessary vanity of academic life—publish well

or perish badly—quickly surfaces, as faculty members ask about what

this new publishing approach will mean for the current order of things.

Yet at the very point in the discussion when the air is charged with

exposed vulnerabilities and vanities, the wise and experienced open ac-

cess advocate looks up and asks, ‘‘Did someone mention journal impact

factors and citation counts?’’ The advocate then quickly sets up a pre-

pared PowerPoint presentation, with slide after slide showing, in study

after study and discipline after discipline, that open access is associated

with increased citations for authors and journals, when compared to

similar work that is not open access. Readers of this book can experience

11. Kamran Abbasi (2004), in a recent British Medical Journal editorial,
presents an informal international survey of how publications have, in the words
of one researcher he cites, ‘‘become more important than teaching and the actual
research itself,’’ with examples provided of a number of publications and journal
ratings determining recognition and reward among ‘‘deans, sponsors, govern-
ment agencies, and employment panels.’’ On the detrimental impact of perfor-
mance indicators, including such bibliometrics as citation counts, on higher
education, see Bruneau and Savage 2002.
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the study-after-study effect themselves by accessing the regularly updated

Web page ‘‘The Effect of Open Access and Downloads (‘Hits’) on Cita-

tion Impact: A Bibliography of Studies,’’ maintained by Steve Hitchcock

(2005). Going back to Steven Lawrence’s (2001) study, which demon-

strated that open access computer science papers garner 4.5 times as

many citations as their print equivalents, Hitchcock’s annotated bibliog-

raphy offers access to dozens of studies: past, recent, and ongoing.12

When it comes to the vanity of journal publishing, it is as if the open

access advocate is declaring, across the poker game of academic life, ‘‘I

see your necessary professional vanity and raise it with open access by a

factor of two, three, or even four times as many citations—depending

on the discipline, journal, and other factors.’’ Yes, the advocate insists,

bring us your vanities. But do it now, for at some point, as open access

spreads, its citation advantage will obviously evaporate. But still, the re-

search impact, in the sense of an increased contribution, will continue.

The citation impact studies on open access reveal interesting nuances

of the movement. Kurtz et al. (2004), for example, establish that the

citation advantage for open access articles found in astronomy is not

attributable to the articles’ being freely available online. Those who

publish in astronomy need to have access to astronomical data and

resources, which, in turn, is associated with being at an institution with

sufficient access to the literature. The citation advantage in astronomy at

the moment is based on the earlier access afforded by open access e-print

archives: first up, first cited. There is also a self-selection bias operating

with the archive, which sees better authors archiving more. Kurtz et al.

12. In support of Lawrence’s initial finding, for example, Brody et al. (2004)
found that with a large sample of pre-2001 physics articles, the ratio of citations
for open access articles compared to those that are not is between 2.5 to 1 and
5.8 to 1. Stevan Harnad, in collaboration with others, is also analyzing the rela-
tionship between an article’s ‘‘hits’’ online and citations using arXiv.org E-Print
Archive: ‘‘The correlations [between hits and citations] are quite big, and range
from .3 to .6 or higher, and seem to vary somewhat with field and subfield’’
(2003d). In contrast, Kent Anderson et al. (2001) found that with the journal Pe-
diatrics in 1997–1999, ‘‘an [open access] online article could expect 2.16–4.02
fewer citations in the literature than if it had been printed,’’ although the faculty
surveyed felt these open access publications counted as much as other publica-
tions for tenure.
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do see the open part of open access as playing a greater part in the

future. For as astronomy data sets are now being openly shared, a new

generation of astronomers at institutions without sufficient library re-

sources to otherwise tap into the astronomy literature will be using the

open access arXiv.org E-Print Archive because there is no charge for

doing so. So, to speak of rights and vanities in relation to open access is

not to set up a tension between doing good and doing well. They are

cojoined in this matter, as both can be enhanced by open access. Taking

them together suggests the breadth of the case for open access.

In suggesting that faculty and librarians are driven by different eco-

nomic factors when it comes to journals, I do not want to overlook

how librarians have sought to bring faculty members in on the problems

libraries face. During the 1980s and 1990s, if not earlier, librarians sent

faculty members lists of current holdings in their fields, from which the

faculty members were to identify titles they could not live without (the

ones they appear in?) and titles that were not essential to their work

(the ones their colleagues appear in?). The lists were consulted as the

libraries were forced to make cuts from their serial collections. The num-

bers were substantial, and at the University of British Columbia, a librar-

ian pointed out to me, 2,000 titles were canceled during that period. The

librarians also solicited faculty support in calling during the period for

increased budgets to keep up with the corporatization of this knowledge

economy.

A comprehensive picture of what even the best research libraries were

facing during this time is provided by the Association of Research Li-

braries (ARL) (2004), which represents the top 120-odd research libraries

in North America. Between 1986 and 2003, ARL members managed to

increase their budgets for journals by 260 percent. Even with this in-

crease, however, the average library’s collection had fewer titles through-

out this period than it did in 1986, until finally in 2002 these leading

libraries pulled slightly ahead of 1986 levels—by all of 14 percent (ARL

2004).13 The increased cost of journals has also eroded the libraries’

13. Recent gains in the number of journals are likely a result of major publishers
bundling larger numbers of electronic editions to which libraries purchase a li-
cense, which reduces library control over subscription lists, with a similar situa-
tion taking place among U.K. university libraries (SQW Ltd. 2003, 5–6).
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ability to purchase books, with the numbers only returning to 1986

levels in 2003, despite the growing number of books published annually

since 1986. What might seem like a game of catch up and keep up has

been just as much a game of slow down the falling behind. The ARL ini-

tially responded to this situation with a series of information campaigns

directed at raising awareness among faculty members, among others, of

the need for alternative publishing models, which I return to later in the

book.

Yet more recently, individual libraries have also taken direct action. A

number of these research libraries have begun to say no in a very public

way to high-priced journals. Harvard, Cornell, University of California,

Duke, MIT, and others canceled Elsevier subscriptions in 2003, some

dropping hundreds of titles, with the cancellations often accompanied

by pointed letters directed to faculty, publishers and the public docu-

menting and protesting journal pricing policies (Suber 2004b). Sidney

Verba, director of the Harvard University Library, which subscribes to

more than 100,000 serials, well ahead of any other library in North

America (if not the world), explained that the decision to reduce the

number of Elsevier titles to which Harvard subscribed was ‘‘driven

not only by current financial realities, but also—and perhaps more

importantly—by the need to reassert control over our collections and to

encourage new models for research publication at Harvard’’ (2003).

Now, if the leading research libraries in North America have been un-

able to keep pace with the growth (and increased pricing) of scholarly

publishing, it should give us pause to ponder what is happening to less

fortunate universities, especially in developing countries. As I go on to

discuss in more detail, access to books and journals has always been a

major struggle for these institutions, but over the last two decades, what-

ever modest progress they have been able to make in the development of

their print collections has come to a virtual standstill. University popula-

tions are growing, and the number of qualified and interested researchers

is increasing, but the global contribution of this potential research capac-

ity is threatened at its root by empty library shelves and out-of-date liter-

ature. It adds up to a picture of declining access to knowledge across a

global academic community. The one ray of light and hope in this pic-

ture, however, has come by way of this variation in online access known
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as open access. The open access movement may have but a toehold when

it comes to its current share of journal titles—with close to 1,500 listed,

for example, on the Directory of Open Access Journals Web site run by

Lund University (Lund University Libraries 2004)—but the idea behind

it, of using the Internet to increase access to research and scholarship,

has had an impact on every aspect of scholarly publishing.

On one level, the journal’s large-scale move to digital publication has

provided only a modicum of relief from the problems created by high

journal prices. Subscription prices for online editions of journals do run

a little less than those for the print editions of the same title, if only by

10–25 percent. This reduction is not enough, however, to reverse the

declining state of access in the face of price increases that have continued

into this century at a steady 8–10 percent a year (van Orsdel and Born

2003). This is why it is indeed fortunate that the Internet has also given

rise to an alternative economic model for scholarly publishing.

When it first became possible to post a work on the World Wide Web

during the 1990s, a number of journals, as well as newspapers and ency-

clopedias, briefly experimented with making their contents freely avail-

able to readers. That free phase for most of these sources passed quickly

enough, as they instituted subscription and pay-per-view access models.

However, a small number of researchers persisted in taking advantage of

the relative ease of posting materials online to make their work freely

available to readers, finding that it made their work far more widely

available than traditional subscription-based journals, whether in print

or online editions. Some faculty members uploaded their working papers

and preprints (which they had had accepted for publication) to their own

Web sites, and a few disciplines, such as high-energy physics, established

preprint archives that have become hot spots for tracking developments

in the field, as more and more faculty members in those areas contribute

to them, even as they also send their work to the traditional journals for

publication. At the same time, a few journal editors set up free electronic

journals, through various combinations of e-mails, listservs, and Web

sites.

These various methods of providing free access to the research article

are now commonly referred to as open access, as in an open access ar-

chive or an open access journal. Exactly what constitutes true and com-
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plete ‘‘open access’’ in scholarly publishing has been carefully defined by

a number of groups.14 This book is less concerned with such definitions,

although they are clearly helpful in establishing goals and making it clear

what this movement is about. It is concerned with the value and viability

of opening access to this knowledge, and by that I mean increasing ac-

cess and improving access to the journal literature, largely through the

use of the Internet. It is about ways of making a greater part of this liter-

ature accessible to more people. For journals that are not prepared to

make their articles freely available to readers immediately on publica-

tion, there is now a range of options for increasing access: Journals

can enable authors to deposit articles (in preprint and postprint stages)

in an e-print archive run by the authors’ institutions or to post them on

the authors’ own Web sites immediately on publication. Journals can

make their contents free to read online some six to twelve months after

initial publication. Journals can make their contents freely and immedi-

ately available to those working at universities in developing countries.

Up to this point, much of the media attention paid to this topic has

been focused on those open access science journals that provide free and

immediate access to their entire contents. The launch of the open access

journal PloS Biology, from the Public Library of Science, in 2003 pro-

vides an excellent example. The arrival of PLoS Biology made a big

splash in the press, if not one well understood, judging by such less-

than-newsworthy headlines about the launch as ‘‘Science Journal to Put

Research Online’’ (2003), from the Associated Press. PLoS Biology,

which is funded by author fees and foundation support, and whose

editors and authors are well-known leaders in the field, has clearly put

open access on the map in a way that no other publishing event has up

to this point. Yet the open access journal is only part of the story in

increasing access to the research literature.

14. The Budapest Open Access Initiative (2002), for example, offers the follow-
ing: ‘‘By ‘open access’ to this literature, we mean its free availability on the public
internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search,
or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as
data to software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial,
legal, or technical barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to
the internet itself.’’ Also, see the Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing
(Brown, Eisen, and Varmus 2003). See also appendix A, table A.1, note a.
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One reason to focus on the variety of open access models is to dispel

the idea that greater access to the knowledge represented by scholarly

publishing is an all-or-nothing proposition. The term open access may

suggest that, like a door, a journal is open or it is not. The still-emerging

realities of opening access to this literature are otherwise. Having recog-

nized the importance of increasing access to knowledge, publishers have

found ways of offering greater access to journals without severing the

journal’s entire revenue stream, or even reducing the number or cost of

subscriptions, in some cases. To help clarify the complexities of the

emerging scene, I have set out in appendix A what I would cast as ten

current flavors of open access, along with their underlying economic

model, each of which is currently being employed by authors and jour-

nals. I have already referred, for example, to open access archives or

institutional repositories, in which authors deposit copies of the papers

they have published in subscription-based journals, and journals that

continue to sell subscriptions while opening access to the contents of

each issue six months after publication. There are also the open access

arrangements made by some publishers for developing countries and the

open access sponsored by fees that authors, institutions, or countries

pay. I go so far as to include in the appendix one of the largest publish-

ing conglomerates, Reed Elsevier, among the contributors to open access,

not only because it recently agreed to allow its authors post the final ver-

sions of their papers to open access e-print archives, but because its por-

tal ScienceDirect provides free access to bibliographic information and

abstracts for its 1,800 journals. This may seem little enough to offer

readers until one recalls just how vital and potentially expensive access

to good indexing is for scholarly work.

Each flavor of open access demonstrates how alternative knowledge

economies have rapidly taken shape in journal publishing over the

short life of the Internet. Each of these flavors—from e-print archives to

open access indexes—offers a gain in the circulation and exchange of

this knowledge over what might have been achieved in print in its late-

twentieth-century hyperinflated economic state. Each of them is a further

way of realizing what I am calling the access principle, which is con-

cerned with making choices about publishing that improve the circula-

tion of research and scholarship. By the time you are reading this book,
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there could well be more or fewer ways of opening access, as the idea

grows, consolidates, and takes myriad forms. It is often shaped by the

different publishing cultures that have formed around the various disci-

plines that journals represent. (Is there a preprint culture in a particular

field for sharing work prior to publication? Do editors or board mem-

bers expect to be paid? Is the journal used by a scholarly association to

raise money for other purposes?) Although I do at times play favorites

among these flavors, what matters is not the particular form that open

access takes, but adherence to this principle of increasing and improving

access, impact, participation, and circulation.

As for the number of open access archives and journals available at

this point, the answer is no less a moving target than the total number

of learned journals. There are places, however, to catch sight of the prog-

ress in this direction. The Core Metalist of Open Access Eprint Archives,

maintained by the Open Citation Project at the University of Southamp-

ton, currently provides a guide to hundreds of open access archives with

access to papers totaling in the range of hundreds of thousands.15 As

I have already noted, the Directory of Open Access Journals main-

tained by Lund University Libraries (2004) provides another guide.

Still, open access journals may, at the point at which I am writing, repre-

sent no more than 3–5 percent of the journal market. On the other

hand, there are substantial open access journal developments afoot. Bra-

zil, for example, is moving toward open access for its scientific journal

publishing activities, virtually as a national policy, through institutional

and other grants to its just under 200 scholarly journals (Sabbatini

2003).

Whatever the proportion of the literature involved through journals

and e-print archives, open access is demonstrating dramatic and striking

gains in the circulation of knowledge. The journal Education Policy

Analysis Archives provides an excellent example of what a difference

open access can make. I mentioned it in the introduction, as the New

Yorker had picked up one of its articles within days of publication.

It was started a decade ago by Gene Glass, a professor of education at

15. The Core Metalist of Open Access Eprint Archives can be accessed at hhttp://
opcit.eprints.org/explorearchives.shtmli.
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Arizona State University perhaps best known for developing the statisti-

cal technique for marshaling the results of statistical studies on a com-

mon question, otherwise known as meta-analysis. As of 2003, Glass’s

Education Policy Analysis Archives had published 312 articles (including

24 in Spanish and Portuguese), and it was attracting some 2,500 visitors

each weekday, which vastly exceeds the typical audience for an academic

journal in a field in which a circulation of 600 copies, if largely to li-

braries, is common (Glass 2003). More than that, the journal’s readers

came from seventy-five to eighty nations and, according to a survey of

readers Glass conducted, included teachers (16 percent), parents (3 per-

cent), and a small number of journalists (1 percent). The journal’s two

most popular articles (one on home schooling and the other on teacher

characteristics and achievement) had had well over 50,000 visitors each,

with the readership of many articles still increasing years after publica-

tion, again bucking the typical academic trend of initial and then declin-

ing interest in work published in journals.

The open access idea is not simply a child of these new publishing

technologies. Efforts to improve access to knowledge have a long and

venerable history. Open access could be the next step in a tradition that

includes the printing press and penny post, public libraries and public

schools. It is a tradition bent on increasing the democratic circulation of

knowledge, with a lineage that can also be traced back, for example, to

the ‘‘invisible colleges’’ of the seventeenth century, which were comprised

of informal study clubs that would gather in coffee houses, otherwise

known as ‘‘penny universities’’ (Ellis 1956). When the public-library

movement took hold during the nineteenth century, local communities

and groups of workers came together to establish collections, often with-

out outside government and philanthropic support, such was their deter-

mination to access this knowledge and literature (Rose 2003). And of

course, many of today’s public libraries now provide the surrounding

communities with a point of public Internet access to those resources

that are freely available online. Further historic parallels to this current

access-to-knowledge movement can be found in the university extension

movement and mechanics institutes of the nineteenth century, which

gave rise to the ‘‘open universities’’ established during the twentieth cen-

tury. At the heart of these developments was a belief in the right to
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knowledge, and at every point people have sought the means to ensure

that a greater proportion of the population was able to exercise its right

to know what is known.

In presenting the case for open access, this book works from historical

precedent and global perspectives, as well as with the development of

new technologies and economic models. In all of this, the goal is incre-

mental advances in the circulation of knowledge within the academic

community and beyond. I do not assume that the open access movement

will somehow lead to universal access to academic knowledge, given the

inevitable persistence of a digital divide based on persistent economic

inequities. It is already, however, leading to considerable improve-

ments in the access afforded to e-journal literature, well beyond what

subscription-based print and electronic journals have been able to achieve

within the current knowledge economy. And with the extended circula-

tion of research facilitated by open access come greater opportunities

for a larger proportion of the global academic community to participate

in and contribute to this body of knowledge.

I realize that greater access to this research and scholarship will not al-

ways be welcomed. Some may object that the last thing the world needs

at this point is access to more information, let alone more people partic-

ipating in the production of it. But this stance smacks of the privilege

that comes of already having considerable access to research resources.

The information-overload argument makes a far less compelling case if

one’s research library has had its serial holdings decimated by increased

prices, currency fluctuations, and budget cuts.

Others may ask what greater access will mean, for example, for the

tight and constant hold of Islamic fundamentalism on Iranian univer-

sities at this point. Azar Nafisi describes in her book Reading Lolita in

Tehran (2003), for example, how as an Iranian professor, she found

that her every public gesture in the university, let alone her teaching and

research, were constrained by what she sees as the politics of a cultural

puritanism. The one form of intellectual salvation that she managed to

create for herself and a small group of students was through their coura-

geous work with a proscribed body of literature, which took place out-

side of the restricted sphere of her classroom and after she had resigned

from the university.
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Nafisi and her students’ illicit encounter with Nabokov’s novel is not

the making of a political revolution. Instead, access to photocopies of

Lolita fostered a wide-ranging encounter with ideas about literature and

morality, for the group, in intersecting discussions of Humbert, Lolita,

and their own lives. Nafisi had organized what was at once a secret read-

ing group and a literary theory seminar. The experience raises the ques-

tion, for me at least, of how the larger academic community, which so

believes in the value of such encounters, could do more to support those

who gather in such settings. The community could, for example, find

ways of making more of its scholarship freely available for others to

read, whether for, in this case, the sort of literary underground that

Nafisi staged in her Tehran home or during the periodic liberalizations

that Iranian universities go through, as they did during her time teaching

there (2004, 9).

Now, one might well think: Better they should read photocopies of

Nabokov than, say, Colin McGinn’s article ‘‘The Meaning and Morality

of Lolita’’ in the Philosophical Forum (1999), and one might be correct

to think that. Yet that is not a reason for McGinn and other faculty

members to keep from these students what others are making of Nabo-

kov’s work when it lies so readily within those faculty members’ reach to

offer it to them. Nafisi and the students could, of course, read both, and

respond in turn. The other side of such access, as I have been stressing, is

about the participation it enables in the circulation of knowledge.

Open access is not only about helping faculty and students take in

this literature; it is not only about extending the Westernization of that

literature, in approach or language. Open access can also lead to the

introduction of other scholarly traditions into the research literature,

extending that metaphorical conversation that defines one ideal for this

body of work. To find new ways of increasing access is to extend

an invitation and to acknowledge a right, for scholarship exists only

as it is shared and circulated, only as it is open to new and diverging

voices.

To stay close by Nafisi’s book, the need for greater access has been

made all the more pressing with the current rebuilding of Iraq, not only

after war but after the universities were bled dry by Saddam Hussein’s

Baath Party, with faculty reduced, in many instances, to selling their per-
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sonal libraries to survive financially (del Castillo 2003a). In the after-

math of the U.S. invasion, the universities were pillaged, with the library

at Basra University, which once held two million volumes, reduced to ‘‘a

mess of twisted metal shelves atop ashes from the books set ablaze by

looters,’’ according to a New York Times reporter (Santora 2003, A13).

In the face of such destruction, it does not seem all that much to explore

ways of making more of the journal literature freely available to these

struggling faculty and students, who, in the case of Basra University at

least, continued to show up each day among the ruins of their campus.

Having online access to journals may well be a very small piece in a large

puzzle, and it stands well behind the basic restoration of electricity to the

campuses. Still, it is the one thing that academics elsewhere can help

with, by self-archiving their published work in institutional repositories

and by submitting work to open access journals. By the same token, as

Iraqi universities gradually get back on their feet, help can be provided

to set up online publishing systems that are able to provide the means

of furthering Islamic engagement (in Arabic, as well as in English) with

the larger body of research. Nothing is going to come easily in Iraq, and

after the American invasion, there are ways for the academic community

to reach out, without relenting in its analysis, critique, and search for

understanding.16

Open access models of scholarly publishing hold out some promise for

broadening the circulation and exchange of knowledge while more gen-

erally expanding research’s presence in the world. Open access holds the

promise of moving knowledge from the closed cloisters of privileged,

well-endowed university campuses to institutions worldwide. Such an

approach also opens a new world of learning to those outside the

academic realm, to dedicated professionals and interested amateurs, to

concerned journalists and policymakers. In this way, an open access

approach to scholarly publishing is not simply a side issue, a matter of

business plans and delivery systems, in the pursuit of truth. It is about

more than the mechanics of moving an idea from point A to point

B, and now perhaps to points C and D as well. Rather, the potential

16. The United States Agency for International Development has set aside $20–
30 million to enable up to six American institutions to help Iraqi universities
reach international standards in their curriculum (del Castillo 2003b).
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expansion in the circulation of ideas is very much about the quality of

the truth pursued in such settings.

I would argue that the global scale of knowledge’s circulation is criti-

cal to its very claim as knowledge. I am drawing here on the work of

philosopher of science Helen Longino, who demonstrates in The Fate of

Knowledge that ‘‘the social [dimension of knowledge] is not a corrupting

but a validating element in knowledge’’ (2002, 122). This is why, Long-

ino argues, we need to pay more attention than we currently do to the

social dimensions that arise in the day-to-day conduct of scientific work.

For example, she draws our attention to how the economic disparities

that affect one scientist’s efforts or the gender discrimination that affects

those of another amount to a form of ‘‘cognitive failure’’ on the part of

science as a whole (132).17 Cognitive failure suggests a slip of the mind,

which does not capture, for me, the larger sense of a human research

capacity that is being wasted or going unrealized because of what may

now be an unnecessarily restricted access to the circulation of knowl-

edge. In that way, I see the social dimensions of knowledge dissemina-

tion, within the current economics of reduced circulation, as a moral

failure as much as a cognitive failure. Those involved in science could

conceivably accomplish far more, and achieve a greater understanding

of the world, if the conditions of access were improved. Or to put it an-

other way, using Longino’s term, this cognitive failure diminishes the

quality of knowledge we possess.

Although Longino pays little enough attention in her book to ques-

tions of how research circulates, she adds to the open access argument

by stressing that the scientific community ‘‘must also take active steps to

ensure that the alternative points of view are developed enough to be a

source of criticism and new perspectives’’ (2002, 132). This requires, to

her mind, ‘‘publicly recognized forums for the criticism of evidence, of

methods, and of assumptions and reasoning,’’ which is what the journal

literature already represents, although in ways that are currently limited

17. Longino: ‘‘The exclusion of women and members of certain racial minorities
from scientific education and the scientific professions constitutes not only a
social injustice but a cognitive failing. Similarly, the automatic devaluation in
Europe and North America of science from elsewhere constitutes a cognitive
failing’’ (2002, 132).
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by the current states of access (129). Without unduly tying Longino to

my argument for open access, the publishing approach I am proposing

here can be said to be aligned with her concerns over access to science.

It does address the ‘‘limitation of space’’ argument for publishing com-

plete scientific information, which she raises, as well as ‘‘the privatization

of information and ideas,’’ which ‘‘contribute[s] to the marginalization

of critical discourse’’ (129). Expanding open access to the research liter-

ature would also support what she feels needs to be done to ‘‘help citi-

zens acquire a tolerance for the provisionality, partiality, and plurality

of knowledge’’ (213). Nowhere is this aspect of knowledge more readily

apparent, after all, than in the give and take of journal literature. What

better way to build a little epistemological tolerance among the citizenry

than to make these objects of partiality and plurality part of its informa-

tion landscape, if only off toward the horizon and subject, at best, to oc-

casional visits?

As noted earlier in the chapter, during the Cold War, the U.S. govern-

ment greatly increased the amount of research funding in both basic and

applied areas that it made available to the universities. The commercial

publishing houses, more so than the scholarly societies, saw the need for

new journal titles and increased numbers of issues to absorb new levels

of scholarly output. But while the number of titles increased, the actual

circulation of this knowledge was gradually curtailed during the final

decades of the twentieth century, as increasing subscription prices forced

journal cancellations.

Open access is a direct and immediate response to this state of affairs

in scholarly publishing. This utopian upstart of an idea developed out of

opportunity and experiment. It was initially the work of those who were

intent on taking advantage of the new technology offered by the Internet

and World Wide Web to improve the vital circulation of knowledge.

Open access, even in the very loose and open way I am using the term,

takes advantage of automated processes, open source software, and

existing technical infrastructure in the university. And its spirit of open-

ness is not strictly an academic notion. Open access journals, e-print

archives, and institutional repositories are part of a larger movement to

create an open and public space online that would carry forward the

continuing life and legacy of print culture.
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The spirit of openness extends beyond publishing in the sciences, and

Dominique Foray, in The Economics of Knowledge (2004), speaks of

the emergence of an ‘‘open science model’’ based on establishing an

intellectual-property-right-free zone that ‘‘has proven to extremely so-

cially efficient’’ (147). ‘‘Open source biology’’ provides perhaps the best

instance to date of this new spirit.18 Take the Alliance for Cellular Sig-

nalling, for example, with 500 scientists worldwide sending in molecular

information that Alfred Gilman and his team are using to develop a vir-

tual cell for testing cellular responses to different conditions (Thompson

2002). Then there are the U.S. National Institutes of Health, which be-

gan more than two decades ago to provide an open genetic sequence

database, GenBank, which scientists can use to compare DNA sequences,

as well as contribute their own findings, along with annotations and

links to published articles.19 There is also a movement afoot toward cre-

ating ‘‘open government information policies’’ for public-sector informa-

tion, including scientific, environmental, and statistical sources (Weiss

2004).

Bodies of knowledge that would advance human understanding and

benefit humankind seem so clearly a public good that it might well be

hard for someone who is not thoroughly a part of the current system of

scholarly publishing to understand why the research and scholarship lit-

erature is not being made as open as possible. One might argue that the

print economy of journal publishing was once as open and far-reaching

18. A third of research geneticists in a recent survey agreed that there had been a
decrease in data sharing over the previous five years (as opposed to 14 percent
who saw such sharing as having increased). Reduced access was seen to be hurt-
ing their ability to evaluate the research, whereas the principal reason given for
not openly sharing data was that it was too much work to do so (Campbell et
al. 2002).

19. GenBank is a project of the National Center for Biotechnology Information
hhttp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/i. Patrick O. Brown, Michael B. Eisen,
and Harold E. Varmus referred to the example of GenBank (as well as the Euro-
pean Molecular Biology Laboratory and the DNA Databank of Japan) in launch-
ing their open access PloS Biology: ‘‘Imagine how impoverished biology and
medicine would be today if published DNA sequences were treated like virtually
every other kind of research publication—with no comprehensive database
searches and no ability to freely download, reorganize, and reanalyze sequences’’
(2003, 1).
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as is economically possible. Had journal prices not skyrocketed over the

last few decades, it is possible that the idea of creating open access would

not have taken the form it has, or at least the idea would not have the

force and urgency that it has now assumed. Given that open access has

demonstrated how a much wider and more equitable access to the jour-

nal literature can be achieved, the issue is no longer about a return to

reasonable pricing for journal subscriptions. Rather, at issue is a greater

understanding of the potential implications of this approach to the access

question, as opening access stands to further the scientific and public

quality of research and scholarship.
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3
Copyright

Small ironies abound at the intersection of copyright law and digital

technology when it comes to scholarly publishing. Consider how the dig-

ital network that makes it all too easy for millions of people to illegally

swap copyrighted music files is, at some level, the same technology that is

used by journal publishers to further exploit and enforce their ownership

of scholarly literature and by researchers to make their work available

through open e-print archives with the permission of journals that other-

wise hold and protect the copyright for this work. The same technology

is used by the U.S. government to build PubMed, an open access index to

the life sciences, which then serves as a pay-per-view marketing device

for corporate journal publishers, increasing the value of their copyright

over publicly financed research.1 This public-private overlap in technol-

ogy, financing, and ownership is raising new possibilities for the digital

future of journal literature. Or as the American Association for the

Advancement of Science pointedly notes, given how the information age

‘‘challenges the traditional balance between public and private rights,’’

scientists would do well to seek publishing arrangements that ‘‘actively

foster the public interest in promoting access to and broad use of scien-

tific information’’ (Frankel 2002).

1. With PubMed, Harold Varmus, as director of the National Institutes of
Health, during the late 1990s, had originally proposed ‘‘a system that would
make results from the world’s life sciences research community freely available
on the Internet’’ (1999). The corporate journal publishers balked at giving away
their principal assets, portraying his suggestion as a government threat to free
enterprise that would cripple the journal-publishing industry.



The defining legal feature of this digital future is copyright law. In the

United States, recent amendments and extensions of the Copyright Act

have become a point of concern for a number of legal scholars who see

in these changes a worrisome erosion of public rights. These scholars

have taken to portraying the current state of copyright as ‘‘the enclosure

of the intangible commons of the mind,’’ in James Boyle’s (2003, 37)

elegant analogy with the historic enclosure and loss of shared grazing

lands or commons.

In response to this contemporary enclosure, Lawrence Lessig and

James Boyle have helped to form the Creative Commons. Founded in

2001, the Creative Commons (2005) seeks to establish a new kind of

‘‘reasonable copyright’’ by providing creators with a new set of copy-

right licenses that fine-tune an author’s right to grant free use for

noncommercial purposes or to developing nations, while protecting an

author’s right to be identified with the work and to keep the work intact.

In 2005, Creative Commons plans to launch a Science Commons that

will offer licenses that permit authors to retain preprint, postprint, repub-

lication, and related rights (including those affecting technology transfer

and data sharing). The Creative Commons licenses provide authors with

a way of formalizing their legal right to offer, in effect, open access to

their work, and in this chapter I review how copyright law is, ultimately,

an ally of this greater openness, particularly in the case of research and

scholarship.

The changes to copyright law that are intended to bring intellectual-

property rights into the digital era have tended to further delimit the

public domain, reducing creative possibilities and ultimately restricting

freedom of speech, according to the legal shepherds of the commons,

Boyle, Lawrence Lessig, and Yochai Benkler.2 These three have chal-

lenged the recent copyright extensions before the Supreme Court and

2. James Boyle: ‘‘The expansion of intellectual property rights has been
remarkable—from business method patents, to the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act, to trademark antidilution rulings, to the European Database Protection
Directive. The old limits to intellectual property rights—the antierosion walls
around the public domain—are also under attack’’ (2003, 38). On the creative
loss, see Lessig 2002, and on the threat to the freedom of speech, see Benkler
1999.
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are part of organizations that would reassert the rights of the public

domain and provide alternative formulations of intellectual-property

rights.3 Justice Louis Brandeis expressed what is at stake for them in

a dissenting opinion he delivered in a 1918 Supreme Court case involv-

ing the press: ‘‘The general rule of law is, that the noblest of human

productions—knowledge, truths ascertained, conceptions, and ideas—

become, after voluntary communication to others, free as the air to com-

mon use.’’4

No one in this revolt against enclosing the commons of the mind is

opposed to the basic principle of copyright, which protects and balances

the rights of author and public. The issue is whether changes to the

Copyright Act pay sufficient regard to the public interests that the act is

intended also to protect. For my part, this interest in balancing the inter-

ests of both author and public is what makes copyright a strong and nat-

ural ally of open access for research and scholarship. Given the rise of an

open access alternative in scholarly publishing, I think that researchers

and scholars need to pause, when faced with a form for transferring the

copyright for their work to a journal publisher, rather than simply reach

for a pen and sign away ‘‘all rights to the above-named work of what-

soever kind and nature’’ (as I have done countless times). Authors now

have a new range of options for protecting their rights, not just out of

concern for public interests, but out of unmitigated self-interest and

vanity, as well.

This tug between public and private interests in university research is

not, of course, unique to this digital era. In a 1942 essay on science and

democratic social structure, sociologist Robert Merton bravely pointed

out how ‘‘ ‘communism,’ in the non-technical and extended sense of

common ownership of goods,’’ was integral to the scientific ethos, along

with universalism, disinterestedness, and organized skepticism (1968,

610). With the great increase in federal funding for research after the

3. Examples of such organizations are the Creative Commons hhttp://www
.creativecommons.orgi, the Center for the Public Domain hhttp://publicdomain
.orgi, and Public Knowledge hhttp://www.publicknowledge.orgi.

4. The case is cited by Benkler (1999, 354): International News Serv. v. Associ-
ated Press, 248 U.S. 215, 250 (1918) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
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Second World War, for example, universities were soon being called to

account for their tendency to ‘‘turn the results of publicly funded re-

search over to some private corporation on an exclusive, monopoly

basis,’’ as Horace Gray, at the University of Illinois, put it in response

to a Senate committee on the question in 1945, while suggesting that cor-

porate patents on university research amounted ‘‘to public taxation for

private privilege’’ (quoted in McSherry 2001, 148). By the end of the

1950s, economist Richard R. Nelson was arguing for the effectiveness

of having knowledge ‘‘administered as a common pool, with free access

to all who can use the knowledge’’ (1959, 306). Merton was to later

remind us that ‘‘only by publishing their work can scientists make their

contribution (as the telling word has it) and only when it thus becomes

part of the public domain of science can they truly lay claim to it as

theirs’’ (1979, emphasis in original).5 Publishing research in a print jour-

nal or book was, until not so very long ago, the only way to enter schol-

arship into the public domain. Today, a two-tiered ‘‘public domain of

science’’ has emerged—the one based on fee-restricted access and the

other offering open access—with a very small minority of articles exist-

ing in both realms, thanks to authors posting their published work in

e-print archives. This divide radically affects ‘‘the status of scientific

knowledge as common property,’’ to use another of Merton’s expres-

sions from this earlier period (1968, 611).

More recently, legal scholar Melville B. Nimmer (1970) has argued

that public interests should be allowed, in special circumstances, to over-

ride copyright claims or should at least be used to restrict such claims

to the immediate and actual economic damage done by the free flow of

the information in question. Benkler (1999) takes a similar line when he

argues that in a democracy, freedom of speech should trump copyright

restrictions that prevent the public use of certain materials.

The courts have recognized limits in the application of copyright to re-

search. In 1981, the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court ruled, in Miller v. University

Studios, against the right to copyright research results: ‘‘The valuable

distinction in copyright law between fact and expression cannot be

5. Merton also held that ‘‘an idea is not really yours until you give it away’’
(quoted in Mahoney 1973, 7).
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maintained if research is held to be copyrightable. . . . [T]o hold that re-

search is copyrightable is no more or no less than to hold that the facts

discovered as a result of research are entitled to copyright protection’’

(McSherry 2001, 204).6 What journals own, then, if not the research, in

the sense of the facts discovered or truths uncovered, is the exact expres-

sion of the results in an article. This is why copyright does not necessar-

ily bear on charges of plagiarism, which can be about using, without

attribution, the facts and truths that someone has discovered (and cannot

copyright), as well as someone else’s words. Plagiarism represents more

than issues of proprietorship, as it is concerned with a cultural ethos of

respect for how the use of others’ work should be credited.7

To better understand the role that copyright plays in the journal-

publishing programs of the major corporate journal publishers, I con-

tacted five professors who had served as the editor for a journal pub-

lished by one of the leading corporate journal publishers, Elsevier,

Springer, Kluwer, and Wiley. Each of the editors had at some point

in the not-too-distant past resigned his or her editorial post with the

corporate-published journal in order to work in the nonprofit sector of

academic publishing. While my five editors hardly represent an unbiased

source of insight into the relationship between editor and publisher, they

did set out in clear terms not only what publishers do and do not do as

part of the publishing process, but how copyright is being used to distort

the relationship among author, editor, and publisher.

In describing why they took on editorial roles for these commercial

publishers, the editors spoke of honor (‘‘it is hard to refuse a board

6. The content of databases is another area of dispute over intellectual-property
rights that is extremely relevant to the research enterprise that the U.S. courts
have held is not covered by copyright unless the database meets the originality
claim (Feist v. Rural Telephone, 499 U.S. 340, 1991).

7. Publishers use copyright in cases of plagiarism when elements of the wording
are the same, but non-copyright-infringement tempests over plagiarism also arise
when a study fails to sufficiently credit an earlier work that may cover the same
ground, use similar methods, or produce similar, if not identical, results; see, for
example, Monastersky 2003. Martin Blume (2003), editor-in-chief of the Ameri-
can Physical Society, reports using the concept of copyright violation to prod edi-
tors into publishing retractions for plagiarized work they have published.
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position with a prestigious journal,’’ as one put it) and ignorance

(another credited the Association of Research Libraries with eventually

educating him, long after he had taken on the editorial role, on the con-

sequences of increasing corporate control of journal publishing). Editors

did receive perks from the publishers, although there was certainly no

standard editor reward package. One editor received no more than a

free subscription to the journal, while another editor spoke of receiving

‘‘a nontrivial amount of $9,500’’ in 1991, which was, to his initial sur-

prise, then paid to him annually. The editorial services provided by the

publishers also varied. Where one publisher provided proofreading serv-

ices for the journal and offered to support copyediting costs, the editor

actually opted to do both the proofreading and copyediting himself, as

he felt his scientific background enabled him to do a better job. Another

publisher provided neither copyediting nor proofreading. In one case, the

publisher of the journal would, in its former editor’s opinion, ‘‘typically

introduce typos rather than remove them,’’ with the result that some

authors insisted on submitting their copy camera-ready in LaTeX rather

than risk having it typeset. Still, when it came to leaving these well-

respected publishers to start an alternative journal in their field, one edi-

tor noted ‘‘the huge cost of breaking away.’’ The cost includes having to

rebuild subscription lists and having the new journal slowly earn its way

into the ISI Web of Science citation index as a ranked journal.

Then there had been the matter of copyright for these editors. The

terms of the copyright held by a journal’s publisher are set out in a con-

tract, typically with the editor. These contracts make it apparent how

important it is for the publisher to secure copyright control over the jour-

nal and its contents. For example, in providing one editor with $16,000

per year for office expenses—as any payment directly to the editor or

the reviewers, the publisher explained to the editor, would taint the

process—the publisher made it clear that this was ‘‘in consideration

for’’ his services, as well as for the transfer of copyright for all materials

in the journal. The transfer of copyright from author and editor to the

publisher is not to be misconstrued, these contracts make it clear, as a

gift or otherwise considered potentially non-binding or contestable. One

publisher’s contract went beyond that to transform the journal’s con-
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tents, and the editor’s efforts, into ‘‘work-made-for-hire,’’ or as the pub-

lisher’s legal department worded the contract:

The Journal and all material contained therein and the work product of
the Editor and the Editor’s staff produced hereunder shall constitute a ‘‘work-
made-for-hire’’ under the U.S. Copyright Act and all rights comprised therein
shall automatically, upon creation, vest in and thereafter be solely owned by
the Publisher. To the extent, if any, that the Journal and/or any Contribu-
tion or other material contained therein do not qualify as a ‘‘work-made-for-
hire’’ or copyright or other proprietary rights thereto might otherwise vest in
the Editor, the Editor hereby grants, assigns and transfers all such rights
exclusively and in perpetuity to the Publisher, in all languages and formats,
in all media of expression now known or later developed, throughout the
world.

Even apart from the ‘‘in perpetuity’’ phrase, which mistakenly suggests

that copyright has no temporal limits and that the work in question will

not eventually enter the public domain, this ‘‘work-made-for-hire’’ clause

is a particularly troubling turn of legalese overkill. The first thing this

contract does is reverse what would otherwise seem to be the case,

namely, that the academic community hires the publishers, in effect, to

provide a service necessary for the circulation of knowledge. Instead,

this contract positions the editor, and by implication the author, as

working for the publisher. The contract situates the publisher as an em-

ployer, having received work-made-for-hire by virtue of seeing the manu-

script through to publication, and thus gives the publisher the right to

sell, or rather rent (as the publisher retains ownership), the work back

to the researcher’s actual employer, through the serials budget of the uni-

versity library.

Now, the very fact that a researcher, whether as author or editor, is

able to enter into such a contract as a free agent speaks to the public

trust invested in academic work, often celebrated by faculty members

under the banner of academic freedom. The contract voids this element

by positioning the author as working for the publisher. A business’s

employees are typically considered to be engaged in just such ‘‘work-

for-hire’’ (think of Microsoft programmers), which ensures that an em-

ployer owns the copyright for ‘‘a work prepared by an employee within

the scope of his or her employment,’’ according to U.S. copyright law.

Under that same law, academics have long been entrusted with the
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copyright for their research articles. This is known in copyright law as

the ‘‘teacher’s exception’’ or ‘‘academic exception,’’ and it has continued

to withstand challenges in the courts.8 This exception recognizes that a

scholar’s research is self-directed, owing more to free inquiry in the pur-

suit of a public good than to the direct financial well-being of the institu-

tion employing the researcher. On the other hand, universities now have

a recognized claim on patents resulting from faculty work and on dis-

tance education course content (in which they invest substantial amounts

developing).9

Although the courts have upheld an author’s right to control his or

her scholarship in the name of academic freedom, faculty members have

remained rather indifferent to this right. Or rather, they are all too

happy, as a rule, to turn that ownership over to publishers, ‘‘in all media

of expression now known or later developed, throughout the world,’’ as

the publisher’s contract quoted earlier puts it. The use of new technolo-

gies is only adding to the significance of the ownership transfer, with

digital rights management, content repurposing, pay-per-view transac-

tions, and licensing agreements increasing research literature’s commer-

cial value. Still, regardless of how a publisher may word its contracts,

copyright protection cannot be conveyed to the publisher ‘‘in perpetu-

ity,’’ as even the Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998 limits corporate

8. 17 U.S.C. Section 101. Also, see Frankel 2002 (14) on the ‘‘teacher ex-
ception,’’ upheld most recently in Hays v. Sony Corp. of America, 847 F.2d
412 (7th Cir. 1988); Dolmage v. Erskine [2003] OJ No. 161 (Ontario Superior
Court of Justice—Small Claims Court) for a recent Canadian ruling; and
more generally, McSherry 2001 (101–143). On a freedom-of-speech interpreta-
tion of university assertion of research copyright ownership as placing an undue
chill on faculty freedom to explore, discuss, and share ideas, see Meyer 1998
(13–14).

9. American universities were given the right to own patents resulting from fed-
erally sponsored research (as long as federal government access is not restricted)
by the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980. Patents cover human creations that are novel, use-
ful, and nonobvious, compared to copyright, which protects the exact expression
of an idea (McSherry 2001, 170). In 2001, U.S. universities earned $857 million
in patent royalties and filed for 9,454 U.S. patents (Blumenstyk 2003). This
‘‘second academic revolution,’’ as it has been called, is worth comparing to the
capitalization of knowledge in scholarly publishing (Etzkowitz, Webster, and
Healy 1998).
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owners in the United States to a ninety-five-year hold on copyrighted

material before it enters the public domain.10

Whereas authors routinely transfer copyright ownership to journal

publishers, whether corporate or nonprofit, this is not the case, inter-

estingly enough, for books, judging by those sitting on my desk. The

authors hold the copyright for some of the books sitting here, whereas

the publishers hold it for others. What this suggests is that journal pub-

lishers do not necessarily need to hold the copyright of materials they

publish, much as they might protest otherwise. The publisher needs only

first-publication rights from an author to protect the journal’s position

in the marketplace of ideas by being the first outlet in which the article

appears.11 Copyright and publication rights are not different terms for

the same principle. The author’s retention of copyright asserts an owner-

ship that includes, in many jurisdictions if not yet the United States, a

moral claim over the work, intended to protect its integrity, which in

the case of research includes its status both as the author’s personal

work and as a public good.

The current journal economy seems to be about something more than

protecting the author’s right to benefit from this creative and intellectual

act of publishing original work. As things now stand, copyright is too

often used to protect the publisher’s right to charge what it will for its

journals, placing what can be a prohibitive price on entry into what is

otherwise thought of as the public realm or as common property, to use

Merton’s term. Copyright is being used by some publishers to ensure

that the transfer from print to digital publishing does nothing to diminish

the profitability of scholarly publishing and, if possible, increases it.

10. When this copyright extension was unsuccessfully challenged recently in the
Supreme Court in Eldred v. Ashcroft (537 U.S. 01-168, 2003), an editorial in the
New York Times bemoaned that the ‘‘public domain has been a grand experi-
ment, one that should not be allowed to die. The ability to draw freely on the
entire creative output of humanity is one of the reasons we live in a time of such
fruitful creative ferment’’ (‘‘Coming of Copyright Perpetuity’’ 2003).

11. I owe this point to Henry Hardy’s (2002) letter to the Times Literary Supple-
ment. With the open access e-journal First Monday, for example, the author
retains copyright, while granting the journal a publication right or license which
‘‘allows First Monday to publish a manuscript in a given issue,’’ as its Web site
puts it.
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Thus, the greater access to the research literature afforded by the Inter-

net, when compared to what it took to send around print journals, is

being exploited by some to generate new revenue streams through such

systems as pay per view that allow readers to purchase access to an arti-

cle on the spot, instead of having to subscribe to the journal or order an

offprint in order to read it.

Publishers have granted two substantial exceptions to their increased

marketing and control of materials for which they hold the copyright.

One important copyright concession many publishers have made is to

offer universities in developing countries open access to their journals

(Smart 2003). The other concession, owing much to Harnad’s efforts,

is found in publisher policies enabling authors to self-archive the work

they submit to the publisher’s journals in open access e-print archives

(available in more than a few university libraries), which makes the

work freely available to the world. Among 100 publishers polled in one

ongoing survey, authors were permitted to self-archive in 92 percent of

the close to 9,000 journals those publishers represent, with 79 percent

of the journals allowing postprints or final versions to be posted and 13

percent restricting self-archiving to preprints (EPrints.org 2005; see also

Gadd, Oppenheim, and Probets 2003). In one sense, the self-archiving

concession follows on the tradition of publishers sending neat bundles

of offprints to authors, who then sent them off with a warm note to col-

leagues, students, and family or in response to preprinted postcards that

arrived from abroad. The difference is that in archiving a work, the

author opens and extends access to it on a more democratic and global

basis (although by no means making it universally available, in light of

the digital divide).

Still, a final contradiction in this transfer of ownership from author to

publisher remains to be considered, one that makes it clear how copy-

right law, at least in spirit, stands as an ally of the open access journal

and archive. The relevant clause in the U.S. Constitution (Article II, Sec-

tion 8, Clause 8) grants Congress the power ‘‘to promote the Progress

of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors

and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Dis-

coveries.’’ This exclusive right to their work is intended, of course, to

enable authors and inventors to profit sufficiently that they have an
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incentive to continue this creative contribution to society. Yet copyright

is also intended to protect the public’s interest by allowing the work to

enter the public domain, as copyright is only secured ‘‘for limited

Times.’’12

The key to copyright is the right of authors to profit from their work.

Yet journal publishers have not made their editors or authors finan-

cial partners in the publishing economy they have created (whereas the

same publishers pay royalties to the authors of the books they publish).

Authors turn their work over to publishers in exchange for having the

work reviewed and published. Though they may not have come to recog-

nize it yet, those authors who choose to publish their work in journals

that do not offer some form of open access, and do so without also

submitting the article to an e-print archive, may be working against

their own best interests. I mean best interests in three senses: a profes-

sional sense (as they wish to contribute to a greater public good), a van-

ity sense (in the search for recognition), and a financial sense (given the

recognition-based academic incentive system in which they work). In

failing to take advantage of the journal or archive routes to open access,

not only are these authors reducing public access to knowledge, they are

undermining the level of career-enhancing recognition that they might

otherwise receive for their work.

There’s no question that to appear consistently in the leading journals

does a career a world of good, whether they be open access journals or

not. But when it comes to adding up the number of times one is cited, at

the end of the day, self-archiving one’s work in a repository or choosing

an open access journal in the first place may make a critical difference, or

so an increasing number of studies are suggesting, as I noted in chapter 2

by drawing attention to Hitchcock’s (2005) regularly updated Web site

bibliography devoted to such work.

Even choosing to publish in a journal with what I am calling delayed

open access can make a difference for an author. Teachers College

12. The first U.S. copyright statute in 1790 limited copyright protection to a pe-
riod of fourteen years, and the period has been repeatedly extended, to the point
where the average copyright is now in effect for ninety-five years for corporate
holders of copyright such as publishers, a length of time that some argue serves
only to diminish creative and inventive cultural possibilities (Lessig 2004).
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Record, a journal from Teachers College, Columbia University, has

been publishing for more than a century, and it now offers delayed open

access to its online content, which it provides through its own Web site,

while continuing to publish with Blackwell. Whereas Blackwell handles

its print and electronic subscription editions, the Teachers College Rec-

ord Web site provides open access to articles six months after their initial

publication. Gary Natriello, executive editor of Teachers College Record,

reports that in 2001, one popular article which the journal tracked was

downloaded 100 times from Blackwell’s subscription service in its first

six months and then, after it was placed on the journal’s open access

Web site, it was downloaded 4,000 times from that site over the next

few months. But that shouldn’t be surprising, given that Teachers Col-

lege Record ’s free notification service for its open access site goes by

e-mail to 65,000 people. As for how often the journal’s articles are being

cited, Teachers College Record ’s impact factor doubled between 1998

and 2002, according to the ISI Web of Science. Also speaking to the

increased presence of the journal, Natriello reports that submissions to

Teachers College Record have gone up, since launching the open access

site, from 75 submissions a year in 1995 to 600 submissions in 2002,

leading to a greater frequency of publication for the journal.13

These very preliminary indications—including my earlier reference to

the open access Education Policy Analysis Archives being visited 2,500

times a day and having over 50,000 hits on its best articles—point to

open access papers’ being cited and consulted more often than toll-access

work. And to have one’s work read and cited more often than before, or

more often than a colleague’s non-open-access papers, is certainly in the

best interests of one’s career and financial standing. Open access journals

and e-print archives also hold the promise of increasing the exposure and

circulation of knowledge. In this way, open access is consistent with the

13. Teachers College Record gradually increased its frequency of publication
from quarterly to monthly between 2000 and 2004, and it has increased sub-
scription costs accordingly, without hurting the number of libraries that sub-
scribe to the print edition (around 1,500); an additional 2,300 libraries receive
the digital edition alone through bundling deals with the publisher, Blackwell.
On the other hand, personal subscriptions are down to 300 (personal communi-
cation, Gary J. Natriello, July 31–August 1, 2003).
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copyright principle of protecting the interests of the author, while honor-

ing the rights of the public. Of course, were everyone to publish in open

access journals or place his or her work in open access archives, any ca-

reer and remunerative advantages to doing so would disappear. (Would

that the case for open access might be diminished in this manner.)

If open access takes care of the author’s interests, what, then, of the

other party to copyright law, the public? Open access could be said to

increase freedom of speech, in contrast to many uses of copyright law

today, which undermine it, according to legal scholar Yochai Benkler

(1999).14 Although the Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld the princi-

ple that ‘‘the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse

and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the public,’’ as Jus-

tice Hugo Black put it in a 1945 decision, this diversity is being curtailed

by corporate concentration in media ownership, or in Benkler’s words,

‘‘A world dominated by Disney, News Corp., and Time Warner appears

to be the expected and rational response to excessive enclosure of the

public domain’’ (377, 359).15

The danger is not simply with an economy that favors corporate

concentration—in academic publishing no less than with other media—

it is in how this concentration reduces the opportunities for (and increases

the costs of) initiating new alternative sources of information. In the

name of preserving freedom of speech, Benkler proposes that we restore

an information commons that supports more open communication: ‘‘To

secure this freedom, however, we must build a core common infrastruc-

ture that will allow commercial and noncommercial, professional and

amateur, commodified and noncommodified, mainstream and fringe to

interact in an environment that allows all to flourish and is biased in

14. Although appeals to freedom of speech have traditionally been used as a
check on government powers, Benkler points out, the issue is now one of corpo-
rate concentration in the media creating an ‘‘information flow . . . [that] will tend
to prevent effective political challenge to the prevailing order,’’ as fewer and
fewer companies control ‘‘the resources necessary to effective communication’’
(1999, 380–381).

15. Some years later, U.S. courts took a similar stand in striking down the
Communications Decency Act of 1996 on the First Amendment grounds that
the Web represents a ‘‘vast democratic flora . . . [where] any person with a phone
line can become a town crier’’ (Romano 2002).
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favor of none’’ (2001, 3).16 Benkler’s vision of an information commons

is not all that removed from the ‘‘core common infrastructure’’ that

underwrites open access e-print archives and journals, with their shared

indexing systems and open source code, designed to improve the schol-

arly and scientific contribution to this larger commons. That is to say,

public access to research provides its own support for freedom of speech.

Not only does it enable greater participation in scholarly communica-

tion, but it facilitates the informed deliberation on which democracies

depend (which I treat in more detail in chapter 8).

The copyright interests of researchers are to have their work repro-

duced, read, and accurately cited among as wide a readership as possible.

The economic interests of faculty are not hurt, for example, as are those

of publishers, by the distribution of free copies of their published work.

Just the opposite. A 1999 study by Alma P. Swan and Sheridan N.

Brown of ‘‘what authors want’’ within the academic community speaks

of authors’ overriding interest in finding the widest possible audience

through the journals in which they publish, while also keeping an eye

on their prestige and inclusion in the major indexes, which are also

related to the size of readership.17

In a further survey conducted just a few years later, Swan and Brown

(2004) were able to poll a sample of 314 authors evenly divided between

those who had published in open access journals and those who had

not. They found that those who had chosen open access on occasion

16. Benkler proposes both a publicly financed fiber network, drawing on the
model of the National Highway Act, and a national software foundation de-
voted to open source software. It is well worth noting in that regard that open
source systems are currently being supported by the National Libraries, National
Science Foundation, Association of Research Libraries, Mellon Foundation, Free
Software Foundation, and others.

17. One premise of PASA is that ‘‘the Internet makes it possible for this [scien-
tific] information to be promptly available not only to every scientist and physi-
cian who could use it to further the public good, but to every person with access
to the Internet at home, in school, or in a library’’ (Weitzman 2003). In a 1998
report, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences proposed that authors retain
the copyright for federally funded research: ‘‘Federal agencies that fund research
should recommend (or even require) as a condition of funding that the copyrights
of articles or other works describing research that has been supported by those
agencies remain with the author’’ (Bachrach et al. 1998).
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expressed ‘‘a belief in the principle of free access to research informa-

tion,’’ while also thinking open access journals offered a higher reader-

ship and a greater number of citations; on the other hand, those who

did not publish in open access journals felt that such journals offered

reduced readerships and citation.18 The goals for both sets of authors

are the same; the understanding of the best means of achieving them just

differs. A similar form of ignorance lag is at work with self-archiving, as

the majority of faculty slowly learn about the publishing issues surround-

ing self-archiving and catch on to what open access really has to offer.

Up to this point, few authors have been taking advantage of pub-

lishers’ self-archiving policies, and many e-print archives have little in

them. Despite the high number of journals explicitly permitting authors

to make their work open access in this way, rough estimates are that no

more than 15–20 percent of the journal literature is archived annually

(Hitchcock 2005). Swan reports that among those in her faculty survey

who had yet to self-archive a paper, close to 80 percent were ‘‘not aware

of the possibility of providing open access to their work by self-

archiving’’ (2005). The whole thing has led Harnad (2004a) to call on

universities to mandate self-archiving by their faculty.19 The publishers

are no longer the roadblock to open access, in Harnad’s book, given

the number that permit self-archiving. The problem is the authors. They

remain blind to the greater research impact they could achieve by

uploading a paper to an archive, which takes all of about six minutes

(according to e-print archive Web logs, Harnad reports, at the University

of Southampton). As Harnad impatiently puts it, ‘‘10 years of evidence

have since suggested that although it might not take till the heat death

of the universe, that voluntary road of rational self-interest is proving

18. A counterpoint comes from Robert P. Parks, who contends that ‘‘although
authors desire greater readership, that is not the major goal and in fact may be
counterproductive because more readers demand more time from authors to
explain their writing’’ (2001). This was certainly the case with Isaac Newton, as
I discuss in chapter 13.

19. Up to this point, a half-dozen or so departments and universities have
mandated self-archiving policies for their faculty, according to the Registry of
Departments and Institutions Who Have Adopted an OA Self-Archiving Pol-
icy maintained by the EPrints.org Web site at hhttp://www.eprints.org/signup/
fulllist.phpi.
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far too slow. So it was wise of the UK and US [committees considering

the issue] to recommend mandating [self-archiving] instead, just as pub-

lishing itself is already mandated (‘publish or perish’)’’ (2004a).

When there was but one economic model for publishing research in a

form that could be sent far and wide, there was little argument against

readers’ and libraries’ bearing reasonable publishing costs that were

obviously associated with delivering to them a print edition of the jour-

nal. Nor was there any reason, in the era of print, for researchers to be

concerned about turning over the ownership of their work to publishers.

Yet over the last couple of decades, the journal economy has reached

certain limits in the dissemination of research, even as the world of schol-

arly activity has continued to expand on a global scale. Corporate jour-

nal publishers have chosen to concentrate their marketing efforts (and

profits) on well-endowed research libraries that have no choice but to

continue to subscribe to the journals that the publishers hold and con-

tinue to acquire. Although some publishers are making admirable con-

cessions for self-archiving and others are providing open access to older

material, there is still a long way to go in establishing a balance of rights

and interests between author and public. As long as the greater part of

the publishing industry falls short in promoting the best interests of the

authors and the public, it fails to honor the spirit of copyright law.
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4
Associations

Whether in representing the professional interests of an academic disci-

pline (such as the American Psychological Association) or in giving voice

to new areas of research (as does, for example, the Cognitive Science So-

ciety), associations publish journals to provide a focused venue for the

work of their members and to define their leadership and professional

identity in the field. As these associations grow in size, it often takes

more than one journal to represent the scope of interests that they repre-

sent. With more than 150,000 members, the American Psychological As-

sociation (APA), for example, lists no less than fifty journals on its Web

site, ranging from the American Journal of Orthopsychiatry to the Re-

view of General Psychology. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), with over 360,000 members and over 100 jour-

nals, manages to publish 30 percent of the literature in electrical engi-

neering and computers. Both of these associations have a membership

made up of faculty researchers and practicing professionals, with the

journals serving to increase the flow of information between these two

groups. Many associations generate a considerable budget surplus from

journal sales, which they use to support other society activities. Associa-

tions work hard to ensure that their journals are among the top titles in

their field, and they use free or discounted subscriptions to their journals

as a membership incentive.

Historically, it actually took some time for associations to discover

the value of publishing journals. As I describe in chapter 13, the Royal

Society of London held back for almost a century before becoming

more than nominally involved in the publishing of the Philosophical



Transactions, which essentially published the correspondence of the soci-

ety, which began as a private publishing venture in 1665, albeit operated

by the secretary of the Royal Society, Henry Oldenburg. By the eigh-

teenth century, the society’s members had realized that the journal could

well further the goals and reach of the organization and its members.

Today, a scholarly association wouldn’t be caught charging membership

fees without offering those members at least one journal. Now, however,

these associations face a new set of challenges associated with journal

publishing. They have to manage the transition from print to electronic

publishing while contending with basic changes in the way that people

are reading research, which is now far more often by selecting articles

from an index rather than by subscribing to a journal and reading a

smattering of articles in it.

According to researchers Carol Tenopir and Donald King (2001),

‘‘the average number of personal subscriptions per scientist . . . roughly

halved’’ over the last two decades of the twentieth century.1 Scientists

are now doing a third of their reading in electronic form, drawing on a

broader range of journals than they did even a decade ago, when they

might typically read through a single journal. There are just too many

journals today that touch on a scholar’s work, which discourages indi-

vidual investments in a single journal.

Although some have accused the associations of riding the upward

subscription price spiral of corporate publishers to their advantage, what

is perhaps more troubling is the number of scholarly associations that

have turned their journals over to these publishers, effectively moving

the journals out of the nonprofit sector. For example, Reed Elsevier

announced in 2001 that it was offering thirteen new journals, ten of

which it had acquired from scholarly societies, and Sage Publications

pointed to the fact that ten of its thirty-five new titles for 2002 repre-

1. Nearly forty years ago, it is worth noting, Fritz Machlup (1977, 224) found
that between 1966 and 1977, the number of individual subscriptions to five out
of the six journals in science and technology he was examining had declined,
with the number of institutional subscriptions going down for all six journals.
Machlup observed that despite the decrease in the number of noninstitutional
subscriptions, the revenue from these subscriptions did not decline but actually
rose between 76 and 167 percent, as a result of price increases.
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sented ‘‘society contracts,’’ according to the Web sites of these two cor-

porate publishers. Some of the major journal publishing houses, such as

Sage, are offering the associations the equivalent of ‘‘signing bonuses,’’ in

the tens of the thousands of dollars, for turning their well-established

titles over. Other services, such as Ingenta, charge associations for setting

up and maintaining online access for their journals, with a promise of

royalties from licensing and pay-per-view fees.

Placing an association’s journals with a commercial publisher or ser-

vice may raise the journals’ profiles among librarians, as the corporate

publishers have excellent marketing arms. In addition, an association’s

journals, once placed with a commercial publisher, may well be bundled

with other journals, increasing their likelihood of further sales. Yet the

increased subscription fees that typically follow on the corporate ac-

quisition of journals could as easily result in a drop in subscriptions

and readership for a society. On the other hand, some associations are

experimenting with different forms of open access. They are permitting

authors to use open access e-print archives for their published work (as

are many of the corporate publishers at this point).

Adding urgency to the need for scholarly associations to plan for the

future is an inevitable undermining of the subscription-based member-

ship model. The problem is that most members and potential members

of the associations are beginning to have ubiquitous access to associa-

tion journals—at the office, at home, and on the road—through their re-

search library’s subscription to electronic editions. That is, membership

confers no additional advantage for those who belong to subscribing

institutions, or at least it won’t after the associations drop their print

editions, as increasing numbers of readers move online. This obviously

undermines the subscription benefits of association membership.

Let me offer an example, from the high end (financially) of the schol-

arly association field, of how access redundancy can affect an associ-

ation. The American Astronomical Society (AAS), with around 6,500

members, publishes three journals, which, taken together, contributed

$5,834,020 in revenue to this nonprofit society’s total budget of

$8,683,893 in 2000 (see appendix B). The AAS operates a very success-

ful publishing operation. The society’s two principal journals, the Astro-

nomical Journal and the Astrophysical Journal, are published for the
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AAS by the University of Chicago Press, whereas the AAS itself publishes

the Bulletin of the American Astronomical Society. A membership in

the AAS costs $110 annually, and although that does provide members

with a number of newsletters, it also entitles members to purchase online

access to the society’s two journals and bulletin at a discounted rate of

$50, which is a considerable bargain compared to the normal fee.2

The advantages of AAS membership (at least those regarding journal

access) quickly evaporate, however, when one considers that the journals

are no longer the first or exclusive source of the material they publish.

The field of astrophysics may not be typical among scholarly fields of

inquiry, given how much of its literature is freely available online, but

where it finds itself today may well be where other sciences are headed,

especially with the prospect of mandated self-archiving policies among

institutions and funding agencies.

David Rusin’s (2002) paper ‘‘The Expected Properties of Dark Lenses’’

provides a typical instance of how the new state of redundant access

works with the AAS. Rusin’s paper, by the way, is not about astrono-

mers carrying on like the Blues Brothers, which Dan Aykroyd and John

Belushi made famous in the movie by that name, with their ever-present

dark lenses, but about the effects of ‘‘multiple-image gravitational lens

systems formed by dark matter halos’’ (2002, 705). It was published in

the Astrophysical Journal in June 2002. By that point, however, it had

already been read by every scholar and student of astronomy with a par-

ticular interest in the issues Rusin raises. When the editors of the Astro-

physical Journal notified Rusin, in February 2002, that they had decided

to accept the article for publication, he did what many researchers in

physics do: He posted a copy to the open access database known as the

2. The annual subscription fee for Astronomical Journal for 2005 was $525 for
twelve issues a year covering print (including shipping) and electronic versions,
with the electronic version alone costing $425, and the thrice-monthly Astro-
physical Journal had an annual subscription fee of $1,800 for paper (including
shipping) and electronic versions, with an additional $200 for its Supplement
Series. For research libraries that require airfreight delivery of the print edition,
the charge can add another $440 to the cost of the two journals. The society
does have a ‘‘journal donation’’ program, in which members offer complete sets
of the journals, covering various years, but again the acquiring libraries must pay
shipping.
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arXiv.org E-Print Archive, supported by the National Science Founda-

tion and the Energy Department of the U.S. government (Kling, Spector,

and McKim 2002). As I noted in chapter 3, physicists all over the world

make a point of visiting arXiv.org every working day to check what is

new in their field, and many papers go up there long before they are

even seen by a journal. After Rusin’s paper went through the edito-

rial process with the Astrophysical Journal, Rusin then updated the

arXiv.org version, on May 2, with the comment: ‘‘Final version, minor

corrections, 18 pages, ApJ June 20 2002.’’

By June 2002, identical versions of Rusin’s article were available from

multiple sources. The article first appeared publicly in the arXiv.org

E-Print Archive, which made it available free to anyone with Internet ac-

cess. This was followed by the publication of both print and electronic

versions in the Astrophysical Journal, published by the University of

Chicago, and circulated among individual and institutional subscribers.

Thus a member of the AAS who took advantage of the discounted elec-

tronic subscription would have four possible routes of access to Rusin’s

article.3 Members, as well as libraries, are paying for something that is

otherwise available for free.4 All three electronic versions are virtually

indistinguishable on a computer screen in the office, at home, or on the

road. Association membership is losing its associated privileges, at least

in regard to access to its journals. (The Rusin example does not even ex-

haust the current redundancies within the current scholarly publishing

economies, as the overlap extends to the indexing of the article, which I

treat in more detail in chapter 12.)

It may not be all that surprising that journals making the substantial

transition from print to digital publishing media would take some time

3. As for the copyright legality of this redundancy, the University of Chicago
Press was still in 2004 among a minority of publishers (14 percent) that did not
permit self-archiving in e-print services such as arXiv.org (see the Web site of the
SHERPA Project at hhttp://www.sherpa.ac.uk/i), although the press does not ap-
pear to have sought legal redress for the placement of its property in such open
access archives.

4. To reduce this redundancy, a ‘‘peer review overlay’’ for arXiv.org E-Print
Archive has been tested in various forms but has yet to become a feature of the
archive.
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to sort out redundant and overlapping services. However, what is clear is

that the personal-copy-of-the-journal advantage of membership does not

transfer to the online medium. The library’s electronic edition is available

everywhere, for the vast majority of potential members who, if they can

afford to join AAS, are likely to work at an institution that subscribes to

its journals. But the eventual e-print archive buildup of articles from the

journal, whether placed there voluntarily or by institutional mandate,

puts the association’s retention of the library’s subscription in jeopardy.

So what is a scholarly association to do, where is it to turn? Well, as

always, it should turn to the best interests of its membership. What other

purpose does it have? From a researcher-as-author perspective, increased

readership (and citation) will always trump journal revenues. Associa-

tions need to recognize, if they have not already, the declining value of

a membership copy of an association’s journals. On the other hand,

opening access to the journals increases their readership (and that of the

association’s author-members). The question for the associations is, Why

keep the membership’s research from those in their field who do not be-

long to the association or have access to a good research library if a form

of open access to this literature can be provided without destroying the

viability of the association’s journal publishing? The time has come to

explore different routes for increasing access to the work that the associ-

ation is devoted to supporting.

Associations may be tempted by schemes that try to ensure that a

library’s electronic copy does not replace a member’s copy (for example,

by limiting the number of users of an electronic edition at any one time,

as some publishers do), or they may seek to provide members with

‘‘value-added services,’’ such as reference linking to which members

alone have access. These approaches seem a little shortsighted and again

not in the best interests of the membership, as they hamper rather than

advance access to the membership’s work by a larger realm of potential

readers.

To help associations realistically address this question, I have assem-

bled budgetary information for twenty scholarly associations in the

United States (see appendix B). Just how much do the scholarly associa-

tions make on the sale of their journals to libraries and other institutions?

The associations in my sample (which leaves out the large organizations
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taking in tens of millions of dollars annually) saw, on average, $691,873

in publication revenue in 2000 (a figure that does not include member-

ship fees). The range in revenue is considerable among associations. The

Cognitive Science Society and the International Association for Feminist

Economics (which publish their journals through Elsevier and Taylor

and Francis, respectively) declared no revenue from the sales of their

journals. The American Astronomical Society (which as I noted above

publishes its journals through the University of Chicago Press) claimed

$6.4 million in publishing revenue. The associations’ publishing revenue

is supplemented by the royalty sales of material previously published,

which averages $22,918 for the twenty associations, suggesting that the

after-initial-sales market of back issues and reprints is not all that strong.

The revenue and royalties obtained through journal publishing need to

be set against, of course, the publishing costs. The average annual pub-

lishing expenses for the sample of scholarly associations considered here

is $921,250. Although these costs may include other of the association’s

publications, it is safe to conclude that journals make up the bulk of it.

What this means is that selling subscriptions to institutions covers close

to 80 percent of the publishing costs, on average, for the twenty associa-

tions. Some associations do much better than that and are able to devote

their entire membership dues to other aspects of the association, while

at the same time making a profit on their subscription sales. But more

often, the library and other institutional subscribers cover a good portion

of the associations’ publishing costs, with the rest of their publishing

expenses, averaging 22 percent of the costs, covered by membership

fees. Open access would seem to place the revenue from subscriptions at

risk, leaving associations scrambling to make up close to 80 percent of

their publishing costs.

This may seem to pose an insurmountable problem, but pioneers in

open access have demonstrated that it need not be. Some sense of the

details behind a viable transition to open access is provided, for example,

by John Hawley, executive director of the American Society for Clinical

Investigation. Hawley sought to fill in my account of association prac-

tices, when I initially published this analysis (2003a), by describing the

economics of the open access Journal of Clinical Investigation. The jour-

nal is published bimonthly and runs to 350 articles and 3,000 pages a
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year and thus requires, not surprisingly, a full-time science editor and

executive editor. The journal costs $2.5 million per year to produce,

including $200,000 in honoraria paid to its editorial board and unstated

compensation for the chief editor. The journal charges its authors a

manuscript-processing fee of $50 and has publication charges, on a per-

word basis, that can run up to $1,500 an article. It also continues to sell

subscriptions to its print edition. Against all of that, the society has been

able to offer immediate and complete open access to the electronic edi-

tion of the journal since it went online in 1996. As Hawley (2003)

explains in a Journal of Clinical Investigation editorial, since the jour-

nal’s move to open access, institutional subscriptions to the print edition

have fallen by 40 percent, whereas its Web site is now receiving some

20,000 unique visitors each week. The journal is managed online, with

reduced costs and improved efficiency in its publishing operations, but

it has also been increasing its author fees, compensating for the reduced

number of subscriptions and allowing it to maintain its revenue levels

a little ahead of a decade ago. Its impact factor increased 66 percent

between 1998 and 2002, although Hawley attributes this increase to the

reduced number of papers it accepts and publishes, rather than open

access.5

The Journal of Clinical Investigation provides but one instance of how

an association can increase access to its publications without suffering

any loss of revenue. Associations have a number of options in this

regard. At the most basic level, they can support their members’ self-

archiving of articles that are published in their journals, as well as in

5. Also, see Hawley 2004. In addition, John Vig, a vice president with IEEE,
wrote to me in response to an earlier version of this chapter (2003a) with
an open access proposal that he was developing for the more than 100 journals
published by his institute. His approach is driven, he explained, not by ‘‘revenue
replacement but profit (surplus) maintenance’’ (personal communication, Janu-
ary 30–February 3, 2004). He also attempted to correct my assumption that an
association’s primary mandate is to serve its members. Such a stance did not
stand up to IEEE’s lawyer’s advice on nonprofits; the position nonprofit organi-
zations were instead advised to take is neatly summed up in the IEEE mission
statement, which Vig cited: ‘‘The IEEE promotes the engineering process of creat-
ing, developing, integrating, sharing, and applying knowledge about electro and
information technologies and sciences for the benefit of humanity and the profes-
sion’’ (IEEE 2005, emphasis added).
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other journals, making it explicitly part of their association’s and their

journals’ publishing policies, as some associations already do. They can

further support self-archiving by establishing an open access e-print ar-

chive for their discipline. I would take that to be the most basic and

responsible of responses to what is otherwise the prospect of declining

access to research and scholarship on a global scale, in the face of an

opportunity for greatly increased circulation. Authors who self-archive

the work they publish do not appear to pose a threat to associations’

subscription lists. So one might conclude from Alma Swan’s (2005)

study of arXiv.org E-Print Archive’s impact on subscriptions, with

authors self-archiving 42,000 papers annually in high-energy physics,

condensed matter, and astrophysics. Swan surveyed the relevant associa-

tions, namely, the American Physical Society (APS) and the Institute of

Physics (IOP), both of which report that arXiv.org has not affected sub-

scriptions to the journals that carry articles that appear in the archive.

However, speaking to points made earlier in this book about the current

state of access, both organizations noted a long-standing and continuing

decline in their overall subscription numbers, which affects journals in

areas outside the realm of arXiv.org, as well as those that deal with

topics covered by the e-print archive.6

To move beyond support of self-archiving, scholarly associations can

continue to sell subscriptions to their journals, but offer delayed open ac-

cess to their journals’ contents, as do the National Council of Teachers

of English and the Massachusetts Medical Society (publisher of the New

England Journal of Medicine). The impact of delayed access? The Amer-

ican Society for Cell Biology, with 10,000 members, started (in 2001) to

provide open access to its flagship journal, Molecular Biology of the Cell,

with a two-month delay from initial publication. Ray Everngam (2004),

director of publications for the society, reports that three years later, sub-

scriptions to this journal, which began publishing in 1989, were continu-

ing to increase, although Everngam suspected that its open access policy

is not widely known. Other associations are offering print subscriptions

and online open access simultaneously, as the Staff Society of Seth G. S.

Medical College and K. E. M. Hospital in Mumbai, India, does with its

6. See note 10 in chapter 2.
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Postgraduate Journal of Medicine. Associations are also giving authors

the option of purchasing open access for their own work by paying a fee,

as the Florida Entomological Society does with the Florida Entomologist.

These approaches can be thought of as transitional strategies in the

move to digital publishing, during which both print and online editions

need to be maintained. They do not make for sound long-term publish-

ing policies, given that publishing in two formats is hardly efficient, espe-

cially as readers and libraries are moving from the far more expensive

print edition to the electronic version for its greater ease of searching, ac-

cess to its growing archives, and the linking of references from an article

to the work that is cited in the article.

That being the case, what about strategies that would see the associa-

tions into a postprint future? What if a scholarly association went to one

of the library organizations that represents the vast majority of its sub-

scribers, such as the Association of Research Libraries or the Associa-

tion of College and Research Libraries, and proposed a different kind of

agreement between publisher and library that indeed furthered the access

principle? That proposal would take the form of a publishing coopera-

tive between scholarly and library associations that would be guided by

two principles: providing sustainable support for managing and publish-

ing the association’s journals and providing immediate open access to the

journals. The key to the cooperative’s sustainability, especially for schol-

arly associations with memberships that do not typically have research

grants sufficient to cover author fees, would be reducing publishing costs.

The cooperative would move toward dropping the print editions of

the journals it publishes, while at the same time implementing, with the

libraries’ support, open source journal management and publishing sys-

tems.7 Recent data from a sample of social science and humanities jour-

nals suggest that the savings from such initiatives could be as high as 50

percent (see appendix D, table D.1).

The libraries could contribute to further savings by utilizing some of

their technical infrastructure to host the journal and its management sys-

7. The targets for cost reduction in publishing include printing, layout, mailing,
filing, duplicating, postage, and other clerical support, which can be eliminated
by online management and publishing systems (with details on how this works
in the next chapter, on economics).
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tem, as well as providing archiving, preservation, and indexing support.

The libraries would be looking at reduced storage and personnel costs,

with the electronic editions of the journals, in addition to the reduced

outlay to obtain access to the journal. Then comes the kicker to this

cooperative idea: With the cooperative in place, the journals would have

a sustainable model for offering the rest of the world open access, to

the benefit of authors, associations, and libraries. (Let me stop here with

this idea, as I devote chapter 6 to the publishing cooperative model. I

introduce it here only as it grows directly out of the situation of the

associations.)

Still, having set up the open access imperative for scholarly associa-

tions, I fully recognize the risk it poses to them. An association’s mem-

bers may decide, when renewal time rolls around, to leave it up to their

colleagues to join and do the work, while they ride into the glory of this

greater readership by publishing in the association’s open access jour-

nals. We are faced, in other words, with the tragedy of the commons, in

which when some leave it up to others to act responsibly with property

held in common, and when that doesn’t happen—with the farmer who

brings one cow too many to graze on the commons, in the classic

case—the value of the commons rapidly declines, and this prospect con-

stantly haunts the open access movement.

Yet a scholarly society is, in addition to a vehicle for publications in

the field, a means for faculty members to contribute to the development

of their profession. It gives them a chance to be part of a larger academic

community and to increase, through the association, their level of public

service. This is not a minor consideration, according to a Stanford

e-journal user survey of 10,000 participants, which found, among other

things, that the ‘‘most popular reason for joining societies was to support

the society’s mission’’ (e-Journal User Study 2002). Still, ‘‘the second and

the third most frequent motivations given were economic benefits—

receiving journals free or discounted with memberships and attending

conferences at a reduced rate.’’ I am not suggesting that it will be easy

to change ideas about associations’ journals. Yet associations will need

to seriously reconsider the journal as a revenue stream for supporting

the rest of the organization, when maintaining this revenue stream is

costing the journal’s authors the readership they deserve and desire.
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The privilege of exclusive access to the journal, which individual sub-

scriptions afforded members, can no longer be the basis for membership

recruitment. Here then is a need and opportunity to demonstrate disci-

plinary leadership around issues of access and ownership, not only in

publishing, but in the sharing of data sets and related research databases

to strengthen the quality of research and encourage the scientifically pro-

ductive notion of an information commons against increasing efforts to

privatize data (Reichman and Uhlir 2001).

Fritz Machlup noted, at one point in his economic inquiries into schol-

arly publishing, that ‘‘in a wide sense of the phrase, any activity is ‘eco-

nomically viable,’ if its product is promoted to the ranks of public good

and its cost is borne largely out of public funds, such as an actual or

potential tax revenue’’ (1977, 217). Scholarly inquiry is economically

viable, in the first instance, as a public good—with research costs prior

to publication largely borne by public funds—and the scholarly publica-

tion of that research should be no less viable for the same reason, as col-

leagues edit, review, and join in nonprofit societies, to further the very

work of that inquiry, with public support. With so much scholarly activ-

ity supported by public money, it is only natural to ask whether there is

now a way to distribute the resulting research in ways that make it open

and available, as a global public good.

Scholarly associations have to ask themselves whether they are about

to use this new publishing medium, already integral to the scholarly pro-

cess, to extend and advance the circulation and exchange of knowledge.

The associations need to add to their agendas items on the principles of

access and the viability of open access publishing in an immediate, tran-

sitional, and long-term sense. They need to do so, given that this public

good that we work so hard to produce can be made unequivocally part

of a larger and revitalized public sphere. They need to consider working

in greater cooperation with research libraries and otherwise attune them-

selves to what is in the best interest of their members and authors, as well

as the cause of research and scholarship which they serve.

Having said all of that, what of my colleagues who have told me that

their scholarly associations cannot consider dropping the print editions

of their journals? It is not only the revenue stream that is at issue, al-

though it is that too. It is because, well, the members count on receiving
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the journals in the mail. They are fond of the journal’s fine paper, and

of the ease with which they can take it out to the back deck to read an

article or see who is up to what. And while I, too, appreciate the schol-

arly pleasures of working with a desk full of well-bound journals, this

may no longer be a sustainable means of circulating knowledge or of

building an association’s membership among a new generation of print-

less and wireless colleagues. The pleasures of the printed page—at least

when it comes to the journal—may no longer justify denying the rights

of tens of thousands of interested faculty and students access to this

knowledge, in the face of open access alternatives that would expand

the circulation of knowledge. Print does not need to be dropped imme-

diately to increase the circulation of the knowledge in question. The

options for opening access are many. What does need to be considered

is whether, in the long term, going digital will mean more of the same

or will extend not only the right of access to scholarly literature, but the

opportunity to participate more fully in this public good.
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5
Economics

When I first began to speak publicly about the prospects of open

access during the late 1990s, I found myself running into difficulties

over the most obvious of questions. I was asking faculty members to con-

sider two things, doing an electronic edition of the journals with which

they worked as editors, board members, and reviewers, then exploring

whether they could make those online journals free to read in some

way. Even as I asked people to give the advantages of these two ideas

some serious thought, I had no real idea of what moving a journal online

would cost, as more than one of them politely pointed out to me. The

solution to this embarrassing moment in my presentations seemed easy

enough. I simply had to pin down what it cost to put a journal online,

and to do so I hired Larry Wolfson, as a research assistant with an eco-

nomics background, to scour the emerging literature on online publish-

ing for costs, as well as conduct a small survey among editors of online

journals on this matter. It was not hard to find an answer to the ques-

tion, although that gave rise to a new problem. There were far too

many answers to the question, with huge differences among the answers.

Our inquiry certainly got off to a good start. Larry sent off e-mails to

editors of electronic journals asking about their costs, while he started to

scour the literature in search of published figures on online journal costs.

However, before he had sent more than a handful of e-mail queries, he

had an answer back from Gene Glass, who had founded Education Pol-

icy Analysis Archives (EPAA) in 1993 as a ‘‘born digital’’ peer-reviewed

journal. Glass was blunt and multilingual about his business model:

‘‘Zero, nada, no budget, no grad assistant, no secretary’’ (personal com-

munication, October 21, 2001). I described earlier the success of Glass’s



online journal, which receives some 2,500 unique visitors a day (Glass

2003).

As you might imagine, we were greatly encouraged by how easy Glass

made it all seem, both to gather figures and then to convince others what

a sensible, viable idea open access is. We were still in the early stages of

our search, and of course, we did not see anything even close to that fig-

ure for publishing costs again. Even the most successful of the automated

repository models, the arXiv.org E-Print Archive, in which authors file

their own papers, and there is no reviewing or editing, has costs that,

according to its founder Paul Ginsparg, run to nine dollars per paper

(Glanz 2001).1

We went on to identify a small group of electronic journals that were

spending in the area of $20,000 a year. For example, the Electronic Jour-

nal of Comparative Law had had its books reviewed by the accounting

firm PricewaterhouseCoopers, which calculated that the Dutch open

access quarterly was costing $20,084 annually (Bot, Burgemeester, and

Roes 1998; also see Fisher 1999; ‘‘Integration’’ 2002). Adding up the au-

thor fees of $525 per published article (for most of its 100 or so open

access journals, although a few charge more) yields a similar figure for

the journals published by BioMed Central, a corporate venture in an en-

tirely online and open access approach to journal publishing. Some jour-

nals contract out their e-journal edition, and HighWire Press, at Stanford

University Library, was charging $35,000 to $125,000 in the late 1990s

to set up an electronic journal, with ongoing operating fees of several

thousand dollars a month (Young 1997). Additional figures are to be

found in the report on e-journals from Donald W. King and Carolyn

Tenopir (1998), who put the cost of an electronic edition of a journal at

$368 per page or about $175,000 per year for a typical journal. Then,

there was the Electronic Publishing Steering Committee at Cornell Uni-

versity (1998), which estimated that it would take $2,700,000 to estab-

lish an electronic publishing program at the university, serving a number

of journals, although a member of the team at Cornell later told me that

1. The National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy, and Los Alamos
National Laboratory provided $300,000 annually in support of arXiv.org
E-Print Archive prior to its move to Cornell University in 2001 (Kling, Spector,
and McKim 2002).
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what had been spent was more like $600,000. Finally, Reed Elsevier esti-

mates that it has spent $360 million developing ScienceDirect, which

hosts electronic editions of its 1,800 journals (Davis 2004).

All told, the breathtaking range in the cost of mounting journals on-

line bespoke nothing but risk, risk, risk. How could we advise editors to

consider open access as a viable option when we could not provide a re-

liable picture of what it cost to run an online journal? Well, we could tell

those skeptical editors that it might cost them nothing, or more likely

$20,000 a year, although it might run to more than $100,000, especially

if there were a number of journals involved. It seemed to leave the entire

open access journal-publishing movement with a less than credible case

to make with editors, scholarly associations, and funding agencies. The

open question of what it costs to move a journal online would seem to

discourage all but die-hard risk takers and do-it-yourself adventurers

from considering the move from print to online publishing, unless one

had a very sound business plan to cover the unpredictable costs.2

It is true that there are a number of economic models for open access

publishing, as I review in appendix A, but in all of the models I discuss,

there is this initial hurdle of setting up shop online. It appeared that if we

wanted to speak with some authority on what it cost to put a journal on-

line, the Public Knowledge Project, with which I work at the University

of British Columbia, would have to build, test, and cost out a system of

our own for putting a journal online. This would seem to require having

a journal to put online, which we did not. Alternatively, we could build a

device for others to use to put their journals online. After all, our survey

of journal costs had revealed a myriad of approaches to publishing on-

line, many of which entailed creating an ad hoc publishing system for

each journal, which is bound to keep expenses high. Tenopir and King

(2001), for example, use this software development point to argue that

2. A similar picture emerges for the cost of ‘‘institutional repositories’’ such as
e-print archives: ‘‘Practically speaking, both development and operating costs
can range from virtually no incremental costs (for institutions that reallocate
resources) to hundreds of thousands of dollars (for institutions recognizing incre-
mental systems and staff resources)’’ (Crow 2000, 28). For open source solutions
to repositories and archives, see the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
DSpace Federation Web site hhttp://www.dspace.orgi and that for EPrints.org
hhttp://www.eprints.orgi.
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electronic publishing does not lead to great savings: ‘‘Electronic access

avoids these costs [of printing and distribution], but has a substantial ad-

ditional fixed cost—putting up full text on the web, staffing, software

and other technology issues including design, functionality, searchability

and speed’’ (673).

What if, we wondered, we could control one part of publishing’s

financial model by reducing the journal’s software design and develop-

ment costs to zero? We could do this by creating open source software

that was specifically developed to manage and publish journals online.

The software could be designed so that it required no more technical

skills of journal editors than word processing, e-mailing, and Web

browsing. It could also keep costs down by utilizing the technical infra-

structure already in place in most university libraries to place the journal

online.

This was, after all, the model that had proven itself with the self-

archiving EPrints.org software developed at the University of Southamp-

ton, which enables libraries and other organizations to set up sites for

authors to self-archive their preprints and postprints. It was to follow

the well-established path of such open source systems as Linux, other-

wise known as ‘‘the impossible public good’’ (Smith and Kollock 1999,

230).3 Just as Linus Torvald began working on Linux as a graduate class

project in Finland, the academic community continues to play a vital role

in open source software development, most recently with the Sakai coop-

3. Josh Lerner and Jean Tirole (2000) identify ‘‘career concern’’ and ‘‘ego grati-
fication’’ as the central incentives for those contributing to the development of
Linux; then these two economists pause to wonder if such an open source phe-
nomenon could happen in any other industry. Why has it not occurred to them,
I wonder in turn, that their own academic ‘‘industry’’ of scholarly publishing
should be the next logical site for such a phenomenon? Many of Linux’s 90,000
registered users have contributed, if only in a small way, to its development,
largely by following their own interests and ‘‘itches,’’ as Steven Weber (2000,
15) puts it. Eric Raymond also plays on Linux’s impossibility: ‘‘Many people (es-
pecially those who politically distrust free markets) would expect a culture of
self-directed egoists to be fragmented, territorial, wasteful, secretive, and hostile.
But this expectation is clearly falsified by (to give just one example) the stunning
variety, quality and depth of Linux documentation’’ (2003). On the inappropri-
ateness of drawing analogies between open access and open source, see Harnad
2003e.
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erative, which has formed among forty-four institutions and is devoted

to developing, with the support of the Mellon Foundation and Hewlett

Foundation, open source course management software (Young 2004).4

Now, I realize that it would be easy to confuse open access and open

source. Just to review, open access principally refers to research literature

which has been made free to read online. Open source is a term used

exclusively in referring to software the code for which can be used, modi-

fied, and distributed by anyone.5 So what the Public Knowledge Project

has done, in response to this economic question, is build a piece of open

source software that would make open access journal publishing not

only economically viable, but well-indexed, through its compliance with

the protocols set by (to add one more open term to the mix) the Open

Archives Initiative. The Open Archives Initiative has established an

open, nonproprietary protocol for ‘‘harvesting’’ and then searching a

prescribed set of metadata or indexing items from research databases

and documents, such as journals, which I discuss in chapter 12.

Drawing inspiration, then, from the open source movement, as well as

from efforts afoot with open access e-print archives and journals, the

Public Knowledge Project team set to work in 2001 on what has become

Open Journal Systems (OJS). It has cost roughly $100,000 in hard-won

research grants to develop thus far, even as upgrades of the software

continue to be released. Launched in November of 2002, two years later

it was being used by some 250 journals, based on those that have con-

tacted us, including 210 African journals that are using a version of OJS

adapted by the African Journals Online program to give these journals

an online presence (Smart 2003). A community of users and developers

has grown up around the software (typical of open source projects)

4. See the Web site for the Sakai Project at hhttp://sakaiproject.org/i. See also
Gleason 2003 on the use of open source systems in universities: ‘‘Open-source
initiatives stand the best chance of success in higher education because of the tra-
ditions of sharing and cooperation among institutions and software developers.
Open systems and open standards all lead in the same direction: promotion of
interoperability among applications, a lessening reliance and dependency on the
proprietary technology of a single application-software vendor, and reduction in
costs to higher-education institutions of all sizes.’’

5. On the contentious issue of ‘‘open source’’ versus ‘‘free software,’’ see Stall-
man 2001.
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pushing it in new directions—with delayed open access for example—as

well as translating it for international use. It has worked with the

LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe) team at Stanford University

Library to ensure that it can take advantage of the team’s open source

archiving and preservation strategy.6

As part of the open source economic model, OJS is designed to be

downloaded and installed on a local Web server, enabling local control

within a distributed system for journal content indexing and system de-

velopment. A number of university libraries are hosting OJS on their

servers, which makes a great deal of sense given the libraries’ expertise,

technical infrastructure, and interest in improving access to such re-

sources. Once OJS is installed, the editor can readily configure it by fill-

ing in templates (for example, ‘‘Title of the journal:’’) that reflect the

journal’s editorial structure, policies, sections, review process, and pub-

lishing schedule. Through this process, OJS creates a customized Web

site for managing and publishing the journal. Authors can submit their

work directly to the Web site; editors can work on the journal from

computers in hotels or airports; reviewers can similarly pick up assigned

papers and post their reviews; accepted papers are edited, laid out, pub-

lished, and indexed all on the site. OJS is designed to reduce the clerical,

management, and publishing costs of journals (see appendix C). Such

cost reduction was necessary, of course, if there was to be any hope of

journals’ being able to make their contents free for readers in some

form of open access.

In one sense, Open Journal Systems is no more than a proof of con-

cept. It is testing the degree to which an open source (freely distributed)

and easily configurable piece of software can reduce the cost of running a

journal by moving the process online, not only in the publishing and dis-

tribution of the journal, but in its actual day-to-day management. It may

indeed seem something of a heartless approach to place experienced and

6. The LOCKSS initiative is producing open source software that will enable
journals to synchronize the archiving of their content across a handful of institu-
tions to ensure its long-term preservation. The expense for libraries hosting this
service (which can be used for the preservation of more than journals) has been
projected by the LOCKSS team to be down to $0.07 for a year of a journal by
2007 (Reich and Rosenthal 2003).
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knowledgeable editorial assistants’ jobs on the line through the use of

automated systems to, in effect, file, record, date, notify, look up, assem-

ble, calculate, and on and on. Yet where cost reductions are used to sup-

port open access, at least, a trade-off is being made that brings to the

fore the very purpose of the journal, which is to extend the circula-

tion of knowledge. I have laid out the advantages and savings that a

journal management system such as OJS can provide, as it would

support journals moving to open access forms of publishing. However,

this obviously raises a question about the rest of the publishing indus-

try’s use of these tools. Sarah Milstein (2002), in a column for the New

York Times, identified journal management systems as belonging to

that coveted class of ‘‘killer app,’’ and she estimated that some 30 per-

cent of journal publishers were using these management tools in 2002.

She predicted that the rest of the industry would soon follow. While the

publishing industry may not be using open source versions of these man-

agement systems, one still has to wonder where the savings these systems

produce might figure in the ongoing transfer to this digital publishing

medium.7

An online management system does more than simply reduce costs. It

allows energy and money to be reallocated from clerical tasks to editorial

quality, including copyediting and proofreading, which can be an issue

for small and struggling journals. The ease with which the editor can

take care of business means more time and attention for working on

manuscripts and otherwise helping authors improve their research (see

appendix C). The system’s meticulous record keeping and reminders im-

prove the journal’s accountability to authors and readers, which should

reduce some of the career-imperiling delays and confusion that are too

often experienced with journal publishing. The ideal justification for the

use of this technology was summed up by Steinway Pianos Vice President

Werner Husmann, commenting on the use of new technologies in the

building of his company’s pianos: ‘‘What is your relation to machines?

7. Milstein (2002) quotes a typical setup charge of $5,000 to $20,000 for com-
mercial journal management systems, and a processing cost of $12 to $50 a
manuscript, with editors repeatedly citing advantages of speed and efficiency,
which is thought to attract better papers, and savings that run to $60,000 in
mailing costs, at least for Journal of the American College of Cardiology.
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It’s simple. A machine has to provide an increase in quality’’ (quoted in

Barron 2003).

Exactly how much going online with a system such as OJS can reduce

a journal’s publishing costs depends on how the journal is currently be-

ing run, whether it will continue with a print edition, and how important

it is for it to reduce costs. I present figures from a survey of sixty-one

journals in appendix D (in association with chapter 6, on publishing

cooperatives) that demonstrate how, with the elimination of print edi-

tions and the use of an open source management system such as OJS,

the savings can be in the area of 50 percent over current figures. Among

current users of OJS, a number are managing and publishing their open

access journals entirely online, using university hosting services and vol-

unteer editors, reviewers, copyeditors, and proofreaders, resulting in a

zero-revenue and zero-expense budget. The goal here, however, has not

been to simply package a version of the Gene Glass nada-expense journal

publishing model. (Would that we all had Gene’s resourcefulness and

dedication.) It is about using open source and open access principles

and technologies to extend the quality and circulation of this knowledge.

One way of doing that is by reducing publishing costs to enable journal

editors and publishers to consider alternatives to the dominant publish-

ing models. One can think of it as increasing competition within the

oddly shaped marketplace of scholarly publishing.

While the publishing industry may have been the principal means of

achieving journal quality and circulation during the age of print, its busi-

ness model has been taken to the point at which, according to the leading

research libraries, the scholarly community has no choice but to begin

‘‘declaring independence’’ (from corporate journal publishers) by seeking

ways of ‘‘returning science to scientists.’’8 The considerable difference in

journal prices is bound to raise questions about the value of the services

that publishers provide, an issue that arose in chapter 1 as well.

As Janet Boulin of Oxford University Press, which publishes 184 jour-

nals, recently pointed out, a publisher’s staff is highly knowledgeable

about the review process, skilled at staffing editorial boards, and adept

8. The quotations are from materials for recent campaigns of the Scholarly Pub-
lishing and Academic Resources Coalition (2001) in association with the Associ-
ation of Research Libraries.
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at using software to mange the flow of manuscripts in an efficient man-

ner (ALPSP 2003). Boulin also held up the extensive marketing cam-

paigns that publishers mount on behalf of the scholarly materials they

handle, and she emphasized how responsive publishers can be to market

changes. Publishers are there, she concluded, to support the authority,

quality, accessibility, longevity, and recognition of scholarship. And pub-

lishers have done this indisputedly well for a good long time, and a great

many scholars have benefited by it. But what is perhaps most striking

about the skills that Boulin identifies is that they are (with the exception,

perhaps, of the marketing campaigns) possessed by scholars and their

associations as well. However, marketing campaigns cannot help seem-

ing something of an extravagance when librarians are deciding on which

journals to cancel, rather than on which to purchase. Otherwise, it would

seem fair to surmise that the qualities held up by publishers as represent-

ing their contribution regarding the state of the journal are rooted in the

countless editors, authors, and reviewers involved in the production of

these periodicals.

Whatever publisher or journal they are working with, these scholars

are at the heart of the authority, quality, and recognition that Boulin

identifies as distinguishing this body of literature. By the same token,

improving accessibility (the very point of open access) and longevity

(with the LOCKSS software) is very much a part of the economic alter-

natives that are now available under a broadly construed open access.

The services of a good copyeditor, on the other hand, cannot be matched

by faculty or system. As we saw in chapter 3, the major publishers do

not always provide copyeditors for their journals, but fortunately, copy-

editors are available on a freelance basis and offer a quality investment

for journals that are saving money by automating other aspects of the

editorial process.

Still, the current economics of scholarly publishing no longer allows

one to pit the big publisher against the open access rebel with a cause,

at least not in any simple sense. Boulin’s Oxford University Press, after

all, is moving its flagship journal, Nucleic Acids Research, to open access

in 2005 by shifting from subscriptions to author fees. Such moves,

with other journals presumably to follow suit at Oxford with time,

point to how open access is becoming part of the peculiar economics of
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scholarly publishing. Open access’s corporate champion, BioMed Cen-

tral, is certainly part of that picture, as are publishers rethinking what

the low costs of access mean for their responsibilities to research access

in developing countries, as reflected in the Health InterNetwork Access

to Research Initiative (HINARI) and International Network for the

Availability of Scientific Publications (INASP) projects.9 And Elsevier

chairman Derk Haank is right. Elsevier Science is ‘‘making scientific in-

formation more accessible to the community at large than ever before’’

(‘‘Integration’’ 2002; see also Haank 2001). Not only does Elsevier’s

ScienceDirect provide an open index to that portion of the literature that

it controls, but its endorsement of Elsevier authors’ self-archiving their

work makes the company party to the most expedient, as Stevan Harnad

(2003a) rightly notes, and most easily achieved form of complete open

access.10

Where does that leave the economics of access, if not with blurred

lines between the heroes and villains of access? The blurring speaks,

however, to the remarkable range of opportunities that journals have

for increasing access to research and scholarship. This greater realization

of the access principle through this digital medium offers tenable options

to large corporate publishers and small society journals. And the devel-

opment of these options is bound to continue, given that the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, among others, is encourag-

ing the U.S. National Science Foundation to ‘‘fund experiments intended

to bolster alternative models of licensing and publication’’ with a goal of

promoting ‘‘wide access to and the preservation of scientific information

in a cost-effective way’’ (Frankel 2002, 25).

Yet while open access is making gains in almost every sector of

scholarly publishing, journal prices go on increasing well ahead of infla-

9. The Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers (2004) reports
that 60 percent of publishers participate in some form of assistance program for
getting their wares to developing countries.

10. Parent company Reed Elsevier, fifth-largest media company in the world,
had revenues of $8 billion in 2002, of which $1.5 billion came from online deliv-
ery of information to both scholars and professionals (physicians, lawyers, etc.)
through services such as ScienceDirect, with an operating margin that Forbes
.com called ‘‘fabulous’’ at 22 percent (Morais 2002).
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tion rates. Restrictive licensing agreements and near monopolies persist

among journal publishers bent on mergers and acquisitions (McCabe

2002; Susman and Carter 2003). That is, there is little reason to let up

in pursuit of the access principle. The need for new forms and alternative

journal-publishing models continues, even as the case for opening access

must be carefully worked out to ensure that this idea continues to play

its part in what is most exciting and promising about scholarly publish-

ing today.
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6
Cooperative

A recent, if somewhat obscure, crime story throws further light on the

economics of digital access. The victim of this intellectual-property crime

was JSTOR, a nonprofit organization that offers online access to the

back issues of scholarly journals. JSTOR was founded in 1995, as an ini-

tiative of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, which is playing a leading

role in the introduction of new technologies into scholarly communica-

tion. JSTOR offers institutional subscribers, largely university libraries,

online access to complete sets of journal back issues. It provides readers

with digitized images of the original journal pages, and an ability to

search the journal, for what is currently 600 journal titles, from the

Academy of Management Journal (launched in 1963) to the Yale Law

Journal (founded in 1891). As it continues to add back-issue sets to its

collection, it brings considerable historical depth and reach to the online

journal literature, dating back to the first issue of the Philosophical

Transactions from March 6, 1665.

However, in the autumn of 2002, this nonprofit archive ‘‘experienced

a sophisticated attack,’’ according to Kevin M. Guthrie, then president

of JSTOR. The breach enabled someone to ‘‘to systematically and ille-

gally download tens of thousands of articles from the JSTOR archive’’

(‘‘Unauthorized’’ 2002, 16). The hacker had apparently entered JSTOR

by tunneling in through an unprotected proxy server on a campus (left

unnamed) where the university library had a JSTOR license. As a result

of the hack, 51,000 articles, drawn from eleven of the journals in the

archive, were downloaded to an unlicensed computer without being

detected in the process.

The Mellon Foundation set up JSTOR ‘‘to improve dramatically

access to journal literature for faculty, students, and other scholars,’’



according to William G. Bowen, president of the foundation, as well as

‘‘to mitigate some of the vexing economic problems of libraries by easing

storage problems’’ (1995). The foundation, which might be thought of as

the great venture capitalist of scholarly publishing start-ups, has always

been keen to see a sound business plan for any new endeavor. ‘‘From the

outset,’’ Guthrie explains, ‘‘JSTOR was given the charge to develop a fi-

nancial plan that would allow it to become self-sustaining—the Mellon

Foundation was not going to subsidize the concept indefinitely’’ (1997).1

JSTOR went on to establish agreements with commercial and nonprofit

journal publishers, enabling it to digitize the publishers’ back issues and

offer them at a fee to its institutional members.2 As part of its arrange-

ment with publishers, JSTOR agrees to maintain a ‘‘moving wall’’ by

which back issues are added to the collection once they are three to five

years old (depending on the publisher’s agreement). This is intended, of

course, to protect for publishers the value of subscribing to the journal.3

The model has since given rise, with variations, to the Mellon-supported

ARTstor, which provides access to art images.4

1. William G. Bowen: ‘‘Perpetual subsidy is both unrealistic and unwise: projects
of this kind [i.e., JSTOR] must make economic sense once they are up and run-
ning. If users and beneficiaries, broadly defined, are unwilling to cover the costs,
one should wonder about the utility of the enterprise. In this important respect,
we are strong believers in ‘market-place solutions’ ’’ (1995). Bowen broke down
the JSTOR cost savings for research libraries in 1995 as follows: Journal storage
runs $24 to $41 per volume of a journal; binding issues into volumes is $24 to
$41 a volume; and retrieval for users can run $45 to $180 per journal. A more
recent study demonstrates the storage costs per journal volume in print to be be-
tween $48 and $353 a year (Schonfeld et al. 2004).

2. At current rates, institutional access to the complete JSTOR archive of 600
titles can cost as little as $750 annually (after an initial $500 capital fee), for a
high school with low college enrollment rates, and up to $35,000 a year (after
an initial capital fee of $90,000) for a large research university.

3. JSTOR also attempts to protect the publisher’s copyright by forbidding
patrons to download ‘‘a significant number of sequential articles, or multiple
copies of articles,’’ according to its Web site hhttp://www.jstor.org/about/
terms.htmli.

4. From ARTstor’s Web site: ‘‘ARTstor’s purpose is to create a large—and
indefinitely growing—database of digital images and accompanying scholarly in-
formation for use in art history and other humanistic fields of learning, including
the related social sciences’’ hhttp://www.ARTstor.orgi.
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For faculty and student alike at subscribing institutions, JSTOR is

much like a round-the-clock research assistant, with the winged feet of

Mercury, ready to search the stacks for a classic or overlooked journal

article. For the Dalton School or the Horace Mann School—to name

two of the small number of high school subscribers—it adds a layer of

intellectual depth and distinction to their college-prep libraries. For the

few public library subscribers, from Cleveland to San Francisco, JSTOR

offers the public a way of digging back into a research literature that is

otherwise rarely available outside of a substantial university library. For

the North South University in Bangladesh and the Institute for Interna-

tional Relations in Vietnam, it provides the basis for an English-language

research library.5

What then of this crime committed against JSTOR? Of course, the

journal articles are not missing as a result of the piracy, nor does the

theft represent lost potential sales or unrecoverable expenses for JSTOR.

A library of the sort that subscribes to JSTOR is unlikely to be the cul-

prit, and it is just as unlikely to buy ‘‘hot’’ copies of articles from a shady

salesperson. What the size and scope of this essentially worthless act of

piracy committed against JSTOR demonstrates, for me at least, is the

surplus capacity within JSTOR for providing access to the back issues

of scholarly journals. Hacking into JSTOR did no one any good, but per-

haps under different circumstances, this excess access could feed the hun-

gry minds of hundreds if not thousands of interested readers, without

damaging JSTOR or its business model.

I do not mean to condone the crime by speaking of a surplus capacity.

It is a crime with a victim. Good citizen-scholars will ultimately have to

pay for the hacker’s pilfering. In response to this theft, Guthrie asked

librarians to beef up their ‘‘access control,’’ through authentication,

authorization, and certification systems. Scholars will be the losers, as

more of the library’s budget is devoted to shoring up security systems

designed to keep such hackers at bay. Subscription fees for journals and

5. On JSTOR’s international fee structure, the organization’s Web site explains
that ‘‘fee levels are . . . set taking into account the relative value of the JSTOR
journal titles to the higher education community in the country as well as the
local availability of fiscal and technological resources’’ hhttp://www.jstor.org/
about/intl_fees.htmli.
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JSTOR will be increased to cover similar measures within these organiza-

tions.6 The librarians who responded to Guthrie’s report of the crime on

the LibLicense e-mail list (which connects librarians dealing with pub-

lishers’ licenses and related services) were quick to recognize their need

to protect intellectual property, although they cautioned that, as in any

business, a loss from such forms of ‘‘shoplifting’’ is the price of doing

business. They also wanted to ensure, given this talk of greater access

control, that members of the public who visited their libraries could also

use JSTOR without being members of the university, which is permitted

within the current contract.

I want to suggest, however, that increased security systems may not be

the only way to ensure that JSTOR’s archive of research literature con-

tinues to be made available. Remember, providing free access to addi-

tional readers—beyond, say, the current set of subscribers—does not

necessarily pose a threat to the system. If JSTOR represents one of the

sustainable models for electronic publishing, is there a way to introduce

an element of open access into its operations based on this surplus ac-

cess? Piracy would no longer be an issue, certainly, but more impor-

tantly, the contents of these back issues would greatly increase in value

as they became available to a much wider body of readers around the

world.

Certainly, I am in no position to advise JSTOR on restructuring its

current business model and am too filled with admiration for what it

offers to risk losing it. However, I would like to borrow the JSTOR idea,

for a moment, in ways that will not, I hope, be regarded as yet another

intellectual-property hijacking. JSTOR has, in a handful of years, built

up a clientele of over 2,000 institutional subscribers. This list continues

to grow, although presumably at some point, that growth will level

off. This JSTOR community of libraries, scholarly associations and pub-

lishers has every reason to continue to cooperate in providing access to

back issues of the journal literature. In fact, it suggests the possibilities

for a cooperative economic model for open access publishing. In terms

6. See Gallouj 2002 on how restricting access to knowledge only becomes more
expensive and complicated as its transfer is increasingly simplified through in-
expensive digital formats.
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of American history, the precedent for such an approach goes back to

Benjamin Franklin, who founded America’s first and oldest continuing

cooperative, the Philadelphia Contributionship for the Insurance of

Houses from Loss by Fire, two decades after he established the country’s

first lending library in 1731.

The current membership of JSTOR, if you set aside the small number

of public libraries and high schools that subscribe, could work in

conjunction with the scholarly associations and other publishing bodies

(such as university presses, publishers, research institutes, and groups of

scholars), to form a cooperative involving both publishing and archiving.

JSTOR has already demonstrated the level of cooperation that can be

achieved among libraries, publishers, and scholarly associations. Donald

J. Waters, Program Officer of Scholarly Communication at the Mellon

Foundation, rightly refers to JSTOR as a ‘‘community-based organiza-

tion’’ (2004). However, there may be a way to go a step further with

this idea of giving back to the larger community, both academic and

otherwise.

Membership in a publishing and archiving cooperative would enable

libraries to participate more directly in journal publishing and archiving

to ensure affordable access to research and scholarship. It would offer its

members a means of containing and controlling costs, with cost contain-

ment far more of an issue for research libraries than reaping a wide-scale

windfall from journals going open access. By drawing on the self-help

initiatives of the cooperative movement, research libraries would simply

be taking one step farther the consortia that they have formed to coordi-

nate discount subscription and licensing fees from large publishers. Cer-

tainly, libraries are aware of a need to rethink their roles in this age of

online resources from that of information procurers and providers. This

sense of needed change is reflected, for example, in the Association of

Research Libraries report on institutional repositories, of which e-print

archives are a good example. The report notes that ‘‘library programs

and budgets will have to shift to support faculty open access publishing

activities in order for the library to remain relevant to this significant

constituency’’ and that this is ‘‘a natural extension of academic institu-

tions’ responsibility as generators of primary research seeking to preserve

and leverage their constituents’ intellectual assets’’ (Crow 2000, 20).
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Research libraries’ greater involvement in publishing has its prece-

dents, most notably with Stanford University Library’s operation of

HighWire Press, which I noted in chapter 1 is making a substantial con-

tribution to the academic community by providing one of the largest

open access archives in the world. And as I discussed in chapter 5, the

library has also developed LOCKSS, an open source system for use in

libraries for archiving electronic editions of journals, which has currently

been installed by more than eighty research libraries worldwide. The sys-

tem’s software enables these libraries to automatically archive copies of

electronic journal issues, preserving their content against loss and cor-

ruption. In other words, libraries are taking on new roles in reshaping

scholarly publishing.

A publishing and archiving cooperative would capitalize on the techni-

cal infrastructure that research libraries have built up to support journals

and other digital resources. It would utilize the collective information

science expertise embodied in the library’s staff to assist with the index-

ing and organizing of the publishing and archiving activities. The coop-

erative would, of course, draw on open source software for journal

management, publishing, and archiving. The scholarly associations and

other groups that joined the cooperative would bring their communities

of authors, editors, publishers, and readers to manage and contribute to

the journals and archives. Publishers might join or be contracted for edi-

torial, design, portal management, and other services as needed. The

member libraries would pay fees to the cooperative, perhaps based on

some proportion of the subscription fees that they once paid for the jour-

nals that were now being published by the cooperative, as well as on

institution size, as they do with JSTOR. Then there are the donor orga-

nizations that currently support developing-nation access to resources

such as JSTOR and other publications; they might contribute directly

to this open access cooperative, which would provide, in effect, greater

access to more institutions in need. In appendix D, I present recent finan-

cial data from a sample of Canadian humanities and social sciences jour-

nals and JSTOR.

Of course, the idea behind the cooperative model is to turn the surplus

access generated by online publishing to open access. With the surplus

access afforded by digital distribution, not only would a publishing
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and archiving cooperative ensure that its membership was well provided

for, but it would offer the rest of the world open access to the research

and scholarship for which it was responsible. Such a cooperative would

avoid the dual economy of the open access e-print archive, in which the

institution both supports the management of the archive, where its

faculty members archive their published work, and subscribes to the

journals that review and publish the work. The cooperative is a way of

organizing a large-scale implementation of immediate and sustainable

open access, one that is particularly appropriate for the humanities and

social sciences. Those are also the areas, as it turns out, that JSTOR rep-

resents particularly well and the areas that need an alternative to the

popular author fee model of open access in the biomedical sciences.

Yet the cooperative concept is not that far removed from the author

fee model, which can take the form of institutional memberships. In such

an ‘‘institutional membership’’ model, an institution pays an overall fee

to a publisher such as BioMed Central on behalf of its faculty members,

ensuring their right to publish in its open access journals.7 Institutional

membership fees, as well as author fees generally, create a situation in

which the more prolific institutions carry the extra weight of their pro-

ductivity, while affording everyone else open access. The difference is

that rather than simply transferring funds from institution to publisher,

as with the author fee model, the cooperative draws on the members’

existing expertise and infrastructure to create a more efficient and inte-

grated model, to the benefit of the world at large.

There is already something of a cooperative’s spirit operating with the

current setup of JSTOR. The organization began with 199 charter mem-

bers, largely research libraries, and more than a hundred institutions

donated back issues of journals for digitization. Those who subscribe to

JSTOR have first to pay an initial capital fee, as might well happen with

membership in a cooperative or club.

The members of an open access publishing and archiving cooperative

would benefit most from the increased global access to the research

7. Currently, 451 institutions, principally universities (from forty countries),
have become members of the open access (for-profit) publisher BioMed Central,
which affords their faculty members the right (without having to pay the other-
wise requisite author fees) to publish in its over 100 journals.
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archives maintained by the cooperative, as their faculty members’ work

will make up the greatest part of these scholarly resources. If open access

were found to contribute, however slightly, to a global research capacity,

the less-privileged institutions would not be the only ones to benefit, as

the leading institutional members of the cooperative have a long tradi-

tion of drawing on a global pool of academic talent and are themselves

deeply invested in a research culture of critique and take-up. And there

are signs that the larger public would benefit as well. The cooperative’s

open access contribution could certainly draw inspiration from JSTOR’s

admirable Secondary Schools Pilot Project, which, when it ran (from

2000 to 2002), made an impressive case for opening access to this seg-

ment of the public, or as one participating teacher reported, ‘‘Access to

JSTOR has been extremely helpful to my rare but treasured moments of

being able to read about and research some of the material I’m teaching

for fresh perspectives’’ (quoted in Bhattacharya 2003).

As for membership in this publishing and archiving cooperative,

the university libraries that make up the overwhelming majority of

JSTOR subscribers, from Alabama State to Yale, would hardly question

the need to continue supporting services that increased access to digital

scholarly resources while containing costs, whether out of a sense of

pride or of responsibility for the circulation of knowledge that is so

clearly of benefit to themselves and others. Still, issues of fairness might

arise, namely, over those institutions, including corporations with re-

search libraries, that by not joining appear to be freeloaders. While it

would stand against the spirit of open access, the cooperative could al-

ways limit access to communities of users who clearly fall outside the

scope of the cooperative’s membership community. An open access co-

operative could grant free access to students and scholars in developing

countries, patrons of public libraries, and students and teachers in high

schools, as well as private scholars and dedicated amateurs. This would

add, of course, to the management costs, but limited forms of open

access are already being employed by a number of organizations and

publishers. Or a cooperative might agree to offer a number of free down-

loads annually, perhaps starting with the figure of 51,000 articles, in rec-

ognition of the great JSTOR hijack that made the principle of surplus

access so apparent.
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Yet I am not sure that we have to limit open access in this way. The

‘‘tragedy of the commons,’’ as this freeloading problem (which I intro-

duced earlier) is known, may not apply in this case. Typically, the pros-

pect of this tragedy undermines efforts to establish a commons out of a

fear that someone will ‘‘snatch some selfish benefit’’ from the public

good, as economist Paul A. Samuelson put it, in describing ‘‘the heart of

the whole problem of social economy’’ (1954, 389).8 Take the current

wave of cooperation among higher-education institutions on open source

software development, with the benefits made freely available and open

to all. Twenty such open source projects were recently featured in the

Chronicle of Higher Education, the best-known of which is the DSpace

Federation, which MIT has formed among university libraries and other

institutions that are using DSpace, its freely available software for setting

up institutional repositories (‘‘Open Source’’ 2004). The DSpace Federa-

tion’s commitment to ‘‘sharing in the development and maintenance of

the DSpace source code’’ speaks well to how libraries’ role is changing

in ways that gives credence to their playing a greater role in JSTOR-like

projects.9 The federation approach to DSpace, which was developed

with support from the Hewlett Foundation and, once again, the Mellon

Foundation, is the perfect complement to a publishing and archiving co-

operative, as are the well over 100 institutions that have set up e-print

archives employing the open source EPrints.org software for faculty

members to use to provide open access to their published and unpub-

lished work.10

In terms of which research libraries would participate in such a coop-

erative venture, I was encouraged by the recent declaration by a number

of library associations—including the Association of Academic Health

8. At least one economics study has found people willing to support a greater
public good, even as it decreases their chances to maximize their benefit (Kemp
2002, 18–20).

9. The quotation is taken from the DSpace Federation Web site hhttp://dspace
.org/federationi.

10. The Mellon Foundation and the Hewlett Foundation have also supported
the development of the Sakai Project, which, as noted in chapter 5, is devoted
to creating an open source course management system through a cooperative of
forty-four institutions, with members paying $10,000 a year to get advance
releases and be part of the community of college developers (Young 2004).
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Sciences Libraries, American Association of Law Libraries, American Li-

brary Association, Association of College and Research Libraries, Asso-

ciation of Research Libraries, and Medical Libraries Association—that

they are ‘‘ready to work toward solutions in cooperation’’ with the fifty

scholarly associations (representing 300 journals) that signed the Wash-

ington D.C. Principles of Free Access to Science (SPARC 2004). The

Washington Principles include a commitment to ensuring that the ‘‘full

text of our journals is freely available to everyone worldwide either im-

mediately or within months of publication, depending on each publish-

er’s business and publishing requirements’’ (‘‘Washington’’ 2004). It is

easy to imagine the publishing cooperative idea taking on an interna-

tional dimension as well, or perhaps subchapters would form around dif-

ferent fields, such as law, medicine, or the humanities.

I realize that establishing a formal cooperative represents a consider-

able step from these loosely organized efforts to setting up e-print and

journal archives. Yet it builds on the same spirit of collaboration, coop-

eration, and common purpose to further access to research and scholar-

ship, just as it would take advantage of existing technical resources,

expertise, and connections. For those in charge of research libraries, the

cooperative can further the library’s interests in containing journal costs,

something that e-print archives are not intended to do. Indeed, Stevan

Harnad (2004b) has admonished librarians that it would be ‘‘a great

strategic mistake to cancel’’ journals that permit authors to self-archive.

By the same token, the executives of scholarly associations might

say that we might do far better to join forces with research libraries to

ensure a steady line of support for what we do best, rather than worry

over whether increased open access threatens our ability to sell subscrip-

tions to our journals. We need a place, they might argue, amid all the

new technologies, for sustaining existing journals and supporting new

ones, including those independent of associations like ours, as this, too,

ensures the continuing development of the field.11

11. The American Association for the Advancement of Science has recently
insisted, in its report on scholarly publishing, on the importance of enabling the
launching of new independent journals, by keeping entry barriers low for new
publications of scholarly quality (Frankel 2002, 7).
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As for the granting agencies and donors, is there not, they might well

ask, some way to consolidate these hosting, archiving, reviewing, and

publishing processes to create a well-organized and sustainable system

that would increase the circulation of knowledge on a global scale? After

all, as Donald Waters, a program officer of the Mellon Foundation, has

pointed out, the ‘‘sustainability of digital scholarly resources’’ depends

on three factors, namely, ‘‘a clear definition of the audience and

the needs of users,’’ sensible ‘‘economies of scale,’’ and a well-organized

means to ‘‘manage the resource over time’’ (2004). A publishing and

archiving cooperative should represent nothing less than such an

approach. And to assist its potential members in thinking about a rea-

sonable economic model for this new organization, we have two models

to draw on, thanks to the work of the Mellon Foundation. The first

comes from a proposal recently put forward by Ira Fuchs (2004), Mel-

lon’s vice president for research in information technology, for an open

source software collaboration in higher education. Fuchs’s proposed col-

laboration would be, in effect, a cooperative that according to Fuchs’s

vision ‘‘might involve more than 1,000 colleges and universities from

around the world,’’ with each contributing ‘‘between $5,000 and

$25,000 per year, based on size,’’ which would ‘‘produce more than

$10-million per year, enough to coordinate the development, packaging,

delivery and maintenance of many of the key academic and administra-

tive software applications that higher education needs.’’ The second Mel-

lon model is found in the subscription fee structure used with JSTOR,

presented in appendix D, which would seem, given the funding levels it

has attained, to offer an encouraging picture for the viability of such a

cooperative.

This idea of a publishing and archiving cooperative among libraries,

societies, and other publishing groups draws on a range of precedents,

from open source development communities in higher education to li-

brary consortia. It is intended to stand as an alternative to prevailing

assumptions that free-market principles prevail, and need to continue to

prevail, in scholarly communication. It is meant to suggest an approach

to sustainability that goes beyond setting up corporate entities to sell

services, recovering costs plus, to the higher-education community. A

publishing cooperative realizes a common cause among research libraries,
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scholarly associations, and other publishing groups, as well as funding

agencies. It makes sense for a core set of those research libraries to be

directly involved in the hosting, indexing, and archiving of the literature,

while the scholarly associations and related bodies oversee the manage-

ment of peer review, editing, and layout, wherein lies their expertise and

experience. Even apart from the potential efficiencies of such a coopera-

tive, it is distinguished by its determination to turn the surplus access cre-

ated by the Web into a far greater public good, at least when it comes to

making scholarly resources available to a wider public and a global aca-

demic community.
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7
Development

For those countries throwing off the yoke of Western colonialism during

the latter half of the twentieth century, the founding of new universities

represented a particularly promising assertion of modern nationhood.

Certainly, many of these communities and cultures had long-standing

scholarly traditions that dated back well before the spread of European

imperialism. Across the Islamic world, for example, scholarly libraries

and colleges, such as the magnificent Alhambra in Granada, had long

been kept open to scholars from abroad (Singleton 2004). During the

final decades of the twentieth century, however, the modern university

took hold around the world, creating something of a global academic

community. Certainly, the prevalence of Western-trained faculty in

many of the new institutions contributed to the sense of a larger commu-

nity. The scholarly journal also played a vital part, offering faculty and

students a means not only of staying current in their fields, but of partic-

ipating through their own research in what is increasingly becoming the

global circulation of knowledge.

Among universities in developing countries, it was not as if academic

journals ever came easily. The arrival of a new issue could at times

represent a singular accomplishment, given the expense of overseas sub-

scriptions in relation to local economies and currencies, as well as the

uncertainties of mail service. Locally published journals faced their own

set of problems. Many were typical scholarly journals published on a

regular basis, but more than a few were marked by irregular publication

schedules and titles that ceased to exist after a few issues. Still, research

libraries in the developing world began to build journal collections in the

hundreds, and even thousands, of titles during the 1960s and 1970s,

only to have those collections decimated by subscription price increases,



currency fluctuations, and local economic troubles. Addis Ababa Univer-

sity in Ethiopia, for example, lost 70 percent of its 1,200 subscriptions in

the late 1980s (Rosenberg 1997). Thiagarajan Viswanathan, director of

the Indian National Scientific Documentation Center, reports that ‘‘In-

dia, which used to receive about 20,000 journals in 1983, now gets less

than 11,000, and fewer copies of each,’’ and Autar S. Paintal, former di-

rector general of the Indian Council of Medical Research, paints an even

grimmer picture by pointing out that ‘‘an Indian [researcher] is often un-

aware of the latest trends in science publishing [because] hardly 10 per-

cent of our libraries get the top journals’’ (both quoted in Gibbs 1995,

B13). The World Health Organization found that at the close of the

twentieth century, more than half the research and higher-education

institutions in the lowest-income countries simply had no current sub-

scriptions to international journals (Aronson 2004).

With the transition to new publishing technologies over the last de-

cade, the question that has arisen for those working in the Southern

Hemisphere is whether the North ‘‘will continue to refuse to cooperate

in the establishment of an equitable world information order,’’ as Colin

Darch, an academic librarian in Cape Town, South Africa, bluntly puts

it, ‘‘based on entrenched principles of full disclosure and free flow’’

(1998). Darch’s ideal of an equitable world information order, one that

has moved beyond the colonial legacies of center and periphery in the

geopolitics of knowledge, has everything to do with the goals of open ac-

cess archives and journals, especially as greater access to the literature

and to journal publishing can contribute to the research capacities of

developing nations.

A United Nations report presented in Addis Ababa in 1969, for exam-

ple, proposed that if the ‘‘vicious circle of underdevelopment’’ was to be

overcome, an ‘‘indigenous scientific capability’’ needed to be fostered,

which meant overcoming, among other things, ‘‘highly imperfect access

to the body of world scientific knowledge’’ (quoted in Cooper et al.

1971, 107–109). More recently, the World Bank (2000) attributed the

growth experienced by Asian economies in the 1990s to policies that

‘‘placed heavy emphasis on education and technology in order to close

the knowledge gap with more advanced countries’’ (16). Avinish Persaud

(2001), a State Street Bank analyst, has calculated the gap between the

developed and developing world in number of scientists per capita to be
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ten times as great as the considerable differences in incomes. When the

United Nations Development Program (1999, 66) examined scientific

and technology output, using the number of scientific papers published

per unit of population as its measure, it found that the knowledge output

of the Arab world, for example, was 2 percent of that of the industri-

alized countries, and that China and the Republic of Korea had both

realized a tenfold increase in the number of papers since the 1980s.

In a recent copy of their joint annual report on educational indicators,

UNESCO (the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orga-

nization), IFS (the Institute for Statistics), OECD (the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development), and WEIP (the World Eco-

nomic Indicators Program) (2002) speak of ‘‘a historic convergence of

globalization, knowledge-driven economies, human rights–based devel-

opment and demographic trends’’ that fuels a renewed interest in educa-

tion as a vehicle for human capital and economic growth (5). Although it

may be hard at times to sort the human-rights concerns from the human-

capital perspectives fostered by UNESCO and OECD respectively, the

report makes it clear that improvements in educational attainment are

closely associated in developing countries with economic well-being,

with each additional year of schooling among the adult population cor-

responding to a 3.7 percent increase in economic growth rate (9). This

attainment, however, is not simply a matter of improving basic literacy

levels, but ‘‘depends critically on participation in and the successful com-

pletion of higher levels of education’’ (10). The report goes on to identify

how educational inequities, particularly at the postsecondary level, ap-

pear to ‘‘reinforce’’ broader social inequalities (12). The encouraging

news is, however, that the number of students attending postsecondary

institutions in Africa grew by 20 percent annually over the last two de-

cades of the twentieth century, even if those institutions are often poorly

equipped to do the job they must do (Banya and Elu 2001, 1).1

1. With postsecondary education, the costs per student can be as much as sixteen
times those for primary schooling, and up until the 1990s, the World Bank
tended to treat postsecondary education in the developing world as an inefficient
enterprise compared to sending students abroad (UNESCO, IFS, OECD, and
WEIP 2003, 14). But that has changed with the World Bank’s recognition that
higher education can foster knowledge and sensibility (as well as contribute to a
global knowledge-based economy) that can lead to more democratic and resilient
nations (Banya and Elu 2001, 1).
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The need for developing countries to become a greater part of a new

world information order has inspired a number of global initiatives by

the private sector and aid agencies to build developing countries’ tech-

nical infrastructure.2 As a result, computers and connectivity are ap-

pearing, if only in very small numbers, in the research libraries and

laboratories of universities in the developing world. In one United Na-

tions Development Program (2002) project, the 5,600 students and staff

of the Bangladesh Agricultural University were able, as part of a national

wireless initiative focused on educational institutions, to shift from a sin-

gle modem and an unreliable phone line to high-speed wireless connec-

tivity linking them to the capital city of Dhaka, 100 kilometers away,

and to the rest of the world. In India, Indira Gandhi National Open Uni-

versity is providing computer education courses to remote areas of India,

while the Information and Library Network—which connects 150 uni-

versity libraries, 50 postgraduate centers, and 200 research and develop-

ment centers—is implementing library automation and database systems,

with gateways to international research databases (Rao 2001). A cor-

responding development in the technological savvy of librarians also

appears to be taking place in developing countries, judging by Lampang

Manmart’s (2001) study of Thailand, which elucidates how university

degrees for librarians in that country are being recast as information

2. At this point, for example, the World Bank is devoting $800 million to
increasing the Internet connectivity of developing countries; one example is the
World Bank Group’s Global Development Learning Network Project, a $3 mil-
lion venture in Indonesia devoted to new communication and learning technolo-
gies for higher education. Vietnam has a $100 million World Bank Higher
Education Project aimed at ‘‘capacity building, institutional development, and
computerization.’’ These projects are described on the World Bank Group Web
site hhttp://web.worldbank.orgi. Other programs for improving Internet access
in developing countries include the Digital Opportunity Taskforce, the United
Nations Development Program, the African Information Society Initiative, and
the Global Information Infrastructure Commission. In addition, the U.S. govern-
ment has been supporting a five-year, $15 million Leland initiative to support
Internet infrastructure in twenty-one African countries (Adeya and Oyelaran-
Oyeyinka 2002, 31). Marine fiber cables now circle the African continent, with
Internet connectivity having grown from two connected countries in 1994 to all
African nations in 1999, although the distribution of that connectivity is still ex-
tremely sparse, especially in the interior.
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science and information management programs, which are introducing a

new generation of librarians to Internet technologies.

Despite limited access in most areas of Africa to a level of technical

infrastructure that the West now takes for granted, it is clear that African

access to e-mail has already made a significant difference in the circu-

lation of research. In Zimbabwe, health workers are using e-mail to

conduct searches on PubMed, the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s

online index to the life sciences, and then request articles to be scanned

or downloaded. E-mail is also used to carry out research, as well as to

circulate articles, for the Ethiopian Flora Project. E-mail has also become

a means of getting the word out on the content of new issues of African

journals, as well as assisting in the submission and review process

(Teferra 1998).

University faculty in developing countries have not waited for their

campuses to be wired to go online. In a study of computer use among

faculty in Nigeria and Kenya, Catherine Nyaki Adeya and Banji

Oyelaran-Oyeyinka (2002) found a few years ago that more than 90 per-

cent of the 227 university faculty who responded to their survey were us-

ing e-mail and word-processing programs. The Kenyan faculty members

reported that they had been doing so ‘‘for 5–10 years for an average

of 2–4 hours a day’’ (43). In both countries, most of the faculty were

covering their own Internet costs, in part because they found university

systems too slow and congested for reliable use (49). Faculty in both

countries (80 percent in Kenya and 58 percent in Nigeria) reported using

the Internet for academic research: ‘‘While researchers devote a relatively

small proportion of time to their own research, respondents still use

the Internet to keep abreast of new research and developments in their

areas of specialization’’ (50–51). Though noting that the ‘‘responding

academics both in Kenya and Nigeria expressed the desire for greater in-

teraction with their peers worldwide because they feel isolated due to

poor access to the ICTs [information and communication technologies],’’

Adeya and Oyelaran-Oyeyinka conclude that enhanced infrastructure

will not be as important, in the long term, as more active participation

in research and the production of knowledge (51).

As connectivity in African universities (as well as those elsewhere in

the world) slowly improves, it then falls to the academic research
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community to ensure that the knowledge gap is further reduced through

a ready ability to access online resources. It is time for researchers in the

developed world to consider just how easily they can contribute to the

research capacity of the developing world by moving to a more open

approach to scholarly publishing. More than that, researchers every-

where only stand to benefit by the promise such increased access holds

for the increased circulation of and participation in the critical work of

their field.

Just what the access principle can mean in this context has been

dramatically portrayed by Amartya Sen as nothing less than a matter of

human freedom. This Nobel Prize–winning economist holds that prog-

ress on the road to development is based on reducing ‘‘various types of

unreason that leave people with little choice and little opportunity of

exercising their reasoned agency’’ (1999, xii). Sen speaks of the need for

‘‘a broader informational basis,’’ whether to increase a nation’s pursuit

of justice or an individual’s exercise of reasoned agency (67).3 The pub-

lic’s ‘‘participatory capabilities,’’ he notes, which require ‘‘knowledge

and educational skills,’’ need to be encouraged in everyone, including

girls and women, who have not traditionally had the same opportunities

as boys and men (18, 32). India’s continuing malnutrition problems, as

well as its high illiteracy rates, require more effective use, in Sen’s estima-

tion, of ‘‘communication and political participation—in short, fuller

practice of democracy’’ (154).4

3. Sen has famously claimed that India has not suffered a substantial famine
since democracy was established, as a result of this greater information openness
and a free press. Sen acknowledges, however, that democratic India does not pre-
vent millions of Indians from dying of malnutrition annually and has not yet
been able to increase the national literacy rate above 60 percent. He remains con-
cerned with an ‘‘elitist concentration on higher education’’ in India that operates
at the expense of the primary and secondary schools (1999, 42).

4. A practical example of broader participatory capabilities, which Sen wishes to
see developed, is found in the M. S. Swaminathan Research Foundation program
for setting up value-added centers, often staffed by women, which gather and dis-
tribute information through a hybrid wired and wireless network, linking ten to
twenty villages, helping the villagers check on prices, government entitlements for
villages, health care information, and ocean weather conditions (Arunachalam
2002).
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Given Sen’s belief in the importance of building public capabilities,

developing public reason, and inspiring a sense of freedom and choice,

Indian universities do seem to have a critical role to play, in gathering

data, testing new models, and positing new theories, within local and

global contexts. Yet they cannot do this effectively if they are isolated

from the work of the larger research community. Thus I am concerned

that, for example, at Delhi University, one of India’s finest research li-

braries, with over a million volumes, had been forced by the late 1990s

to give up two-thirds of its subscriptions, with cuts felt particularly in the

arts, in which 582 titles were cut down to 168 (Patel and Kumar 2001,

61). Although university budget allocations in India during that period

certainly fluctuated, with years of increase as well as decline, the reduc-

tions in general funding to Indian universities were nowhere near as

drastic as the unrelenting price increases that, combined with currency

fluctuations, forced the cutting of journal titles.

At the Agricultural Sciences University in Bangalore, which I visited in

2003, nearly half the journal subscriptions had been canceled during the

preceding decade, leaving it with somewhat fewer than 600 titles. That

figure would have been much worse if the library had not had free online

access to 150 journals, and if it had not been able to barter its way to

another 150 titles in exchange for copies of its own journal, Mysore

Journal of Agricultural Sciences. This mix of open access and bartered

print copies exemplifies the sort of resourceful struggle that these univer-

sities are carrying on in an otherwise state of declining access to research.

In Africa, there is no less of a struggle underway to support the devel-

opment of research capacities amid scarce access to the scholarly litera-

ture. The Development Policy Centre in Ibadan, Nigeria, for example,

has become a magnet for scholars in the policy area, because funding

from the World Bank, United Nations Development Program, and Afri-

can Development Bank has enabled it to minimize its loss of journals, at

least compared to other institutions in West Africa (Mabawonku 2001,

102). Still, the Centre’s librarian, Iyabo Mabawonku, notes that visitors

are more likely to browse the Internet in search of the resources they

need, rather than consult the library’s books and print journals, even

though they have to pay for this browsing. As it is, the Centre’s print

journal collection is anything but sufficient, given that, as Mabawonku
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notes, the overseas vendors of the print journals to which the Centre sub-

scribes ‘‘have never supplied more than 60 percent of the issues pub-

lished each year,’’ while her ongoing letters of complaint are ‘‘never

acknowledged’’ (105). One source of hope for Mabawonku is that li-

braries could begin to offer more publishing and editorial functions and

become directly involved in the circulation of locally produced research.

Kenya provides a similar example of difficult realities and continuing

hope. The devaluation of the Kenyan currency during the latter half of

the 1990s cost the libraries there about 30 percent of their purchasing

power for foreign journals (Mutula 2001, 156). At Kenyatta University,

the library’s serials collection was down by 2003 to one ‘‘core’’ print

journal per department (Muthayan and Muinde 2003). On visiting

Nairobi University Library in 2003, I walked among seven well-crafted

wooden racks for displaying current periodicals, all of which stood

empty, with not a journal on display or a back issue stored beneath the

hinged racks. When I asked about the empty racks, the librarian said

that the current issues of the few subscriptions that they still had were

eagerly being read by the students. However, on top of the empty display

racks were signs notifying patrons that the Internet had recently

‘‘resumed’’ in the library and should be used for accessing journals. In a

small lab with a handful of computers in a glass-enclosed corner of the

library, students had suddenly acquired access to 10,000 electronic jour-

nals and a much greater number of abstracts through the agreements

that had recently been negotiated by the International Network for the

Availability of Scientific Publications.5 INASP’s initial three-year agree-

ment with EBSCO (a major journal subscription service), Springer,

Oxford University Press, Blackwell, and others provides for a 90–98 per-

5. The Web site for the International Network for the Availability of Scientific
Publications is at hhttp://www.inasp.infoi. INASP’s Programme for the Enhance-
ment of Research Information has four components, with the delivery of infor-
mation, through e-journal contracts with publishers being the first of these,
followed by disseminating results of national and regional research, enhancing
computer skills, and strengthening local publishing (Smart 2003). The Electronic
Publishing Trust for Development (EPT) is also committed to supporting publish-
ing efforts in developing countries, and eIFL.net, a project of the Soros Founda-
tion, has been active in negotiating licenses for electronic access on behalf of
libraries in transition and developing countries.
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cent discount on electronic access to journals and covers over a hundred

developing nations.6 INASP, which currently covers these minimal access

fees through its donors, plans to have this discount agreement negotiated

by the individual developing countries in the future.

Another promising development in Kenya was the launch in 1991 of

the African Virtual University (AVU) in Nairobi. Utilizing satellite tech-

nologies, AVU was able to serve students through thirty-four sites (with

over 1,000 computers) in nineteen African countries during its ‘‘proof of

concept’’ stage, with courses in technology, engineering, business, and the

sciences (‘‘sourced from leading universities in North America and Eu-

rope,’’ according to the AVU Web site).7 Having moved out of its pilot

stage as a World Bank project, this independent intergovernment organi-

zation offers access to 1,000 online journals through its digital library

and has helped institutions across Africa to set up AVU learning centers

with high-speed connectivity to the Internet. The African Virtual Univer-

sity’s library, according to Nancy Kamau, senior librarian at the Kenya

Medical Research Institute, is devoted to ‘‘breaking through the informa-

tion access barriers,’’ as this ‘‘global platform’’ also seeks to make Afri-

can content available to the world, while improving African access to

resources (Kamau 2001). It understandably troubles African scholars to

see companies, as Kamau puts it, ‘‘that market information products

from the developed world . . . fail to recognize the potential that local

content has as a part of a global knowledge.’’

The first major boon in open access for developing countries took

place in 2002, when the World Health Organization (WHO) convinced

the leading scientific publishing houses to provide these nations with free

access to their biomedical research journals. The resulting Health Inter-

Network Access to Research Initiative represents a partnership between

WHO and (currently) forty-seven publishers of biomedical and health

care journals (Aronson 2004). Institutions in the sixty-eight countries

6. The 90–98 percent discount figure is based on publishers’ costs for managing
access to their journals by the participating nations, a percentage that I take as
further evidence of electronic publishing’s surplus distribution capacity (Smart
2003).

7. The African Virtual University Web site can be accessed at hhttp://www
.avu.orgi.
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with a per capita GNP of less than $1,000 (according to World Bank fig-

ures from 1999) now have access to over 2,300 journals.8 After the first

year of HINARI’s operation (2002), 438 institutions had signed up from

fifty-six countries (‘‘Health Interchange’’ 2003). Whether the INASP and

WHO initiatives are read cynically or optimistically—whether as a

public-relations flip for publishers or the moral arm twisting of interna-

tional agencies—they represent a ray of light in what can otherwise be

portrayed as the gloom of the irresistible and heartless forces of economic

globalization. The HINARI model has since been extended to agricul-

ture, with the Access to Global Online Research in Agriculture (AG-

ORA) project providing open access for institutions in fifty-one of the

poorest nations ‘‘to more than 500 key journals in food, nutrition, agri-

culture’’ and ‘‘related biological, environmental and social sciences’’ to a

similar set of impoverished nations, according to the project’s Web site,9

with similar open access initiatives under discussion in fisheries, food

technologies, and environmental protection.

‘‘You cannot do science without information’’ was how Barbara

Aronson described the basis of the HINARI agreement, which in her ca-

pacity as a WHO librarian she helped put together. Researchers in some

of the world’s poorest countries, she pointed out, now have, as a result

of HINARI, information equivalent to ‘‘a top-flight U.S. library’’ (quoted

in Peterson 2001). Think of the difference that access to 2,000 life science

journals will make to the University of Zimbabwe, for example, which

has seen its journal collection in this area dwindle from a high of 600

titles to 170 because of escalating subscription costs over the last two

decades (Nagourney 2001). Faculty there had reported in a study con-

ducted in the 1990s that they were spending half their limited travel

opportunities each year visiting libraries and bookstores, while others

were successfully using personal contacts to obtain recent work as well

as writing to authors for reprints (Rosenberg 1997, 1:53). The recently

8. HINARI also includes an additional forty-two countries with per capita GNPs
of between $1,000 and $3,000, which pay $1,000 annually for national access,
with the money going toward the training of librarians in the use of the HINARI
catalogue and journals.

9. The AGORA Web site’s URL is hhttp://www.aginternetwork.org/en/i.
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acquired access, through HINARI, to biomedical and agricultural jour-

nals amounts to a small triumph for the public sector of the global

knowledge economy.

The other side of this access coin, however, concerns the publishing

activities of researchers working in developing nations. Not so long ago,

Diana Rosenberg, an expert in African libraries and scholarly publishing,

concluded that it will take ‘‘a quantum leap in African publishing and

distribution’’ to ‘‘reverse attitudes to local and African published mate-

rial’’ (1997, 1:20). Among the many examples she offers is that of the

University of the Cape Coast Press, which at the time of her study had

several books in preparation, with pages camera-ready for printing, that

could not go to press for want of funding (1997, 1:20). The African Peri-

odicals Exhibit Catalogue’s list of scholarly journals went from 135 titles

in twenty-two countries for 1997 to 70 titles from sixteen countries two

years later, whereas earlier reports had identified up to 400 journals from

forty-eight countries (Adebowale 2001, 30). During the 1990s, nine of

the nineteen journals that had started publication in the 1960s in Nigeria

met their demise (Zeleza 1998, 23). The cost of the raw materials for

publishing, including paper and printing-machinery parts, had ‘‘more

than doubled in the past five years,’’ Jacob Jaygbay noted in 1998, with

the overall result that it was just plain difficult for an African library to

acquire African journals (66). Still, when it comes to the introduction of

new technologies into publishing, Jaygbay, for one, remains wary, given

many economic and cultural aspects associated with such technologies

that need to be considered in light of the African context.

A further challenge for journal publishing in Africa has been the

failure of major international indexing or journal supply services to in-

clude journals published there. Fortunately, the National Inquiry Services

Centre in South Africa, headed by Margaret Crampton, has begun to ad-

dress the indexing issue with its Global Information for Africa program,

which issues a variety of bibliographic databases ‘‘for Africa, about Af-

rica and by Africans’’ (NISC 2005). Additionally, Bioline International

provides a portal, with indexing, pay-per-view, and open access ser-

vices, for over thirty biology journals from developing nations, including

a number from Africa. As Leslie Chan, associate director of Bioline
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International, explains it: ‘‘The goal is to improve the visibility, accessi-

bility and subsequent impact of research that would otherwise be ‘lost’

because few research libraries subscribe to developing countries’ journals

despite their importance. . . . Our experience suggests that open access

not only enables free flow of ideas, it ensures more equitable scientific

developments and their applications to social needs, including those of

the developing countries’’ (2003).

On a larger scale, African Journals Online (AJOL), a site maintained

by INASP, now offers the tables of contents and abstracts for over 200

African journals, accompanied by a print and e-mail document delivery

service. The AJOL program also conducts workshops and provides other

forms of support aimed at introducing African journals to ways of man-

aging and publishing their content online (using systems originally devel-

oped by the Public Knowledge Project, as discussed in chapter 5), as a

means of creating a greater global presence for this work and establish-

ing a local and sustainable journal culture (Smart 2003).

Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, Director of African Studies at the University

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, sees the need for indigenous publishing

and local research agendas, out of a concern over how readily African

university faculty ‘‘import appropriate packages of ‘universal’ theory

and, at best, export empirical data,’’ even as African universities are ‘‘in-

creasingly forced to become service parks for private capital’’ (1998, 17).

The lack of access leads, in Zeleza’s view, to a lack of intellectual ac-

countability in the study of Africa: ‘‘Today, Northern scholars writing

on African countries do not need to worry about what their African col-

leagues think or say, especially if the latter are based on the Continent,

because they are unlikely to review their work’’ (21). He calls for ‘‘mutu-

ally beneficial networks’’ that reinforce ‘‘the productive capacities’’ of all

involved (21). Zeleza, above all, wants African researchers and scholars

to be able to freely assert their intellectual autonomy, something they

can achieve, he believes, only ‘‘by publishing, without apology in jour-

nals they control; by reading and citing each other, by demonstrating

a greater faith in their own understanding of their complex and fast-

changing societies—for no one else will do that for them’’ (1996, 300).

This is precisely the promise of open access publishing systems, which
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can be installed and controlled locally, while offering a global presence

through sophisticated indexing schemes (presented in more detail in

chapter 12).

The challenges facing African scholars are little different from those

experienced in Latin America, as noted by Ana Marı́a Cetto and Octavio

Alonso-Gamboa, two information scientists working in Mexico: ‘‘We

still look to the North to find out what we should be doing and how

well we are performing; and we adopt and apply measuring standards

defined abroad, regardless of whether they correctly measure perfor-

mance according to our objectives, needs and conditions’’ (1998, 116).

They point out that it is much easier, if far more costly, for Latin Ameri-

can scholars to get hold of North American or European journals

than to obtain journals from another Latin American country, forcing

Latin American universities seeking journals from the region to go

through a ‘‘North American or European distributor so as to ensure as

much as possible a safe and regular delivery’’ (120). They also tell of a

librarian in a European university acknowledging that her library was

unlikely even to allocate the space needed to house a print edition of a

Latin American journal, even if it arrived at the library at no cost

(120).10

When it comes to what these issues of access to the literature and a

right to participate in it mean for someone working in a university in a

developing nation, one can do no better than turn to A. Suresh Canagar-

ajah’s (2002) account of teaching literature at the University of Jaffna in

Sri Lanka. Although the focus in most discussions of access to scholarly

literature is on the scientific literature, Canagarajah reminds us that the

humanities are no less vital a scholarly aspect of the academic commu-

nity and that issues involving access to research in humanities fields are

no less in need of redressing. He cites examples of stunningly insensitive

peer reviews of articles that he and his colleagues submitted to Western

journals, which included near-impossible demands made of them to be

on top of the current literature. He records just how little time faculty

10. The open access response to this situation is found in the Scientific Electronic
Library Online hhttp://www.scielo.orgi, a trilingual host for Iberian and Latin
American journals with approximately eighty titles.
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had for scholarly writing (given the very large teaching loads imposed by

the university), as well as the paucity of incentives for conducting re-

search and writing and resources for doing so (shortage of typewriters,

paper, and typewriter ribbons, let alone computers).11 Meanwhile, local

magazines and newspapers welcomed contributions from university

faculty, which made for much greater public engagement in their com-

munities but drew them away from research activities that scholarly pub-

lishing opportunities might have fostered.

While Canagarajah makes little reference to publishing technologies

and is duly cautious about the Internet, he turns repeatedly to issues

and principles of access. For example, he calls for changes to ‘‘the

relationship in the publication networks so that we can reconstruct

knowledge—and presumably conduct international relations—in more

egalitarian and enriching terms’’ (2002, 305). He reminds readers that

the initial challenge faced by faculty members who wish to engage in

scholarly research is getting a feel for the context of current scholarship.

He describes how faculty members might come across perhaps a single,

outdated issue of a journal, brought back by a colleague returning from

abroad, or happen upon a notice of an exciting new journal in their field

without being able to see it. In the most mundane details of access, Can-

agarajah makes poignant how the basic rights of participation—no less

than ‘‘a rhetorical knowledge of scholarly publications’’—are taken for

granted by scholars who exist at the centers of publishing activity, even

as they assume that these publications represent an open and free discus-

sion of ideas, while in reality the limits to the circulation of the journals

defines an intellectual periphery in which participation in this circulation

is almost impossible (207).

Canagarajah uses this postcolonial metaphor of center and periphery,

which he sees persisting in current knowledge production, to bring home

the point that real change will take place only if ‘‘periphery scholars in-

11. Similarly, in the case of Kenya, according to Adeya and Oyelaran-Oyeyinka
(2002), ‘‘lecturers at the public universities have complained that their research
potential is stifled due to excessive teaching hours, outdated technology or lack
of modern technology and insufficient access to scholarly materials and publica-
tions. Yet, most are keen to develop research in their disciplines in order to fur-
ther scholarship worldwide’’ (27).
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filtrate these publishing channels [of the center]’’ (2002, 29).12 Yet he is

no less concerned about creating space within these channels for local

publishing efforts; he uses the Shri A. M. M. Murugappa Chettiar Re-

search Center in Chennai, India, as an example: ‘‘Lacking the means to

disseminate their own knowledge widely through print, peripheral com-

munities have to be satisfied with having their research and scholarship

receive limited hearing’’ (242). This, in turn, leads those working in the

center ‘‘to assume that no knowledge exists on certain peripheral real-

ities,’’ so that they ‘‘go on publishing work based on limited data’’ (242).

The result? ‘‘The journals thereby disseminate partisan knowledge glob-

ally’’ (43).

For Canagarajah, the alternative is to create a place for the distinct

sensibilities of different academic cultures—‘‘a plurality of rhetorics’’—

while avoiding a headlong rush into a one-voice, one-style, one-world

sequence of cultural globalization (2002, 94). Using the impact that

the Swedish journal Lanka has had on his colleagues in Sri Lanka,

Canagarajah speaks of the sheer motivational power of being able to

turn to a body of work that speaks directly—if nonetheless published at

a distance—to the experience of peripheral scholars. Canagarajah also

spells out the benefits for the intellectual center of the increased global

dimension of scholarly activity, noting that ‘‘an engagement with local

knowledge from periphery contexts can help enrich, expand, and recon-

struct mainstream discourses and knowledge’’ (303).

12. For example, one study shows that of research articles concerning the forty-
eight least developed countries in 1999–2000, only 30 percent had coauthors
from local research institutes in those countries (Dahdouh-Guebas et al. 2003,
329). The authors of articles on those least-developed countries expressed con-
fidence, when interviewed, in the ‘‘reliability’’ of local researchers and in the
contribution of their own work to ‘‘development cooperation’’; yet Dahdouh-
Guebas et al. feel compelled to conclude that a form of ‘‘safari research’’ is still
commonly being practiced among researchers conducting their studies in the
developing world (336). Benjamin Acosta-Cazares and his colleagues (2000) first
used ‘‘safari research’’ in a paper that calculated that, although 25 percent of the
world’s scientists live in developing countries, a scientist from the developed
world is five times as likely to submit an article to, and 2.1 times as likely to
have it accepted in the British Medical Journal than a scientist from a developing
country. Additionally, scientists in developing nations are poorly represented on
the editorial boards of such journals as Lancet and Nature (although they hold
six of thirty-four positions with the British Medical Journal ).
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From my perspective, open source online journal management and

publishing systems offer the potential of locally controlled scholarly

publishing efforts on the Web utilizing the scant but emerging technical

infrastructure that is gradually taking root in universities in Sri Lanka

and elsewhere. This would allow a far more distributed journal culture

to spread through the academic community, against an otherwise cen-

tralized model. Online journal systems can, for example, support far

more extensive collaboration among international editorial teams—and

such collaboration is what Canagarajah recommends—in further over-

coming the lingering center-periphery divide (2002, 273–274).13 The ed-

itorial gatekeepers of scholarship no longer need reside at the center,

which undermines the very idea of the center. The digital divide will

undoubtedly persist, but there are grounds for hoping that new informa-

tion technologies can be used creatively to overcome aspects of what

might be cast as the print divide that has hindered the full participation

of the global academic community in research and scholarship.14

As Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri warn in Empire, it is nearly

impossible now to step outside of what they awkwardly term ‘‘the infor-

mational colonization of being’’ perpetuated by a handful of communi-

cation industries that ‘‘not only organize production on a new scale and

impose a new structure adequate to global space, but also makes its jus-

13. For example, according to its Web site hhttp://pkp.ubc.ca/pocoli, Postcolo-
nial Text, one of the first to use the Public Knowledge Project’s Open Journal
Systems, has its initial team of editors, assembled in 2003, distributed among
the West Indies, South Africa, India, Sri Lanka, Australia, and Canada, with
each able to oversee the editorial process from a Web browser.

14. In the sciences, at least, one promising sign of reduced influence of the
center-periphery model is the very growth in coauthorship between scholars
from developed and developing nations (Arunachalam and Doss 2000). This in-
ternational collaborative strategy is particularly common with authors working
in countries with a very weak presence in the ISI Web of Science, as with Indone-
sia’s 266 papers, of which 88 percent had international collaboration (622). Al-
though Arunachalam and Doss attribute the overall growth in international
coauthorship to increased airline flights and international phone calls, it might
also seem that enabling researchers in developing countries to have greater access
to the research literature would only add to their capacity for this type of collab-
orative research.
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tification immanent’’ (2000, 33–34). This new media empire, with its

parallel in scholarly publishing’s own forms of corporate concentration,

only increases the importance of opening up alternative communication

channels for scholarly inquiry in the name of open access. How else can

the two-way knowledge gap suffered by both periphery and center be

bridged? How else can the global scale of scholarly activity contribute

all that it might to the democratic and public possibilities of a public

sphere that is otherwise in danger of being overwhelmed by the propri-

etary interests of the communication industries?15

What this means is that scholars everywhere need to question their

assumptions about what constitutes an adequate circulation of their and

others’ work. As scholars work against the partiality of knowledge, in

the double sense of its being both biased and incomplete, they need to

recognize that the best check on that partiality is to extend the global

basis on which knowledge circulates, not only among university re-

searchers, but among those working in related areas of health, education,

welfare, and justice to draw on a few social science examples. Practically

speaking, scholars and researchers need only ensure that the journals

with which they are associated have a policy of offering open access

at least to developing countries and that they upload published and

unpublished work to open access e-print archives, when that work is

not otherwise freely available online. It seems little enough to ask.

Yet there are undoubtedly risks to opening local cultures further

to globalizing influences through their universities. Questions remain

about whether the technology can reduce the information inequities

and whether a balance can be found between global and local interests.

Can technology indeed help rewire not only older patterns in the circula-

tion of knowledge, but the spread of education and the growth of re-

search capacities? Innovations in open access publishing are taking place

15. For Hardt and Negri (2000), what is at issue is the ‘‘right to reappropria-
tion,’’ and in particular a ‘‘reappropriation of knowledge’’ that, as a ‘‘political
demand of the multitude,’’ is all about ‘‘having free access to and control over
knowledge, information, communication, and affects,’’ as it is ‘‘articulated with
the powers of science and social knowledge through cooperation’’ (404; 404, em-
phasis in original; 406; 407; 410).
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against the chilling historical backdrop of earlier efforts at instilling uni-

versal education and global knowledge systems, when the West placed

educating the native at the heart of imperialism’s moral economy (Willin-

sky 1998). The way forward with new scholarly publishing models is not

without dangers, but the academic community has reason enough to pur-

sue this principle of increased access to the knowledge it produces and to

do so consciously against the backdrop of this ever-present past.
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8
Public

When a scholarly journal is free for online reading, or when a researcher

places a published article in an open access e-print archive, it is first of all

a boon for researchers and students the world over. However, open ac-

cess is also public access. Open access is slowly making a greater portion

of the research literature publicly available. This will mean little enough,

admittedly, to most of the people most of the time. Still, it is not difficult

to imagine occasions when a dedicated history teacher, an especially

keen high school student, an amateur astronomer, or an ecologically

concerned citizen might welcome the opportunity to browse the current

and relevant literature pertaining to their interests. Increased access could

also contribute context and depth to the work of investigative reporters

and policy analysts. It could assist small-town physicians and lawyers

stymied by difficult cases. Or this public right of access could turn up in

a William Haefeli New Yorker cartoon, depicting a young son sitting on

his father’s knee and responding to the proverbial patriarchal wisdom

with ‘‘Please don’t be offended if I consult additional sources of informa-

tion’’ (2004).

While the public use of research published in a scholarly journal will

add little or nothing to the publishing costs of the journal—barring an

overwhelming surge of interest in a particular title—it will increase the

presence and impact of the work published. And this may lead, in turn,

to greater public support for research and scholarship. That is, the public

impact of open access forms part of the case for an open access approach

to scholarly publishing.

To speak of public access once again raises the issue of a digital divide

that limits many people’s hope of ever visiting the Internet. The digital



divide is obviously rooted in larger economic disparities that are unlikely

to be overcome within the current world system, and yet when it comes

to the public sphere, governments and philanthropic organizations have

initiated a number of programs that have substantially increased the

presence of the Internet in libraries, schools, and community centers.1

At any rate, waiting for the divide to be closed somehow is a poor excuse

for the academic community’s not doing what it can now do about the

inequitable distribution of access to research and scholarship. Critiques

of the digital divide in hardware and software lose some of their sting if

the authors are doing nothing to ensure that their own content contribu-

tions are made freely available online and not part of an information

divide. On the other hand, increasing public access to relevant research

could provide, say, antipoverty organizations in Vancouver, Aborigine

organizations in Sydney, union organizers in Washington, and health

organizations in Indonesia with the latest findings, historical patterns, in-

ternational comparisons, and proven methods, all of which would fur-

ther their efforts and improve the quality of their work (Williams 2002;

Edejer 2000; Zielinski 2000).

Opening the research literature’s virtual door to the public in this way

bears a certain kinship to the nineteenth-century public library move-

ment that took hold during the other age of information, during the

nineteenth century. As Alan Rauch points out in his history of that

earlier era, this ‘‘obsession with knowledge’’ was led by the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, as well as by public libraries and

mechanics institutes that operated as self-improvement societies, with

libraries and regular lectures, for their craftsmen members. There was

a corresponding growth in the publication of periodicals, encyclope-

dias, and societies, all concerned with fostering public knowledge

1. Bill Gates has provided support for Internet access to 95 percent of the public
libraries in America, at a cost of $250 million (Egan 2002); in Cameroon, the
universities are establishing satellite Internet hookups that will eliminate the
faculty’s current dependence on Internet cafés for access (Shafack and Wirsiy
2002). Also see the Web sites of the Digital Divide Network hhttp://www
.digitaldividenetwork.org/i and PowerUP: Bridging the Digital Divide hhttp://
www.powerup.orgi.
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(2001, 1).2 The public library, in particular, has long been a beacon of

self-directed and deeply motivated learning on the part of common read-

ers. It is not only a vital cornerstone of democracy, but a public site

of quiet solace, intellectual inquiry, and literary pleasures. To increase

public access to online research and scholarship would add a great deal

to what has emerged over the last decade on the Internet as a wired and

virtual public library, providing people with an opportunity to explore a

new world of ideas that they may have only suspected existed.

Already, with only a limited body of literature freely available online,

that portion of the public with Internet access has shown a surprising ca-

pacity for delving into studies of relevance and interest to them. As I dis-

cuss in this chapter, public interest in the life sciences has reshaped the

U.S. National Library of Medicine Web site, as well as altering profes-

sional practice in health care. In astronomy, public access is enabling am-

ateur astronomers to contribute to the professional literature. Whereas in

chapter 11, I describe how presenting readers of research with related

links can help more of them get more out of what they read, here I dis-

cuss why public interests already form part of the case for open access.

Nowhere has the democratic quality of the open access question played

itself out more dramatically in recent years than in the doctor’s office.

The Pew Internet and American Life Project calls the new level of public

access to medical information and research made available on the Inter-

net an ‘‘online health revolution’’ that is helping ‘‘American take better

care of themselves’’ (Fox and Rainie 2000).3 This ‘‘new method of care,’’

2. Rauch writes of the nineteenth century as ‘‘driven by remarkable changes in
technology and science, [when] knowledge was both inspirational and irresistible
in terms of its potential for social and cultural transformation’’ (2001, 1). It was
an age given to ‘‘mental improvement’’ and scientific innovation, taken up in both
public forums and private homes, giving rise to an influential knowledge indus-
try, or as David Mason held, in 1862, ‘‘an encyclopedia chained at Charring
Cross for public reference would be a boon for London worth fifty drinking
fountains’’ (quoted in Rauch 2001, 39).

3. A related Pew Internet and American Life Project report found that 60 percent
of Americans now have Internet access, of which 81 percent expect to find ‘‘reli-
able information about health and medical conditions online,’’ while 45 percent
of those who do not have Internet access also see the Internet as a reliable source
of this information (Larsen and Rainie 2002).
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based on patients’ informing themselves on health issues, is being called

by physicians—now that they have overcome any initial sense of intimi-

dation by patients—‘‘shared decision making’’ (Brownlee 2003, 54). I

hardly need add that shared decision making sounds a lot like democ-

racy on a personal level, and if what it takes is access to relevant and rig-

orously reviewed information, it could apply equally well to schools,

neighborhoods, and workplaces. If nothing else, this public access to re-

search might provide a slight democratic check on the tyranny of exper-

tise, as the experts’ sources can be verified and countered. The quality of

the information available to the public, however, is dependent on the

proportion of peer-reviewed research to which there is open access, com-

pared to the vast amounts of other sorts of online information. As I men-

tioned in the opening chapter, the NIH is now considering a request that

who have received federal funding from the NIH provide open access to

any work resulting from the funded research within twelve months of

publication, a measure that has attracted support not from Nobel Prize

winners, but from the Alliance for Taxpayer Access.

Six million Americans go online each day in search of information

about health issues (NIH 2003). A significant proportion of those people

report that they have been influenced in their thinking and practice by

the information they have accessed, although they also express some

concern over the quality and reliability of that information (Fox and

Rainie 2000). They are taking what they find to the doctor’s office, as

suggested by the fact that 85 percent of the physicians in one study noted

that their patients had brought Internet materials on health issues when

they visited, with some doctors holding that this led to ‘‘less time-

efficient’’ visits (Murray et al. 2003; see also Freudenheim 2000). Of

course, very little of the health information that patients access is drawn

from peer-reviewed journal articles, as the vast majority of that literature

is only available to them, if at all, if they come to their computer with a

credit card in hand (Okamura, Bernstein, and Fidler 2002).

Still, one study, done with physicians in Glasgow, found that the accu-

racy and reliability of the information which the patients, working with

what is available, brought into their doctors’ offices was not a major

cause of concern for physicians, although they observed that patients

often needed help in interpreting it correctly (Wilson 1999). What was
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also encouraging in this study was that the majority of the physicians

reported that the information brought in by patients was new to them.

That patients are contributing, even in a small way, to the education of

physicians and that physicians might in turn help patients interpret health

information strikes me as a significant contribution to the general level of

public education. Certainly, most doctors do not rely on their patients

for online research. A great number of them already use the Internet on

regular basis, or as one explained, the ‘‘newest and best in medical re-

search [is] right at our own desks,’’ leading them to discover, for exam-

ple, that ‘‘leeches, for example, are now used on some patients to treat

the pain of arthritis’’ (Sanders 2003, 29).

In an effort to feed patients’ hunger for information, as well as address

the right to know, doctors in Georgia are experimenting with a ‘‘health

information prescription’’ (Brownlee 2003, 54) that will guide patients to

reliable sources, including the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s Med-

linePlus, which combines a layperson’s guide to health with the capacity

to search for the latest medical research through the PubMed index.4 As

patients find themselves in a better position to make informed decisions,

they may decide at times to exercise their right not to be influenced by

the latest study. When the risks of menopause hormone therapy were

reported, for example, one patient described her decision to stay with

the therapy after learning about its dangers because, in her words, ‘‘for

me, it’s a trade-off,’’ given the increased mental agility she experiences

as a result of the therapy (Kolata 2003).

The government’s development of MedlinePlus as an online medical

library for the public represents but one instance of how public access

is influencing the organization of scholarly resources. More recently, in

February 2000, the National Institutes of Health, other Federal agencies,

4. For users who do not belong to a life sciences research library, only the ab-
stract of most articles is available without cost through PubMed, although
PubMed provides links to purchase the full text of the article from the article’s
publisher or to locate a library with a subscription to the journal. PubMed offers
online tutorials related to the article’s content, as well as health consumer infor-
mation (through MedlinePlus), supplementary genetic data, and author profiles.
Initial studies of ‘‘information prescriptions’’ have found that they can increase
the use of the high-quality information sources, as well as the sharing of sources
with family and others (D’Alessandro et al. 2004).
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and the pharmaceutical industry launched ClinicalTrials.gov. The Web

site currently lists 11,400 clinical studies, many of which qualified people

can elect to participate in, and others of which serve to inform the public

about the state of ongoing investigations. The site involves studies in

ninety countries, although most are taking place in the United States

and Canada, and it receives approximately 16,000 visitors a day. For ex-

ample, the listing for one study, ‘‘Early Characteristics of Autism,’’ at the

University of Washington, announces that the study is ‘‘currently recruit-

ing subjects’’ while describing the eligibility and procedures, as well as

providing a link to MedlinePlus information on autism.

Following on the growing public and professional expectation of ac-

cess to clinical trials, the American Medical Association has appealed to

the U.S. government to keep a mandatory public registry of all clinical

drug trials, in light of the fact that negative or inconclusive results from

such trials often do not see the light of day, whether as a result of sup-

pression by the sponsoring pharmaceutical company or implicit journal

policies against publishing these types or results. Without waiting for

the government to act, a newly formed International Committee of Med-

ical Journal Editors, made up of the editors of a dozen leading journals,

including the New England Journal of Medicine and the Lancet, has

announced that the journals the committee represents will not publish

the results of a clinical trial that has not been initially registered in a pub-

lic database (Meier 2004). However, as John Abrahamson (2004) wisely

points out, the results of clinical trials, even when publicly available, are

not always going to attract sufficient attention or be sufficiently scruti-

nized, given the massive promotional budgets of the pharmaceutical in-

dustry. Abrahamson provides startling instances of research results’

being buried beneath marketing efforts, including the fact that $15 bil-

lion worth of the arthritis drugs Celebrex and Vioxx has been prescribed

by doctors, despite studies publicly available, through a Food and Drug

Administration Web site, that show that these medications increase the

risk of heart attacks. (Vioxx’s manufacturer, Merck & Co., subsequently

withdrew Vioxx from the market on September 31, 2004.) He recom-

mends the establishment of an oversight board, modeled on the National

Institute of Clinical Excellence in Britain, to review the research and

make recommendations.
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Certainly I am not claiming that making research freely available will

protect public interests in and of itself, especially when contrary forces

are at work, such as the pharmaceutical marketing machine.5 And yet

that machine, too, is responding to the new sense of informed empower-

ment on the part of the public by shifting the way the drug companies

pitch their advertising. Instead of the once-typical ‘‘nine out of ten doc-

tors recommend’’ type of advertisement, they are moving to reports on

the latest (supportive) research studies, or as a recent full-page advertise-

ment placed by Merck in the New York Times proclaimed: ‘‘BE IN-

FORMED. The largest clinical study of its kind including the largest

number of people with diabetes: It could have an impact on millions’’

(June 4, 2004, A9).

The Swiss pharmaceutical Novartis announced that it had awarded $4

million in grants on diabetes research to Harvard and MIT, in what Na-

ture termed ‘‘a rare public-private partnership that will require it to place

a mass of genetic data in the public domain’’ (Knight 2004). Alan D.

Cherrington, president of the American Diabetes Association, com-

mented on the change that this arrangement signified: ‘‘Often, when the

pharmaceutical industry gets into relationships with academia, they do it

in a proprietary way, so they fund the lab and in return they have access

to insider information. This [the Novartis arrangement with Harvard

and MIT] seems extraordinary’’ (quoted in Krasner 2004).

While ClinicalTrials.gov and the Novartis research agreement with

Harvard and MIT are not about open access publishing, they do reflect

a new open and public sensibility regarding issues of access to scientific

information. Similar sorts of registries of ongoing research could work

just as well, one imagines, for educational, anthropological, sociological,

and other sorts of research involving people, while incorporating a

broader range of research methods than is represented by medical

research’s gold standard of the clinical trial.

Increased public expectations in regard to the right to know are con-

tributing to changes among what might be called the subscription-

based sector of journal publishing. As mentioned in chapter 1, the New

England Journal of Medicine decided in 2001 to grant free access to its

5. See, for example, Marcia Angell’s (2004) The Truth about the Drug Compa-
nies: How They Deceive Us and What to Do about It.
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content six months after it is published and made available to subscrib-

ers, while offering immediate free online access to 117 of the world’s

poorest nations. As a result, more than 250,000 people are visiting the

journal’s Web site each week, three-quarters of whom are not subscrib-

ers and over half of whom come from outside of North America. When

the journal first announced this new policy of offering delayed open ac-

cess, the editors spoke in terms of a future that offered complete, if not

immediate, access to the research literature: ‘‘It should be possible some-

day to establish a single, searchable archive of biomedical-research

reports in a way that does not threaten the peer-reviewed journals that

help create the literature We believe our commitment to providing the

full texts of past research articles without charge is a step toward a useful

central way to search the biomedical literature’’ (Campion, Anderson,

and Drazen 2001). This book argues, of course, that when it comes to

what ‘‘should be possible someday,’’ that day has arrived. Were the spirit

willing, the technology is ready.

The media are also playing a role in the increased access to health in-

formation, turning reports on research into a regular news-you-can-use

service. Many newspapers now have weekly health sections that present

stories on research covering not only the implications for readers, but the

reversals and revisions, challenges and controversies surrounding the

latest research. In 2003, for example, the New York Times Magazine

devoted its entire March 16 issue to the theme ‘‘Half of What Doctors

Know Is Wrong.’’ The articles in this issue included details about sample

sizes, risk probabilities, and research design flaws in the studies dis-

cussed, which were taken from the British Medical Journal and else-

where. True, the New York Times is not everyone’s newspaper, but the

public’s exposure to research reversals (such as that regarding hormone

replacement therapy) and design flaws (such as those surrounding mam-

mograms) are also found in the tabloids and on television news. And the

greater understanding of research fallibility and contention that results

from this increased media scrutiny and exposure has not led to any sort

of outcry against continuing public support for medical research. Rather,

it has arguably fed public support for this research, judging by how gov-

ernment funding has continued to grow (to well over $28 billion annu-

ally) in the United States while funding for other areas of research has

remained relatively static.
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While interest and access increase, the public’s engagement with re-

search will remain a matter of personal interests, pressing public issues,

and passing curiosities. Environmentalist groups provide a good example

of personal-public interests in research that go beyond concerns with

personal health issues. In his study of environmentalists, political scien-

tist Frank Fischer was impressed with how interested these nonscientists

were in research results regarding environmental issues, especially if the

data were ‘‘presented and discussed in an open democratic process’’

(2000, 130). More than that, these same ‘‘ordinary’’ citizens have in re-

cent times become actively involved in the research process itself, giving

rise to, for example, ‘‘popular epidemiology,’’ in which the public helps

to track the distribution of diseases, especially as this distribution might

be related to environmental factors (151–157). To have a researcher-

public alliance forming around environmental issues suggests one way

in which both local and expert knowledge can play a critical part in

what amounts to a deliberative process over what is to be done, for ex-

ample, to reduce pollution. ‘‘Instead of questioning the citizen’s ability

to participate, we must ask,’’ Fischer insists, ‘‘how can we interconnect

and coordinate the different but inherently interdependent discourses of

citizens and experts’’ (45). He calls for a reconstructed concept of pro-

fessional practice among researchers whose task would then be about

‘‘authorizing space for critical discourse among competing knowledges,

both theoretical and local, formal and informal’’ (27).

Just how far this public engagement can go in working for both the

public and scientific good has been brought home by AIDS activists dur-

ing the 1980s and 1990s. As Steven Epstein (1996) tells it in Impure

Science, these activists successfully struggled for public participation in

medical knowledge, managing to bring otherwise overlooked research

into the limelight and change the conduct of clinical trials related to the

disease. Scientists found themselves moved by these activists in both

an intellectual and an ethical sense, and activists, as Epstein puts it,

‘‘imbibed and appropriated the languages and cultures of biomedical

sciences,’’ acquiring their own forms of credibility in public and scientific

deliberations over how to respond to AIDS by ‘‘yoking together moral

(or political) arguments and methodological (epistemological) argu-

ments’’ (335–356). The AIDS struggle established the need for, in the

words of ACT-UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) activist Mark
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Harrington, ‘‘a lasting culture of information, advocacy, intervention,

and resistance’’ (quoted in Epstein 1996, 350). One lesson that might

be drawn from this chapter in the fight against this tragic pandemic,

which is no less with us today, is that enabling people to play a greater

part in the research that directly affects their own lives can lead to better

science.

Up to this point, I have focused on the public value of research in a

very practical or instrumental sense with health and environmental

issues. However, public access to research and scholarship is also about

knowing for its own sake. It is a way of supporting people’s disinterested

pursuit of knowledge, following in the historical tradition, as I noted, of

the public library, mutual-improvement societies, mechanics institutes,

and extension courses. In the opening decades of the nineteenth century,

working men could be found joining botanical societies in England that,

in the case of the Lancashire area, met each month in a local pub,

according to the historian Anne Secord (1994), where they identified

new specimens to be added to their herbarium and exchanged books

from their small collections. By the turn of the nineteenth century, there

was a thriving industry of working-class science periodicals that became

a mainstay of mutual-improvement and cooperative societies, in which

fees for subscriptions to these periodicals could be shared among

the members (McLaughlin-Jenkins 2003, 150). As the historian Erin

McLaughlin-Jenkins sums up this earlier era of increased access, ‘‘the

penny press, cheap reprints of scientific texts, free libraries, the secularist

and political lecture circuit, middle-class popular science and working-

class educational initiatives created greater opportunities for contact

with scientific ideas . . . [and] as a result, intellectuals and hobbyists were

increasingly part of a collective pursuit of knowledge’’ (2003, 161).

Jonathan Rose (2001) is another historian who, in his The Intellectual

Life of the British Working Class, has done much to capture the voices

of those during the course of the last two centuries who, having been

otherwise prevented from attending college, strived to engage with its

particular realm of ideas. Rose offers the instance of Ewan MacColl,

who came of age in the 1930s and tells of his father, an iron founder by

trade and a communist by belief, who, in MacColl’s words, ‘‘belonged

to the generation who believed that books were tools that open a lock

which would free people. He really did believe it’’ (quoted in Rose
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2001, 316). And in many ways so did MacColl: ‘‘For me to go at the age

of fourteen, to drop into the library and discover a book like Kant’s Cri-

tique of Pure Reason or The Mistaken Subtlety of the Four-Side Figure

. . . the titles alone produced a kind of happiness in me. . . . I can remem-

ber the marvelous sensation of sitting in the library and opening the vol-

ume, and going into that world of Akaky Akakievich Bashmachkin in

The Overcoat or The Nose, or The Madman’s Diary’’ (quoted in Rose

2001, 316).

Now it may well have been that ‘‘books were a kind of fantasy life,’’ as

MacColl reflects back on it, and a ‘‘refuge from the horrors of the life

around us’’ during the Great Depression (quoted in Rose 2001, 316).

Yet the era’s impressive spirit of autodidactism and self-improvement,

which MacColl represents so well and which led many to enrolling in

extension courses, was to make this particular realm of ideas part of

these working-class lives. And if the golden, heroic era of an indepen-

dent working-class intellectual life is now long past—with Rose pointing

to both state-sponsored educational opportunities and increased enter-

tainment options as causes of its decline—that is no reason to deny

public access to current discussions of Kant or Gogol in the scholarly

literature, when that public access can be so readily provided. Certainly,

many if not most journal articles will remain technically impenetrable

for all but a small circle of scholars and students, but there are also

pieces that might well engender that ‘‘marvelous sensation’’ MacColl

speaks of that comes from seeing how others have managed to make

greater sense of the human condition.

Then there is the more contemporary instance of Timothy Ferris’s

(2002) Seeing in the Dark: How Backyard Stargazers Are Probing Deep

Space and Guarding Earth from Interplanetary Peril. Ferris not only

celebrates in this book the considerable accomplishments of amateur

astronomers today, he points to the ‘‘flourishing of amateur-professional

collaborations’’ among astronomers in various regions of the world.

Columbia University’s Center for Backyard Astrophysics coordinates

a number of projects involving such collaborations, which sometimes

include middle and high school students and have led to amateur access

to major telescopes, including the Hubble Space Telescope (51–53). The

amateurs, of which there are ten times as many as professional astrono-

mers, are able to generate a considerable body of observational data—
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often making significant discoveries in the process—which serves the

professionals’ theorizing and follow-up.6

The results of these collaborations make their way into the astronomy

journals, on occasion, although not always with due credit to the ama-

teurs, according to some whom Ferris interviewed. Yet the shared in-

terest and commitment to learning more about the heavens remains

the driving force of their part-time engagement with astronomy. The

personal computer and the Internet are what makes this amateur con-

tribution and collaboration possible. These technologies enable ama-

teurs to record and measure activities in the heavens and connect with

other astronomers globally. They are also able to consult the con-

siderable array of open access astronomical research papers, through

arXiv.org E-Print Archive, and databases, such as the many-terabyte

National Virtual Observatory, which is collecting and coordinating

images from dozens of ground- and space-based telescopes around the

world (Schecter 2003). A similar level of amateur involvement in linguis-

tics, lexicography, and botany also has a long history, with the work of

amateur naturalists proving of great benefit, for example, to Newton’s

work on tides in the seventeenth century and Darwin’s studies in the

nineteenth century. And today, noted physicist Freeman J. Dyson

(2002) asks, ‘‘which other science is now ripe for a revolution giving

opportunities for the next generation of amateurs to make important dis-

coveries?’’ (4).7

6. In its analysis of the tragic re-entry breakup of the shuttle Columbia on Febru-
ary 1, 2003, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) bene-
fited from having access to 12,000 videos and images collected largely from
amateurs, even if not all items collected proved to be reliable records of the
breakup (Schwartz 2003, D1).

7. This quote comes from Dyson’s review of Ferris’s book, in which he points to
botany and zoology as ready for great amateur gains: ‘‘We may hope that ama-
teurs in the coming century, using new tools that modern technology is placing in
their hands, will invade and rejuvenate all sciences’’ (2002, 8). I have dealt else-
where (Willinsky 1994) with public participation during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries in the collection of citations for the editing of the Oxford En-
glish Dictionary (OED). For a well-told chapter in this amateur participation in
the OED, see Winchester 1998. Finally, on the promise of amateur contributions
to the study of history, especially through history Web sites, see Rosenzweig
2001.
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By way of a final instance of the way access to research might support

public interests in knowledge—before dealing in the next chapter with

the political import of this access—I turn to the sweeping digitization of

collections and artifacts now underway in many of the world’s museums.

It offers both a parallel open access development and a further argument

for opening the research literature. The American Museum of Natural

History, for example, now has 400,000 images and catalog entries on-

line, covering portions of its vertebrate and invertebrate fossils, pickled

frogs and snake skins, field journals and scientific sketches. On visiting

the museum’s Web site, one can take in a period photograph of Mrs.

M. Brown posing with a shovel at the Jurassic Bone Cabin Quarry in

Wyoming in 1897 or turn to the catalogued images of the fossils that

she and the others found. The museum’s declared goal is to make its

entire collection of perhaps thirty million items available to the public

online, and its efforts are multiplied across museums the world over.

‘‘We’re all heading,’’ the librarian of the Field Museum in Chicago

observes, ‘‘toward a kind of digital global museum,’’ which will amount,

adds New York Times reporter James Gorman, to ‘‘a catalog of the

world’’ (2002, A1).

As museum collections find their way online, some are being help-

fully pulled together in thematic portals, such as the University of Califor-

nia’s MaNIS (the Mammal Networked Information System). This portal,

supported by the National Science Foundation, opens a door on seven-

teen museums’ collections, enabling people to search across the geo-

graphical regions and historical eras represented by these collections.

Private foundations, as well as federal agencies such as the U.S. National

Endowment for the Humanities, see this new level of access as possessing

both scholarly and public potential for making much better use of the

treasures in these museums’ collections. Although many of these sites

are providing free access to their online collections, some are turning

to subscription services like ARTstor to manage their online collections.

ARTstor currently offers access to nine collections, including that of

the Department of Architecture and Design at the Museum of Modern

Art in New York, and is following, with Mellon Foundation support, in

the footsteps of JSTOR as a ‘‘not-for-profit, public utility’’ (Mirapul

2003).
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Subscription services such as ARTstor may encourage museums to

place their collections online as well as assist them in doing so, but even

with very reasonable fee structures, they will leave the museum field di-

vided between open and closed online collections, much like the journal

literature. In comparison to the journals, the museums have always had a

public mandate, and one would hope that they will make as much of

their collections as possible as open as possible to the public. Still, some-

thing is missing from these museum initiatives to digitize their collec-

tions. For to find oneself absorbed by a work of art or a natural-history

artifact is an experience that could well be enriched by being able to

learn more about these images and objects from the scholars and

researchers who are studying them with such care. Access to the litera-

ture that documents these studies could bring related materials to light,

situate fragments within wholes, reveal connections, provide contexts,

and pose hypotheses about form and function, origin and evolution.

By visiting selective museum Web sites, people are increasingly able to

find their way into vast publicly sponsored storehouses of information,

whether on paleontology or space travel, ceramic glazes or early type-

writers, which they have not otherwise been able to view, even in the

museums themselves, which have always faced constraints imposed by

limited display space. Yet at the same time that the museums are opening

their collections to online visits, the public is being excluded from no less

a publicly sponsored effort at making greater sense of these holdings

through related scholarship, which is also being rendered digitally in re-

search journals.

At stake in this divide is, for example, an ability to move readily from

museum catalogs on amphibians to the scientific analysis of increased

mutations among these creatures, where there is some uncertainty about

the contribution of pollution, ultraviolet radiation, or the most likely cul-

prit, parasites. Even to begin to create common indexes that, in this ex-

ample, link museum collections with open access abstracts in Ecology

Letters or Conservation Biology would be a move in the right direction.8

The educational and scientific potential of connecting artifact with anal-

8. Closely related work is already underway, fortunately, on linking ‘‘scientific
data from museum specimen databases and library catalogs of scientific litera-
ture’’ at the Florida Museum of Natural History; see Caplan and Haas 2004.
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ysis is about gaining an understanding that goes well beyond the level

that can be obtained from viewing the typical museum exhibit. To create

open access to museum collections and to the related research literature

would facilitate linking digitized artifact to study and digitized study to

artifact. The benefits for each would surely be reciprocal.

Now despite the weight that I am giving public access to research in

this book, I understand that the common reader’s downloading of the

latest article on trilobites from the Journal of Paleontology is unlikely to

be the number-one argument in convincing researchers, scholarly associ-

ations, and journal editors that the circulation of knowledge would be

better served by open access to the journal literature. Although I have

tried to present evidence from medical research and astronomy of the

public’s stake and interest in research, it is hard to determine in advance

what the public will make of the growing access to all fields of scholarly

endeavor. Yet I would argue that proving that the public has sufficient

interest in, or capacity to understand, the results of scholarly research is

not the issue. The public’s right of access to this knowledge is not some-

thing that people have to earn. It is grounded in a basic right to know.

As online technologies appear capable of extending that right to a

greater portion of research and scholarship, it falls to the scholarly com-

munity to experiment and test just how far such access can be pursued

with new publishing models.

Some will still object that the public already has too much information

to deal with and that it is very unlikely to be interested in finding the vir-

tual doors of the university libraries of the world suddenly opened to it.

Will public exposure of this academese only further obfuscate the com-

mon sense and public knowledge that is democracy’s great hope? Well,

open access is certainly not about simply dumping shelf-loads of journals

into people’s laps or laptops. It falls to the scholarly community to keep

its work in an orderly and well-indexed form, so that precisely what is

needed on a given topic can be brought to bear on it. Having access

to indexes that enable one to identify what work deals precisely with

the topic of one’s interest, following the model of PubMed in the life

sciences, complete with user supports that enable further precision in

searching, could minimize the dangers of the public’s being overwhelmed

or overloaded by the amount of available research. Access to high-
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quality indexing of the scholarly literature needs to go along with open

access to the literature itself, as I go on to describe in chapter 12.

All of this is only to say that public access to research literature should

not be dismissed as an incidental side-effect of the open access move-

ment. Although it may seem that a vast, rich world of information is

now within a click or two of most connected computers, the toll gates

that surround the carefully reviewed and well-financed information con-

stituted by scholarly research have grown more expensive and restrictive,

even as many pockets of open access have emerged. Whether one consid-

ers how dependent research is on public support and good will, or the

broader educational goals that could be served by making research

more widely available, public access needs to figure in both the case for

open access and, as I go on to explore, in the very design of electronic

journals for readers. But before I take up the questions raised by the

reading and indexing of research, I want to pursue the democratic and

human-rights side of public access research and scholarship.
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9
Politics

As if the digital divide did not pose enough of a challenge to extending

the benefits of the Internet to a wider population, Pippa Norris, a politi-

cal scientist at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, contends that

a democratic divide is being created by current government efforts to

place more and more information online (2001). It is all well and good,

Norris notes, that ‘‘government Web pages serve as a new channel for

transparency and accountability,’’ but in the absence of other sources of

information, government postings can amount to ‘‘a form of state propa-

ganda’’ (237). Her concern is that even as nations place information and

policies online, ‘‘saving paper, postage and ink,’’ they ‘‘rarely launch de-

liberative consultative exercises through un-moderated chat rooms’’ or

other forms of consultation and deliberation (237). The theme of helping

citizens take advantage of new information sources to further their dem-

ocratic participation lies at the heart of the political case, as I see it, for

open access to research and scholarship.

After all, where is a citizen, or a journalist for that matter, to turn to

corroborate and check the standing of the new wealth of government in-

formation made available by the government’s efforts to increase the

availability of information online? It would seem, at first blush, that if

citizen and journalist were to have ready access to the relevant research

literature on any given political issue, they would be better equipped to

participate in policy debates and make substantial contributions to what

Norris terms ‘‘deliberative consultative exercises.’’ Here, we arrive at

the political import of the access principle. Politicians and bureaucrats,

interest groups and activists are already using the Internet as a political

information medium, and digital democracy is taking a wide variety of



forms, from online voting to cyberactivism.1 Greater public access to re-

search and scholarship has the potential to raise the level of discourse

for this emerging democratic form. It could turn a citizen’s online forum

from a sounding board into a far more informative review of govern-

ment policies and practices. It could provide a check and balance to the

one-sided representations of interest groups, political parties, and gov-

ernments. Such, at least, are the potential political implications of open

access.

Now, my own slight experiments with digital democracy have made

it clear to me just how difficult the ideals of informed deliberation are

to achieve. During the late 1990s, a team at the University of British

Columbia of which I was a member established the Public Knowledge

Policy Forum, in cooperation with the Ministry of Education in British

Columbia and the British Columbia Teachers Federation. Our modest

efforts to narrow the democratic divide consisted of creating a Web site

with the Ministry of Education’s newly proposed policy on the educa-

tional uses of technology for the province’s schools, which we linked to

related background documents from the government. The Web site also

featured a public online forum or bulletin board in which people were

invited to comment on the policy proposal. Finally, we added a carefully

organized and annotated set of links to relevant research, related policies

in other jurisdictions, media coverage, and other pertinent sources for

citizens to consider in judging the policy proposal and to inform their

deliberations.

During the few weeks that we had to prepare the site, in advance of

the ministry’s ‘‘period of public consultation,’’ we scrambled to find

1. See, for example, the Web site of the Center for Deliberative Polling hhttp://
www.la.utexas.edu/research/delpol/i and the U.S. hhttp://www.e-democracy.org/
us/i and U.K. he-democracy.gov.uki Web sites of e-democracy (especially the re-
port on e-democracy and inclusion prepared by Creative Research [2002]); in
terms of the literature, see Alexander and Pal 1998, Hague and Loader 1999,
Heeks 1999, and Wilhelm 2000. Although a U.S. Office of Electronic Govern-
ment was created by the E-Government Act of 2002 (Raney 2002), see Clymer
2003 on the unprecedented restrictions that the Bush administration is placing
on the public release of information. On the use of the Internet for the mobiliza-
tion of resistance through the Zapatista movement, see Garrido and Halavais
2003.
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freely available research papers and other materials online (government

policies, media reports, classroom practices, etc.) that spoke directly to

the different parts of the government’s proposed policy. We were careful

to identify for users the type of information that each document link

offered (research, policy, etc.). The idea was to provide readers with a

basis for assessing the government’s proposed policy from a number of

different types of resources. They could then discuss their position online

with others or propose changes to the policy for the ministry to review.

During the ten weeks in 1999 in which the Public Knowledge Policy

Forum Web site ran, close to 100 people participated in the site’s policy

discussion forum, most of them teachers, with a few parents and students

adding to the range of perspectives presented.2 It was not many, admit-

tedly, but then this was still a novel approach to policy consultation at

the time, and we did not have the experience or resources to promote it

widely within the province. A further problem was that while ministry

officials checked the forum frequently, they decided against participating

in the discussion. A number of the forum participants later told Shula

Klinger (2001), who conducted interviews with participants in the

forum, that the government’s reticence made it a little like talking into a

dead telephone. The people clearly felt that the lack of a sign that the

government was listening did not encourage a sense of consultation.

Some who participated in the forum, we later learned, did take the

time to read related materials on the site—with one stalwart teacher tell-

ing us that he had reviewed all of the studies and other documents that

we had assembled—but no one made direct reference in the discussion

forum to what he or she had read. This I found sobering. The idea of

drawing on this range of sources to substantiate, modify, or extend one’s

position was not how the participants understood what it meant to

participate in such a forum. Learning how to bring a recent study of

children and computers or a school technology policy to bear on policy

deliberations, through the lens of one’s own experiences and interests,

represents a skill in itself. It takes experience to develop, even as it holds

2. An archive of the Public Knowledge Policy Forum, which no longer serves as
an active forum, can be viewed at the Web site of the Public Knowledge Project
hhttp://pkp.ubc.cai.
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the promise of increasing the value of consultation for all involved. Enter

open access. For well-organized access to research studies on an ongoing

basis, at no or very low cost, could provide people with experience

critical to informed consultation, especially as it fosters a public ex-

pectation that university research has something to contribute to these

deliberations.

In building our policy forum site, we had been stymied by an inability

to provide the public with ready access to the research that bore directly

on the issues at hand. The research was in journals that, if they were

even online, required subscriptions to consult. The occasional professor

had posted a copy of his or her article on his or her Web site, in an early

instance of self-archiving. The Stanford Institute for the Quantitative

Study of Society made available its reports on the use of the Internet.

Teachers had Web sites that posted their classroom work with com-

puters. But by and large the knowledge gleaned by the university was

restricted to the university community.

It struck me as more than a little odd. With social scientists experi-

menting with ways of improving citizen consultation, the very knowl-

edge and background information that the university had to offer to this

process was largely locked up and inaccessible. Should we not get our

own virtual house in order first, or at least concurrently, with the devel-

opment of online consultation and deliberation structures? But then that

academic house of ours has long been struggling with the economics of

its own access to the larger body of research. The situation speaks to a

need and an opportunity for reforming journal publishing in ways that

would, among other things, increase the public presence and contribu-

tion of research in the marketplace of ideas that is critical to democratic

life.

The open access movement’s potential contribution to democratic life

is well illustrated by Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson’s (1996) De-

mocracy and Disagreement. In this book, these two political philoso-

phers deal with the thorny issue of how people can, in democratic states,

work through, and ultimately live with, fundamental disagreements by

‘‘seeking moral agreement when they can, and maintaining mutual re-

spect when they cannot’’ (346). The focus of these two philosophers on
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deliberation—on people working though issues and giving thoughtful

consideration to different positions in seeking a way forward—is what

makes this political philosophy especially suitable for guiding our educa-

tional efforts to prepare the young for greater participation in democratic

life. It is also a democratic model that strongly suggests the value of

ensuring that intellectual resources are publicly available to support and

further the kind of deliberation it advocates.3

Although Gutmann and Thompson do not consider the state of public

access to research in their book, their approach certainly points to the

contribution that increased access to social science research, as well as re-

search on a range of scientific issues, might make to civic life. Greater

public circulation of this knowledge might well encourage people to ex-

plore issues of interest in more depth, checking out the facts for them-

selves, asking questions and pushing for more work on a topic, rather

than simply leaving such work to pundits and panels of experts.

Research could, on occasion, play a critical role in the ‘‘economy of

moral disagreement’’ that constitutes, for Gutmann and Thompson, ‘‘a

permanent condition of democratic politics’’ (1996, 3, 9). If the airing

of the moral disagreements Gutmann and Thompson refer to is going

to be based, as they hold, on appeals ‘‘to reasons that are shared or

could come to be shared by our fellow citizens,’’ then the use of research

findings to illustrate one’s reasoning would help to clarify people’s

positions, even as disagreements over basic values might well persist

(14). Improved access to such findings and the research behind them

would also make it easier to establish, in another of Gutmann and

Thompson’s deliberative requirements, that the ‘‘empirical claims that

3. Gutmann and Thompson contrast deliberative democracy to prevailing
theories of procedural and constitutional democracy, neither of which is as con-
cerned with creating citizen opportunities for dialogue as procedural democracy
is with ensuring democratic processes and constitutional democracy is with
adhering to constitutional rights. The impact of deliberative democracy has been
tested empirically by James Fishkin, who has, with various collaborators, ‘‘con-
ducted fourteen Deliberative Polls in different parts of the world with random
samples of respondents, brought together face to face, to deliberate for a few
days’’ (1999). The samples have been representative, and respondents’ opinions
have undergone large, statistically significant changes on many policy issues as a
result of the deliberative process.
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often accompany moral arguments . . . [are] consistent with the most reli-

able methods of inquiry at our collective disposal’’ (14–15).4

The plurality reflected in ‘‘reliable methods of inquiry’’ raises an im-

portant issue about the diversity of the available scholarly literature. For

example, a large-scale statistical assessment of reading achievement scores

in schools produces one kind of understanding of the education children

are receiving, whereas the close analysis of a program by following a few

students’ reading experiences as they grow comfortable in a second lan-

guage leads to another. The point of making research public is not that

any one study will simply resolve democratic disagreements, once and

for all, although a single study may have that effect in rare cases. Rather,

the value of access to this literature lies in how the body of research as a

whole can serve as a public resource, helping people to articulate and

understand the different positions being taken, as well as the points of

disagreement. It can help people see a greater part of the picture, draw-

ing their attention to what might be otherwise overlooked in, say, what it

means to learn to read. The ready availability of relevant studies could

well test people’s assumptions, as well as enable them to see what can

come of taking certain stances. And if people are not always ready to

engage in the kind of critical reflection called for by such recourse to re-

search, I suspect that others will be happy enough to point out the impli-

cations and consequences of different studies for their positions.

Gutmann and Thompson do suggest that people need to learn more

about how ‘‘to justify one’s own actions, to criticize the actions of one’s

fellow citizens, and to respond to their justifications and criticisms’’

(1996, 65). It would certainly assist people, in developing their ability to

justify their actions and criticize the actions of others, to have greater ac-

4. There is an opposing view, presented by Noëlle McAfee (2004), for example,
that holds that deliberative democracy’s focus on giving reasons loses sight of a
public knowledge based on how ‘‘people know things from their situated, partial,
and interested perspectives,’’ which McAfee sees as a form of collective intelli-
gence, at a remove from both the expertise of scholarly work and the opinion of
individual citizens (140). On the other hand, I believe the influence of scholarly
expertise—itself situated, partial, and interested—to be already present in how
‘‘people know things,’’ and I turn to open access as a way to make research’s in-
fluence more transparent and readily available to more people, as well as to make
rectifying the misapprehensions that much easier.
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cess to relevant sources of information that they could consult and ex-

plore. Developing students’ ability to draw effectively on such resources

could, for example, become part of the standard high school program.

Students would need to learn how readily accessible research can serve

as both source and model for formulating arguments. One can see,

then, how a public airing of the research relevant to particular policy or

political decisions, itself open to revision in light of new information,

could only increase the level of democratic accountability, enabling those

who are significantly affected to substantiate their claims about the im-

pact of those decisions.5 In sum, these two advocates of deliberative de-

mocracy identify what I would hold up as one of the principal warrants

for public access experiments with research: ‘‘Respect for [a citizen’s]

basic liberty to receive politically relevant information is an essential

part of deliberative democracy’’ (126).

At issue here is not only democracy’s deliberative qualities, but a more

basic principle of access to information. To move academic research more

thoroughly into the public domain is to create a substantial alternative

source of public information. Modern democratic states have always

depended on a free press to create an informed electorate, or as Thomas

Jefferson put it in his famous 1787 letter to Edward Carrington: ‘‘The

basis of our governments being the opinion of the people, the very first

object should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to decide

whether we should have a government without newspapers, or news-

papers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer

the latter. But I should mean that every man should receive those papers,

and be capable of reading them’’ (Jefferson 1787/1997).

Receiving the newspapers Jefferson spoke of, as well as being capable

of reading them, is one thing. Applying similar access principles to re-

search is another. That said, the challenges posed by creating greater

public access to research might well be moot, at least in a political sense,

were the media doing all they could to inform democratic processes with

the full range of available information. Unfortunately, this is not the

5. For Gutmann and Thompson, the scope of accountability for such a delibera-
tive process includes a need to ‘‘address the claims of anyone who is significantly
affected’’ by the issue at hand (1996, 129).
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case, according to those who should know, the journalists themselves.

Richard Reeves, syndicated columnist and professor of journalism, puts

the sense of the press’s lost value this way: ‘‘Once upon a time, reporters

and editors [were] the national skeptics, sifting and evaluating news for

readers and viewers; now, using the new technologies, the press [is]

dumping information out by the ton and the readers and viewers [are]

left to do the sifting, to sort it out for themselves’’ (1998, 122).

Ben H. Bagdikian, the former School of Journalism dean at the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley, finds that the vital press of yesteryear has

been reduced to ‘‘trivialized and self-serving commercialized news,’’

largely through corporate concentration focused on profitability (2000,

ix). Not only, he notes, do a handful of megacorporations control ‘‘the

country’s most widespread news, commentary and daily entertainment,’’

but these conglomerates have ‘‘achieved alarming success in writing the

media laws and regulations in favor of their own corporations and

against the interests of the general public’’ (viii). Herbert Gans, a Colum-

bia University sociologist, sees the journalists’ hands as tied by current

models of reporting: ‘‘If journalists had more of an opportunity to pur-

sue the profession’s democratic ideal, they would have to consider how

to reorganize journalistic assembly lines so as to reduce the emphasis on

top-down news and the publicizing of the powerful. They would have to

discard the data-reduction methods they now use—or find new ones—

that might make citizens more newsworthy’’ (2003, 67–68). This state

of affairs is not what Jefferson had in mind, and the current state of

corporate concentration in news media—with its parallels in scholarly

publishing—does little to support a rich diversity of perspectives or par-

ticularly hard-hitting journalism, especially when it comes to economic

issues of poverty and equity, as well as related needs for reform and

change.6

6. Todd Gitlin, for example, expresses serious concerns over the press’s particu-
lar focus on ‘‘the novel event, not the underlying, enduring condition; the person,
not the group; the visible conflict, not the deep consensus; the face that advances
the story, not the one that explains or enlarges it’’ (1980, 263). For other cri-
tiques of the press’s declining democratic contribution, in addition to the inevita-
ble, indispensable Chomsky 1997, see McChesney 1999, Cappella and Jamieson
1997, Iyengar 1991, Page 1996, and Schiller 1996.
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This disenchantment with the press’s democratic force is not about to

be cured by open access to research and scholarship. Reform along those

lines will have to come from within the press itself. Yet it does speak to

how access to research might add some small measure to the democratic

ideal of an informed citizenship. Those readers who are tempted here to

throw up their hands and tell me, ‘‘Oh sure, just what the public needs

and wants, gigabytes of unfathomable research on top of their barely

read, quickly scanned newspaper,’’ should recall the discussion in chap-

ter 8 about the growing number of people going online for additional

health information in a very focused, if not always discerning, way. And

as far as the inevitable limits these people experience in making sense of

what they come across, especially with health research, it hardly forms a

compelling argument against experimenting with increasing their access

to a wider body of research.7

Now that public access to research is proving itself a viable option for

scholarly publishing, the question that bears testing is whether it might

offer the public (and journalists) a further source of systematic inquiry

and information. Given that the research literature benefits from press

scrutiny—whether one thinks of tobacco industry research from decades

ago or more recent pharmaceutical industry conflicts of interest in medi-

cal research—the benefits of increased access to information from such

research could begin to flow to a greater degree both ways between jour-

nalism and research, in the classic system of checks and balances that Jef-

ferson saw as critical to democracy’s resistance to tyranny.

Although the press’s coverage of research has certainly increased in

recent years, more than a little wariness has crept into the relationship

between the media and the research community. So one finds Christo-

pher Forrest, a professor of pediatrics and health policy at Johns Hop-

kins University, accusing the press, in a New York Times article, of

7. In experimenting with a media supplement approach for access to scholarly
research, the Public Knowledge Project hhttp://pkp.ubc.cai ran a week-long re-
search support Web site with a local newspaper, the Vancouver Sun, allowing
readers to tap into a database of links to research studies related to a series
the paper was running on technology and education and to join discussion
forums with researchers and view pertinent teaching materials, policies, and
organizations.
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supporting public shortsightedness, in effect, or as Forrest puts it, ‘‘The

public reads the bottom line. They act on that without putting the study

into context. In politics, there is always a context. The same is true for

science, but it doesn’t get reported that way’’ (quoted in Stolberg 2001,

WK3). As if to counter Forrest’s concern, reporter Sheryl Gay Stolberg

concludes the article by reminding readers that science today gives the

impression that ‘‘we live in a dizzying world, where scientists produce a

stream of research, and each new study seems to contradict the previous

one’’ (WK3).

The larger scientific context that Forrest is referring to has to do with

the situation of any given study in relation to related work. Yet it is hard

for reporters and the public to locate such a context, in part because the

research literature as a whole has been placed outside their reach. With

open access e-print archives and journals, it is now easier for reporters

and the public at least to begin to establish a basic context or back-

ground for the latest breakthrough study. Online journals now come

with tools designed to help readers assemble a context; these tools usu-

ally consist of links to related materials for interpreting, evaluating, and

utilizing the articles the readers are reading (as I discuss in chapter 11).

Just knowing that this body of research and scholarship is readily

accessed by people could change the tone of public debate, adding a

measure of caution over factual claims made in such forums. If not

everyone has an equal capacity to engage in public deliberations—which

is a common enough critique of deliberative democracy—greater access

to research can still strengthen the role of underfunded advocacy groups

that speak on behalf of those otherwise disenfranchised.8 As I suggested

in the previous chapter, such access could introduce into the doctor’s

office a greater level of deliberative democracy through shared decision

making, as well as into other day-to-day relationships.

8. Although the right to the knowledge represented by this research has nothing
to do with one’s qualifications, the question of whether deliberative democracy
favors, and thus will attract, those who already possess the capacity to deliberate
(and read research) is addressed by Cohen and Rogers (2003, 244–246), who
point to examples of interest and opportunity leading to wide participation in de-
liberation, as well as to the successful use of training programs with deliberative
planning processes.
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History contains numerous instances of literate classes’ restricting

opportunities for others to learn how to read and to access sacred or

other powerful texts. Jonathan Rose sums up this politics of literacy as

follows: ‘‘the exchange value of knowledge can be enhanced by creating

artificial scarcities, monopolies and oligarchies’’ (2002, 334). He goes on

to quote the anthropologist Mary Douglas to the effect that the ‘‘infor-

mation class’’ is likely to, in Douglas’s words, ‘‘erect barriers against

entry, to consolidate control of opportunities, and to use techniques of

exclusion’’ (quoted in Rose 2002, 394). Certainly, the Protestant Refor-

mation, in conjunction with the invention of the printing press, inspired

great concerns among many in power over the ready access these two

events had provided to the Word, in the form of the vernacular Bible,

just as it was clear to many that the printing press had led to a dangerous

proliferation of secular and heretical texts. Then, centuries later, the

democratic struggles of the nineteenth century over enfranchisement

clearly followed on the spread of cheaply published papers and books.

The prospect of increased public access to research and scholarship is

not entirely removed from this earlier political history of reading and

printing. Yet this time, it seems far less like the undoing of a clerisy, far

less likely to threaten the position of the scholarly classes, except as it

expands participation in the climb to the top ranks of professordom

by offering access to those in the global academic community who are

otherwise excluded from its journal culture.

Still, on hearing the case for open access, some have warned me

that should we open the doors to the scholarly literature, the public

will discover what many researchers already believe, which is that too

much scholarly work represents poorly written exercises in career main-

tenance and advancement. Yet this overstated critique only raises the

need for a more fundamental calling to account of higher education. If

some substantial portion of the literature is indeed vacuous and bereft

of value, then perhaps open access might foster, in some small measure,

a correction, by making public impact and meaningfulness something

worth striving for in conducting research. It could lead to greater coordi-

nation among research efforts to ensure that the cumulative value of a

work is realized across a variety of settings and circumstances (Willinsky

1999).
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My concern is that too many scholarly associations and publishers are

building online publishing systems for their journals with little concern

for how these publishing systems affect research’s presence as a public

good. More thought needs to be given to how these new systems might

serve concerned and interested citizens, policymakers, and practitioners

by enabling them to hone in on highly relevant research and scholarship,

as well as establish a greater context for reading that work, in ways that

could further democratic debate and deliberation.

This is not to deny the valiant efforts being made to breach the ivory

tower on behalf of the public value of research. Portals such as the U.K.

Centre for Evidence-Based Policy and the Web Resources for Social

Workers, to name just two, do provide public access to an array of

freely available research articles, conference papers, and other materials.9

But these still represent an intermediary step in overcoming the

isolation and inaccessibility of scholarly work. Open access scholarly

publishing has the advantage of making the democratic contribution rep-

resented by such work widely available, without requiring an additional

investment in reassembling the research and then serving it up in a public

format.

The corporate sector’s recent development of pay-per-view access

to journal articles may seem to bring this knowledge within ready reach

of the public. People no longer have to subscribe to the journals that

publish studies relevant to their particular interest or find their way to a

university library that subscribes to those journals but can locate and

download the studies with the aid of a credit card. In the case of policy-

makers, however, what I have found, at least in a study of Canadian

bureaucrats, is that to charge any price at all to view a relevant re-

search article closes the door, in effect, to the policymaker’s consultation

of it (Willinsky 2003b). It is not a matter of setting a fairer price for

reading a study online. The door to this knowledge is either freely open,

as far as policymakers are concerned, or it is closed. And judging by

9. The Web site of the U.K. Centre for Evidence-Based Policy is available
at hhttp://www.evidencenetwork.org/home.aspi, and Web Resources for Social
Workers can be accessed at hhttp://www.nyu.edu/socialwork/wwwrsw/i.
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those I worked with, they are very interested, it turns out, in having it

open.10

Government officials still made it clear in this study that while exercis-

ing fiscal restraint, they were consulting more research than they had

previously, and it was largely by tapping into open access resources.

This ability to consult online research also broadened their policy per-

spectives, opening their eyes to a larger world of knowledge than they

might otherwise garner from the circle of academic cronies they had

tended in the past to turn to for ideas about policy issues. Still, however

much these policymakers’ research horizons had been expanded by the

Web, they still faced a limited range of research resources because of the

access issue. While those working with economic issues, for example,

were able to draw on the very strong open access e-print archive Re-

search Papers in Economics (RePEc) for working papers and published

articles, and those concerned with ecological issues had open access jour-

nals such as Conservation Ecology, the options in agriculture, foreign

policy, social welfare, and law were not nearly as strong.

As a final comment on the political impact of scholarly publishing, let

me return to the U.S. Education Act, otherwise known as the No Child

Left Behind Act of 2001, which I mentioned in the book’s introduction.

This law promotes ‘‘informed parental choice,’’ as well as ‘‘innovative

programs’’ that are ‘‘based on scientifically based research,’’ as the act

puts it.11 One couldn’t ask for a better entrée for research into public dis-

course than the legal and economic force of this act, which makes over

one hundred references to ‘‘scientifically based research.’’ Its focus on ed-

ucation research reflects a spillover, I suspect, from the public interest

in medical research, leading to the government’s narrow conception of

what counts as research in school settings, namely, large-scale, randomly

assigned control group studies, a definition that draws directly, if not

10. Michael M. D. Sutton provided invaluable assistance in the data gathering
for this research study (Willinsky 2003b).

11. ‘‘To provide funding to enable State educational agencies and local edu-
cational agencies to implement promising educational reform programs and
school improvement programs based on scientifically based research.’’ Section
5101(a)(2), No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.
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always appropriately, on the evidence-based medicine movement’s ‘‘gold

standard’’ for research (Willinsky 2001).12

The effect of the approach to education research promoted by the U.S.

government’s definition could well be to push the work of many no less

committed and no less rigorous researchers to the very margins of legiti-

mate or fundable research in education. Only a very small proportion of

studies in education follow a clinical trials model, for reasons having to

do, in part, with the human qualities and values at stake in schooling,

which test scores do not always do well in capturing. This means that

the vast majority of studies, many of them government-sponsored, and

all of them published in peer-reviewed journals, are placed outside the

government’s new mandate for ‘‘scientifically based research.’’ The cur-

rent administration’s partial and selective approach to the sciences on en-

vironmental and health issues has already led to damning reports by the

Union of Concerned Scientists.13 Its approach has been summed up by a

12. On evidence-based approaches to social issues, see the Web site of the Camp-
bell Collaboration hhttp://www.campbellcollaboration.org/i, which is an inter-
national evidence-based initiative ‘‘that aims to help people make well-informed
decisions about the effects of interventions in the social, behavioral and educa-
tional arenas.’’ Educational anthropologist Frederick Erickson presents an effec-
tive challenge to the act’s approach to research by raising questions that are
exemplary of certain types that are important in education but that are unlikely
to be answered by randomized field trials: ‘‘What’s happening and what do those
happenings mean? What is it like to be a child in the bottom reading group in a
particular first grade class? How does Miss Smith set up her kindergarten class-
room so that students learn to listen closely to what each other says? What hap-
pened as the math department at Washington High School seriously tried to shift
their teaching away from math as algorithms to math as reasoning? Why do the
Black kids sit together in the lunchroom and should we as educators care about
that?’’ (2003).

13. In 2004, the Union of Concerned Scientists issued a report, signed by sixty
leading scientists, that accused the administration of George W. Bush of misusing
science for political purposes. The first finding of the report is that ‘‘there is a
well-established pattern of suppression and distortion of scientific findings by
high-ranking Bush administration political appointees across numerous federal
agencies. These actions have consequences for human health, public safety, and
community well-being’’ (2004, 2). The examples that the report provides of this
manipulation involve misuse of research on such subjects as air pollutants, heat-
trapping emissions, reproductive health, drug-resistant bacteria, endangered
species, forest health, and military intelligence.
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New York Times editorial as ‘‘a purposeful confusion of scientific proto-

cols in which ‘sound science’ becomes whatever the administration says

it is’’ (‘‘Junking Science’’ 2004).

In the case of education, the reliance on a singular approach to

research implied by the administration’s definition could just as easily

narrow the range of innovative school programs to those that lend them-

selves to large-scale assessments. One means of avoiding the sort of pro-

gram distortion that would result from such a narrowing is to ensure

that the full range of educational research is available to the teaching

profession and the public. This would help people work out more of the

implications of new and existing school programs in ways that could

help them better gauge what those programs bring to the community.

Making itself available to be readily consulted by parents, teachers,

elected officials, and administrators is precisely the role that relevant

research should be playing for democratic governments. On the other

hand, to have government policies appear to be driven, if not dictated,

by ‘‘evidence-based’’ and ‘‘what-works’’ solutions, without ready access

to pertinent educational research, only serves to undermine a democracy

of autonomous citizens engaged in informed deliberation. If a single

body of research determines what works and what does not work in the

schools, then who among us, researcher or teacher, will dare to intro-

duce educational innovations or call for a greater variety of educational

experiences that risk falling beyond the measure of large-scale clinical

trials?

No child left behind? It is a fine sentiment for an education act to up-

hold. Yet perhaps the motto of researchers studying the schools should

be ‘‘No body of hard-won ideas and findings left behind, when it comes

to deliberations over schooling.’’ What benefit is there in jettisoning rig-

orously reviewed scholarship? If we have the technology to provide the

public, teachers, and parents with broad access to the full range of re-

search conducted in a field like education, then what a shame it would

be to have the awakening public and policy interest in research go no

farther than a strand of inquiry based solely on large-scale measures

with achievement scores. Achievement in schools counts, by all means,

but so should research on a child’s experience with a book and a teach-

er’s efforts within a community, and the first step to making it count is to
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make it publicly available. The unrelenting focus on ‘‘what works’’ needs

to be set within a larger and ongoing public dialogue over the nature of

learning and the hopes of education.

The politics of open access to research is about the role that the

knowledge represented by such research can play in the media, public

discussions, and policymaking. Open access will add to the political

stature and value of research in this way, as researchers see their work

contributing more than it currently does to the weighing of facts, conse-

quences, and alternatives in democratic processes. Initially, once access

to such research is opened, the public is bound to experience shock and

consternation over the level of disagreement and conflict that marks

scholarly work, which goes well beyond the well-reported reversals over

medical threats posed by coffee and salt. People will have to come to

grips with how science and scholarship are rarely given to easy, straight-

forward, or definitive answers. But once they see how the pursuit of

knowledge represented by scholarly inquiry can inform and deepen pub-

lic understanding, openness about the results of such inquiry will carry

lessons for both the public and researchers, even as both politics and re-

search may well be changed by this public engagement with the work of

the university.
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10
Rights

I may be taking a step too far with this chapter by suggesting that

the excessive increase in journal prices over the last two decades is a

human-rights issue. It does seem a little odd to propose that annual sub-

scription costs may be unjustifiably interfering with something vital to

our humanity. On the other hand, I do think that the access principle

represents something larger and more basic than current pricing policies.

The right to know that is inherent in the access principle has a claim on

our humanity that stands with other basic rights, whether to life, liberty,

justice, or respect. More than that, access to knowledge is a human right

that is closely associated with the ability to defend, as well as to advocate

for, other rights.

To make the case for access as a right in this chapter, I turn to two

recent works on the scholarly dimensions of human rights. The first is

by the political scientist Richard Pierre Claude and deals with science’s

service to human rights. The second is by the philosopher Jacques Der-

rida, who defends a right to philosophy as critical to the future of the

humanities in the university. In the case of both the sciences and the

humanities, Claude and Derrida address the access-to-knowledge ques-

tion in an abstract and somewhat ethereal way, as if people come into

contact with ideas and information much as the proverbial fish swims

through water, without giving it a second thought. Yet Claude’s and

Derrida’s treatments of human rights have everything to do with what

they otherwise take for granted, namely, having ready access to the

knowledge at issue in their discussions. My interests are, then, in how

the circulation of research and scholarship should figure explicitly in

human-rights discussions of knowledge. At issue is who has a right of ac-

cess to what is known.



Richard Pierre Claude (2002) begins Science in the Service of Human

Rights with the uncomfortable side of science and human rights, by

holding up the record of science in Nazi Germany. He points out that

it was the very real prospect of science again being abused in the way

that it was during the Third Reich that set the context for science find-

ing a place in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was

adopted by the United Nations in 1948. The declaration holds that

access to science is a matter of shared benefits: ‘‘Everyone has the right

freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the

arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits’’ (Article 27,

Section 1).

The distinction made in the declaration—between sharing in the ‘‘ad-

vancement’’ of science and sharing in the ‘‘benefits’’ of that advancing

science—is an important one for this project. It makes it clear that the

human right at issue is not only about enjoying the fruits of scientific

progress, whether through new medicines or modified strains of rice. It

is also a right to science as a form of knowledge and understanding. It

is a right of access to science. This right to know does not imply that

research and scholarship should be distributed without charge to any

interested reader. Rather, it suggests only that there be no unwarranted

impediment to that access. The open access movement seeks to establish

just how unwarranted some of the current access costs to research are,

over and above the basic price of entry with online publishing, which is

access to the Internet.

This right of access to the advancement of science is, for Claude (2002,

45), about being able to draw on the knowledge gained through such

advancement to advance other human rights by making, for example,

pertinent forms of information more widely available to those who

might use it to represent their interests. He describes how Tenagantia, a

women’s group in Malaysia, had its research on the abuse of migrant

workers suppressed by the Malaysian government, in part by charging

the local founder of the organization, Irene Fernandez, with, in effect, li-

beling the state by publishing this research. What might have happened if

Fernandez’s research endeavors had been part of a larger body of pub-

licly available research that linked community and academic research

activities on a global scale? Would more open access to social science
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research, especially as it deals with the situation in Malaysia, help the

women of Tenagantia form partnerships and alliances, as well as

strengthen their advocacy role?1

Claude (2002, 144–145) repeatedly identifies the vital role that access

to information has in the ongoing struggle for human rights. He advo-

cates ‘‘scientists going to the mat’’ on behalf of disadvantaged groups,

as well as working partnerships between scientists and health profes-

sionals, engineers, and educators in the service of human rights. He cites

the heroic accomplishments of grassroots research activism found in the

Loka Institute’s Community Research Network, as well as the Dutch and

Danish ‘‘science shops,’’ in which scientists and students take on projects

in the service of activists (162–177). He also calls on nongovernmental

organizations (NGOs) to be more systematic in their research, and he

commends the American Association for the Advancement of Science

for producing the helpful guide Making the Case: Investigating Large

Scale Human Rights Violations Using Information Systems and Data

Analysis (Ball, Spirer, and Spirer 2000).

Claude does see promise in the ability of new Internet technologies to

increase access to information: ‘‘By delivering cheap access to informa-

tion, and by producing forums for debate in countries where the media

are monopolized, the Internet offers the disenfranchised an opportunity

to participate in responding to their own misery’’ (2002, 103). He relates

‘‘open Internet access’’ to the idea of a free press, pointing to the anti-

censorship Global Internet Liberty Campaign, and he quotes the Survey

of Press Freedom, conducted by Freedom House (founded by Eleanor

Roosevelt and others in the 1940s) in 2001, which found that Internet

freedom exceeded the degree of press freedom in most of the 190 coun-

tries it surveyed (104). He also gives serious consideration to the role

that statistics and other scientific data can play in human-rights advo-

cacy, while cautioning human-rights agencies about using reliable and

1. A similar mandate to Tenagantia’s is found with the Women’s Learning Con-
nection, run out of Bethesda, Maryland, which seeks, according to its Web site
hhttp://www.learningpartnership.org/i, to ‘‘provide women with the technologi-
cal tools and training that empower as well as educate’’ out of a recognition
that ‘‘information has become a valuable world commodity; those with the great-
est ability to generate and distribute information have the greatest power.’’
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standardized methods for gathering data, lest they ‘‘miss opportunities to

analyze trends over time’’ or ‘‘to analyze comparable data showing con-

vincingly how abuses represent policies and just ad hoc aberrations’’

(115).

Yet for all that Claude does to link science and human rights, he does

not consider the sharp contrast between the very public advocacy work

of NGOs and the closed cloisters of scholarship. He does not calculate

what greater access to relevant research might do for the NGOs that can-

not otherwise lay their hands on the information it presents, as well as

how increasing the public quality of the knowledge to be gleaned from

this research might affect the whole climate around certain issues. He

does not weigh how social scientists and others might alter how they go

about setting research agendas, as well as conducting and writing up

their work, if they knew that they would not have to make a choice be-

tween doing research for the use of an NGO and doing research for pub-

lication in a scholarly journal.

It is hard to imagine that researchers actively engaged in work that

bears on human-rights issues would want anything but the widest possi-

ble public presence for their findings. Their work is work that might

serve as background and context; it might be used by those who are

skilled in turning it into practical advice, policy initiatives, legal suits,

and political campaigns, if not always in ways that the researchers can

foresee or would approve of. It might be directed at preventing and

addressing immediate situations, a number of which Claude focuses his

work on, including the Union Carbide disaster in Bhopal and the lack

of informed consent in AIDS research in Africa.2

However, I want to reiterate that a right to know is not solely about

having access to knowledge that will prevent harm or reduce suffering.

Rather, the right to know, to reiterate this book’s theme, is about having

fair and equitable access to a public good. It is about the responsibility of

researchers and scholars to ensure that there are no unwarranted impedi-

ments to the widest possible circulation of the ideas and information

with which they work.

2. For a critical discussion of the U.S. government’s handling of the post-Bhopal
right-to-know legislation with regard to environmental issues and ‘‘empower-
ment as access,’’ see Galusky 2003.
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For all of the attention that I have brought in this book to increasing

access to the sciences and social sciences, the case for access to the

humanities also needs to be acknowledged, especially as it has been

made with uncharacteristic clarity by Jacques Derrida (2002), under the

rubric of the right to philosophy. Derrida speaks of this right to philoso-

phy in three important senses by playing, as is his wont, on the very

grammar of that phrase. He is concerned with a fundamental right to

philosophy, with an ability to go right to philosophy, and with who has

the right to philosophy (3).

For Derrida, this three-way right falls within the very spirit of philoso-

phy: ‘‘Philosophy is the most easily shared thing in the world. No one

can forbid access to it. The moment one has the desire or will for it, one

has the right to it. The right is inscribed in philosophy itself’’ (2002, 23).

For scholars working in the humanities, the right to philosophy is pro-

tected by the university’s independence, or in Derrida’s words, by ‘‘an

unconditional freedom to question and assert, or even the right to say

publicly all that is required by research, knowledge, and thought con-

cerning the truth’’ (2001, 233, emphasis in original).

This is where I am tempted to interject a question on whether Der-

rida’s defense of the ‘‘right to say everything’’ means much of anything

for a member of the academic community if the ‘‘right to say it publicly,

to publish it’’ is not closely related to the right of others to see what has

been said in the name of philosophy (2001, 236). If this right is to be

more than an abstract principle protecting the privilege of some scholars

to exercise an unconditional academic freedom, then something more

needs to be done about what it means to say things publicly. In the first

instance, it would seem to fall to this academic community to do all that

it can to ensure that this right to philosophy is within reach of the global

scholarly community. This community needs to assist less fortunate

colleagues in participating in the critical freedom that is so vital to the

humanities. It must look for ways of furthering the exchange and circula-

tion of the knowledge that is the happy result of this freedom.

It is one thing for the free-thinking humanities scholar to challenge

‘‘everything that concerns the question and the history of truth,’’ as

Derrida advocates, and to challenge it ‘‘in its relation to the question of

man, of what is proper to man, of human rights, of crimes against
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humanity and so forth . . . above all in the Humanities’’ (2001, 234, em-

phasis in original). Yet it makes something of a mockery of the human-

ities’ independent questioning to have the resulting knowledge placed

safely out of harm’s way, hidden behind passwords and closed research

library doors. How do those who are interested in seeing the university

resist the powers of the state or the economy imagine that such resistance

can take place as long as they are so little interested in making available

the sound and compelling basis of that resistance to anyone who lives

and works outside of the small circle of well-endowed universities? If

the independent university is to profess an ‘‘unlimited commitment to

the truth,’’ as Derrida puts it, it must at some point be concerned with

an unimpeded right of access to that truth (234). It is in just this sense

that the open access movement in e-print archives and journal publishing

has something to offer to Derrida’s ‘‘right to philosophy.’’

For Derrida, the right of access to philosophy comes down, at its most

basic material level, to a right to take courses in philosophy. He may

speak of philosophy as that which is most easily shared, but he is just as

quick to insist that the right to philosophy depends, in fact, on access to

training: ‘‘To have access effectively, in effect, to these discursive proce-

dures and thus to have the right to the philosophical such as it is spoken,

for philosophical democracy, democracy in philosophy, to be possible

(and there is no democracy in general without that, and democracy, the

democracy that remains still to come, is also a philosophical concept),

one must be trained in these procedures’’ (2002, 29, emphasis in origi-

nal). And this right to training is not simply something that Derrida

holds to in principle. Some thirty years ago, Derrida worked with other

philosophers and students to realize and protect ‘‘the right to philoso-

phy’’ through GREPH (Groupe de Recherches sur l’Enseignement Philos-

ophique), a group that defended the then-current practice of teaching

philosophy in the schools. They then went on to establish the Collège

International de Philosophie, which offered philosophy courses along

similar lines to those of Britain’s Open University (36). ‘‘Right of access

(to whatever, teaching, philosophy, and so forth) assumes the access to

right,’’ as Derrida puts it, ‘‘which assumes the capacity to read and inter-

pret, in short, instruction’’ (36).
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More than that, Derrida holds—rather surprisingly given his philo-

sophy’s reputation for opacity, if not outright obscurity—that a phi-

losophy worthy of the name must itself be readily teachable. Derrida

emphasizes the point by quoting Kant’s insistence ‘‘that every philosoph-

ical teaching be capable of being made popular (that is, of being made

sufficiently clear to the sense to be communicated to everyone), if the

teacher is not to be suspected of being muddled in his own concepts’’

(quoted in Derrida 2002, 44–45, emphasis in original).

Setting aside one’s amazement at Derrida’s stance—given that mud-

dling concepts seemed his very method at times—it is worth pausing

over Kant’s views on teaching philosophy. Kant saw the Enlightenment

as all about independent thinking and, in effect, overcoming one’s

student-like dependence on others. Enlightenment comes sometime after

class time. Kant made this clear and public when he addressed the ques-

tion ‘‘What is Enlightenment?’’ in the pages of the newspaper Berlinische

Monatsschrift in 1784. In his op-ed piece on that topic, Kant offered a

phrase from Horace that might well have stood as a motto for Enlighten-

ment carriage bumper stickers: ‘‘Sapere aude! Have the courage to use

your own understanding!’’ (1970, 54, emphasis in original).

For Kant, people need the ‘‘freedom to make public use of [their] rea-

son in all matters,’’ that is, ‘‘without outside guidance’’ (1970, 55, 58,

emphasis in original). Enlightenment, then, is about moving people out

from under the tutelage of others. Enlightenment is furthered by a good

education system, by all means, but it can only be sustained and made

vital, I would dare to conclude from Kant’s and Derrida’s positions, by

finding ways of increasing people’s access to intellectual resources that

would support the public reasoning and freedom Kant speaks of.

The current age of information, if not always enlightening, has seen

access to university instruction extended by the Internet, with the open

universities among the first to use new technologies to improve distance

education. In addition, MIT has proven a beacon of educational access

through its Open Knowledge Initiative, which is setting standards for

learning technologies worldwide. MIT’s OpenCourseWare is designed

to ‘‘provide free, searchable, coherent access to MIT’s course materials

for educators in the non-profit sector, students, and individual learners
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around the world,’’ as its Web site puts it.3 MIT, a private institution, is

making these educational resources freely available ‘‘to advance knowl-

edge and education to best serve the nation and the world.’’ MIT’s Open

Knowledge efforts are obviously complemented by open access initiatives

with e-print archives and journals, which can provide a similar public

access to the necessary reading materials and content for these courses.4

Still, a distinction needs to be made here between open access to

course syllabi and lectures and open access to scholarly journals and

archives. That is, I want to argue, contra Derrida and in the spirit of

Kant, that the right to philosophy goes beyond supporting instruction

and extending opportunities to enroll in courses. As I would cast it, this

right appeals to a broader sense of philosophy, one that persists outside

of the classroom and ensures ‘‘that the right to philosophy never end,’’ in

Derrida’s phrase (2002, 40). One does not desist from questioning or

doubting, from seeing ironies or practicing epochē (suspending judg-

ment). Open access self-archiving and publishing could be taken as

extending the right of readers to have philosophical encounters, follow-

ing on Derrida’s hope of ‘‘ensuring each citizen the chance of encounter-

ing one of those things that are called philosophy at least once in his or

her life’’ (2002, 39).

What might a citizen’s philosophical encounters look like in a world of

open access to the journal literature? Well, let me use the first two

articles in a recent issue of Critical Inquiry, a journal in which Derrida’s

work has often appeared. A citizen granted access to this journal, if he or

she happened to have seen any of David Cronenberg’s films or to be a

3. For example, Sally Haslanger at MIT has her first-year Problems of Philoso-
phy course in OpenCourseWare. It includes her 2001 lecture notes and the list
of readings from Dostoevsky to Nietzsche (although the texts are not available
online), as well as a practice exam (which asks whether it would be praiseworthy
and morally permissible for Bill Gates to give all of his money to famine relief in
order to achieve a Nobel Prize, with the further instruction ‘‘Explain and justify
your answer in light of the moral theories we’ve considered.’’) The OpenCourse-
Ware Web site can be accessed at hhttp://ocw.mit.edui.

4. In support of open access to these materials, the ever-resourceful MIT has cre-
ated the open source DSpace software, which universities can freely download,
for setting up an e-print archive into which faculty members can deposit their
publications, as discussed in chapter 6.
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fan of science fiction, might linger over Teresa de Lauretis’s (2003) anal-

ysis of Cronenberg’s 1999 film eXistenZ. In her article, ‘‘Becoming Inor-

ganic,’’ de Lauretis treats the film as ‘‘a reflection of the new technologies

of postmodernity—information, communication, and biotechnologies

and the new interactive media,’’ challenging readers to see its larger so-

cial implications (547). Or a second citizen-reader, having been intrigued

by Stephen Hawking’s book A Brief History of Time, might pause over

the next article in Critical Inquiry, ‘‘Reading Hawking’s Presence: An

Interview with a Self-Effacing Man.’’ In this piece, Hélène Mialet (2003)

deals with the specific mind-body dilemmas of a scientific ‘‘genius’’ that

arose out of her interview of Hawking. Our hypothetical readers might

read only a few pages or browse through the articles (more on improving

the common reader’s engagement with research in the next chapter). Yet

it would be a philosophical encounter, in Derrida’s sense, that would add

to their understanding of what the humanities do—and humanities

scholars must not be afraid of that—just as it would add to people’s

sense of having a right to know, a right to philosophy. And what they

might encounter with these two particular articles bears, as it turns out,

on the human-rights issues of cloning and biotechnologies, which were

raised by Richard Pierre Claude (2002) in Science in the Service of Hu-

man Rights, which I discussed in the first part of this chapter.

If these instances from Critical Inquiry strike you as the most unlikely

of online encounters, remember that public interest in access to medical

research and astronomy has demonstrated that we do not yet know the

extent of the public’s capacity to pursue pressing or even passing inter-

ests, when the opportunity presents itself. The specter of learning at issue

here, then, is about what is self-taught and the persuasive power of auto-

didactism. Autodidacticism has always been the after-hours tutor, the

lifelong learner’s best instructor. And as many teachers know, more

than a few of the best moments in teaching come from just being there

in the classroom, at that moment when the student is figuring things out

for himself or herself—which is only to say that open access is the open

university of autodidactism.

Yet in claiming that the public right to philosophy forms part of

the case for open access, I am not asking scholars to begin catering to a

vastly expanded readership for their work. Of course, some quick-witted
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writers are already profitably hitting up philosophy’s public readership,

judging by the rash of guides, from Plato for Beginners (Cavalier 1990)

to Kant in 90 Minutes (Strathern 1996), to be found in most bookstores

today. The apparent success of these guides takes nothing away from the

argument for opening access to the journal literature, in which the ideas

of philosophical figures such as Plato and Kant are fully alive and can

be critically engaged in, say, ninety minutes. Quickie guidebooks aside,

the value of the journal literature will remain in its scholarly depth of

analysis, which need not be compromised by opening up access to this

literature, for all that it might yet provide to that wider public and pro-

fessional audience (e.g., policymakers, teachers, lawyers). The right of

access at issue here is the right to see how ideas are being worked out

among scholars, given that this right of access is realizable on a much

greater scale—although by no means on a universal basis—through

new journal-publishing technologies.5

Now, it may happen that opening the scholarly literature to the larger

public audience will gradually alter its tone, as writers do tend to find

their work unconsciously affected by having new sorts of attention paid

to it. That said, open access is certainly not about abandoning the dis-

tinctive qualities of the scholarly project. Rather, it reasserts the basic

value of knowledge’s circulating as widely as possible. As I noted earlier,

the quality and extent of that circulation is vital to scholarship’s very le-

gitimacy as knowledge. On the other hand, a continuing decline in that

circulation, brought on by the increasing expense of keeping up with the

journal literature, does not bode well for the future of the university and

what it would make of knowledge, especially as the academic commu-

nity continues to expand on a worldwide basis. If supply always exceeds

demand for much of the work that scholars do, it is well to remember

how the academic knowledge economy depends on surplus. What can

5. Derrida similarly holds to the continuing independence of philosophy, even
after the state has enabled a right to philosophy to be realized: ‘‘Once the state
is obligated to ensure the technical, material, professional, institutional, and so
on, conditions of a right to philosophy, no contract would bind philosophy itself
and institute this philosophy as a reciprocal and responsible partner of the state’’
(2002, 41). He also recognizes that increasing the right to philosophy does make
it ‘‘more accessible to ideological misappropriations or to its dissolution in non-
philosophical disciplines’’ (112).
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seem like an excessive number of studies—which produce nonsignificant

results, or serve as pilots for larger studies, or prove blind alleys or false

leads—have their way of contributing to the knowledge in a field. There

is no way of predicting what will at some point spark another researcher,

what will add a missing piece to another’s work. Research is as much

about exhausting possibilities as it is about ascertaining relationships.

It may well be that the very independence of scholarship, which adds

greatly to its value in the struggle for human rights, has rested for too

long on its relative inaccessibility. But academic freedom needs to be

based on more than the fact that so few have access to what is being

done in freedom’s name. Derrida’s notion, then, of the ‘‘weakness and

vulnerability of the university’’ is in this case about the university’s fail-

ure to take any form of responsibility for supporting the larger academic

community that has developed on a global basis (2001, 236). How are

we to ensure the university’s contribution to a fairer world, if access to

the research it produces about the world is itself a source of inequality,

if for no other reason than faculty indifference over access rights, as

they vainly pursue the glory of appearing in the top titles in the field?6

The critique that Derrida expects of the humanities—‘‘in which noth-

ing is beyond question’’ (2001, 235)—must begin, much like charity, in

the intellectual homes of the humanities. Scholars working in this area

need to see how readily they have allowed their scholarship to become

subject to corporate interests in a knowledge economy of publisher

mergers and acquisitions, as well as journal licensing surveillance and

enforcement.7 Universities may now be at risk, as Derrida warns, of

6. Among those advancing the public right to know in the humanities is Roy
Rosenzweig, a historian who speaks directly to that profession’s responsibilities
for online access: ‘‘We need to put our energies into maintaining and enlarging
the astonishingly rich public historical Web that has emerged in the past five
years’’ (2001).

7. At the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, it was explained to me in 2003
that the institute’s contract with Elsevier Science forbade those who ‘‘walked in’’
to the institute’s library (as opposed to being members of the institution)—never
mind that they might have traveled for two days to do their research at that
library—to print out or otherwise ‘‘save’’ journal articles available in the li-
brary. Also, see Gibbs 2003 on restrictions for ‘‘walk-ins’’ in American research
libraries.
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‘‘becoming a branch office of conglomerates and corporations’’ (237).

Yet the knowledge that the universities produce already stands, in too

many cases, as corporate assets for Blackwell, Springer, and Elsevier, as

well as for university-affiliated publishers. If the rightly celebrated inde-

pendence of the university has a higher purpose, it surely includes creat-

ing knowledge that will stand as a beacon for the right to know, as well

as for knowledge that is useful in the struggle for human rights. The

open access movement has done no more than demonstrate how the

right to know can be more fully realized by more people, if scholars and

researchers seize hold of current opportunities.
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11
Reading

In the early years of the twenty-first century, it seems safe to say, most

readers of research who come upon an article of interest on the Internet

move their cursor to the print icon and click. I say ‘‘most’’ because a

small number of readers have begun to resist the temptation to click-

and-print. They are finding real advantages in reading online. Without

getting up from their computers, this new breed of online readers can

often check how fairly an author has treated a cited work (if it is also on-

line) by clicking on that work in the reference list. This would seem to

increase their critical engagement with the article (that is, if they aren’t

led to read the work cited instead, leaving the original article behind

unfinished). This ability to check sources would also seem to place addi-

tional pressure on authors to take that much more care in referencing a

work.1 Reading online may yet prove to be a significant extension of the

scholarly apparatus, comparable in some ways to the introduction of the

scholarly footnote many centuries before, which also encouraged readers

to consider the source of the work they were reading.2

1. This ability to check citations may yet prove a check on excessive citing,
which appears to follow on the ease of electronic citation handling. The ISI Web
of Science reveals a 30 percent increase in the average number of times articles in
the top twenty medical journals were cited between 1998 and 2003. Some credit
for this may go to bibliographic programs, such as EndNote’s Cite as You Write
feature, which, at a click, punctuate one’s research papers with relevant citations
gathered from the library over the Internet.

2. On the footnote, see Grafton 1994: ‘‘The footnote in its modern form seems
to have been devised in the seventeenth century. . . . The historical footnote
emerges not as a simple trademark guaranteeing quality nor as a uniform piece
of scholarly technology, but rather as the product of long collective struggles
and individual efforts to devise a visibly critical form of historical writing’’ (53).



The benefits of reading research articles online do not end with the

handy reference link. In a number of disciplines, the advantages of online

reading include having articles illustrated by far more color figures, pro-

viding richer detail and definition than the typical smattering of black-

and-white illustrations favored by cost-conscious print journals. Online

readers are also finding that in some fields they can consult the complete

set of data or the research instruments on which the research article

was based, as print’s space limitations no longer hold. This supports the

reanalysis of data, as well as the design of new studies that work with

existing data and instruments. Online readers can compare studies re-

lated to the one they are currently exploring, consult other works by the

author, contact the author, and post comments at the end of the article,

all with a mouse click. They are also able to search through the last

few years of the journal in which a particular article appears to track

changes in the use of a single concept or research method. In the life

sciences, they are able to refer to specific sections of medical textbooks

that deal with the clinical, biochemical, or disease-specific contexts of

the topic they are reading about. And if the article they are reading

strikes them as a major breakthrough or as reflecting a serious lapse in

the author’s judgment, they have the option of asking to be notified by

e-mail when the article is cited, enabling them to see what others have

made of it.3

Now some aspects of this upgraded reading experience—such as the

increase in color illustrations—simply come with the technology that

makes online reading possible at all. Others, including the e-mail link to

the author and the links to the works cited, expedite what has always

been intended with the journal literature, namely, that sources can be

consulted and authors contacted. Then there is the rather futuristic

3. See the Web sites of HighWire Press hhttp://highwire.stanford.edui and
PubMed hhttp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/i and McKiernan 2001. Teno-
pir has found that, as of 2003, the majority of readers of research still relied
on printouts, but among those reading online, hyperlinking was ‘‘rated as the
most useful value added feature (63% like linking to scientific databases; 61%
like linking to an author’s e-mail address; 52% like linking to an author’s Web
sites; and 45% like linking to video-animated graphics)’’ (2003, 15).
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when-it-is-cited notification, which integrates the function of a citation

index and a thoughtful colleague.4

Now, these new features for readers do not, of themselves, constitute

an open access issue. They are found in online versions of articles in jour-

nals that offer open access and those that do not. What is at issue with

open access, however, is whether and how the new publishing environ-

ment engendered by these extended features can support a much wider

range of readers. First of all, open access is opening the literature to a

world full of students and instructors who may have had precious little

experience with the research literature prior to this online access. And

then, open access also provides a way into this online scholarship for

the ‘‘common reader,’’ to use Samuel Johnson’s eighteenth-century

phrase.

With this chapter, I shift my case for open access. If open access is a

public good, as I have argued, the question here is, How can journals

do more to help people enjoy that good? This entails improving the

design of the reading environment that online journals create for the

articles they publish. Any such improvements have to be made, however,

without adding significantly to the journal’s costs or the editor’s work-

load—given the exigencies of open access publishing and archiving—

and without getting in the way of the primary readership of the journal,

the researchers themselves. Such are the challenges to be met with this

chapter.

In seeking to improve the reading environment for scholarly literature,

I have turned to the research on learning how to read, which has already

had a profound impact on the design of textbooks used in schools

and colleges. These books typically do a far better job of assisting

students in their learning than they did when I went to school. For exam-

ple, the typical textbook now uses an advance organizer at the begin-

ning of each chapter that presents the chapter’s key ideas in relation to

each other, as well as new concepts or vocabulary. The book also has

strategically placed questions, hint boxes, and concept maps at other

4. Two of the technologies critical to reference linking are OpenURL (Van de
Sompel and Beit-Arie 2001) and CrossRef (Brand 2001).
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points, to name just a few of the developments in modern textbook

presentation.5

However, our knowledge of how online texts can be structured to

improve learning is not nearly as well advanced: ‘‘We are already years

behind,’’ according to Patricia A. Alexander and Tamara L. Jetton, two

leaders in literacy research, ‘‘in our understanding of learning under such

non-traditional and nonlinear conditions’’ as readers in cyberspace en-

counter (2000, 303). While little enough is known about reading online

texts, it is safe to assume that the way a text is structured and supported

will have an impact on what readers learn from it.

Scholarly publishing is not starting from scratch, fortunately, when

it comes to helpful structures. An article’s abstract makes a great ‘‘ad-

vance organizer.’’ It prepares readers for what is to follow and enables

them to assess, from the outset, how the article’s claims are being sup-

ported. Equally so, the standard subtitles and sections used by research

articles in the sciences—‘‘Methodology,’’ ‘‘Results,’’ ‘‘Discussion’’—are

intended to further guide readers, enabling them to concentrate on the

logic of argument and standards of practice in each aspect of the

research.

Alexander, who is at the University of Maryland, has done extensive

work on ‘‘reading in the subject areas’’ that provides an excellent start-

ing point for thinking about how to improve the reading environment

for the research article. She has determined how high school students

‘‘acclimatize’’ to the challenges of reading in areas such as history and

biology. She has found that personal interest and background knowledge

are key to the quality of student learning. Consider the research on per-

sonal interest to start with: ‘‘Interest, particularly one’s personal invest-

ment in the topic or domain, stimulates the depth of processing in the

5. David Ausubel (1968) is the source of the ‘‘advance organizer’’ concept.
Sorrells and Britton, who have analyzed efforts ‘‘to improve the learnability of
textbooks,’’ conclude that ‘‘the overwhelming majority of those methods, when
empirically tested, have been found effective’’ (1998, 95). While some methods
require large efforts for small gains, simply identifying ‘‘the point of a text’’ for
the reader can make a significant difference. On how improvements in textbook
design are especially effective for novice readers, see Alexander and Jetton 2000
(302).
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content and, thus, enhances subject-matter learning’’ (Alexander, Kuliko-

wich, and Jetton 1994, 217).6 Now, in the world of open access reading,

personal interest forms a bond, at a basic level, between inexperienced

readers and expert readers of research: The concerned parents of an ill

child, for example, and medical researchers working in the area of that

child’s illness are both well-motivated readers. Yet they differ radically

in their background knowledge, and ‘‘one’s knowledge base,’’ Alexander

points out, ‘‘is a scaffold that supports the construction of all future

learning’’ (1996, 89).

The parents in my example can bring little in the way of a context for

positioning the research article within what they already know. Context,

with its Latin roots in connection and weaving together, provides an-

other guiding principle here. In this case, context is about how every re-

search article—no less than every text—finds its meaning grow within

the weave of related texts. How scholars contextualize the texts they are

reading has been the subject of Sam Wineburg’s (2001, 2003) research

comparing historians’ and students’ responses to historical documents.

As Wineburg, a Stanford University education professor, describes it,

when historians first look at a document, ‘‘they glance momentarily at

the first few words at the top of the page, but then their eyes dart to the

bottom, zooming in on the document’s provenance: Its author, the date,

and location of its creation, the time and distance separating it from the

event it reports, and, if possible, how the document came into their

hands’’ (2003, B20). Then they read into the document itself, identifying

what it is exactly, whether a diary entry, proclamation, or perhaps a

pamphlet.

This is not what happens with students, at least not with the students

in Wineburg’s research. When confronted by the same historical docu-

ments that the historians had been asked to examine, the students tended

to start at the top and read to the bottom, while giving no indication, to

Wineburg at least, of having called to mind a historical context that

6. Alexander strikes a similar note on the importance of reading research to the
one I make for open access, namely, that people without benefit of access to texts
for want of reading skills ‘‘remain the slaves to others’ interpretation of what has
been written, and they will never experience the exhilaration that can come from
the pursuit of knowledge or the quest for expertise’’ (1998, 280).
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would assist their interpretation. They paid little or no attention to the

document’s provenance. The difference, for Wineburg, is that students

simply want information from the document that they can then convey

on an exam, whereas the historians’ reading habits reflect the ‘‘contours

of a shared disciplinary culture’’ (2003, B20). I fear that Wineburg is be-

ing a little hard on the students; they have nowhere to turn to find that

enriching historical context that historians bring to work every day like a

worn briefcase, and that in itself, I would suggest, should form one of the

design principles for open access journals.

Although Wineburg’s research is concerned specifically with how his-

torians read, I think of it as describing scholars more generally working

within their own literature.7 When experienced readers of research in

any field come across an article in one of the journals in their field, they

are bound to be conscious of the journal’s status in the field, as well as its

conservative or cutting-edge tendencies. These readers are often already

aware of the authors’ reputation and certainly the status of their institu-

tions. They may read a sentence or two of the abstract before flipping to

the article’s references to see on whose work it draws (if they are not first

checking for their own names). All of these pre- and mid-reading strat-

egies are critical to making sense of the article, for locating and evaluat-

ing its contribution. These steps help such experienced readers decide

exactly what parts, and how much, of the article to read and whether to

save it for further use. This is close to what the historians who read for

Wineburg did, even as they told him that they did not think these habits

remarkable or worth teaching in their classes.

For Wineburg, the educational issue is, How do we then teach the

unconscious reading habits of historians to students of history? On the

other hand, the issue for open access journals and archives is somewhat

different. It is about placing at an inexperienced reader’s fingertips the

7. In holding that his research is specifically about how historians read, Wine-
burg (2003) uses the example of a literature professor who, on reading a histori-
cal diary entry out loud at one of his workshops, observed much about the
language but failed to check on its historical context until coming upon the dia-
rist’s name and position at the end of the text. The historians at the workshop
were appalled, but then, I imagine, so would many literature professors have
been.
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resources and background information on which an experienced reader

readily draws. Now, the research article has always offered certain

advantages over other kinds of texts, when it comes to providing readers

with a context for interpreting what is before them. That is, the research

article carries a good part of its context on its back, as it were, like a

snail. The citations, footnotes, and references make visible what and

who has informed the work being read. The author sets out the sources

and provides a path back through the formation of the ideas at issue.

This scholarly tradition of naming one’s sources has received a great

boost, as I mentioned at the outset of this chapter, from the electronic

journal’s ability to link an article’s references to at least any that are

from online sources. The ability to view the source of a particular ref-

erence, however, often depends on whether the reader belongs to a re-

search library that subscribes to the cited source, unless the source

happens to be available in an open access journal or archive.

However, the ability to check a reference directly may still leave the

common reader at something of a loss. A way needs to be found to com-

pensate for that missing ‘‘knowledge base,’’ to return to Alexander’s re-

search, that ‘‘is a scaffold that supports the construction of all future

learning’’ (1996, 89). The journal needs to afford these readers a context

for interpreting the article that goes beyond the author’s list of refer-

ences, especially as the reader may have very limited access to the texts

cited. How do we marshal open access resources that can constitute

such a context and place them within ready reach of the reader? The

journal needs to offer readers a way of examining related studies, of

checking on how others have used key concepts, and of determining the

definitions of specialized vocabulary. The reader needs to see that, to

borrow from the scholarly poet John Donne, no study is an island of

itself, with each a part of the main.

Reading certain types of articles, such as, for example, a study of wel-

fare reforms or global warming, might also be enhanced by linking the

article to relevant policy measures or legislation, of the sort now increas-

ingly made available on government Web sites. The reading might also

be furthered by consulting recent media coverage of the issue explored

in the article, which would update and bring home current responses

to it. It might be helpful to readers to consult online discussions of the
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quality and use of the data in the article. Links to some of these types

of resources are, of course, provided by the author within the course of

writing the article, but the journal itself might provide a ready set of

links for searching those research, government, and media databases

that often make themselves freely available, so that readers can assess

the contemporaneous context for an article that might be a number of

years old. Providing links to this wider context not only might serve

inexperienced readers of the research article but could also help an ex-

pert in the area confirm his or her hunches about it.

There is a long textual tradition of providing readers with an immedi-

ate context of supporting commentary for enriching their reading. To

draw on my own background, Jewish scholars began writing down the

oral rabbinic commentary on the Torah, known as midrash, at least as

early as the second century bce, when Rabbi Judah HaNasi edited the

oral legal commentaries. The rabbis were providing links from this sa-

cred text to various interpretations that introduced mythic elements, re-

lated biblical verses (‘‘As it is said . . .’’), and related materials.8 Midrash

(from the Hebrew root for to seek out or to inquire) surrounds, in effect,

a core text in a continuing spiral of context and connection.9 When mid-

rash came to be printed in book form, the text of the Talmud was placed

at the center of the page, where it is surrounded by blocks of Hebrew

text that are made up of further commentaries, literal interpretations,

logical reasoning, disagreements, and cross-references, whether by rab-

8. See Hartman and Budick on midrash influence on reading in the West: ‘‘For
some time now, it has been understood that many profoundly ingrained habits
of Western reading (‘typology’ in its many varieties and quite possibly the expec-
tations of ‘closure’ itself) are historical derivatives of midrash—some by way of
emulation, sometimes as aggressive inversions’’ (1986, x).

9. To view a page of the Talmud online, complete with such commentary, see
‘‘A Page from the Babylonian Talmud,’’ prepared by Eliezer Segal hhttp://www
.ucalgary.ca/~elsegal/TalmudPage.htmli. Jonathan Rosen has written on the Tal-
mud and the Internet: ‘‘When I look at a page of the Talmud and see all those
texts tucked intimately and intrusively onto the same page, like immigrant chil-
dren sharing a single bed, I do think of the interrupting, jumbled culture of the
Internet’’ (2000, 10). While it is tempting to reach for the metaphor of hypertext
with midrash, hypertext suggests frenetically active texts, heading heaven-knows-
where, which diminishes the thoughtfulness and care with which the connections
are made in midrash and on most Web sites.
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binic luminaries of ancient times or more modern figures. One important

effect of the way midrash is staged, as an approach to text and reading, is

that although any one commentary is at once authoritative in its declara-

tions on the page, it sits within a rich context of vying commentaries, in-

viting only further interpretation and judgment. Readings are layered on

readings, suggesting provisional senses of meaning within possibilities of

further contextualization.10 In the very way that midrash is laid out on

the page, it makes clear how knowledge—in the form of understandings,

interpretations, and connections—moves among minds and how various

forms of knowledge work on each other. It is a cogent reminder of how

knowledge is shaped by the very layout or design of the page, and this

strikes me as worth keeping in mind in thinking about the design of pub-

lishing environments for online journals.

To jump ahead, then, from page to screen, one need only imagine how

readers might be assisted by having two or three texts available in over-

lapping browser windows, each one called up by the reader from the

margins of the journal article that is being read. The windows would

provide additional context—in the form of a related study or an online

forum—for interpreting the article at hand. Of course, readers are al-

ways in danger of being overwhelmed by an excess of supplementary

texts that virtually bury the original article being consulted. It falls to

the reader to decide what constitutes a helpful context for his or her

reading of the article. Is it to consult related studies, commentaries, fo-

rums? Is it to be able to look up the meaning of certain words, get some

background information on the authors or their other works? Or is to

10. Frank Kermode’s literary reflections on midrash bring it directly back to con-
text: ‘‘Our minds are not very well adapted to the perception of texts in them-
selves; we necessarily provide them with contexts, some of them imposed by
authority and tradition, some by the need to make sense of them in a different
world’’ (1986, 192). Other examples of texts with commentaries include early
printed Bibles with the Latin Vulgate text bolstered by parallel columns on either
side of the original Hebrew and Greek. The Geneva Bible of 1560, which was the
first complete translation into English from the original Hebrew and Greek,
begins each book with an ‘‘argument’’ summary, and a continuous stream of
marginal notes on both sides of the page and along the bottom comment on the
logic and meaning of passages and words, if somewhat cryptically (‘‘That is,
whatever has been at any time, is, or shall be’’).
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see how the work at hand has been indexed? Would it be more helpful to

see the same ideas at work outside of the research context, perhaps

through press coverage of a related event?

Such was the thinking behind our efforts at the Public Knowledge

Project to create a supportive reading environment for articles appearing

in journals that use our Open Journal Systems. We set out to build on

the excellent models for readers’ links established by HighWire Press,

PubMed, and others, by extending the typical set of links provided for

journal articles, with the aim of creating a richer context for reading

them. HighWire journals, for example, provide support for expert

readers, whether with links to related articles in the same journal or to

articles by the same authors. We set out to build Reading Tools, as we

call them, that would assist the wider range of readers who will follow

on the heels of open access.11 These Reading Tools sit just beyond the

margins of the article, looking much like a traditional paper bookmark.

The set of Reading Tools that appear in each journal is based on relevant

resources for the field or discipline in which the journal publishes. Each

set typically provides readers with ten to fifteen links to other open

access sites and databases, depending on what is available in the jour-

nal’s field, in addition to media, government, and other public sites. The

journal’s editors can reconfigure the Reading Tools to direct readers to

further relevant sources.

Although testing the Reading Tools with a wide range of readers is

just getting under way at this point, I outline here how the tools work

(Willinsky 2004). Imagine that one is reading an article online in a schol-

arly journal and glances over to the left-hand margin of the browser and

notices a neatly stacked column of links entitled Reading Tools. At the

top of the tools is an answer to a question that troubles many readers of

information online, as it identifies whether the article being read is peer-

reviewed or not, with a link to an explanation of what the peer review

11. For a working version of the current Reading Tools, integrated into our con-
ference and journal publishing systems, see the Web site of the Public Knowledge
Project hhttp://pkp.ubc.cai. (Note that the design of the Reading Tools on the
Web site may differ from the Reading Tools described here, as testing on them
is now underway.)
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process is about.12 Also close to the top of the Reading Tools is a link

that reads View item’s metadata, which leads to the study’s indexing

information, including its discipline, keywords, coverage, method, and

sponsor. Although it may take some time for readers to get a feel for

what the tools offer, the metadata too may help less experienced readers

of research identify the key concepts in the pieces they are reading, as

this has proven to be something inexperienced readers have trouble

doing (Alexander, Kulikowich, and Jetton 1994). The metadata also pro-

vides experienced readers with a quick overview, right down to the fund-

ing source for the research. Vocabulary is another obvious challenge for

less experienced readers, and one tool can take any word in the article,

once the reader double-clicks on it, and sends it to an online dictionary

of the reader’s choice for a definition.

The Reading Tools also allow readers to establish a context for the ar-

ticle they are reading by providing access to relevant materials that they

may not have considered, or know the existence of, or otherwise be able

to locate. These Reading Tools are also organized to the side of the arti-

cle, grouped under the heading of ‘‘Find related items among . . . ,’’ and

include Research Studies, Authors’ Other Works, Dissertations and

Theses, Government Web Sites, Press and Media Reports, and Instruc-

tional Sites. Readers who are curious, for example, about whether the

findings of a study they are reading are supported by similar sorts of

studies would click on Research Studies. A Reading Tool window comes

up, entitled Research Studies, that contains two keywords from the arti-

cle, which have been provided by the authors, and a list of relevant open

access databases for, in this case, related research studies. Readers can

learn more about any of the databases by clicking on a link, or they can

use the search button beside one of the databases to send the authors’

two keywords in a Boolean search of the selected database. The results

of this search come up in another window, in a list of related research

12. On the uncertain status of research on the Web, see Okamura, Bernstein,
and Fidler 2002, who found, in a study of infertility Web sites, that half of the
197 relevant sites did not provide information for determining whether the article
met even one of the four ‘‘core accountability standards’’—authorship, attribu-
tion, disclosure, and currency—that they posit for judging the status of the infor-
mation provided.
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studies that were found in the database. Readers are then able to review

any of the related studies (or in some cases only the abstracts of those

studies, since they are largely drawn from open access databases, not all

of which link to full texts). In this way, readers are learning more about

the studies they are reading but are also acquiring good research-reading

habits.

The other Reading Tools work in a similar way, with each drawing on

a different group of databases. For example, Authors’ Other Works uses

the authors’ names instead of their keywords to search for other studies

that the authors may have conducted; Discussions and Forums enables

readers to search online discussions for the topics identified by the

authors’ keywords; and Government Web Sites uses the author’s key-

words to search, in the case of the United States, the FirstGov.gov Web

site for related policy and government documents. The journal’s editors

are able to add other Web sites for readers to choose from, such as the

Web sites for other governments. In addition, readers are able to change

the search terms that are sent to the databases, so that they can, if they

choose, shift the focus of the search to what interests them most about

the article they are reading.13 Still, even with the additions of the jour-

nal’s editors, the Reading Tools will remain limited in the databases

that they can present to the reader, especially for an international reader-

ship. In light of those limits, it is hoped that readers will catch on to the

example provided by the Reading Tools, then go outside the journal and

its tools to use the article’s keywords to search, say, their own govern-

ment’s Web sites or a local newspaper’s site to see how the study they

are reading relates to matters closer to home.

To offer a brief and hypothetical example of how the Reading Tools

might be used by those from outside the research community: Imagine a

few parents and teachers chatting one evening at a school get-together

and realizing that they share a common concern over how The Merchant

of Venice is the only literary work taught in grades 9 and 10 in their

children’s school that mentions Jews. In such a discussion, the appropri-

ateness of teaching about the Holocaust as an addition to the students’

13. On the value of demonstrating to readers the effect of using multiple search
terms (i.e., a Boolean search), see Vine 2001.
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literature program might well come up. If one or two of them were to

look online for more information on the topic, they might come across

the article ‘‘Understanding in the Absence of Meaning: Coming of Age

Narratives of the Holocaust,’’ by my colleague Theresa Rogers (2001),

as she has obtained permission from the journal that published it to

post it online in an open access site.

Our imaginary readers of this study might find its contribution to

teaching the Holocaust helpful, although they might initially be left

wondering about its recommendations for providing ‘‘new forms of

witnessing’’ and ‘‘narrative strategies’’ to counter the mythology of vic-

timization. How would this best be introduced into the curriculum?

Indeed, what about the meaning and use of this word Holocaust itself,

which might come up in asking teachers to teach about this topic? The

Reading Tools, which sit in the margins of Rogers’s study, would enable

them, for example, to explore the meaning of Holocaust, leading them to

see how the word has been defined in various reference works, as both

exclusively reserved for the extermination of the Jews during the Second

World War and as possessing a wider usage in the English language.

They could learn by searching under Research Studies that, in a study

concerned with the teaching of German, the very difficulties of teaching

the Holocaust have been made part of the curriculum taught to students

(Schulz 1998).

In trying to evaluate how realistic it is to expect schools to include the

Holocaust in the curriculum, these readers would find, using the Reading

Tools, an editorial in the open access peer-reviewed journal Reading On-

line that points out that Anita Lobel’s No Pretty Pictures, a Holocaust

memoir, is listed by the California Department of Education as ‘‘recom-

mended literature’’ for the teaching of history (Grisham 2002). They

might also discover, through the Press and Media Reports link, that

seven states have passed laws that provide for Holocaust education in

public schools, and ten states have developed Holocaust curriculum units

(Brabham 1997). The links that they could find under Instructional

Sites would lead them to a number of teaching units that are freely

available through, for example, MarcoPolo (a nonprofit consortium

of educational organizations offering access to classroom content), so

that they could offer teachers actual examples of how to teach this topic.
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Finally, under Discussions and Forums, they might come across an on-

line discussion on H-Net, a huge and multifaceted humanities forum

operated out of Michigan State University, with David Klevan (1997),

from the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, talking about why some

people object to the teaching of The Diary of Anne Frank, as it keeps

students from considering the more common experience of European

Jews during the Holocaust.

After each hyperlinked excursion into these publicly available re-

sources that lie just outside the margins of Rogers’s study, I imagine

readers as returning to what she has written, finding greater cogency in

her arguments for providing students with a historical framework for

learning about the Holocaust. The Reading Tools provide readers with

a context, then, for interpreting, evaluating and utilizing Rogers’s study.

They are able to enter databases and resources and select studies and

documents that they would not have otherwise known about. They can

find highly related materials because the tools use the author’s own key-

words to guide their search. They are learning, in the process, the stan-

dard critical reading practices of looking at related studies, exploring

the meaning of key terms, and considering implications for practice.

Readers who use the tools have acquired a context around which to

begin expanding the English curriculum’s representation of difference,

which will go well beyond teaching The Merchant of Venice. They may,

as a result, also see a need to do more than portray the victimization of

the other in teaching the young about prejudice and racism. They may

also feel prepared to sit down with other educators and community

members to begin to discuss how literature’s representation of difference,

whether in Shakespeare’s plays or Anne Frank’s diary, can become a

focal point of great educational value for English classes, as well as for

their own reading. Or so I would like to imagine at this point, as we

begin to test the Reading Tools’ ability to contribute to the reading of

parents and teachers, as well as researchers and scholars.

I am all too aware that this example of mine may exaggerate the co-

herence of the online reading experience. Our imaginary readers are just

as likely to wander off, turning contexts into stepping stones, leading

them far from Rogers’s article. The Reading Tools do not follow the

Ikea easy-assembly furniture model. However cleverly engineered, the
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tools let readers make their own way and assemble their own version of

the reading experience. And if the reading that they do as a result of us-

ing the tools is far more fragmented than it was when they merely came

across a single article in a print magazine, and more than a little unstable

in its interpretation of the topic as a result of their online encounter with

a variety of sources, what then? Well, I would argue that the lack of ap-

parent coherence in not having stayed with a single text is made up for in

a greater awareness of how scholarship works in just such partial and

tenuous ways. It’s true that some, both inside and outside of the research

community, believe that science serves the public best by delivering as-

sured and singular answers to the public’s questions, preferably trans-

lated into the layperson’s language. On the other hand, I see no reason

why the public should not have access to the whole of what research

has to offer. This does not prevent them from turning to summaries and

syntheses and expert opinions, but it does acknowledge their right to see

for themselves the original materials on which those summaries, synthe-

ses, and opinions are based.

As readers grow comfortable with the new information environment

constituted by the Web, they are likely to grow increasingly comfortable

moving from text to text, abstract to abstract, lighting and gleaning

where they will. Readers will go only as far as interest and meaning

holds for them; but they will also find that the sense of things builds up

over various encounters, leading them to go farther and farther. One

subtle shift may be that the readers’ commitment in the type of reading

environment described here will be less to a given text or even to giving

a particular author his or her due. Reading may instead be more about

finding one’s own way and sense in pursuit of knowledge: about the

pleasure of exercising one’s right to know.

By a strange turn, this opening of the research literature to a wider

public may bring us back to the very idea of a common reader, at

least as set out by Virginia Woolf, in her own borrowing of the term

from Samuel Johnson. Woolf sets the common reader apart ‘‘from

the critic and the scholar,’’ and the common act of reading that she

describes seems no less suited to an age of information than it was for

Johnson’s age, as Woolf makes clear. The common reader, according to

Woolf,
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reads for his own pleasure rather than to impart knowledge or correct the opin-
ions of others. Above all, he is guided by an instinct to create for himself, out of
whatever odds and ends he can come by, some kind of whole—a portrait of a
man, a sketch of an age, a theory of the art of writing. He never ceases, as he
reads, to run up some rickety and ramshackle fabric which shall give him the
temporary satisfaction of looking sufficiently like the real object to allow of affec-
tion, laughter, and argument. Hasty, inaccurate, and superficial, snatching now
this poem, now that scrap of old furniture, without caring where he finds it or
of what nature it may be so long as it serves his purpose and rounds his structure.
(1925, 1–2)

In her own modest way, Woolf saw herself as a common reader. This

common pattern of reading—‘‘hasty, inaccurate, and superficial’’ (su-

perficial like a Woolf, perhaps)—with its instinct to create, its sense of

purposes served, needs to be explored within the new information envi-

ronment created by online reading and access to aids like the Reading

Tools. The point is not to compare the common reader’s experience to

that of the scholar’s in terms of depth or reach. It is to ask whether the

knowledge generated by scholarly endeavor has become a greater part of

human experience as a result of the move to a new, promising medium

and whether scholars have done all that they can, as authors of the

work presenting this knowledge, to ensure that it is as open, and as

well-designed in that openness, as possible.

As for scholarly readers, the proximity and precision of context pro-

posed in this chapter strikes me, at least, as hardly detrimental to their

reading. Although the scholarly community has only begun to read

research online, members of that community have already expressed an

interest, according to at least one study, in seeing more in the way of

‘‘deep archives’’ to support their reading (Tenopir, 2003, 15). They

want e-journals that offer them more ‘‘tools and services that support

seamless navigation across different landscapes,’’ and they want it made

very clear what links are available when they are reading (15). I would

only add that the importance of creating open access to these different

landscapes and links will certainly be a boon for those faculty and stu-

dents who do not otherwise have access to journals or indexes.

The Reading Tools of Open Journal Systems (and other, similar

online-reading aids) are one way of providing faculty and students with

improved access to the wider literature, as these tools provide links to
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open access resources, including open access archives (for work other-

wise published in subscription fee journals). This may well inspire in

these readers the interest, excitement, and confidence that comes from

working on a topic in a good library (although not too good a library

just yet, in the case of this online ‘‘cybrary’’ known as the Web, for

most of the literature remains restricted to subscribing institutions,

and faculty members are just beginning to place their work in e-print

archives). As a result, these tools and the general approach they facilitate

do not provide anything like the whole picture. What they offer is a way

of organizing the current and growing access in ways that support

greater critical engagement, as well as more basic comprehension and

utilization of the research literature; they do so in a way that can richly

supplement an article’s reference list and improve the quality of access

for a much greater number of readers. The development of such devices

for enriching the reading environment in which journals publish consti-

tutes another means of honoring the access principle.
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12
Indexing

The question of journal indexing and open access begins, for me, with a

tale of two libraries. The first of these is the library at the University of

British Columbia in Vancouver, where I work. In 2003, it subscribed to

125 index and abstract services to guide its 30,000 students and 2,500

faculty to the world of serial literature. The members of this academic

community can search these indexes online from office, home, or any-

where in the world, really. The library, which was ranked twenty-fourth

in size in North America by the Association of Research Libraries in

2003, spends roughly $750,000 annually for online indexing services

against the $5 million it spends on subscriptions to 40,000 print and

electronic serials.1 In addition to traditional indexes, like the ISI Web of

Science and Chemical Abstracts, the library offers full-text access to

thousands of journals through the search engines of a journal aggrega-

tor, such as EBSCO, or a publisher, such as Elsevier, with its 1,700-title

ScienceDirect. Finally, the library offers links to a small number of open

access indexes, most notably PubMed in the life sciences and ERIC (the

Education Resources Information Clearinghouse), both sponsored by the

U.S. government. Despite this considerable array of indexes and portals,

earnest scholars and students still have to wend their way through over-

laps, gaps, and partiality in the coverage of the research literature that

the indexes provide, even as the university librarians struggle against the

corrosive effects of cost increases for both indexes and journals that con-

tinue to exceed the growth of the library’s budget.

1. The Association of Research Libraries has reported that its average member
library spent $600,000 on ‘‘electronic indexes and reference tools’’ in 2000–
2001 (Young, Kyrillidou, and Blixrud 2003, 10).



Halfway around the world from Vancouver stands the University of

Bangalore, which is the largest university in India, with more than

300,000 students enrolled across 430 colleges. Its main library sub-

scribed at one time to thirty-seven abstracting and indexing services,

including Physics Abstracts, Journal of Economic Abstracts, and Biolog-

ical Abstracts. It had acquired bound volumes of Chemical Abstracts, for

example, back to 1916. However, its most recent volume of Chemical

Abstracts is dated 1981. It can no longer afford to subscribe to any com-

mercially available indexes in the sciences, economics, or most other dis-

ciplines. It continues to receive only four current indexes in print: one

each in library science, psychology, sociology, and statistics.2 The loss

of indexes only further reduces the scholarly value of the university’s

serials collection, which has shrunk over the last decade from over 500

titles to 225. The situation at the University of Bangalore is not an un-

usual one for Indian universities, N. V. Sathyanarayana, chair of Infor-

matics Inc., a company that provides online access to journals in India,

explained to me during my visit to Bangalore in 2003. By Sathyanar-

ayana’s estimation, perhaps 90 percent of Indian universities run their

libraries without serial indexes. This makes it more than a little difficult

for their faculty and students to take advantage of interlibrary loan ser-

vices, as well as to explore the small set of serial titles that these univer-

sities subscribe to. They are, however, able to visit the National Centre

for Science Information at the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore,

which offers an online search service that receives perhaps four or five

visitors a day from across India, with just as many inquiries coming in

by mail. For 150 rupees, about the equivalent of a modest restaurant

meal in India, a member of the Centre will work personally with visiting

researchers (as well as respond to their mail inquiries).3

2. A study of 129 university libraries in India, published in 1992, found that
fifty-eight libraries subscribed to Chemical Abstracts, fifty-six subscribed to Bio-
logical Abstracts, and forty subscribed to Physics Abstracts (Patel and Kumar
2001, 59).

3. The visiting scholar is typically provided with a list of five to fifty biblio-
graphic records, drawn from the major abstracting and indexing databases,
many of which are available at the library of the Indian Institute of Science where
the Centre is located. The Centre also has a document delivery service that covers
the institute’s print journals and a portion of its electronic journals, for as I noted
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Yet the situation has begun to change for students and faculty at the

University of Bangalore, as well as at other Indian institutions, thanks

to a small but growing number of computer terminals appearing in the

university libraries. The change reflects an expanded notion of what it

means to provide a guide to the research literature, a guide that now

takes a form that goes well beyond traditional notions of a serials index.

Students and faculty at Bangalore can turn to open access indexes such

as PubMed (life sciences), ERIC (education), CiteSeer.IST (computer

science), and the NASA Astrophysics Data System; they can search the

databases at arXiv.org E-Print Archive (physics) and HighWire Press

(biomedical), in which they will find hundreds of thousands of papers

in the sciences freely available. They can browse the abstracts of pay-

per-view and subscription sites such as ScienceDirect, that of the IEEE

(engineering), and Ingenta (general).4 There is also a new generation of

search engines cum indexes that are devoted to serving up open access

scholarly resources, such as the University of Michigan’s OAIster, whose

name puns on the OAI (Open Archives Initiative) indexing informa-

tion (or metadata) that it harvests from hundreds of registered e-print

archives, and the Directory of Open Access Journals (Lund University

Libraries 2004) at the University of Lund, which offers a growing listing

of over a thousand journal titles and links, with full-text searching for

some.

While there’s no question that considerable differences persist for

those who carry on research at the University of British Columbia com-

pared to the University of Bangalore, the stark contrast is at least some-

what reduced today when it comes to finding a guide to the literature in

a number of specific areas, such as physics, engineering, education, as-

tronomy and others. Although there are still many substantial gaps in

access to indexes, whether in chemistry, sociology, and a dozen other

earlier, Elsevier does not permit articles to be printed out by nonmembers of the
institute or ‘‘walk-ins’’ to the library. The Centre also refers researchers to similar
services at the British Library and the Australian National Library.

4. For example, HighWire Press currently offers over 830,000 open access
articles from among the nearly 800 journals it hosts. Of PubMed’s roughly 15
million citation entries, roughly 500,000 link to open access articles. PubMed
attracts 60,000 unique visitors each day.
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areas, certainly things are better at Bangalore than they would have been

had they continued on the track on which they had been headed with

print indexes and journals over the last few decades. The importance of

these developments lies in the opening of indexing resources—from gov-

ernment, university, and commercial sources—and these resources are

just as important to ensuring equality of access to scholarly knowledge

as is access to the journals themselves. The increased online access to

indexes, databases, and search engines reflects the convergence of pub-

lishing and indexing functions of search engines, databases, and portals.

It is a convergence that holds out prospects for more immediate and

comprehensive coverage of the literature, in what could well be a far

less labor-intensive (and thus far less expensive) indexing process than

the print era offered. That much is encouraging. Yet what adds incentive,

if not urgency, to a rethinking of indexing in this new online medium are

the continuing gaps and overlaps in the coverage of current indexes that

interfere with the most basic step in getting a scholarly project underway,

namely, a review of all the pertinent literature on a topic. These gaps

and overlaps also complicate the always-difficult budgeting decisions of

librarians in purchasing indexing services.

With this chapter, then, I do not want simply to present the case for

open access indexing, although as I noted earlier, such indexing is just

as important to the principle of access as open access e-print archives

and journals. Given the current situation, I believe far more is to be

gained by considering how journal publishers—both commercial and

nonprofit—can work toward creating a far more comprehensive, inte-

grated, and automated indexing of the scholarly literature, an indexing

that would be as available to the University of Bangalore as to the Uni-

versity of British Columbia, as well as to public libraries in Bangalore

and Vancouver.

Historically, the value of compiling a guide or index to written works

appears to have occurred to readers and writers not long after the first

few inscribed tablets had been completed. The first record of texts’ being

indexed goes back to at least 2000 bce. The archaeological records of

Mesopotamia include the Nippur tablets, which present lists of Sumerian

works of literature by title (Casson 2001, 4). Some seven centuries later,

around 1300 bce, individual documents in Mesopotamia were inscribed
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with what we now refer to, in the digital context, as metadata or index-

ing information, describing the works. The metadata of the ancient

world included, for example, the title of the work (which was typically

a description of its use within the community or its first line) and possi-

bly its proper place within a sequence of tablets. Such an index might

also identify the scribe, by position and genealogy, the state of repair of

the tablet, and on occasion the penalty faced by anyone who defaced or

stole the tablets, in a self-enforcing copyright notice: ‘‘May Ashur and

Ninlil, angered and grim, cast him down, erase his name, his seed, in

the land’’ (12).

To leap ahead to the seventeenth century, which is where the story of

the academic journal begins, Henry Oldenburg did not waste any time in

ensuring that the first English-language scientific periodical, Philosophi-

cal Transactions, was properly indexed. The initial index of Transactions

appeared at the end of the first volume in 1666. In this index, the year’s

worth of twenty-two issues, as editor Oldenburg explained, ‘‘was abbre-

viated into an Alphabetical Table, and also afterwards Digested into a

more Natural Method’’ (‘‘Philosophical Transactions’’ 1666, 399). The

alphabetical table offered a detailed subject index for the journal, by

issue and page, with many entries offering a protoabstract: ‘‘Air. The

weight of it in all changes, by wind, weather, or whatever other influence

observable by a standing Mercurial Balance, call’d a Baroscope, hinted

in reference to M. Hooks Micrography, n. 2. p. 31’’ (399). The brief in-

dex entries were often no less intriguing: ‘‘Rainbows strangely posited,

13. 219’’ (403). Authors whose books were mentioned in the Transac-

tions were indexed under ‘‘Books abbreviated or recited,’’ creating some-

thing on the order of a citation index. And as for the ‘‘more Natural

Method’’ advertised in the index’s title, it consisted of a three-part divi-

sion of articles, with the first section including all of those that fell under

‘‘A Natural History of all Countries and Places, is the foundation for

solid Philosophy’’ (405).

Some 425 years later, to mercifully attenuate this indexing history, the

Internet realized the scholar’s dream of having every single word in every

single work across an entire virtual library indexed by full-text search

engines. Now, Google may not look like an index. Yet the ability of

Google and the other major search engines to scan for any given word
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or phrase among the billions of pages of the Web and produce a list of

every use in a matter of seconds can only count as an instance of extreme

indexing. Full-text searching is clearly a boon to information seekers. In

the hands of a skilled user, Google can turn up the needle of a missing

reference (on what page does David Rusin’s Astrophysical Journal article

start?) or pin down the exact wording, context, and location of a famous

phrase (‘‘For ‘tis the sport to have the engineer/Hoist with his own

petard ’’; Hamlet, III.iv.221–222).

Under the old adage ‘‘Be careful what you wish for,’’ Google is in-

creasingly demonstrating the limits of full-text searching within an end-

less sea of texts, as it produces tens of thousands of hits for almost any

term searched. At the same time, Google and other search engines have

induced a ‘‘full-text fixation’’ among undergraduate students, according

to Stephen J. Bell, library director at Philadephia University, resulting in

their use of virtually any full text in which the term of interest appears

(quoted in Carlson 2003; see also OCLC 2002). ‘‘The mind-set is that

all the information is out there,’’ Bell complains of the students he

observes in the library, ‘‘and that they just need to plug in a few words

to find it.’’ The recent introduction of Google Scholar does offer the ad-

vantage to a student writing, say, a history essay on imperialism of being

able to identify Edward Said’s Culture and Imperialism as the most-cited

work within the Google Scholar corpus, at least among that use ‘‘imperi-

alism’’ in their title. That is to say, Google still lacks the basic features of

a good subject index.

Fortunately for the future of scholarship, not only does the Internet

lend itself to indiscriminate full-text search, but it can also facilitate new

levels of precision, detail, and comprehensiveness in indexing the schol-

arly literature. Through emerging standards for affixing metadata to dig-

ital documents, journal articles can be indexed, not only by author and

title, but by its discipline, topic, research method, research subjects, peer

review status, publisher, and research sponsor. This level of indexing

enables readers to cut through the information overload that otherwise

abounds. With the detailed indexing afforded by adherence to these

metadata standards, one can quickly narrow one’s focus to work that is

related, perhaps not in regard to topic, but in the method used, or the

sample studied, or the historical period examined.
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However, before stepping any further into the promising future of

scholarly indexing, let us consider the current state of overlap in the

indexing of serials. In chapter 4, I pointed out how readers could make

their way to David Rusin’s (2002) ‘‘The Expected Properties of Dark

Lenses’’ in the Astrophysical Journal through a number of different

open access and subscription fee routes. Because of the current merging

of indexing and publishing functions, Rusin’s article is also indexed by

both open access and licensed indexing services. Among open access

sources, arXiv.org E-Print Archive provides indexing by title, author,

date, abstract, and journal in its database of well over 200,000 articles

(including Rusin’s), largely in high-energy physics. Rusin’s article is also

listed in the open access NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS), which

uses an indexing system similar to that of arXiv.org, although in the case

of Rusin’s paper, it directs readers to the University of Chicago site for

the journal, which is restricted to subscribers to the Astrophysical Jour-

nal, as well as to the arXiv.org version, which ADS identifies as a ‘‘pre-

print,’’ presumably to avoid undermining its link to the subscription

copy.5

On the commercial side of indexing, the ISI Web of Science sets the

standard for citation indexes. It provides both an indexed guide to a

researcher’s publications and a measure of each work’s status, by

calculating how many times it has been cited. The ISI entry for Rusin’s

paper includes its abstract and a list of works that Rusin cites in his

paper, with most of these works linked to their own entries in the ISI

5. ADS provides a striking example of the power of open access indexing. It
‘‘maintains four bibliographic databases containing more than 4.0 million
records: Astronomy and Astrophysics, Instrumentation, Physics and Geophys-
ics,’’ according to its Web site in 2004 hhttp://adswww.harvard.edu/i. Michael
J. Kurtz and his colleagues describe it as ‘‘the most sophisticated discipline cen-
tered bibliographic system ever developed’’ (2005). Kurtz and company present
evidence associating the use of ADS with an increase in ‘‘the total readership
and use of technical astronomical literature by a factor of three.’’ They describe
how ADS connects the literature and the cited research databases, ‘‘with many of
the data-sets being brought together for the first time.’’ The result is that ‘‘simple
queries, such as ‘show me the most cited papers containing the phrase ‘‘redshift
survey’’ ’ [that] were not possible before the ADS merged the text and citation
databases’’ are now possible through ADS.
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Web of Science. As for the paper’s contribution to science, as of Octo-

ber 2004, the ISI listed seven articles that had cited it, which places it

above the average for the Astrophysical Journal, in which it appears,

a journal that is ranked second in its field, according to its impact fac-

tor, by the ISI Web of Science.6 The citation indexing and ranking of

journals—bibliometrics, in a word—has become career critical to faculty

members in many fields, and this makes the Web of Science an invalu-

able scholarly tool.

Information on Rusin’s paper is available across a range of indexes,

just as the paper is available as a full-text from more than one site, and

this variety speaks to very different types of indexing services that are

emerging, from free archives to contracted databases, which in the case

of the ISI Web of Science can cost a university the equivalent of two or

three faculty salaries annually. The road from costly to open access in

indexing is paved by integrating the indexing into the publishing process

(leaving aside government-run indexes like PubMed), rather than having

a third party undertake the indexing once the literature is published,

along the lines of the ISI Web of Science.

Because of its central role across the disciplines and considerable ex-

pense, it is worth considering the scope of the ISI Web of Science for a

moment. It currently indexes roughly 8,500 journals from around the

world in the sciences, social sciences, and the humanities. Although the

index’s coverage is clearly extensive, James Testa, a senior manager

with ISI, has made it clear that ‘‘ISI’s editorial staff reviews nearly 2,000

new journal titles annually, but only 10–12 percent of the journals eval-

uated are selected’’ for inclusion in the index (1998). The ISI accepted its

first electronic journal for indexing in 1994 and is continuing, accord-

ing to Testa, to ‘‘monitor the growing body of journals published in elec-

tronic form,’’ suggesting the cautiousness of ISI’s approach. Apart from

containing its costs, in making the transition from what was largely a

6. In 2003, Astrophysical Journal was ranked second among those in its field
with an impact factor of 6.604, which, as noted in chapter 2, the ISI Web of
Science bases on the average number of times articles in the journal have been
cited over the previous two years. It has an immediacy factor of 1.593, which is
a measure of how frequently a journal’s articles are cited during the first twelve
months after they have been published.
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hand-indexed operation, ISI has limited the number of journals it indexes

because of the evidence that researchers tend to rely on a small circle of

journals in their work. Testa points out that ‘‘as few as 150 journals ac-

count for half of what is cited and one quarter of what is published,’’

and ‘‘a core of approximately 2,000 journals now account for about

85 percent of published articles and 95 percent of cited articles.’’ The

concentration of citation within a narrow set of journals may reflect

researchers’ judgments about where articles of scientific merit are pub-

lished. Yet to index 8,500 journals among perhaps 50,000 titles prevents

this rationale from being fully and fairly tested. The inability of so many

journals to be part of the citation index only adds to their struggle to

garner submissions and citations, a problem that affects the circulation

of knowledge across the developing world in particular.7 Compounding

the problem is the pressure scholars feel to publish in journals indexed in

the ISI Web of Science. In South Africa, for example, the government

compensates authors and their departments for each ‘‘ISI journal’’ article

published, and this only adds to the struggle of South African scholars to

develop a local journal culture.

Yet efforts are underway to create a more inclusive open access cita-

tion index with two experimental systems, Citebase and CiteSeer.IST,

which automate processes that tap into the online availability of published

materials.8 With the prospect of even citation indexing’s becoming an

7. For example, physicist Ana Marı́a Cetto, of the National Autonomous Uni-
versity of Mexico, has demonstrated the underrepresentation of African scholarly
journals in the ISI Web (2000, 148). In response to this situation, Cetto has
worked on the construction of LATINDEX hhttp://www.latindex.unam.mx/i,
which is an open access electronic information system on and for scientific jour-
nals that covers some 7,000 journals from Latin America and the Caribbean,
Spain, and Portugal. Also see the Web site for SciELO (Scientific Electronic Li-
brary Online) hhttp://www.scielo.orgi, an open access cooperative for electronic
publishing of scientific journals on the Internet among South American, Latin
American and Caribbean countries, which as such provides a portal and search
service.

8. Citebase hhttp://citebase.eprints.org/i, a project of the Open Citation Project
at the University of Southampton, provides for each article a list of the papers it
cites and those that have cited it, as well as a graph of the paper’s ‘‘hits’’ and cites
over time. Citebase allows readers to search for the most-cited work in a given
area, as well as for works that are co-cited with a given article. On Citebase, see
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open access resource, the possibilities of building an integrated and open

system of indexing across commercial and nonprofit, subscription and

open access publishers seems that much more feasible. The ISI Web of

Science has also been exploring the indexing of open access materials,

which would add to the status of these works while increasing the value

of the ISI index. What seems important here is to end the all-or-nothing

economics of access to indexing, which is what I saw at work in Banga-

lore as many Indian universities were forced to give up the hope of

having current indexes in the 1980s while at the same time minimizing

disparities between two tiers of access: the well-endowed research library

version and the open access economy class.

After all, the move to online indexes has opened new possibilities that

could benefit all those who are in search of research and scholarship.

When indexes were issued, like journals, in print volumes not so very

long ago, the scholarly dream of being able to conduct a search across

multiple indexes—as a way to compensate for the unevenness and over-

lap of coverage among the indexes—would have been unlikely even to

occur to anyone besides a philosopher-librarian such as Leibniz (see Wil-

linsky 1999, 87–98). Now, with all the indexes and related engines

appearing online and virtually only a window away from each other, it

seems a small step to bring them together. The One Great Scholarly

Search Engine has become something of the Holy Grail of indexing,

Hitchcock et al. 2002. CiteSeer.IST is another important open access citation in-
dex, developed by Steve Lawrence, C. Lee Giles, and Kurt Bollacker (1999) at the
NEC Research Institute. CiteSeer.IST and Thomson ISI have recently announced
plans to collaborate on a multidisciplinary citation index for Web-based materi-
als that brings the indexing of open access materials within the scope of the ISI
Web of Science (‘‘ISI Web’’ 2004). Stevan Harnad presents an excellent summary
of where impact measures are headed with open access: ‘‘Citation counts for
article, author, and journal; download counts for article, author and journal;
co-citation counts (who is jointly cited with whom?); eventually co-download
counts (what is being downloaded with what?); analogs of Google’s ‘page-rank’
algorithm (recursively weighting citations by the weight of the citing work); ‘hub/
authority’ analysis (much-cited vs. much-citing works); co-text ‘semantic’ anal-
ysis (what—and whose—text patterns resemble the cited work?); early-days
download/citation correlations . . . (downloads today predict citations in two
years . . . ; time-series analyses; and much more’’ (2004c). Also see Hitchcock et
al. 2002.
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according to a Library of Congress survey of librarians and reference

personnel (Larson and Arret 2001). As one librarian summed up the

problem that many of them were perceiving: ‘‘Having one place to

search that would include relevant resources would make research less

fragmented’’ (2001).

Just how fragmented the indexes currently are can be seen by turning

to appendix E, in which I have presented, with the assistance of Larry

Wolfson and Alnoor Gova, a comparison of the coverage of common

serial indexes in the sciences and social sciences. One finds that the two

major indexes in a field like the study of education each cover roughly 60

percent of the journal holdings in my university library, with perhaps

20 percent of the available education titles (albeit loosely defined) not

included in either of the leading indexes. While it is not surprising to

find that no one index provides complete coverage of a single discipline,

the greater concern is with journals that are overlooked by multiple

indexes. And determining which journals are missing from the indexes

is not easily done. Of course, no scholar or student should live by the

results of a single index—even an index dedicated to the field of study

under investigation—as that is to risk working with an incomplete pic-

ture of the research literature.

The comparisons presented in appendix E also point to how, in certain

fields, the coverage of open access indexes has come to rival that of com-

mercial services. It all points to the advantages of working toward a uni-

versal and integrated system. From a librarian’s perspective, if there is a

near-perfect overlap between two indexes, it makes it easy for libraries to

decide to subscribe to one or the other, perhaps on the basis of interface

or search capacities. A partial overlap, however, makes such decisions

difficult, and libraries often end up subscribing to a number of overlap-

ping indexes, ostensibly covering the same fields. This means paying to

have some journals indexed a number of times, only to find their con-

tents also covered by an open access site. It also means that scholars

must learn which indexes to consult for a given topic, playing the odds

on having reviewed all of the relevant literature. It is like having to first

guess, when looking for a book in the library stacks, in which of several

often overlapping databases it might be listed, rather than turning to

a single library catalogue. Scholars have obviously learned to live
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with the current state of serial indexes by checking multiple indexes, as

well as the bibliographies of relevant articles, just as they have learned

to work around the ‘‘crisis in scholarly publishing’’ by utilizing interli-

brary loans, online pay-per-view services, e-print archives, and other

means.

But there is another way, one that moves along that somewhat utopian

path toward integrated, comprehensive indexing.9 It involves using the

emergent indexing or metadata standard set by the Open Archives Initia-

tive and calls for building the indexing process directly into journal man-

agement systems, which are used to handle submissions, reviews, and

publication. With such a system, authors enter detailed metadata on

their articles when they upload them to the journal (including not only

keywords, but the study’s coverage, method, and sponsor), with further

metadata (such as the study’s bibliographic information and peer review

status) generated by the journal management system. When the article is

published, this metadata can be harvested by a search engine that com-

plies with the Open Archives Initiative protocol, creating an instant and

detailed index for all of the content from sources registered with the

search engine. This journal-based indexing can be done whether or not

the journal is open access (appendix F).

The Open Archives Initiative issues a standard for preparing metadata

for an article so that it can be harvested and searched, and this OAI stan-

dard is also used by e-print archives, research databases, thesis reposi-

tories, and other scholarly journals. There are a number of OAI search

engines, perhaps most notably OAIster, mentioned earlier in the chapter.

The Public Knowledge Project software uses the author, with support

from the management system, to index the contents of journals and con-

ferences. The project has also created software, PKP Harvester, that goes

out and collects this indexing information from the journals and confer-

ences that register with the Harvester, creating an open access index

within a community of users, whether in an institution or across a disci-

9. This idea owes a debt not only, as noted, to Leibniz, but to Robert Cameron,
a Simon Fraser University computer science professor, who proposed a ‘‘univer-
sal, Internet-based, bibliographic and citation database [that] would link every
scholarly work ever written—no matter how published—to every work that it
cites and every work that cites it’’ (1997).
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pline. The journals and conferences that register with the Harvester are

also typically harvested by a compatible system, such as OAIster, which

is creating a global index of research resources.

Although most publishers have not been using OAI with their journals

up to this point, it would be easy enough for them to do so, with index

entries leading readers back to the journals’ Web sites, which could be

entered only by subscription (or a credit card payment).10 Commercial

publishers could treat the development costs of becoming OAI compliant

as marketing expenses (as OAI creates a virtual catalogue of their work).

The implementation of an indexing system on this scale could be coordi-

nated by the leading libraries and publishers on a cooperative basis, as I

describe in chapter 6. This would also mean that the libraries would

cover the open access journals’ share of the cost for indexing back issues,

for example, as the libraries are the chief financial beneficiaries of open

access publishing and indexing.

Such a system would greatly increase the likelihood that material pub-

lished in less-well-known journals would turn up in the limited results of

the detailed searches that this OAI approach affords readers. It would

level the research playing field somewhat and yet would not prevent

readers from being selective in their searches about the quality of the

journals in which material appears. For the same automated systems

would eventually include citation rankings for article and journal, which

could be used to assess impact without necessarily excluding the other-

wise unrecognized gem. The big difference between indexing via this

approach and that offered by the commercial indexing services is that

the former is open to all journals, allowing the potential contribution of

an article to overcome the fate of the journal in which it is published,

which might not be indexed in a highly selective commercial index like

the ISI Web of Science.

The key to making automated and open access indexing systems work

is drawing authors further into the publishing and positioning of their

10. The best example of this sort of cooperation among libraries and different
types of publishers is found with CrossRef hhttp://www.crossref.orgi, which pro-
vides a standard and system for linking the references in an article to their origi-
nal source texts. Membership in CrossRef includes the entire range of publishers,
from large corporate ones to small nonprofits.
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work. The new academic saw might read, ‘‘As authors index, so they

will be known (found, read, and cited).’’ Now, of course, asking authors

to do their own indexing has its risks, especially as I am also promoting

the idea that detailed and precise indexing offers the best weapon against

information overload. To assist with indexing, some disciplines (such as

mathematics and physics) have established subject classification systems

or a subject-specific thesaurus (which ERIC, for example, provides in ed-

ucation). Some disciplines or journals may opt for what is called a ‘‘con-

trolled vocabulary’’ to classify articles, providing authors with a list of

terms with which to index their articles. The upside of author indexing

is that it will require authors to think more about how their work is posi-

tioned and identified in relation to what others are doing or calling what

they are doing.

Still, in a letter challenging my earlier work on indexing (Willinsky

and Wolfson 2001), on which this chapter draws, Dan Duncan, execu-

tive director of the National Federation of Science Abstracting and

Indexing Services (the ‘‘premiere trade organization representing the

interests of information aggregators,’’ according to its Web site), rightly

cautioned me that ‘‘scholar-authors within a narrow field may not prop-

erly recognize the value of their work to those outside their own im-

mediate niche. Even more to the point, scholars are not always properly

equipped to recognize how others outside their immediate environment

may be approaching a search or wording a query—an increasingly im-

portant consideration in interdisciplinary research.’’

Undoubtedly, professional indexers would do a better job than authors

of creating accurate, useful metadata. Yet if ensuring the degree of greater

indexing accuracy Duncan is advocating is going to mean the difference

between letting people everywhere use the index and keeping most schol-

ars and students at bay, because their library lacks a sufficient indexing

budget to afford the superior indexes that would result from the use of

professional indexers, then I am inclined to favor authors’ learning

more about how others are ‘‘approaching a search or wording a query.’’

And if they are working in interdisciplinary research, that is all the more

reason for their being conscious of this, as it can only help their work.

After all, authors have been providing abstracts and keywords for their
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journal articles for some time now, and this, too, was once the work of

professionals. This is not the classic move of automation leading to a

deskilling, but a continuing shift of skills to authors as they take control

over the process. Still, Duncan does invite the testing of ‘‘new economic

models’’ in information’s marketplace, and I ask for no more than for

the exploring of new models to continue, with an eye to furthering the

access principle at the heart of this book.

At this point, viable alternatives to traditional commercial models

have been established for both running journals and providing indexing

services have been established in ways that greatly increase access. In

particular, a new generation of open indexing services has developed

in the United States, including those indexes supported by government

agencies (PubMed, ERIC, arXiv.org, ADS, and others), information

technology industries (CiteSeer.IST), corporate publishers (Elsevier’s

ScienceDirect), and university libraries (HighWire Press). These new sys-

tems hold out the hope that research libraries the world over—too many

of which have otherwise seen cuts in their indexing services—can now

begin to reclaim that vital and necessary bibliographic access to the

scholarly literature. Yet there is clearly more to be done.

The current state of serial indexing presents a particularly good reason

for research libraries and professional associations, as well as individual

researchers and journal editors, to work together on developing compat-

ible distributed systems that greatly improve the comprehensiveness of

indexing and promote universal access to research by placing at least

this initial, discovery phase of scholarship squarely within the public sec-

tor of the knowledge economy. Comprehensive indexing may be an area

in which commercial and open access interests can coexist peacefully,

complement one another, and even thrive and serve one another, as the

future of scholarly publishing sorts itself out within this new digital me-

dium. This indexing initiative may be just the sort of project to be over-

seen by the publishing and archiving cooperative that I introduced in

chapter 6. We certainly need to press ahead with ways of improving

the quality of scholarly indexing, as the realm of digital publishing prom-

ises considerable benefits over print publishing, even as the amount of

information in need of indexing grows exponentially. To rethink these
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indexing overlaps and gaps is to rethink the access principle. It speaks to

the right to know what is known. It addresses, by first making it possible

to identify and locate the knowledge that research generates, how re-

search can serve as a greater public good on a global scale. Rather than

simply being a result of publishing reforms, improvements in the quality

and comprehensiveness of indexing could well become the driving force

behind those reforms.
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13
History

When the historian Elizabeth Eisenstein (1979) published her landmark

study on the introduction of print in Europe, The Printing Press as an

Agent of Social Change, she entitled the opening chapter ‘‘The Un-

acknowledged Revolution.’’ Although some five centuries had passed

since Johannes Gutenberg began to pull inked sheets of vellum and

paper off his makeshift press in Mainz, Eisenstein believed that this

invention had yet to receive its due as a cultural force. Insufficient

credit had been given, she held, to all that the production of uniform,

standard, and multiple-copy editions of books had contributed to the

spread of science and learning generally.1 And to her credit, at least in

part, the historical study of the book, and print culture more generally,

has taken off since Eisenstein’s book was published, with the result that

there is now little doubt about the revolutionary impact of the printing

press.

Today, it is easy to imagine that we are in the hands of a similar agent

of social change. Only this time, there is no shortage of people ready to

cry ‘‘revolution’’ as they surf their way into the post-Gutenberg era of a

1. In terms of precursors, Eisenstein is leery of giving the ‘‘mischievous’’ Mar-
shall McLuhan his due for the Gutenberg Galaxy (1962), which certainly did ac-
knowledge the revolution, although she does credit this prophetic ‘‘anti-book’’
for inspiring her work (1979, x, 40). It is also worth noting that Eisenstein’s
book reads like a last hurrah for print as the unchallenged medium of ideas and
information; she saw it as a ‘‘runaway technology which was leading to a sense
of cultural crisis,’’ with ‘‘data impinging on us from so many directions and with
such speed that our capacity to provide order and coherence was being strained
to the breaking point (or had it already snapped?)’’ (1979, x).



digital age.2 Whether this readily acknowledged revolution will have an

impact comparable to that of the printing press, only future generations

can judge. Yet if it is prudent to avoid pronouncing on the revolutions of

one’s own times, it still makes sense to look at print’s revolutionary con-

tribution to scientific communication in thinking about the future of

scholarly publishing. I have saved the historical case for the penultimate

chapter of the book, as opposed to placing an introductory history at the

beginning of the book, because I did not want to suggest that open access

is simply another chapter in the unfolding story of scientific communica-

tion. Rather, I want to draw attention to a few distinct parallels between

the introduction of the scientific journal in the culture of print and the

critical decisions now faced in moving the journal online.

Open access obviously represents a break with the past in a number of

ways. Yet it also speaks to the spirit of that past, to the long-term aspects

of the access principle, which is the point of this chapter. The story of

Oldenburg, Newton, and the beginnings of the Philosophical Transac-

tions offers insights into the choices that people have made about a new

way of publishing scientific work in light of their consequences. We are

not yet able to gain the same sense of consequence with, say, the decision

to open access to the contents of the New England Journal of Medicine

six months after the publication of an issue, which is to say that what is

necessarily speculative about the future of open access publishing is well

met by instances from the past, our view of which is not entirely free of

speculation either. This chapter makes its case for open access to re-

search and scholarship in the form, then, of back-to-the-future. It re-

affirms how open access is ultimately about people deciding that there

may be a way to extend the circulation of knowledge, even as the history

of the Transactions reveals how the risks and apprehensions that intro-

2. Consider the revolution that is, and will be, as reflected in the ‘‘message from
the founders’’ on the launch of the open access journal PloS Biology: ‘‘Commu-
nication among scientists has undergone a revolution in the last decade with the
movement of scientific publication to a digital medium and the emergence of
the Internet as the primary means of distributing information. . . . Our aim is to
catalyze a revolution in scientific publishing by providing a compelling demon-
stration of the value and feasibility of open access publication’’ (Brown, Eisen,
and Varmus 2003, 1).
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ducing a new form of scholarly communication can invoke in the aca-

demic community are still with us.

Amid the wealth of insights that Eisenstein presents on what print did

for scholarship, one of particular relevance to the theme of this book

concerns the gradual loss of contact between scholar and printer. During

the early years of the print revolution, the learned could often be found

hanging around printing shops, seeing their own work through publica-

tion, picking up the latest works of others, and generally keeping a hand

in the book industry. Such was the inky life of the early modern knowl-

edge worker. It was only with the increasing industrialization of printing

and publishing that this relationship between scholar and printer was

lost, leading Eisenstein to ask whether ‘‘this growing distance from print-

ing plants has affected the attitudes of men of knowledge’’ (1979, 18).

The alienation of mental labor suggested here bears as well on the

current move from print to digital publishing among scholarly interests.

Online publishing technologies are drawing women and men of knowl-

edge back to the (digital) typeface. These women and men are not only

turning their thoughts to fonts and layout, but to economies of distribu-

tion and access. With open access publishing, some university faculty

members are working again with the rude mechanics of publication,

and it may well afford these scholars a stronger sense of how their work

is situated in the world, as well as how it connects with that world. And

this may, perhaps, with time, affect how they write for that world. These

faculty members are setting up twenty-first century ‘‘printing shops,’’

consisting of computer terminals and high-speed Internet connections,

in laboratories and offices, in an effort to take back control of scientific

and scholarly publishing.3 They are bringing the publishing process

home with their laptops, as if to throw a cable across the divide between

workplace and domicile that Max Weber (1930) identified as a necessary

feature of capitalism.4

3. As noted already, ‘‘declaring independence’’ is the theme of a campaign of the
Association of Research Libraries’ Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources
Coalition, which is intended to reduce journal dependence on corporate pub-
lishers by supporting editors who pursue other models (SPARC 2001).

4. I owe this point to Adrian Johns (1998, 629), although I do not consider here
whether this domestic movement is good for home and family (or merely a fur-
ther intensification of work for the achieving classes).
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The introduction of the printing press more than five centuries ago

also managed to bridge boundaries between public and institutional

approaches to learning. Stillman Drake, for example, holds the growth

of printing responsible not only for the ‘‘restoration of classical mathe-

matics in the sixteenth century,’’ but for the widespread circulation of

mathematical knowledge beyond the universities (1970, 44). This histo-

rian of science argues that the printing press had its greatest scientific

impact on those working outside of the universities, rather than on the

scholars within. The universities were not early champions of the printed

book. Their faculty members were happy enough to continue, at least

initially, with the known world of manuscripts and medieval thinking.

On the other hand, the European public, at least of a certain class and

gender, clearly relished the sudden access to a much larger world of

learning that the printing press provided. By increasing access to works

on natural history, mathematics, and other areas of scholarly interest,

the printing press managed to put a vast range of ideas into the hands

of many more people, and this led to, in Drake’s terms, ‘‘the indepen-

dent origin of a totally different set of inquiries outside the universities,’’

largely by adding ‘‘self-educated men and talented amateurs of liberal

education to the ranks of those who made substantial contributions to

science’’ (46, 48).

In making this point, Drake offers the example of the self-educated

Niccolò Tartaglia, born into a poor family in Brescia, Italy, in 1500, who

went on to translate Euclid and related mathematical commentaries into

Italian (such translations were not, Drake notes, the sort of thing a pro-

fessor would do in the Latinate universities). These translations, accord-

ing to Drake, ‘‘enormously widened the access of Italian readers in every

walk of life to mathematics and its applications to practical problems’’

(1970, 52). And if Drake’s ‘‘every walk of life’’ overstates the interest

and application of Euclidean geometry, the larger issue should not be

overlooked. The new communication technology represented by the

printing press was initially used to undermine ‘‘the tyranny of an author-

ity other than those of mathematics and of nature herself’’ represented

by medieval scientific thinking in the universities during the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, which was otherwise inhibiting the growth of

mathematics and the related sciences (52).
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If that was the story for scientific books in a print culture, what then of

our principal concern here, namely, the journal? Well, Eisenstein tends

to play down the breakthrough quality of the journal’s introduction in

1652. It arrived, after all, some two hundred years after the invention of

the printing press. She points out that long before the Philosophical

Transactions was launched in 1665, and as early as 1500, the printing

press was supporting the serial publication of scientific materials, the

preservation and circulation of data, and the celebrated move from scien-

tific secrecy to public disclosure through publication (1979, 462). She

does allow that the journal ‘‘did contribute significantly to the sharper

definition of the professional scientist, to new divisions of intellectual la-

bor, and to the creation of the ‘referee system’ ’’ (462). Yet even here

the credit needs tempering. Sending someone’s scientific ideas out for a

second and third opinion had been unceremoniously and informally

instituted in the republic of letters some time before the first issue of a

scientific journal was published. Prior to launching the Philosophical

Transactions, the journal’s founder, editor, author, and publisher, Henry

Oldenburg, had been tirelessly recopying, annotating, translating, and

recirculating for review the letters that were sent to him as corresponding

secretary for the Royal Society of London.5 The initial vehicle for peer

review was the letter. The early journal reflected the results and some-

times the very course of review-related correspondence.

What the introduction of the journal did do for science, however, was

to considerably increase the reach of ideas beyond those who were likely

to get hold of scientific books.6 The journal offered a far more afford-

able, portable, and engaging medium than the book. The Philosophical

Transactions was initially a sixteen-page pamphlet of miscellaneous

5. See Guèdon 2001 for additional reflections on the shadow cast by Oldenburg
over the current state of journal publishing.

6. In considering an earlier instance of this public reach, Falk Eisermann dis-
cusses how sensational natural phenomena—such as meteorites and conjoined
twins, complete with woodcut illustrations—were reported on printed broad-
sides toward the end of the fifteenth century, with these incidents interpreted in
political terms. Eisermann argues against the idea that these materials reached a
wide audience, in favor of a more realistic sense of a readership of ‘‘humanist
friends and colleagues of the authors and thus members of the . . . erudite in-
groups’’ (2003, 172).
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(and sometimes fantastical) information. It supplemented—as well as

reviewed and promoted—the scientific book. ‘‘There is in the Press, a

New Treatise,’’ Oldenburg announced in the first issue of the Transac-

tions about a forthcoming work (‘‘in the Press’’) by his friend and em-

ployer, ‘‘entitled, New Observations and Experiments in order to an

Experimental History of Cold, begun by that Noble Philosopher, Mr.

Robert Boyle’’ (‘‘An Experimental History’’ 1664/1665).7 The Transac-

tions was part newsbook—as newspapers were originally known—part

gazette and miscellany (Sommerville 1996). It was a newspaper for the

learned, as the Journal des sçavans from Paris had it (after scooping the

Transactions by only months in earning the honor of being the first

scholarly journal).

Adrian Johns (2000, 163), in his own landmark study, The Nature of

the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making, outlines a number of

reasons why printing shops began experimenting with new forms of pe-

riodical publication during the seventeenth century. Periodical publica-

tion promised a sustained print run, one issue after another, in an easily

marketed form that could well build a loyal readership. But just as at-

tractive to printing houses, given the tendency of books to be picked

up and reprinted by unauthorized printers, was the periodical’s seem-

ing resistance to pirating by unscrupulous printers. Before these Robin

Hoods of the reading public could print cut-rate unauthorized editions,

often from outside the original publisher’s country, a new issue of the

original periodical would have been released. The very currency of a peri-

odical made any copy of it that much more likely to be the real thing. A

pirated version would have been so much yesterday’s news. ‘‘Such rapid

response strategies,’’ as Johns puts it, ‘‘meant that the credibility of a

periodical as well as its economic viability could be protected’’ (164).

In the case of England’s first scientific journal, however, that credi-

bility took the form of a sanctioned piracy all of its own. After all, the

Philosophical Transactions was trafficking in the private correspondence

7. The split year, 1664/1665, reflects the dating practices at a time when England
still started the new year in March, under the Julian Calendar, while the Conti-
nent started the year with January, following the Georgian Calendar. This meant
that the March 6 issue of the Philosophical Transactions was published in 1664
in England and in 1665 on the Continent, and was marked March 6, 1664/1665,
accordingly.
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of the Royal Society, which had licensed the printing of the Transactions

but offered no explicit Society sponsorship or endorsement of it (Hall

2002, 84). As its editor and publisher, in effect, Oldenburg was simply

taking advantage of his position as secretary to the society to furnish

this new periodical with items of scientific interest, as well as with ques-

tions for readers to respond to, lifted directly from the society’s corre-

spondence: ‘‘Inquiries for Guiny. . . . Whether the Negroes have such

sharp sights, that they discover a Ship at Sea much farther off, than the

Europeans can’’ (Hill 1667, 472). In its early days, the journal was a

public posting of an otherwise private correspondence, signaling a fur-

ther opening of science (David 2001). Oldenburg ran letters in the Trans-

actions objecting to previously published letters and letters that attested

to the honesty of their author: ‘‘Mr. Colepress . . . assures in his Letter . . .

that the matter of fact was thorowly examined by himself, and that he

was fully, and in all respects, satisfied of the truth thereof’’ (‘‘A Relation’’

1666, 380).

It must have been a common mistake to think that this journal served

as the official transactions of the society, whereas I do have to allow that

what set English-language journal publishing in motion was Oldenburg’s

entrepreneurial spirit, operating independently of the university and the

academic community. In the first issue, published March 6, 1664/1665,

Oldenburg makes no mention of the Royal Society, but instead simply

explains, in his one-paragraph introduction to this new genre, that

‘‘communicating’’ is ‘‘necessary for promoting the improvement of Philo-

sophical Matters’’ and that ‘‘it is therefore thought fit to employ the

Press, as the most proper way to gratifie those, whose engagement in

such Studies, and delight in the advancement of Learning and profitable

Discoveries, doth entitle them to the knowledge of what this Kingdom,

or other parts of the World, do, from time to time, afford’’ (‘‘Introduc-

tion,’’ 1664/1665, 1). This very idea of entitlement is, of course, critical

to the question of access to such knowledge, and all the more so because

it is inspired by ‘‘delight in the advancement of Learning,’’ drawing on

Bacon’s sense of knowledge’s belonging to the people, as William Eamon

(1990, 356) has pointed out. When Oldenburg went on to dedicate the

first complete volume of the Transactions, in 1666, to the Royal Society,

he made it clear that the journal was but ‘‘the Gleanings of my private

diversions in broken hours’’ (‘‘To the Royal Society’’ 1665, emphasis in
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original).8 It was so thoroughly Oldenburg’s own diversion that the

Transactions ceased publication for five years following his death in

1677.

By going public with the society’s correspondence, the Philosophical

Transactions provided, in effect, a middle ground for the circulation

of scientific ideas between the prevailing scientific genres of published

book and private letter. The journal offered something of the book’s

public and formal declaration of knowledge, matched by the far more

immediate, dialogic, and tentative nature of the private letter. As the

preface to issue 143 of the Philosophical Transactions, which signaled

the end of the publishing hiatus that followed Oldenburg’s death—an

absence that was ‘‘much complained of’’ according to the preface—put

it in 1683, the journal was already understood to be ‘‘a convenient Reg-

ister, for the Bringing in, and Preserving many Experiments which, not

enough for a Book, would else be lost’’ (‘‘Preface’’ 1682/1683, 2). This

register acted as an open invitation for public participation by featuring

a new experimental science that was entirely a matter of seeing for one-

self. It placed the scientific correspondence of the day, which reflected for

Oldenburg the ‘‘friendship among learned men,’’ into a larger public

realm, making it a greater part of ‘‘the whole world of learning.’’9 In

creating this new middle ground, this third way, for communicating

scientific ideas, the Transactions by no means eclipsed the vital role

played by both printed book and personal letter in the circulation of

knowledge.10

8. The only regular, though oblique, reference made to the Royal Society in the
previous volumes had come at the bottom of the last page of the Transactions,
which noted ‘‘Printed with Licence, For John Martin and James Allistry, Printers
for the Royal Society.’’

9. Oldenburg wrote to Johannes Hevelius on February 18, 1662/1663: ‘‘Indeed,
friendship among learned men is a great aid to investigation and elucidation of
the truth; if such friendship could be spread through the whole world of learning
and established among those whose minds are unfettered and above partisan
zeal, because of their devotion to truth and human welfare, philosophy would
be raised to its greatest heights’’ (Oldenburg 1966, 27).

10. See Rusnock on the continuing importance of the Society’s correspondence
well into the eighteenth century: ‘‘While publication and distribution of the Philo-
sophical Transactions certainly contributed to the diffusion of knowledge, it did
not provide for the flexibility, openness, maneuverability and relative rapidity of
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Oldenburg arranged to have 1,000 copies of each issue of the Trans-

actions printed, and its distribution throughout England was thought to

spark the emergence of local societies in the provincial capitals, as well as

serving as a book-buying guide for local readers and a focal point of cof-

feehouse discussions. Its ongoing invitations for readers to participate in

scientific projects most notably resulted in ‘‘virtuosi,’’ or amateur scien-

tists, who were living close to the seashore, gathering the information

about the tides in their area, as I noted earlier, that Newton needed for

the Principia (Oldenburg 1966, 563; Hunter 1981).

That the interest in learning reflected in the society and the Transac-

tions was situated outside of the universities was openly criticized by

some, and others objected to the society’s particular fascination with

experiments, judging by Thomas Sprat’s need, in his 1667 History of

the Royal Society of London, for the Improving of Natural Knowledge,

to reassure people that ‘‘Experimental Knowledge will not hinder

Obedience . . . to the Civil Government’’ (1722, 427).11 If some objected

to the society’s effrontery in pursuing such knowledge outside of its

proper home, a few academics were more than a little curious about

the Transactions and what its ‘‘publick concernment’’ with the ‘‘private

considerations’’ of those working on scientific questions would mean

interaction that correspondence did. In short, the Society’s correspondence
encouraged a more participatory science’’ (1999, 156). This desire within the
Society for an open, participatory science was only to grow, leading Rusnock to
conclude that ‘‘eighteenth-century correspondence networks . . . set a precedent
for the more fluid networks of professionals and amateurs of the more demo-
cratic nineteenth century’’ (169).

11. Michael Hunter holds that the universities were doing a better job of pro-
moting science at this time than is otherwise recognized, while also crediting the
contribution of scientific societies and periodicals: ‘‘In the long run the extension
of science’s audience could only benefit research by providing a growing body of
enthusiasts and a rising tide of popular acceptance’’ (1981, 86). See also Shapin
on how the natural history and experimental science societies that formed at the
time differed from the universities: ‘‘The universities, after all, were important
institutions in forming the character of the young. . . . The new societies aimed to
provide a novel organizational form uniquely suited to the new practice; they
made the production of new knowledge, rather than the just guardianship of
and commentary on the old, central to their identity; and they aimed, with vary-
ing degrees of success, to link the progress of science to civic concerns rather than
wholly scholarly or religious ones’’ (1996, 133).
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for knowledge. At least that is how Isaac Newton framed the question

in a letter that he sent Oldenburg on January 29, 1672, granting Olden-

burg consent to publish in the Philosophical Transactions an earlier let-

ter that Newton had sent him on his reflecting telescope (Newton 1959,

84).12

Just how the pull between public concernments and private considera-

tions played out in the earliest days of this new periodical literature is

made particularly vivid by the circumstances surrounding what might

fairly be called Newton’s one and only journal article. Newton, who

had assumed the Lucasian Chair of Mathematics and Natural Philoso-

phy at the University of Cambridge at the age of twenty-seven in 1670,

was certainly not one to be readily drawn into public exchanges and

remains to this day famous for his secretive nature. Yet he seems to

have quickly realized the scientific value of the very public Philosophical

Transactions, judging by the extensive notes he made on it beginning in

its first few years of publication.13 On January 2, 1671, Oldenburg

wrote to Newton to convey that the members of the Royal Society had

seen great merit in Newton’s reflecting telescope, which had been demon-

strated at a society meeting, and they were keen to help ‘‘secure’’ the in-

vention for Newton by sending details of it to Christiaan Huygens in

Paris (Newton 1959, 73). This expression of support and interest must

have impressed Newton, for two weeks later, on January 18, he wrote

to Oldenburg about presenting to the society ‘‘an accompt of a Philo-

sophical discovery . . . being in my Judgment the oddest if not the most

considerable detection wch hath hitherto beene made in the operations

of Nature’’ (82–83).

12. Newton wrote to Oldenburg (January 29, 1671/1672) that he was ‘‘willing
to submit my private considerations in any thing that may bee thought of publick
concernment’’ (1959, 84).

13. John Maynard Keynes’s précis describes Newton as given to ‘‘a profound
shrinking from the world, a paralyzing fear of exposing his thoughts, his beliefs,
his discoveries in all nakedness to the inspection and criticism of the world’’
(1947, 28). Jan Golinski, writing on Newton’s ‘‘secret life as an alchemist,’’ notes
that ‘‘the correspondence between Newton and John Locke that followed Robert
Boyle’s death in 1691 reveals that Newton and Boyle had entered into a pact to
share knowledge about the mercury preparation, and not to communicate it to
others’’ (1988, 155).
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Newton’s subsequent letter of February 6 on his optics experiments

was read before the society, and when Oldenburg not surprisingly

requested permission to publish the letter on optics, Newton’s reply con-

veyed his support for this public exposure as both a duty and a privilege:

‘‘For believe me Sr I doe not onely esteem it a duty to concurre with them

in ye promotion of reall knowledge, but a great privelege that instead

of exposing discourses to a prejudic’t & censorious multitude (by wch

means many truths have been bafled & lost) I may with freedom apply

my self to so judicious & impartiall an Assembly’’ (Newton 1959, 108–

109).14 When it came to Newton’s estimation of his own work, he

‘‘thought it too straight & narrow for publick view,’’ and yet he appears

persuaded by how the ‘‘R.S. [Royal Society] have thought it fit to appear

publickly’’ (109). This was again the journal offering a middle ground,

enabling one to test an idea with an interested public without yet com-

mitting it to book form.15 The letter was published less than two weeks

later, taking up the first dozen pages of the February 19, 1671/1672,

issue, no. 80 of the Philosophical Transactions.

Oldenburg introduces it as ‘‘A Letter of Mr. Isaac Newton, Professor

in the Mathematicks in the University of Cambridge; containing his New

Theory about Light and Colors: sent by the Author to the Publisher

from Cambridge, Febr. 6, 1671/72; in order to be communicated to the

R. Society’’ (Newton 1671/1672, 3075). The article then begins with a

salutatory ‘‘SIR,’’ as if Newton were indeed addressing a letter to Old-

enburg, and in the same spirit, it opens with a reference to his previous

14. The letter was read to the society, after which Oldenburg wrote back to
Newton that ‘‘they voted unanimously, that if you contradicted it not, this dis-
course should without delay be printed,’’ with the point made that it was again
to protect it from being ‘‘snatched from you’’ (Newton 1959, 107).

15. It may have been, as Charles Bazerman suggests, that Newton saw the
Transactions as ‘‘an opportunity to present his own findings in preview of the
book version of his lectures he was preparing,’’ and certainly Oldenburg and
others used the Transactions to advertise and promote scientific books, but given
that Newton’s Opticks did not appear for another thirty years, in 1704, it seems
more likely that Newton felt the pull of the new journal medium and its pros-
pects for promoting knowledge (1988, 88). Newton published Opticks a year
after the death of Robert Hooke, who had raised a number of challenges to New-
ton’s theories (Kuhn 1978, 37).
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(unpublished) letter: ‘‘To perform my late promise to you, I shall without

further ceremony acquaint you, that in the beginning . . .’’ (3075). With

Oldenburg going unnamed in this letter, the you in Newton’s phrase

‘‘my late promise to you’’ might be read as addressing the reader, reflect-

ing the otherwise unstated promise that authors and scientists commit to

in making their work public. Yet it could also be said that Newton had

made a promise to himself, which was to test the value of giving his idea

this sort of public hearing.

If Newton’s article in the Philosophical Transactions reads like a per-

sonal letter in its opening, he concludes it with a public invitation to

the Royal Society membership and readers at large: ‘‘This, I conceive, is

enough for an Introduction to Experiments of this kind, which if any of

the R. Society shall be so curious as to prosecute, I should be very glad to

be informed with what success: That, if any thing seem to be defective,

or to thwart this relation, I may have an opportunity of giving further

direction about it, or acknowledging my errors, if I have committed

any.’’ As it turns out, some did come forward with imagined defects in

this relation, and Newton ended up responding to objections and ques-

tions raised by Robert Moray, Ignace Gaston Pardies, Robert Hooke,

Christiaan Huygens, and Francis Linus, with much of the correspon-

dence published in the Transactions over the subsequent four years.

Newton’s published letter constituted the first substantial scientific ar-

ticle, according to Thomas Kuhn (1978, 27), to appear in the Transac-

tions. Yet the publication of this letter proved to be a more open and

immediate forum for his work than Newton was willing to bear, and he

did not again use the journal to publish his experimental pursuits but

relied exclusively on the unhurried book, most notably with the Princi-

pia, published fifteen years later in 1687.

Newton may have had little taste for clarifying his work, and tedious

is a word that he uses more than once in discussing the level of detail he

felt was necessary to help his critics see the light. Yet Oldenburg’s publi-

cation of the challenges and responses that arose around Newton’s

theory of light demonstrated how crucial such public exchanges were to

advancing knowledge that was at issue.16 What transacted was at times

no more than Newton delimiting what he had already written against the
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broader sense that his readers wanted to make of his work on optics: ‘‘I

never intended to show,’’ he wrote Oldenburg on April 3, 1673, in re-

sponse to a letter from Huygens, ‘‘wherein consists the nature and differ-

ence of colors, but onely to show that de facto they are originall and

immutable qualities of the rays wch exhibit them’’ (1959, 264).17

The public exchange over Newton’s article led Oldenburg to con-

sider a form of blind review to reduce the play of personalities in the

judgment of scientific work. He wrote to Newton on May 2, 1672, ask-

ing whether ‘‘ye names of the objectors, especially if they desire it may

be so, be omitted, and their objections only urged: since those of the

R. Society ought to aime at nothing, but the discovery of truth, and ye

improvemt of knowledge, and not at the prostituting of persons for their

mis-apprehensions or mistakes’’ (Newton 1959, 151). On May 4, New-

ton responded that he was ‘‘not at all concerned whether Objections be

printed with or without ye Objectors [sic] names’’ (154). Yet Newton

may well have begun to question the value of the exchange itself, given

that ten months later, he sought to withdraw from the Royal Society.

His letter to Oldenburg on March 8, 1672/1673, conveys this desire:

‘‘for although I honor that body . . . yet since I see that I shall neither

profit them, nor (by reason of distance) can partake of the advantage of

their Assemblies’’ (262). He was persuaded to remain, though he rarely

attended the society’s meetings, at least until he was elected president in

1703. For four years after the optics letter was published in 1671/1672,

Newton continued to respond to the queries and challenges that were

sent to him, via Oldenburg, until finally requesting that Oldenburg send

no more letters on the matter. The exchange proved a formative experi-

ence in the public quality of science, as it led Newton to more explicit

16. All of the correspondence was directed through Oldenburg—in yet a further
mix of private and public audiences—just as Oldenburg judged which letters to
publish, omitting, for example, Hooke’s respectful initial response to Newton,
while publishing Newton’s occasionally harsh replies in their entirety (see Kuhn
1978, 38–39). In a letter of April 13, 1672, Newton asked Oldenburg to edit his
responses, ‘‘rendering any expressions more perspicuous or less ambiguous’’ be-
fore ‘‘you commit [my responses] to ye presse’’ (1959, 139).

17. Newton’s (1673) letter was published in the Philosophical Transactions in
July 1673, preceded by an extract of Huygens’s letter.
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descriptions of his experimental techniques and in formulating argu-

ments for his work through a published exchange.18

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, following Oldenburg’s death in

1677, the Philosophical Transactions ceased publication, until the Royal

Society resuscitated it five years later, amid an established market for ex-

perimental science periodicals consisting of both new and pirated titles.

When the Transactions reemerged in January of 1682/1683, it opened

with a preface that again went some distance in disavowing the journal’s

official status with the Royal Society: ‘‘Although the Writing of these

Transactions, is not to be looked upon as the Business of the Royal

Society . . .’’ (‘‘Preface’’ 1682/1683, 2). The society did stand behind the

publication, at a distance, as it did not wish to ‘‘seem now to Condemn a

Work, they have formerly encouraged; or to neglect the just Expectations

of Learned and Ingenious Men.’’ The members of the society were

clearly torn between embracing this newfound public interest in its

work that Oldenburg had built up and keeping to its own internal busi-

ness as a scholarly society for its members to present and hear ideas.

The society’s equivocation over how involved it should become in

publicizing its private activities was further asserted in volume 47 of the

Transactions, for the years 1751 and 1752, with an ‘‘Advertisement,’’

which was to remain a constant frontispiece for each subsequent volume

published over the next two centuries (‘‘Advertisement’’ 1753). It again

distances the Royal Society from the journal, which was to be seen as

18. In Thomas Kuhn’s estimation, this exchange marked a ‘‘novel pattern of
public announcement, discussion, and ultimate achievement of professional con-
sensus science [which] has advanced ever since’’ (1978, 28). He identifies the
Royal Society and the Philosophical Transactions with ‘‘a new conception of
science as a cooperative enterprise with utilitarian goals’’ in which ‘‘the experi-
mental contribution to an ultimate reconstruction of a system of nature’’ became
more important than the ‘‘construction of the system itself’’ and that lent itself
to the experiment-reporting journal article over the system-building book (28).
Charles Bazerman holds that as a result of Newton’s confronting his critics,
‘‘Newton had now satisfactorily solved how to present his optical findings in a
compelling manner within a critical forum of competing researchers’’ (1988,
116). For Steven Shapin, ‘‘the confrontation over Newton’s optical work can
stand as an emblem of the fragmented knowledge-making legacies of the seven-
teenth century’’ (1996, 117).
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nothing more than ‘‘the single act of respective Secretaries.’’ This needed

to be clearly stated, the advertisement held, because too often the publi-

cation had been erroneously identified as the Transactions of the Royal

Society by ‘‘several authors, both at home and abroad’’: ‘‘Whereas in

truth the Society, as a body, never did interest themselves any further in

their publication, than by occasionally recommending the revival of them

to some of their secretaries. . . .’’ What interest the society showed toward

the Transactions had been, according to the advertisement, ‘‘with a view

to satisfy the public, that their usual meetings were then continued for

the improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the royal charters, and which they have ever

since steadily pursued.’’ The Transactions stood as a limited act of public

accountability, while the society’s real business of holding knowledge up

to critical scrutiny and appreciation went on in ‘‘their usual meetings.’’19

The society appears to have been torn between serving, if not feeding,

the ‘‘just expectations’’ of the ‘‘Learned and Ingenious’’ and its admira-

ble desire not to abuse its own authority by accrediting experiments and

accounts that it was reluctant to verify or authorize as a society. The

society’s proposed resolution of this dilemma, according to the 1752 ad-

vertisement, was to set up a committee, as the advertisement put it, ‘‘to

reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such, as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transac-

tions.’’ The selection of items was to be made on the basis of ‘‘the impor-

tance or singularity of their subjects, or the advantageous manner of

treating them.’’ The society made it clear that setting up an editorial

committee for the Transactions was being undertaken ‘‘without pre-

tending to answer for the certainty of the facts, or propriety of the

reasonings’’ for such judgments. Nor should readers ever expect it to be

so. After all, the ‘‘established rule’’ of the society, the advertisement

reminded readers—‘‘to which they will always adhere’’—was ‘‘never to

19. One factor that may have contributed to the Royal Society’s decision not
to become more directly involved in the journal was John Hill’s publication of a
Review of the Works of the Royal Society in 1751, which attacked the Philo-
sophical Transactions for its inclusion of ‘‘trivial and downright foolish articles’’
(quoted in Gross, Harmon, and Reidy 2002, 51).
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give their opinion, as a body, upon any subject, either or nature or art,

that comes before them.’’

This ‘‘established rule’’ not to give an opinion is presented without

explanation. The advertisement does go on to refer to ‘‘the dishonour of

the Society’’ that could be brought about by those who, having presented

their ‘‘several projects, inventions, and curiosities of various kinds’’ to

the society, went on to claim its endorsement ‘‘in the public news-

papers.’’ The Royal Society’s good name was, it felt, being pilfered and

pirated. This was a poor enough return on its efforts to enhance the

circulation of knowledge, which the society had undertaken out of its

belief that only through such circulation—in meetings, letters, and

publications—could one hope to test and advance knowledge. For there

would be no final recourse, in this republic of science, to a conclusive

and final pronouncement from a single authoritative body.

The Royal Society was advertising, in effect, its belief in the tentative

quality of knowledge, letting the public know that it placed its faith in

the open circulation of ideas rather than in official forms of endorsement.

Although human vanity would readily lead an author to believe that

appearing before the society or in the Philosophical Transactions was

a great endorsement of one’s ideas, society members wished to temper

such vanities—including the public’s willingness to believe what they

found in print—without giving up on the powerful means the Transac-

tions afforded them of circulating the current state of knowledge. The

advertisement served as an epistemic warning label. The society stopped

running it only in the 1950s, presumably because by that point, although

perhaps well before, scientific journals had taken on an entirely aca-

demic role, safely removed from public view, as if they were once more

a members-only affair. Only in our own day has the Royal Society

actively sought a greater public role for its scientific contribution, and it

now issues its own ‘‘Media Releases,’’ ‘‘Issues in the News,’’ and other

public pronouncements, which are made readily available to the public

through its Web site.

What the printing press opened for science, with the gradual emer-

gence of a periodical literature dedicated to experimental inquiry in the

seventeenth century, was both a greater reach and a level of exchange

that did this emerging field no end of good. It is as if the members of
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the society had come to realize that the larger circulation of their work

was a risky but necessary business. Yes, the authority of the society

could be easily misrepresented; it could be stolen or pirated away. Or

more dangerously, more culpably, the society could be mistaken, within

the pages of the Philosophical Transactions, for certifying or endorsing

some final, permanent truth in what it circulated, and that would under-

mine a basic principle in science, which holds that knowledge lives

through the scope of its circulation, and thus through its very susceptibil-

ity to contention and alteration.

Journal publication and what followed from it may have proved too

tedious for Newton, but it must have been clear to the society’s members

that it was unquestionably good for science. Certainly, Oldenburg had

been driven by economic opportunity and necessity in his tireless work

on the Transactions. Yet his skillful handling of the interested if appre-

hensive Newton proved crucial to opening scientific discourse further to

a larger community. The value of what Oldenburg and Newton did

together in the early 1670s lies in the formation of a viable alternative

to the very limited circulation of the society’s correspondence and to

the far less accessible or open book. Yet in those early years, it is good

to remember, the journal’s business model was never quite adequate, as

Oldenburg would be the first to attest. Yet the journal quickly found a

following. Its public sales gave rise to far more than a passing or passive

reading, as this audience proved itself willing and able to participate in

the advancement of knowledge. What was then a risky, untested form

of publication challenged how the Royal Society, as well as the university

community, went about doing science, leading them to see the value of

greater openness and access to the work they were doing. If Newton

had his doubts about whether the access principle was worth the price

of having to explain oneself repeatedly, Oldenburg never let go of the

principle. As a result, Oldenburg was part of a publishing revolution in

the sciences, with the assistance of Newton’s one big concession to the

principle.

Today, open access to research and scholarship represents another

kind of upheaval in scholarly publishing. It has already begun to make

a radical difference for faculty and students in developing countries. It is

attracting increasing support from governments and foundations. It is
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building on parallel developments that are opening scientific databases

and creating clinical trial registries. This openness is inspiring amateur

astronomers and historians to contribute to the study of the heavens

and the past. It is feeding a growing public interest in health information

that could well spread to other areas of people’s lives. It is leading to a

new sense of entitlement to knowledge, much as the printing press did

with the Bible, more than five centuries ago.

For their part, more than a few scholars have begun to look up from

their work and have taken the opportunities posed by this new pub-

lishing medium to further the public good that their work represents,

whether by entering a paper into an e-print archive or by pushing the

associations to which they belong to consider forms of open access pub-

lishing and data sharing. Open access is setting a new standard for the

circulation of research and scholarship. It is changing what it means to

contribute to the world of learning, to subject work to review and

critique. It is showing every sign of being able to sustain a wide range

of new economic models for scholarly associations and commercial

publishers.

The case presented here, however, has not only been about the why

and how of open access, but about the need to improve the quality and

value of that access. The case for open access is multifaceted. It draws on

the spirit of copyright law, the mandate of scholarly associations, the

promise of global knowledge exchanges, the right to know, the prospect

of enhanced reading and indexing, the improved economic efficiencies of

publishing, and the history of the academic journal, which speaks to the

courage—and risk—of new ventures at opening this world of learning.

In the process of making this case, I have drawn on my own expe-

riences developing software that supports open access journals and com-

plements the work done on open source archiving software, and I have

proposed ways for scholarly associations and research libraries to play a

greater role in managing and structuring access, whether through the for-

mation of open access publishing and archiving cooperatives or by host-

ing open access journals and e-print archives. Yet I know that there is no

way of predicting what will turn out to be the best means for increasing

the circulation of knowledge in the years ahead. It could well take sur-

prisingly new forms. But I can predict that only a steady stream of argu-
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ments, instances, and studies—each unequivocally demonstrating the

value of open access—will make what is now the promise of increased

access part of the research culture of the academy. For that to happen,

something approaching this principle of access will need to become a

greater part of what we talk about when we talk about the history and

philosophy of science, or the contribution of the humanities, or the role

of the social sciences.

How knowledge circulates has always been vital to the life of the

mind, which all of us share, just as it is vital, ultimately, to the well-being

of humanity. At this point, the access principle may still be far too

caught up in the sheer mechanics and detailed economics of moving jour-

nal publishing into this new publishing medium. Grand principles can be

lost amid emerging technical standards for automated systems, linking

tools, and indexing protocols. The quandaries of detail will pass. New

standards and conventions, as well as expectations of access, will take

hold, as we come to understand the potential of the medium better.

What will continue to guide this process in principle, I hope as a scholar,

educator, and reader, is a right of access to the fruits of inquiry and

study.
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Appendix A

Ten Flavors of Open Access

Only by working with a loosely defined approach to open access archiv-

ing and publishing can one begin to capture the variety of and variation

in the means that are now being used to increase access to scholarship

and research. I have grouped the current variations into ten flavors or

models, based largely on how they are financed and the nature of the

access that they provide (table A.1). A number of these flavors place

restrictions on access that contravene one or more of the well-worked-

out definitions of open access, but all increase access to the journal liter-

ature over traditional models of scholarly publishing (see, for example,

‘‘Budapest Open Access Initiative’’ 2002; ‘‘Bethesda Statement’’ 2003).

1. Home page open access: Researchers first began to make their work

freely available on the Internet by posting it on home pages, either their

personal ones or those provided by their university departments. Kristin

Antelman (2004) found, in a study of 2,000 papers published in 1999–

2002 across four disciplines, that although an open access version could

be found for 40 percent of the papers, half of those open access ver-

sions were found on the author’s home page.1 The principal distinction

1. In Antelman’s (2004) study, 69 percent of the mathematics papers were avail-
able in open access versions (with 30 percent on personal Web sites and 60 per-
cent in archives); 37 percent of the electrical and electronic engineering papers
had open access versions (with 50 percent of those on personal Web sites and
18 percent in archives); 29 percent of the political science papers had open access
versions (with 43 percent on personal Web sites and 6 percent in archives); and
17 percent of the philosophy papers had open access versions (with 72 percent on
personal Web sites and 14 percent in archives).



Table A.1
Ten flavors of open access to journal articles

Type of
open access Economic models

Journal or portal
example

Home page University department maintains home
pages for individual faculty members
on which they place their papers and
make them freely available.a

http://www.econ
.ucsb.edu/~tedb/

E-print archive An institution or academic subject area
underwrites the hosting and maintenance
of repository software, enabling
members to self-archive published
and unpublished materials.a

arXiv.org E-Print
Archive

Author fee Author fees support immediate and
complete access to open access journals
(or, in some cases, to the individual
articles for which fees were paid), with
institutional and national member-
ships available to cover author fees.a

BioMed Central

Subsidized Subsidy from scholarly society, institu-
tion and/or government/foundation
enables immediate and complete
access to open access journal.a

First Monday

Dual-mode Subscriptions are collected for print
edition and used to sustain both print
edition and online open access edition.a

Journal of
Postgraduate
Medicine

Delayed Subscription fees are collected for print
edition and immediate access to online
edition, with open access provided to
content after a period of time (e.g., six
to twelve months).

New England
Journal of
Medicine

Partial Open access is provided to a small
selection of articles in each issue—
serving as a marketing tool—whereas
access to the rest of the issue requires
subscription.

Lancet

Per capita Open access is offered to scholars and
students in developing countries as a
charitable contribution, with expense
limited to registering institutions in an
access management system.

HINARI
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between papers placed on personal home pages and those placed in an

institutional or disciplinary e-print archive is the archive’s indexing of

the papers for a global research indexing system.

2. Open access e-print archive: Authors are increasingly permitted by

the journals in which they publish to place a copy of their work, whether

prior to publishing or after, in an open access e-print archive or in-

stitutional repository. The overwhelming majority of journals now en-

able authors to self-archive in this way.2 An e-print archive may be

Table A.1
(continued)

Type of
open access Economic models

Journal or portal
example

Indexing Open access to bibliographic informa-
tion and abstracts is provided as a
government service or, for publishers,
a marketing tool, often with links
to pay per view for the full text of
articles.

ScienceDirect

Cooperative Member institutions (e.g., libraries,
scholarly associations) contribute to
support of open access journals and
development of publishing resources.a

German Academic
Publishers

a. Supports ‘‘open access’’ as defined by the Budapest Open Access Initiative
(2002) and Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing (2003), although
some users may impose restrictions that fall outside these definitions (e.g.,
Bethesda Statement: ‘‘Grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, worldwide, perpet-
ual right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display
the work publicly and to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital me-
dium for any responsible purpose, subject to proper attribution of authorship, as
well as the right to make small numbers of printed copies for their personal use’’
[2003]). See also p. 27, n. 14.

2. Elizabeth Gadd, Charles Oppenheim, and Steve Probets (2003) reported that
in 2002, a little less than half the publishers in their study permitted both pre-
print and postprint self-archiving, with a third allowing postprint and 20 percent
specifying preprint only. John Cox and Laura Cox (2003) found that in 2003,
60 percent of publishers permitted posting of the final published version of an
article. As of February 2005, in a sample of 8,950 journals, 13 percent allowed
preprints only to be posted and 79 percent allowed postprints, for a total of
92 percent of publishers permitting self-archiving hhttp://romeo.eprints.org/stats
.phpi.
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organized around a discipline—most notably that in high-energy physics

by the arXiv.org E-Print Archive located at Cornell University (Ginsparg

2001)—or be run by a university for its faculty, as with DSpace at MIT.

Open source or free software is available for setting up e-print archives,

and the contents of these archives are indexed, following the global re-

search standard set by the Open Archives Initiative. The e-print archive

concept has grown out of the preprint circulation of manuscripts in

some of the sciences, making it something of a foreign idea for the

humanities and social sciences, where published articles often serve as

a ‘‘preprint’’ for a subsequent book by the author. Nonetheless, Stevan

Harnad (2003b) persuasively argues that the e-print archive offers a far

more immediate path to open access than the prospect of converting the

existing set of research journals to, or replacing them with, open access

equivalents.3

3. Author fee open access: The most prominent form of immediate and

unqualified open access to journals is currently found in the biomedical

sciences and is based on charging authors a fee of somewhere between

$500 and $3,000 for published articles. The leading corporate entry

into the open access field, BioMed Central, uses author fees (in the area

of $500) with its more than 100 journals, as does the Public Library of

Science with PloS Biology and PLoS Medicine (at a rate of $1,500).

Author fees can be covered by institutional (and even national) member-

ships. A further variation on the author fee version makes the purchase

of open access optional. Springer’s Open Choice program gives authors

the option of purchasing, in effect, open access for their own article

($3,000), and Florida Entomologist and the journals of the Entomo-

logical Society of America provide a similar, if less expensive, service

(Walker 2001).

4. Subsidized open access: A second form of immediate and unquali-

fied access is made possible through a variety of subsidies that journals

3. It is worth noting that despite a sustained focus on self-archiving, Harnad
holds to ‘‘the need to take both roads to open access,’’ referring to self-archiving
and open access journals (2003c). For open source e-print archiving software,
see, among others, the Web sites for GNU Eprints Software hhttp://software
.eprints.org/i and DSpace hhttp://dspace.orgi.
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are able to secure for publishing, whether from scholarly societies, uni-

versity departments, government agencies, or foundations. Journals that

offer this type of open access charge neither author nor reader and typi-

cally publish only online. Of all the forms of open access, this one per-

haps relies the most heavily on the volunteer labor of editors playing

multiple roles, with journals such as Education Policy Analysis Archives,

for example, running on a zero budget, apart from the editor’s time

and Internet bandwidth, both supported in this case by Arizona State

University.

5. Dual-mode open access: Some journals that continue to publish in

print through the sale of subscriptions have decided at the same time to

publish an electronic edition that offers immediate and complete open

access to the entire contents of the print edition. The Journal of Post-

graduate Medicine, one of the oldest medical journals in India and a

publication of the Staff Society of Seth G. S. Medical College and K. E.

M. Hospital in Mumbai, publishes in this dual mode of open access.

6. Delayed open access: What might be thought of as a more conserva-

tive fiscal version of the dual mode is deployed by the New England

Journal of Medicine and other journals, which continue to sell print edi-

tions and online access to subscribers, while offering open access to

articles some period of time, typically six months, after initial publica-

tion. Whether the dual-mode and delayed versions of open access repre-

sent a transition to online-only publishing remains to be seen.

7. Partial open access: A further option for increasing access among

subscription-based journals has been to make a small number of articles

in each issue free to read. On registering with Lancet at no cost, for ex-

ample, one is offered open access to designated articles, as well as other

services. One variation of this approach is exemplified by the Institute of

Physics, which publishes some forty journals and provides free access to

the journals’ contents for the first thirty days after an article’s publica-

tion, while asking readers to adhere to ‘‘fair use’’ with this access.

8. Per capita open access: For those in developing countries, which

have been hardest hit by journal price increases, a measure of relief has

been established through programs such as the World Health Organiza-

tion’s HINARI project, which makes over 2,000 medical journals freely
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available online to qualifying institutions in countries with a gross na-

tional product per capita of less than $1,000. Another instance of this

approach is found in the success of the International Network for the

Availability of Scientific Publications in negotiating electronic access to

a wide range of journals for developing countries in Africa (Smart 2003).

9. Open access indexing: Two major sources of open access or free

indexes to the journal literature are the U.S. government–sponsored

PubMed in the life sciences and ERIC in education. In addition, open

access indexing is available through a number of publishers’ portals that

provide free access to journals’ tables of contents, as well as the biblio-

graphic information and abstracts of the articles they publish. For exam-

ple, Reed Elsevier provides this type of access for its 1,800 journals

through ScienceDirect, with links to a pay-per-view service for full-text

access. Additional open access indexes for research resources include

CiteSeer.IST, which is a citation index, and OAIster, which also indexes

research databases.

10. Open access cooperative: The German Academic Publishers Proj-

ect, run by the Universities of Hamburg, Karlsruhe, and Oldenburg, is

a cooperative dedicated to making open access viable for German aca-

demic journals by centralizing the development of management and

publishing systems and operating through membership, enabling the

cooperative to ‘‘offer an organizational and technical infrastructure to

partners interested in exploring new paths in academic electronic pub-

lishing,’’ according to its Web site hhttp://www.gap-portal.dei (see also

Braun 2003).
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Appendix B

Scholarly Association Budgets

I gathered financial information from twenty-one American scholarly

associations, distributed across a range of disciplines, using their publicly

available tax filings (table B.1).1 This sample does not include any soci-

eties that have a large professional, nonacademic component to their

membership, such as the American Chemical Society (with a revenue

exceeding $300 million). Although the associations’ publishing expenses

(and revenues) reported here also cover books and other materials, jour-

nal publishing appears to make up the majority of the costs and includes

the support of the editors, the editorial offices, copyediting, composition,

printing, and distribution. For the eleven associations in the sample that

turn to commercial publishers and university presses to produce their

journals, the associations’ ‘‘publishing costs’’ refer to the amount paid

to the publisher or press through a variety of arrangements. Among

current arrangements, the publisher Taylor and Francis, for example,

gives the International Association for Feminist Economics a 25 percent

discount on copies of its journal Feminist Economics purchased for its

members, in return for the right to sell subscriptions outside the associa-

tion’s membership. The American Psychological Society, on the other

hand, pays Blackwell a flat fee of $20 per member for the publication of

1. Internal Revenue Service Form 990 (Return of Organization Exempt from
Income Tax) states that it is ‘‘open to public inspection’’ and must be filed by
nonprofit organizations with a revenue of over $25,000. The filed forms are
available from the GuideStar Web site hhttp://www.guidestar.org/i.



Table B.1
American scholarly associations’ annual publication budgets in 2000

Scholarly
associations

Total
revenuea

Academy of Political Sciencec $679,894

African Studies Association 382,240

American Anthropological Associationc 4,680,764

American Astronomical Societyc 8,683,893

American Education Research Associationc 5,104,541

American Economic Associationc 4,501,541

American Federation for Medical Research 842,744

American Historical Associationc 3,350,835

American Political Science Association 6,524,835

American Psychological Societyc 2,248,227

American Society for Cell Biologyc 5,277,253

American Society for Information Sciencec 1,185,074

American Society of Human Genetics 3,319,369

American Studies Associationc 651,251

Cognitive Science Societyc 123,002

History of Science Society 99,825

International Association for Feminist Economics 143,156

Linguistic Society of Americac 864,798

Microscopy Society of America 1,058,897

National Reading Conference 358,573

Radiation Research Societyc 919,855

Averages $2,428,594

Note: Data are drawn from Internal Revenue Service Form 990 for the year
2000, available from GuideStar.org. Parentheses indicate a negative amount.
a. Total revenue includes membership fees, whereas publication revenue does
not.
b. Combines journal and conference expenses.
c. Association’s journal(s) available online through the University of British
Columbia Library.
d. Association’s journal(s) published by university press or commercial pub-
lisher.
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its two principal journals, Psychological Science and Current Directions

in Psychological Science.2

A B C (Aþ B)� C
Publication
revenue Royalties

Publication
costs

Revenue
over costs

$12,128 $16,434 $265,878 ($237,316)

37,715 0 344,826 (307,111)

637,950 6,679 790,133 (145,504)

6,404,038d 0 6,294,050 109,988

591,011 55,431 1,073,930 (204,783)

1,685,640 0 3,974,715 (2,289,075)

124,600d 11,869 268,253 (131,784)

725,514 22,464 1,406,567 (681,053)

84,397 129,819 840,616 (626,400)

211,648d 0 328,765 (117,117)

1,493,454d 121,767 1,208,136 428,264

259,889d 0 208,071 (51,818)

1,294,395d 82,025 1,072,869 303,551

211,684d 438 193,460 (8,662)

0d 2,434 104,490b (102,056)

201,500d 0 141,007 60,493

0d 6,872 71,718 (64,846)

5,761 8,549 272,438 (258,128)

74,187d 0 94,314 (20,127)

10,010 17,790 44,429 (16,629)

497,085 0 347,595 149,490

$691,873 $22,918 $921,250 ($206,459)

2. Blackwell currently publishes the journals of some 500 societies. Also, the Eu-
ropean Economics Association recently moved its journal, European Economic
Review, from Elsevier (which was charging libraries $950 annually) to MIT Press
($325 annually), at which point Elsevier made it known that it had provided the
association with more than $500,000 in profit sharing over the sixteen years of
their association (Glenn 2003).
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Appendix C

Journal Management Economies

The key to economic viability for open access is not simply to find an al-

ternative revenue stream to cover the subscription income lost as a result

of providing open access to journal contents. For some portion of that

lost revenue can be recovered by reducing the costs of running the jour-

nal, archive, or index in making the move to an online medium. To illus-

trate the potential savings that can be realized using an online journal

management system, I draw on the example of Open Journal Systems,

which is open source (freely distributed) software developed by the Pub-

lic Knowledge Project (table C.1).

Briefly, a system such as OJS sets up a Web site for a journal, and that

Web site serves as an editorial office for not only editors, but reviewers,

authors, copyeditors, and others as well. OJS also sees to the labeling, fil-

ing, and tracking of all submissions and guides the submission through

each of the necessary steps, ensuring that it lands on the right desktop

at the right time in the editorial process. So when it comes to calculating

the savings from using such a system, one can begin with those associ-

ated not having to maintain an editorial office. The journal’s virtual

online editorial office is available, with complete records and materials,

through the system, from any computer plugged into the Internet. On

submitting a paper, authors are presented with a template to fill in that

includes indexing categories (keywords, coverage, etc.) and relevant

examples (provided by the journal’s editors)—reducing the cost of index-

ing down the road—and in turn, authors can submit their work without

the need to print out and make copies of the submission and mail them
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to the journal, significant factors for those working in developing coun-

tries, if somewhat offset by the price of an Internet café, which many fac-

ulty members in these countries have to use to access an online journal

submission system.

Online journal management systems are structured around the work-

flow required to review, edit, and publish submissions, with records

maintained of who is doing what and when. Such a system typically

uses a prepared set of e-mails to contact the necessary people at each

step: authors, editors (managing, section, and layout), reviewers, copy-

editors, and proofreaders. These e-mails, which are used to coordinate

among these various participants in the process, contain the necessary

information for each submission and can be edited in advance and on

the fly. Now, such a journal management system needs to be hosted on

a Web server. Most commercial journal management systems provide

hosting as part of their centralized service, which adds to their cost for

journals using their services. With an open source system, such as OJS,

a local Web server is used, and many journals using OJS have it hosted

on a university library or other institutional Web server.

To take an example of how a journal management system such as OJS

works in action, consider the most common task of an editor, namely,

assigning two or more reviewers to evaluate a manuscript for possible

publication. The editor logs onto OJS through her Internet browser,

whether at the office, home, or on the road (a cell phone version of the

software has yet to created). On entering the journal’s Web site, the

editor first comes to a table indicating the current state of her assign-

ments, with some submissions still waiting for receipt of an overdue

review, and others that are brand new, requiring peer reviewers to be

assigned to them. With the new submissions, the system has already noti-

fied the author with a standard e-mail indicating that the manuscript was

successfully uploaded to the journal and provided the author with a user

name and password for tracking its progress through the editorial pro-

cess as well as participating in revisions, copyediting, and proofreading

if it is accepted.

The editor goes to the Submission Review page for one of the new sub-

missions and downloads the paper to see if it is suitable for the journal

and ready for review. Once satisfied on these two points, the editor then
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clicks a Select Reviewer button. This takes the editor to a list of reviewers

that indicates each reviewer’s areas of interest and the date his or her last

review was assigned and completed, as well as how many reviews he or

she has completed, and possibly a rating of the reviewer for timeliness

and quality of review, if the journal has chosen this feature. The editor

scrolls or searches for a suitable reviewer, or decides to enter the name

of a new reviewer, before clicking the Assign button. The Assign button

causes a series of windows to appear, the first of which asks whether the

requested review’s due date should fall within the standard number of

weeks for the journal or be modified. This window is followed by a sec-

ond one, containing a prepared e-mail, addressed to the reviewer from

the editor, which invites the review, presents the paper’s title and ab-

stract, and provides a password for the reviewer to use to visit the site

and download the paper (or it attaches the paper to the e-mail, if the

editor chooses that option in setting up the journal). The editor can

personalize the e-mail or otherwise edit it before sending it to the re-

viewer. Once it is sent, the name of the reviewer, along with the date

the invitation was made and the deadline date for the review, is recorded

on the Submission Review page for that paper in association with the

reviewer’s name. All this can be accomplished in the time it might other-

wise take the editor, in a print model, to instruct an editorial assistant to

check when a certain colleague had last reviewed for the journal. The

editor then moves on to select the second reviewer for that particular

submission.1

1. According to Fytton Rowland’s study (2003), the current average cost that
journals attribute to the peer review process is $400 per published paper.
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Appendix D

An Open Access Cooperative

The proposal for an open access publishing and archiving cooperative is

intended to suggest a not-so-new economic model, given the long history

of cooperatives, for increasing access to research on a sustainable basis.

It would bring together research libraries, scholarly associations, and

publishing bodies (such as university presses, publishers’ research insti-

tutes, and groups of scholars), most of which have reason enough to

collaborate on creating a wide-scale open access publishing model. The

cooperative model is particularly suited to supporting journals in those

academic disciplines, whether in the humanities, social sciences, or even

the sciences, in which typical levels of grant funding cannot be reason-

ably expected to support an author fee approach to open access.

The basic economic principles underlying the cooperative are divided

between those that affect libraries and those that pertain to publishers.

For libraries, such a cooperative would provide a means of containing

and reducing the costs of journal access, by utilizing existing capacities

and expertise within many research libraries. For scholarly societies, uni-

versity presses, or independent groups of scholars, it would allow a focus

on scholarly quality with maximum readership (through open access),

with predictable revenue lines and access to the information science and

systems expertise of participating research libraries. For publishers, there

may be opportunities for service and management contracts with the

cooperative. The open access feature of the cooperative can help the

libraries fulfill their public-service mandate and publishers achieve their



common long-term goals of improving scholarly communication in an

economically responsible manner.

To provide an example of the possible financial workings of such a co-

operative, I have drawn on recent economic data gathered from Cana-

dian social science and humanities journals. Although the social sciences

and humanities account for a substantial proportion of the scholarly

work on university campuses, they have not figured as prominently as

the hard sciences in discussions of alternative models of academic pub-

lishing. It is true that their journals have much lower subscription costs.

However, the potential value and contribution of open access in these

fields is just as great as in the sciences, whether one thinks of the public,

professionals, policymakers, or scholars and students at institutions that

cannot otherwise afford even the lower-priced subscriptions of journals

in the social sciences and humanities.

The budget figures presented here for journal revenues and expenses

are average figures for a sample of sixty-one Canadian social science

and humanities journals (table D.1). The projected business plan for this

cooperative model assumes that the journals will move, if only gradually,

to publishing only online, and drop their print editions. It also assumes

that the cooperative will employ open source software systems for man-

aging and publishing and that the journals will continue to qualify for

current levels of grants and subsidies.1 By publishing in an open access

format, journals will lose revenue from individual subscriptions and

other sales (e.g., reprint permissions). Institutional subscriptions will

be replaced, at a lower level, by cooperative fees charged to member

libraries.

However membership in the cooperative comes to be structured,

whether nationally or internationally, a drop in the number of institu-

tions participating in the cooperative seems inevitable, compared to the

number of institutions that currently subscribe to the journals that are

to be published by the cooperative. A second assumption is that the

1. The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada’s Aid to Re-
search Journals provides up to $30,000 (Canadian) per year to peer-reviewed
journals that qualify in terms of scholarly excellence and overall presentation
(see ‘‘Aid to Research and Transfer Journals’’ hhttp://www.sshrc.ca/web/apply/
program_descriptions/journals_e.aspi).
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member libraries belonging to the cooperative should, in principle, pay

less in membership fees to the cooperative than they paid, prior to its for-

mation, in subscription fees for the journals now published by the coop-

erative. To cover those two assumptions in the projected cooperative

budget presented here, based on the survey of Canadian journals, I have

cut the institutional revenue in half from its subscription levels (table

D.1).

Although the humanities journals that make up this sample have small

circulations, with an average of 561 subscribers, they have still managed

through their current subscription lists and grants to produce a surplus

that is equivalent to close to 10 percent of their revenues. To be fair,

the journals may well need this operating surplus, in light of the un-

certainties associated with the number of subscribers and the size of the

Table D.1
Open access cooperative model based on 2003 average revenues and expenses
for a sample of Canadian social science and humanities journals

Budget items Current Cooperative

Revenue

Grants/donations $22,876 $22,876

Subscriptions

Institutional ($75/year) 18,662 9,331

Individual 12,775 N/A

Other sales 7,908 N/A

Total $62,221 $32,207

Expenses

Editing (copyediting/proofreading) $12,256 $12,256

Marketing 1,814 1,814

Prepressa 4,207 2,104

Printing, paper, binding 14,253 N/A

Postage and handling 3,885 N/A

Subscription fulfillment 2,705 N/A

Administrative overheada 17,231 8,616

Total $56,620 $24,789

Operating surplus $5,601 $7,418

Source: Lorimer, Lindsay, and Boismenu 2003.
Note: All figures in Canadian dollars. N ¼ 61. N/A ¼ not applicable.
a. Online management systems are used to reduce costs by 50 percent.
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subsidizing grants. The publishing and archiving cooperative, while

promising to greatly increase the journals’ readership, also has the poten-

tial to increase their operating surpluses by dropping their print editions

and utilizing online systems. These increased surpluses not only could

cover unexpected declines in grants but could help defray the costs asso-

ciated with managing the expected increase in submissions that appears

to follow a move to open access publishing. And given the trend of

declining individual subscriptions to academic journals, a loss of the in-

come stream associated with those subscriptions has been a reality for

some time (Tenopir and King 2001).

This leaves the question of whether a publishing and archiving co-

operative makes as much economic sense as a proven cost recovery or

nonprofit digital service for scholarly publications, such as JSTOR. As I

have noted, the leadership and direction for JSTOR comes from the

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the major philanthropic benefactor of

scholarly communication. Although the Mellon Foundation has sup-

ported the development of open source software among universities, for

projects such as courseware, when it comes to scholarly publishing,

the foundation has focused in recent years on ‘‘creating sustainable not-

for-profit enterprises’’ as a means ‘‘to accelerate the productive uses of

information technologies for the benefit of higher education around the

world,’’ according to the mission statement of the recently formed Ithaka

Harbours, Inc. Ithaka was established by the foundation, with Kevin M.

Guthrie, former president of JSTOR, at its head, to support new not-for-

profit enterprises in scholarly communication, principally those that have

received Mellon support. If this not-for-profit enterprise model appears

to build on the high-tech start-up wave of the 1990s, underwritten by

venture capital (and Ithaka speaks of new enterprises as ‘‘incubated enti-

ties,’’ in the lingo of that era), the Mellon Foundation has proven that

the model works in the twenty-first century with JSTOR and ARTstor,

both of which have increased access to important scholarly and cultural

resources. The idea of a publishing and archiving cooperative that I am

introducing here is something of a tendril of that demonstrated success,

as it seeks to extend the Mellon idea of a community-based organization

by situating that organization far more directly within the community, as

a cooperative rather than a service enterprise.
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To take advantage of Mellon’s leadership in cost recovery publishing,

as well as to follow its wise counsel to begin with a viable business plan,

I offer JSTOR’s budget as a rough benchmark in determining whether

a cooperative among libraries, scholarly societies, and other publishing

groups can succeed in advancing this common desire ‘‘to accelerate the

productive uses of information technologies for the benefit of higher

education around the world,’’ to return to the Ithaka line (see table

D.2). In 2002, the most recent year for which tax returns are available,

JSTOR offered the back-issue sets for roughly 220 journals (according to

Table D.2
JSTOR revenue and expenses based on its 2002 IRS Form 990 return informa-
tiona

Budget item JSTOR

Revenue

Subscription fees $7,400,000

Capital feesb 6,400,000

Grants and donations 2,547,000

Other 626,000

Total $16,973,000

Expenses

President and trustees $370,000

Other salaries 3,382,000

Scanning 1,267,000

Hardware and software 673,000

Occupancy 410,000

Travel 543,000

Professional fees 550,000

Meetings and presentations 1,433,000

Asset depreciation 689,000

Other 1,966,000

Total $11,184,000

Operating surplus $5,789,000

Net assetsc $28,607,000

Source: GuideStar hhttp://guidestar.orgi.
a. Tax-exempt organizations are required to file Form 990 with the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service.
b. Paid by new member institutions to join JSTOR.
c. Principally investments and savings.
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its March newsletter of that year) and added in the area of 90 new jour-

nal titles to its list (judging by its growth in titles to date).

The JSTOR figures suggest the scope and leeway that library and

scholarly associations have in exploring the financial prospects of a

cooperative model for supporting journal publishing and archiving.

However, the larger question at hand is whether there are other ways of

going about the business of scholarly communication, review, authoriza-

tion, and reward and whether there are other ways of taking advantage

of new technologies to benefit higher education and society on a global

scale. The Mellon Foundation has done a great service with JSTOR in

improving access to the back issues of journals and in demonstrating

the viability of not-for-profit enterprises based on developing new digi-

tized scholarly services. However, I don’t imagine that anyone at the

Mellon Foundation, or anyone associated with related projects, has it in

mind that current initiatives should be the end of the conversation on

ways and means of improving access to research and scholarship on a

sustainable and long-term basis.
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Appendix E

Indexing of the Serial Literature

To suggest the scope of overlap and gap in current serial indexes, I

worked with Larry Wolfson and Alnoor Gova to analyze, within the

context of the University of British Columbia serials collection, a sam-

ple of nine indexes, comprising traditional indexes, government- and

industry-sponsored indexes, and a new generation of publisher portals

(table E.1). Given our interest in open access approaches to scholarly

publishing, we included five open access indexes in the sample. Two of

these open access indexes are sponsored by the U.S. government: ERIC,

which is a project of the National Library of Education, and PubMed,

which is the work of the National Library of Medicine. Two are

publisher portals that serve, in effect, as open access indexes: Elsevier’s

ScienceDirect and Stanford University Library’s HighWire Press. And

one is an experimental citation index, CiteSeer.IST, which was initially

developed by the NEC Research Institute and is now also associated

with Pennsylvania State University.

We compared the indexes’ coverage of the research literature using

two measures. The first was a measure of the index’s coverage of fifty

randomly selected journal titles, drawn from the relevant disciplines’

journal sections of the University of British Columbia library. The sec-

ond was a measure of the index’s coverage of the top fifty journals in ed-

ucation, as ranked by the ISI Web of Science according to impact factor

(which, as stated in chapter 2, is the ratio of citations to articles in the

journal over the two previous years). Coverage measures of the type

we used are admittedly crude, and the resulting tables are meant only to



suggest the value of exploring alternative systems of comprehensive

indexing.1

To begin with a comparison of indexes in education, among the fifty

randomly selected education journals from the UBC library, seven of the

titles found in the commercial Education Index do not appear in the

much larger and open access ERIC, with 993 journal titles in 2003 (table

E.2). The titles in this sample that were missing from the otherwise com-

prehensive ERIC index were Journal of Curriculum Theorizing, Journal

of the College and University Personal Association, Learning and Lead-

Table E.1
Indexes used in the analysis

Commercial serial indexes

Education Index (New York: H. W. Wilson)

ISI Web of Science (Philadelphia: Thomson Institute of Scientific Information)

Serial aggregators (subscription management services)

Academic Search Elite (Chicago: EBSCO Information Services)

Publisher portals

Highwire Press (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Library)

Journals@Ovid (Amsterdam: Wolters Kluwer N.V.)

ScienceDirect (London: Reed Elsevier)

Open Access Indexes

ERIC: Education Resources Information Clearinghouse (Rockville, MD: U.S.
Department of Education)

CiteSeer.IST (Princeton, NJ: NEC Research Institute; State College: Pennsylvania
State University)

PubMed (Washington, DC: National Library of Medicine)

Note: The analysis of the databases and indexes was conducted in July 2003.

1. On index coverage, also see Pillow 1999, which discovered many inconsis-
tencies in the ways that print and electronic indexes cover Afro-American Studies.
Gaps have also been noted in women’s studies by Kristin H. Gerhard, Trudi E.
Jacobsen, and Susan G. Williamson (1993), who examined the respected Social
Sciences Index, MLA Bibliography, and Humanities Index (see also Krikos
1994). In comparing the Education Index and the Current Index to Journals in
Education, M. Suzanne Brown, Jana S. Edwards, and Jeneen Lasee-Willemssen
concluded that ‘‘researchers who prefer one index unknowingly miss key articles’’
(1999, 216). For additional studies on indexing comprehensiveness, see LaRose
1989 and Holt and Schmidt 1995.
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ing with Technology, School Arts, Science Scope, Teaching PreK–8,

and Journal of the National Association for the Education of Young

Children.

When it came to the ISI Web of Science’s top fifty journals in educa-

tion (as ranked by impact factor), both Education Index and ERIC pro-

vided, not surprisingly, excellent coverage, with the one exception missing

from both indexes—Journal of Computer Information Systems—hardly

a surprise. Still the fact that ERIC did not index four of the top fifty jour-

nals in its field—Health Education Research, Journal of College Student

Development, Minerva: A Review of Science, Learning and Policy, and

Academic Psychiatry (from the American Association of Directors of

Psychiatric Residency Training and the Association for Academic Psy-

chiatry)—again suggests the benefits of pursuing more comprehensive

and coordinated coverage strategies in indexing. One obvious issue in

this analysis is what counts as an education journal, given that research

in professional schools, such as education, draws on a number of aca-

demic disciplines. What still comes through, though, is an overlap and

gap among the indexes that might be addressed by building index-

ing into the journal-publishing process. ERIC provides public access

Table E.2
Indexing coverage of education journals

Commercial indexes
Open access
index

ISI Web of
Science

Education
Index ERICa

Total titles indexed 92 553 993

Random titles (N ¼ 50)b 12 29 31

In ISI alone 1 N/A N/A

In EI alone N/A 7 N/A

In ERIC alone N/A N/A 9

ISI top-fifty titlesc 50 38 46

Note: N/A ¼ not applicable.
a. Abstract index (open access, with optional document delivery service).
b. From current journals in the University of British Columbia Education
Library.
c. By impact factor in ISI Web of Science for education.
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to abstracts along with bibliographic information, and began in 2004

to add open access to a small number (so far) of journal articles. It

makes the educational research literature, including unpublished mate-

rials, available to a wider public of parents, teachers, educational admin-

istrators, and policymakers.

To gain a sense of how open access journals are currently being in-

dexed, we checked a list of 135 open access journals in education, using

the complete list of such journals posted on the American Education

Research Association (AERA) Web site. Many of these titles were new

and available only in electronic form, although some had long-standing

print editions, going back over a century in the case of Teachers College

Record (table E.3). Only 39 of the 135 titles in this list were to be found

in Education Index or ERIC. Clearly, open access journal editors should

be seeking ways of having their journals indexed by implementing, for

example, the Open Archives Initiative Metadata Harvesting Protocol,

which enables online research resources to be automatically indexed in

open access indexes or search services such as OAIster, with ERIC

currently in the process of adopting such metadata standards to improve

its service (see appendix F). Still, five of the open access journals on the

AERA list—Teachers College Record, Educational Psychological Re-

view (University of Texas), Teaching Sociology, Journal of Extension,

and Educational Theory—are indexed in the highly selective ISI Web of

Science.

Table E.3
Indexing coverage of open access education journals

Commercial indexes
Open access
index

ISI Web of
Science

Education
Index ERIC

E-journals (N ¼ 135)a 5 15 38

In ISI alone 0 N/A N/A

In EI alone N/A 1 N/A

In ERIC alone N/A N/A 26

a. From the Open Access Education E-journal List hhttp://aera-cr.ed.asu.edu/
links.htmli.
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In the sciences, open access to serial indexing is growing on a number

of fronts. For example, corporate journal publishers provide free access

to abstracts and tables of contents as marketing devices, linking to pay-

per-view access to the full articles, perhaps most notably with Elsevier’s

ScienceDirect, which provides a portal onto Elsevier’s 1,800 journal

titles. On the other hand, the HighWire Press portal, with close to 800

journals, offers both pay-per-view and ‘‘the largest repository of free

full-text life science articles in the world,’’ according to its Web site (table

E.4). In the life sciences, the major commercial and open access indexes

both provide a high degree of coverage, with the open access PubMed

index doing somewhat better than the ISI Web of Science, although the

Web of Science still managed to cover two journals in this area—Journal

of Biological Systems and Fisheries Oceanography—that were not cov-

ered by PubMed (table E.5).

A detailed feature comparison among the science indexes in this sam-

ple—which includes examples of commercial, nonprofit, experimental,

and government sites—reveals the richness and redundancy of current ser-

vices (table E.6). At this point, however, the ISI Web of Science continues

to provide indispensable citation-indexing and journal-ranking services.

The still-experimental citation indexing systems, such as CiteSeer.IST and

Table E.4
Coverage of top-fifty science journals

Commercial indexes Open access indexes

Index Portalsa Portalsb Index

ISI
Web of
Science

Academic
Search
Elite Ovid

Science-
Direct

High-
Wire

Pub-
Med

Total titles 8,500 8,000 900 1,800 336 4,600

ISI top fiftyc 50 24 5 12 10 47

a. Portals permit only subscribers to search, with full-text access to articles,
although some portals delay that access to some time after articles appear on
journal’s Web site.
b. Portals permit free searches, with full-text access to articles restricted to sub-
scribers or pay per view.
c. Ranked by impact factor in ISI Web of Science.
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Citebase, have not begun to approach the reliability or systematic cover-

age of the ISI Web of Science. Nonetheless, the Web of Science’s limited

range of coverage and its subscription costs (which cannot be dis-

closed in the case of the University of British Columbia, according to its

current licensing agreement) make the value of an open access citation

index apparent, and efforts to develop prototypes of such an index in

association with Open Archives Initiative metadata standards are likely

to continue.

At this point, CiteSeer.IST does not index journals, per se, but only in-

dividual papers that have been posted on the Web, whether on home

page Web sites, in e-print archives, or on other Web sites, such as those

for conferences. Admittedly, improving the accuracy and completeness of

the bibliographic information gathered by CiteSeer.IST’s autonomous

indexing is no small challenge (as it crawls the Web for science articles

in .pdf format and parses those it finds, using a bibliographic algorithm

that extracts, as best it can, given the irregularities of article formatting,

the author, title, etc., as well as the works cited). Yet CiteSeer.IST has

demonstrated how much can be done, even with what is essentially a dis-

organized array of online and open access publications, through auto-

mated systems that make free online indexes economically feasible.

PubMed, which represents a major investment in open access index-

ing by the U.S. National Library of Medicine, also goes a step further to-

ward supporting greater ‘‘public’’ access by including multiple search

functions for both scholars and clinicians, so that one can look specifi-

cally for studies that relate to ‘‘therapy,’’ those that relate to ‘‘diagnosis,’’

Table E.5
Indexing coverage of life sciences journals

Commercial index Open access index

ISI Web of Science PubMed

Random titles (N ¼ 50)a 40 45

In ISI only 2 N/A

In PubMed only N/A 7

a. Drawn from current life science journals in University of British Columbia
Library.
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Table E.6
Comparison of services among five science indexes

Open access indexes

Publishers’ portals Indexes

Feature
Science-
Direct

HighWire
Press PubMed

Cite-
Seer.IST

Com-
mercial
index

ISI Web
of Science

Alert service No Yes Yes No Yes

Category search Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Citation graphs No No No No Yes

Citation indexing Yes No No No Yes

Citation statistics Yes No No No Yes

Context for citations No No No No Yes

Coverage 8.5 K
journals
23 M
recordsa

1.8 K
journals
59 M
records

550 K
articles
1.4 M
records

4.6 K
journals
12 M
records

300 K
articles
10 M
records

Document
comparisonb

No No No No Yes

Full-text articles No Yes Somec Some Some

Match search terms
with database terms

No No No Yes No

Order articles online Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Practitioner search No No No Clinical
studies

No

Ratings/comments No Yes Yes No Yes

Reference library No Yes No Yes No

Related article
linking

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Related resources No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Save/edit searches Yes Yes No Yes No

Scientific glossary No No No Yes No

Sort parameters Yes Yes No No Yes

User customizable No Yes No Yes No

User tutorial/help No Yes No Yes No

a. Science, Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities Citation Indexes.
b. Shows percentage of matching sentences between documents.
c. HighWire Press offers full-text articles, with the majority of journals offering
pay per view, although a quarter of its titles offer open access, from immediately
on publication to two years after.
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and those that relate to ‘‘prognosis.’’ There are links to the full text

of articles, where publishers permit, as well as a medical glossary, a

search terms thesaurus, and links to related documents, including medi-

cal textbooks.

The need for greater coordination among the variety of indexing ser-

vices in existence should be readily apparent in light of continuing gaps

and overlaps, and there are signs that efforts toward such coordination

are underway. It is still too early to know if Google Scholar will prove

the way forward, as it is too early to judge what will come of Thompson

ISI’s announcement of a joint initiative with NEC Laboratories America

to build on CiteSeer.IST tools for autonomous searching of open access

materials (Quint 2004).
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Appendix F

Metadata for Journal Publishing

Online indexing for e-print archives and journals works like this (at the

risk of things’ getting a little complicated): In online settings and with

digital formats, each published article in an archive or journal has what

is called metadata (data about data) associated with it. This metadata

typically consists of what we traditionally think of as indexing items,

such as the author’s name, the paper’s title, the date it was published,

and the journal’s name. The Open Archives Initiative has established a

protocol or standard for the metadata that enables this indexing infor-

mation to be gathered or ‘‘harvested’’ from online e-print archives, jour-

nals and other research databases. This means that if a journal registers

with an OAI harvester, such as OAIster at the University of Michigan, all

of the metadata associated with the journal’s articles will be harvested on

a regular basis and contribute to a virtual index at the OAIster Web site,

where it can be searched, along with metadata from all of the other reg-

istered journals, e-print archives, and other sorts of research databases,

with links leading back to the indexed articles. At this point OAIster is

harvesting materials from 400 institutions, and the OAI protocol is prov-

ing itself to be the emerging standard for indexing research resources.

The OAI protocol is used to index an article by employing a standard

set of fifteen metadata or indexing elements. These elements, which are

drawn from the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, include the traditional

indexing items such as Title, Author, Subject, Publisher, and Date, along

with a number of other helpful categories, including Description, Con-

tributor, Type, Format, Source, Identifier, Coverage, Relation, Language,



and Rights.1 These elements can be further defined for specific purposes

by the journal or archive that utilizes them. In addition, a metadata ele-

ment can be used more than once, so that for example, a document can

be indexed by Subject (academic discipline) and Subject (keyword). This

allows for increasingly fine-grained indexing of the research literature

Table F.1
Use of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set in the indexing of materials pub-
lished in journals using Open Journal Systems

Dublin Core
elements Open Journal Systems indexing for scholarly journals

Title Title of article, book review, item, etc.

Creator Author’s name, affiliation, and e-mail address

Creator Biographical statement

Subject Academic discipline

Subject Topics, keywords, or disciplinary classification system, if
available

Description Abstract of article

Publisher Publisher or sponsoring agency (name, city, country)a

Contributor Agencies funding or contributing to the research

Date When paper was submitted to journala

Type Peer-reviewed, non-peer-reviewed, invited; article, book,
review, etc.a

Type Research method or approach

Format HTML, .pdf, PostScript (file formats)a

Identifier Universal Resource Indicatora

Source Journal title, volume (issue)a

Language Language of article

Relation Title and identifier for document’s supplementary files (e.g.,
research data, instruments)a

Coverage Geographical and historical coverage

Coverage Research sample (by age, gender, ethnicity, class)

Rights Author retains copyright, granting first publication rights
to journal (default version)a

a. Items generated by Open Journal Systems; all other items entered by the au-
thor, on submission of article, and later reviewed as part of editorial process.

1. The Web site of the Open Archives Initiative can be accessed at hhttp://
openarchives.orgi; that for the Dublin Core Project is available at hhttp://purl
.org/DC/index.htmi; also see Van de Sompel and Lagoze 2002.
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and more accurate searching (as a countermeasure against what is other-

wise the threat of information overload), and OAI harvesters can be set

up to catch the distinctions introduced by, say, a set of journals and to

allow readers to search on one or some combination of the elements,

such as research methodology and funding agency.

To see how this can work in practice, consult table F.1, which sets out

the indexing items that the Public Knowledge Project utilizes with its

Open Journal Systems, an example of open source software designed to

manage and publish journals online discussed in chapter 11. Each of

these elements, such as Type (peer-reviewed) or Contributor (funding

agency), can be used to refine and create greater precision in searching.

With OJS, when the author submits a paper, he or she fills in not only

Name and Title, but a range of other metadata elements, such as Disci-

pline and Coverage, using a template that supplies him or her with rele-

vant examples for each element (provided by the journal’s editors). The

author can be directed, as well, to consult more formal subject classifica-

tions, such as the American Mathematics Society’s 2000 Mathematics

Subject Classification, with its exhaustive set of 5,000 topics, although

only a few disciplines have such a classification system. The information

the author provides is combined with additional metadata that is gener-

ated by the publishing system, including Date (date submitted), Source

(journal title, volume, issue), and Type (peer-reviewed status, etc.). The

metadata submitted by the author can be reviewed as part of the jour-

nal’s editorial process and is subject to copyediting, proofreading, or

even review by a librarian with cataloguing expertise in the relevant

area, if the journal happens to be, say, a member of a publishing and

archiving cooperative of the sort outlined in chapter 6.
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